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Chapter 1

Introduction
Several decades of rapid economic growth has transformed the consumption power of
emerging markets. As a result, emerging markets have overtaken developed markets
as the major growth arena for the Consumer Packaged Goods (CPG) industry. As
the economy keeps moving on, the emerging markets’ consumer spending is expected
to grow three times faster than the consumer spending in developed markets over the
next decade (Severin et al. 2011). By projection, by 2025, the annual consumption
in the global markets will grow by 68% from 38 trillion dollars in 2010 to 64 trillion
dollars meanwhile the emerging markets will grow by 150% up to 30 trillion dollars
from 12 trillion dollars and claim up to around 50% of the world’s total consumption
volume (Atsmon et al. 2012).
Today, the world’s top 600 cities, accounting for 20% of the world’s population,
collectively generate 60% of the global GDP; it is still expected to be true by
2025 however the composition of the top 600 will change dramatically (Dobbs
et al. 2011). Consistent with the dominant economic growth in emerging markets,
it is expected that 136 new emerging-market cities will enter the top 600 while
the majority of dropouts will be, not surprisingly, from the developed markets.
Following this development, the largest 440 emerging-market cities from the top 600
will contribute around 50% of the world-wide consumption growth (Atsmon et al.
2012). In the coming decades, the large and mega sized emerging-market cities will
become the world’s dominant arena for retailers and CPG suppliers. As multinational
players intensify their market penetration and their local competitors defend their
existing market share, the retail operations in emerging-market megacities is becoming
increasingly competitive and dynamic.
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Emerging-market megacities: where CPG suppliers meet nanostores

The current retail landscape in emerging-market megacities is highly fragmented.
Before the modern multinational retailers such as Walmart and Carrefour began
to operate in the emerging-market megacities in the 1990s, the retail market was
completely dominated by small family-operated stores that Blanco and Fransoo
(2013) refer to as nanostores. However, after around two decades’ rapid expansion
and growth, the current big-box retailers’ market share is still far behind their
counterparts in the developed markets. Moreover, the supermarket retail channel
in these megacities appears to have been saturated. In big cities like Shanghai and
Guangzhou in China, the per-store revenue of these supermarkets has been declining
and many retailers including Walmart and Carrefour have ceased operations in many
locations in recent years (Fung Business Intelligence Center 2015).
Meanwhile, the nanostores collectively still represent a significant or even dominant
share of retail sales in emerging economies and recent studies show that the sales
in nanostores still keep growing (Nielsen 2015a). Today, in the competitive and
dynamic retail environments, these small stores still exist in large numbers in
megacities. For instance, Bogota counts about 47,000 nanostores serving about 10
million consumers; Beijing counts about 60,000 nanostores serving about 20 million
consumers. Throughout China, there are 6.8 million nanostores generating an annual
sales volume of 1 trillion RMB (Chinese currency) and 23% of these stores, around
1.5 million, are located in the first and second tier cities (Xie 2017). In India and
Sub-Saharan Africa, the market share of nanostores can amount to more than 90%
of CPG sales (Nielsen 2015b). In further developed countries in East Asia and Latin
America, this channel typically still serves more than 40% of total CPG sales in cities
(Nielsen 2015a, Nielsen 2015b).
In this dissertation, we study retail operations of CPG suppliers to sell and distribute
to nanostores. Herein, CPG suppliers can stand for manufacturers like Unilever
and Danone who produce products and sell to nanostores, may also represent
conventional supply chain intermediaries like stockists and e-commerce B2B firms
such as Huimin.com in China who purchase products from CPG manufacturers and
then sell to nanostores, and as well denote platform operators, like Beequick in Beijing,
who sell products to consumers through nanostores via on-demand retail models. We
denote the retail channel of these suppliers to sell to consumers through nanostores
as traditional (retail) channel and we denote the associated selling and distribution
processes as traditional retail operations. We use the term “modern retailers”
to represent supermarkets, convenience stores, conventional e-commerce retailers
and omnichannel operators; supermarkets represent large-scale big-box retailers and
conventional e-commerce retailers and omnichannel operators differ in that the
former simply sell online and deliver offline while the latter organically infuse the
online and offline operations. The conventional e-commerce retailers are developing
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into omnichannel operators, however, currently, the majority business that entails
online sales is still conventional e-commerce operations. For example, Amazon was
established as a conventional e-commerce retailer and, in recent years, it has opened
brick-and-mortar bookstores in US cities where consumers use the Amazon mobile
application to access book price, online book review and e-book display. Another
example is JD.com, which enters into omnichannel operations through a plan to supply
to nanostores and train store owners to help local consumers buy from JD.com. Note
that a retailer is only a multichannel operator rather than an omnichannel operator
if its online and offline sales do not interact. Finally, we refer to the retail channel to
sell through modern retailers as modern (retail) channel and we denote the associated
selling and distribution processes as modern channel operations.
Traditional channel is a major revenue source for CPG suppliers in emerging markets.
In the aggregate, these nanostores, surpassing Walmart, are collectively the largest
worldwide customer for Procter & Gamble (Byron 2007). Also, these nanostores
contribute 80% revenue to one of the leading European suppliers we work with
in China. On top of that, it is more profitable serving nanostores than serving
modern retailers since CPG suppliers hold a dominant position against the small and
fragmented retail entities while the reverse is the case when they deal with hyperscale retail chains like Walmart or Carrefour. In general, through penetrating the
traditional channel, CPG suppliers can increase their revenue by 5-15% and enhance
their profit by 10-20% (Diaz et al. 2012). One detailed study shows that, by selling
directly to nanostores in Latin America, large CPG suppliers realize on average over
10% more profit than selling to large modern grocery stores (Diaz et al. 2007).
In this context, multinational and local CPG suppliers inevitably and largely rely on
tens of thousands of nanostores in the emerging-market megacities to access millions
of consumers with increasing purchasing power. Most multinational suppliers adopted
the wholesale channel to sell to nanostores when they entered emerging markets. After
decades’ market recognition and market experience, multinational suppliers have
developed direct route-to-market strategies to sell to nanostores. In Beijing, Danone
is visiting 40,000 nanostores which represent 60% of the total number of stores in the
city. In Mexico City, Unilever delivers ice cream directly to more than 10,000 freezers
placed at nanostores (Blanco and Fransoo 2013), while, in India, Unilever deploys
thousands of sales force to distribute directly to more than 1.5 million nanostores
(Atsmon et al. 2012). In China, Coca-Cola sells or executes sales visits directly to
1.3 million nanostores (Atsmon et al. 2012), while, in Mexico, Coca-Cola distributes
to 1.2 million points of sale directly (Blanco and Fransoo 2013). In Latin America,
bread producer Bimbo is supplying to 7 million points of sale by direct distribution
(Blanco and Fransoo 2013).
As the consumption grows in the emerging-market megacities, in the coming decades,
the retail operations in the traditional channel is becoming increasingly competitive
and more suppliers tend to adopt a direct distribution strategy to access nanostores.
CPG suppliers have already noted that serving nanostores is structurally distinct
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from serving modern retailers. The modern retail supply chain and operations are
controlled by modern retailers such as Walmart and Carrefour. CPG suppliers make
deals with modern retailers in the form of formal contracts which implies they can only
indirectly influence the retailers’ operations to align with their interests by contract
terms such as wholesale pricing and buy-back offering. This leads to the vast body of
research on supply chain coordination. However, the traditional retail supply chain
and operations are dominated by CPG suppliers. Instead of dealing with nanostores
under contracts, they can enforce direct influence on nanostores’ daily operations such
as order placement, shelf space allocation, product display, etc. Operationally, selling
and distributing products directly to millions of nanostores on a daily basis poses great
challenges to CPG suppliers. It demands CPG suppliers to thoroughly understand the
characteristics of nanostores and accordingly design the direct distribution strategies
to effectively benefit from this crucial retail format. Below, in the next section, we
introduce the characteristics of nanostores and discuss the relevant implications on
the direct distribution operations of CPG suppliers.

1.2

Nanostores, a force to be reckoned with

Despite the cultural differences and traditional retail heterogeneities, nanostores in
the global emerging markets bear similarities over a variety of dimensions. Table 1.1
compares the traditional channel nanostores to modern channel supermarkets.
Table 1.1 Traditional channel nanostores vs. Modern channel supermarkets (adapted
from Blanco and Fransoo 2013)

Owner-operator
Objective
Location
Store density
# consumers served per store
Financial flow
Financial status
# SKUs
Category depth
Shelf space
Order placement to suppliers
Retailer vs. CPG suppliers
Line items
Logisctics support
Technology

Traditional channel nanostores
Single store owner-operator
Make a living
Local neighborhoods
Highly populous
A few hundred
Cash, relationship-based credit
Cash constrained, no formal financing
Hundreds
Single or double
Tight
Frequent small sized orders
Dominated
Consumer units, mixed casepacks
None
Personal mobile phone

Modern channel supermarkets
Professionals, dispersed
Profit maximizing
Suburb or place with great population flow
Relatively scarce
Tens of thousands
Formal credit, bank transfers
Cash abundant, formal financing
Thousands to tens of thousands
Half dozen to dozens
Abundant
Large sized orders
Dominant
Full casepacks to store, pallets to retailer DC
Distribution centers, cross-docks, 3PL
Enterprise systems, POS scanning, EDI

Nanostores are highly populous family-operated small retailers that are located in the
local neighborhoods. In Beijing, on average, there are 90 stores per square kilometers
and each store serves around 300 local people. In Bogota, on average, there are 150
stores per square kilometers and each store serves around 170 local people. The owners
establish their nanostores to make a living or even simply kill the time post-retirement
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(Boulaksil et al. 2014). This entails many different decision making behaviors which
make selling to nanostores fundamentally distinct from selling to supermarkets who
aim to maximize profits. For example, a recent empirical study (Boulaksil et al. 2014)
with a sample size of 333 stores, conducted in big cities in Morocco, finds that the
nanostores display a sales chasing ordering behavior where nanostores do not track
the historical sales quantities and they simply place orders based on the quantity sold
in the previous week.
Financially, most nanostores accept cash transactions. Although they are severely
constrained by cash, they still offer credit to the consumers living in the local
neighborhoods based on trust and relationship. However, due to potentially high
default risk, CPG suppliers usually do not provide trade credit to nanostores, as
empirically verified by Boulaksil et al. (2014). Operationally, nanostores only sell a
few hundred of SKUs to a few hundred of local consumers. Due to space limitation,
nanostores only sell one or two suppliers’ products from one product category. Tightly
limited by cash and shelf space, nanostores place frequent and small sized orders. As a
consequence, CPG suppliers need to conduct extensive order picking and deliver mixed
casepacks to nanostores. Logistically, the suppliers have to rely on small capacity
vehicles, such as E-tricycles in China, to access nanostores scattered in the congested
narrow neighborhoods.
In this dissertation, we consider certain relevant characteristics of nanostores in our
modeling. Specifically, in Chapter 2, we consider CPG suppliers selling perishables to
nanostores with sales chasing ordering behavior. Empirically evidenced by Boulaksil
et al. (2014), nanostores place orders based on their most recent sales quantities.
This implies under(over)-ordering when the past sales are low (high), which further
incurs high lost sales (outdated inventory disposal cost). To resolve these negative
consequences, in practice, CPG suppliers dispatch sales representatives to visit
nanostores to convince store owners to change their base order quantities. The
sales effort not only impacts the suppliers’ current period’s profit but also potentially
impacts the suppliers’ future profit because nanostores’ next order is influenced by
how much inventory that nanostores carry on their shelf space. To trade off the
benefits and the associated costs of sales effort in a stochastic setting, we build a
Markov Decision Process Model to derive the optimal sales effort policy.
Nanostores and CPG suppliers are in a co-prosperity relationship. Nanostores use
the revenues from selling CPG products to pay for their family’s subsistence needs
and replenish inventory from their suppliers. While, “over the years, many large
packaged-goods companies have formed cozy, profitable relationships with the mom
and pops” (Diaz et al. 2007), in India, CPG suppliers help nanostores upgrade their
service operations to compete against the emerging modern retailers (Joseph et al.
2008). Therefore, CPG suppliers are fully incentivized to keep nanostores survive
in the long term. As a result, although they charge a higher wholesale price to
nanostores than to supermarkets, they tend to price reasonably so that this coprosperity relationship can sustain in the long run. Among CPG suppliers, however,
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they are in a competitive relationship for nanostores’ limited cash and shelf space. The
suppliers sometimes even have to cancel some of their pre-scheduled order deliveries
because their competitors take the cash and occupy the shelf space right ahead of time
(Boulaksil et al. 2014). This motivates the suppliers to adopt a frequent sales visit
strategy to secure both the cash and the shelf space. Chapter 3 of this dissertation
models the cash and shelf space competition between two suppliers selling to one
nanostore. In the model, they simultaneously set their pricing and sales visit strategies
to trade off the benefits of gaining a large share of cash and shelf space and the sales
visit cost while maintaining their co-prosperity relationships with nanostores.
Applying the direct channel distribution to serve nanostores can ensure high product
on-shelf availability through frequent inventory replenishment and facilitate market
demand development through conducting store-level promotional activities and
securing high quality shelf space. However, it usually implies little economies of scale
and high operations costs since the direct distribution suppliers need to frequently
deliver small sized orders to local narrow neighborhoods which are only accessible by
small capacity vehicles. Alternatively, CPG suppliers can use the wholesale channel to
sell to nanostores to save on the distribution cost however forfeit the direct access to
the nanostores to achieve high product availability and develop the market demand.
Chapter 4 of this dissertation models the suppliers’ channel selection problem over
a finite time horizon within which the market demand grows faster when using the
direct distribution channel than using the wholesale channel.
The highly dense nanostore network and its proximity to consumers render nanostores
as the ideal choice for online order pickup points, stocking locations and even online
order delivery force. Along with the practice of the recent omnichannel innovation and
online-offline infusion, nanostores are incorporated as strategic assets of e-commerce
companies and on-demand retail platforms. In China, retail platform Beequick
positions inventory within a nanostore network and uses a location based service
to match consumer demand with inventory supply at the consumers’ surrounding
nanostores and then requests nanostore staff to deliver the orders to the consumers.
Based on this practice, Chapter 5 of this dissertation models an on-demand retail
platform using geographic point processes and optimizes nanostore density of the
store network. The objective of Chapter 5 is to study the optimal nanostore network
scale to trade off the network maintenance cost and the late delivery refund cost.

1.3

Research positioning

At the end of 20th century, it was commonly projected that the entry of modern
grocery retail format into emerging markets would lead to the demise of the local
traditional retail formats including nanostores (Child et al. 2015). Today, after
two decades’ retail experiment, nanostores have demonstrated to be extraordinarily
resilient. However, while the modern retail has been extensively studied, this century-
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old retail format has been largely under-explored. As the supermarket demand
appears to be saturated and the traditional retail is steadily growing in the emergingmarket megacities, the operations on the traditional channel gradually scales up and
demands the attention of relevant academic research. In general, our research relates
to the existing literature on supply chain interaction with boundedly rational retailers,
stochastic inventory control & capacity investment, distribution channel strategy and
on-demand services.
The research on supply chain interaction addresses the point that a supplier can not
simply optimize his profit without considering his retailers’ reaction. This leads to
supply chain inefficiency such as double marginalization as shown by the supply chain
coordination literature (see Cachon and Lariviere 2005, Pasternack 1985, Tsay 1999).
The mainstream research assumes full rationality of the retailers so that the supplier
can optimize his profit with explicit consideration of the retailers’ rational response.
With this assumption, a series of well-known supply chain contracts, including revenue
sharing (e.g., Cachon and Lariviere 2005), buy-back (e.g., Pasternack 1985) and
quantity flexibility (e.g., Tsay 1999), have been designed to restore the supply chain
inefficiency caused by single-player optimization schemes. However, this assumption
has been challenged both empirically and experimentally (e.g., van Donselaar et al.
2010, Schweitzer and Cachon 2000, Bolton and Katok 2008, Bostian et al. 2008,
BenZion et al. 2008, Bolton et al. 2012). When retailers are claimed to be boundedly
rational, Katok and Wu (2009) and Su (2008) show that the above-mentioned supply
chain contracts fail to coordinate the supply chain. Further, Su (2008) claims that
double marginalization may be beneficial and decentralized systems may outperform
centralized systems. One one hand, this brings new research opportunities to revisit
supply chain interaction with boundedly rather than fully rational retailers. On the
other hand, this also implies great challenges because the retailers’ behaviors are
of high dimensionality and heterogeneity. In turn, this demands suppliers to gain
profound understanding of their retailers’ behavioral responses to their operations
policies and strategies.
Traditional retail supply chains are dominated by CPG suppliers. Traditional retail
operations is highly fragmented and nanostore owners tend to use heterogeneous
heuristics to operate their stores, which defies formal supply chain contracts. As
a result, this dissertation adopts single-player decision making schemes from CPG
suppliers’ perspectives while taking nanostore behaviors and characteristics into
consideration. In Chapter 2, enlightened by the empirical study conducted by
Boulaksil et al. 2014, nanostores are modeled as sales chasing newsvendors where
their base order quantities at each period are assumed to be the previous period’s
demand realization plus a fraction of the previous period’s lost sales. In Chapter
3, inspired by the fact that nanostores are cash and shelf space constrained, instead
of modeling nanostores as cash and shelf space allocation maximizers, we assume
that nanostores follow simple cash and shelf space allocation rules. In Chapter 4,
based on our observation that nanostores’ shelf space display is largely influenced
by suppliers’ sales representatives, we assume that suppliers can better develop their
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product demand at nanostores by securing high quality shelf space through direct
channel distribution.
The literature (e.g., Arrow et al. 1958, Scarf 1959, Porteus 1971, Yu and Benjaafar
2012, Lu and Song 2014, Rocklin et al. 1984, Angelus and Porteus 2002, Semple 2007)
on stochastic inventory control and capacity investment studies multi-period optimal
policy under certain variable plus fixed cost structures and usually formulates the
model as Markov Decision Processes (MDP) with convexity/concavity assumptions
on the single-period cost/profit functions. For linear variable costs, the literature has
characterized a variety of optimal policies including the Base Stock policy under zero
fixed cost and (st , St ) policy under positive one-sided fixed cost with the notion of
K-Convexity (see Scarf 1959) in stochastic inventory control literature, the Target
Interval policy under zero fixed cost (see Rocklin et al. 1984, Angelus and Porteus
2002) and a complicated policy with multiple stay-put regions under two-sided fixed
costs with the notion of (K1 , K2 )-Convexity (see Ye and Duenyas 2007) or Weak(K1 , K2 )-Convexity (see Semple 2007) in capacity investment literature. For piecewise concave variable costs, with one-sided Plya demand distribution densities, a
Generalized (st , St ) policy has been shown to be optimal under positive one-sided
fixed cost with the notion of Quasi-K-Convexity (Porteus 1971) in stochastic inventory
control literature. For convex variable costs, a Generalized Base Stock policy has been
proved to be optimal under zero fixed cost (see Arrow et al. 1958) while for linear piecewise convex variable costs, a complex policy with disconnected production regions and
multiple produce-up-to levels is optimal under positive one-sided fixed cost using the
notion of (K, c, q)-convexity (see Lu and Song 2014) in stochastic inventory control
literature.
We model the sales effort problem in Chapter 2 of this dissertation as a Markov
Decision Process and we adopt the terminology from the literature of stochastic
inventory control and capacity investment. We model the cost structure as a
two-sided convex variable cost function plus two-sided fixed costs which represent
the negative revenue associated with each one-sided piece of convincing-up and
convincing-down effort. To our knowledge, there does not exist a paper in stochastic
inventory control and capacity investment literature which considers such a complex
cost structure. We show the optimality of a Generalized Base Stock policy and a
Generalized Target Interval policy under the special case of zero fixed costs; we
characterize the optimal Generalized (st , St ) policy under positive fixed costs with
some technical conditions; we introduce the new notions of Backward-K D -Concavity
and Bidirectional-(K U , K D )-Concavity to prove the optimality of the (st , St ) policy
U D
D
and the (sU
t , St , st , St ) policy under the special case of linear two-sided variable
effort cost function with some technical conditions. Because of the model and
structure analogies, the results that we obtain from our model can be transferred
to the problems of stochastic inventory control and capacity investment.
The existing research on distribution channel strategy studies suppliers’ channel
structures to sell and distribute to customers. Early conceptual and empirical work
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in the retail marketing literature claims that suppliers tend to use the direct channel
strategy for products with lower purchasing frequency (Aspinwall 1962, Miracle 1965),
higher margin or value (Aspinwall 1962, Miracle 1965), and larger fixed investment
cost (e.g., Anderson and Schmittlein 1984, John and Weitz 1988, Klein et al. 1990).
The modeling work in this area (e.g., Jeuland and Shugan 1983, Coughlan 1985,
Coughlan 1987, Lin et al. 2014) usually trades off disintegration versus integration in
a competitive setting. For a monopoly supplier, the integration strategy dominates
the disintegration strategy since integration avoids double marginalization (e.g., see
Lin et al. 2014).
This stream of research, on the one hand, does not address the privilege of sales
enforcement and market penetration of using the direct channel distribution by which
the suppliers gain direct access to the customers. These benefits incentivize CPG
suppliers to sell and distribute to nanostores directly. Chapters 2 and 3 of this
dissertation do not study distribution channel selection; however, these two chapters
are proposed based on the direct channel distribution by which CPG suppliers use
sales representatives to influence nanostores’ ordering, cash and shelf space allocation
decisions. On the other hand, these models conclude with static channel structures in
equilibrium since the factors considered in these models are all assumed to be static.
In practice, the market grows transiently and may never reach a steady state over
a finite pre-defined project planning horizon, which often occurs in traditional retail
operations. Chapter 4 of this dissertation studies the traditional channel selection
in a demand growth setting where using the direct channel strategy is better at
developing market demand while also incurring higher distribution cost than the
wholesale channel strategy.
On-demand service platforms have been rising rapidly in recent years, which match
consumers who are sensitive to waiting time with service providers who are willing to
exchange their idle capacity for a source of income. The mainstream of papers on this
topic (including Gurvich et al. 2016, Cachon et al. 2016, Ibrahim 2015, Taylor 2016,
Riquelme et al. 2015, Chen and Hu 2016, Hu and Zhou 2016, Bai et al. 2016) study
the mechanisms and policies to match the demand from consumers and the service
supply from service providers. These papers take an economics perspective and model
the on-demand services in an aggregate sense. As a result, their models overlook
the fundamental characteristics of these platforms that the on-demand services are
location based and the service performances are significantly impacted by the distance
between consumers and service providers.
The on-demand retail is one type of on-demand services which delivers physical
products to consumers. Some purely virtual platforms like Instacart in North
America contract crowd shipping freelancers to buy grocery on consumers’ behalf from
supermarkets then deliver to the consumers. In this dissertation, Chapter 5 studies
a retail platform like Beequick in China which sells its own products to consumers.
In order to deliver consumer orders within hours, the platform consigns its product
inventory at tens of thousands nanostores located in close proximity to consumers.
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When receiving consumer orders, the platform requests delivery staff of consumers’
surrounding nanostores to pick the orders from store inventory and deliver to the
consumers. In our paper, we study the nanostore network scale of an on-demand
retail platform from operations perspective. We model geographic distribution of
consumers and nanostores by two Poisson point processes, which is widely known
in biology, forestry and astronomy, yet are merely applied in transportation and
operations management at a very limited scale. We use Poisson point processes to
calculate the distribution of distance between consumers and their nearest nanostore
whose delivery staff is available based on which we approximate the consumer order
delivery service performance.
This dissertation also relates to the literature on price, shelf space and delivery
frequency competition and the interaction between price, time and capacity of service
delivery, which will be reviewed further in specific chapters of this dissertation.

1.4

Selling and distributing to nanostores: analytical approaches

This dissertation studies traditional retail operations from the perspective of CPG
suppliers with consideration of nanostore behaviors and characteristics. We take
analytical approaches to derive the optimal sales, pricing and distribution channel
strategies for CPG manufacturers and intermediaries and study the network scale
decision for on-demand retail platform operators.

1.4.1

Selling to Nanostores (Chapter 2)

In Chapter 2, we consider a CPG supplier selling a perishable product to a sales
chasing nanostore in a finite time horizon, which is naturally discretized into identical
periods with each period equal to the product’s shelf life. To resolve the negative
impact resulting from the nanostore’s sales chasing ordering behavior, the supplier
dispatches a sales representative to convince the store owner to order more or less than
his base order level. The supplier’s convincing-up effort reduces the current period’s
undesired lost sales and probabilistically increases the nanostore’s next period’s base
order level while his convincing-down effort avoids the current period’s excessive
outdated inventory disposal cost and probabilistically decreases the nanostore’s next
period’s base order level. Exerting sales effort incurs a cost structure composed of a
two-sided fixed component and a two-sided variable component corresponding to the
two-sided effort of convincing either up or down.
Methodologically, we build a Markov Decision Process model to trade off the benefits
and the associated costs of exerting sales effort. In this chapter, we mainly address
the following research questions:
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1. What is the optimal sales effort policy for CPG suppliers to sell to sales chasing
nanostores?
2. What is the impact of the cost structures on the optimal sales effort policy?
Through the two research questions, Chapter 2 studies the structure of optimal sales
effort policies under two-sided convex variable sales efforts costs and two-sided fixed
sales effort costs. We explore general cost structures as well as special cases.

1.4.2

Competing for Nanostores (Chapter 3)

The fact that nanostores are cash and shelf space constrained renders CPG suppliers
more likely to adopt the direct channel distribution, which in turn results in fierce cash
and shelf space competition between suppliers. We consider cash competition between
two suppliers each selling a product in distinct product categories who obtain separate
shelf spaces from one nanostore. We also model cash and shelf space competition
between two suppliers each selling a product in the same product category where the
competing products are displayed on a fixed amount of dedicated shelf space from one
nanostore. Chapter 3 of this dissertation addresses the following research questions:
1. What are the pricing and sales visit strategies in equilibrium when the nanostore
dedicates separate shelf space for the two suppliers, i.e., when they compete only
for the nanostore’s limited cash?
2. What are the pricing and sales visit strategies in equilibrium when the nanostore
positions the two suppliers’ products on the same shelf space, i.e., when
they compete not only for nanostores’ limited cash but also compete for the
nanostore’s limited shelf space?
3. Does the nanostore benefit from competitions between the two suppliers?
The first two research questions are the core subjects to be explored in Chapter 3.
To study the third research question, we benchmark the equilibrium results against
a one-supplier model to study whether the nanostore is more likely to survive in the
long run with supplier competition.

1.4.3

Supplying to Nanostores (Chapter 4)

The wholesale channel used to be the one-size-fits-all strategy when multinational
CPG suppliers entered the emerging-market megacities. After decades’ traditional
retail operations, CPG suppliers now tend to apply the direct distribution channel,
which incurs higher distribution cost than using the wholesale channel but can ensure
higher product on-shelf availability through active inventory replenishment and higher
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demand growth through securing high-quality shelf space and conducting store-level
promotional activities. In Chapter 4, we model the traditional retail channel selection
problem over a finite planning horizon in a demand growth setting. The research
questions we address are as follows:
1. What is the optimal distribution channel policy of CPG suppliers to sell to
nanostores over a finite planning horizon?
2. Is it optimal to use both the direct channel and the wholesale channel and switch
between these two strategies over the planning horizon?
3. What is the impact of the length of the planning horizon on the optimal
distribution channel policy?
To study the first two research questions, we begin with a general model which allows
the suppliers to switch between the direct and wholesale channel for any times at any
time point. To answer the third research question, we study the parametric impact
of the length of the planning horizon on the optimal distribution channel policy.

1.4.4

Connecting through Nanostores (Chapter 5)

In Chapter 5, we study one on-demand retail platform which positions products in a
nanostore network and uses nanostore staff to deliver orders to local consumers. The
platform promises to fulfill the order delivery within a predefined time length and
refunds to the consumers in case of late order delivery. The probability of consumer
order refund is decreasing in nanostore density while the network maintenance cost
is increasing in nanostore density. We optimize the nanostore network scale, i.e., the
nanostore density, to trade off the network maintenance cost and the late delivery
refund cost. In Chapter 5, we address the following research questions.
1. What is the optimal nanostore network scale, i.e., nanostore density, of ondemand retail platforms to sell to consumers through nanostores?
2. What are the impacts of order fulfillment time guarantee, consumer density and
late delivery refund cost on the optimal nanostore network scale?
To address these two research questions, we model that the platform assigns each
consumer order to the consumer’s nearest nanostore whose delivery staff is available.
We use Poisson point processes to model the geographic distribution of nanostores and
consumers, based on which we calculate the distance distribution between consumers
and their nearest nanostores whose delivery staff is available. Then, we approximate
the consumer order fulfillment time distribution and compute the consumer order
refund probability in case the order fulfillment time is longer than the platform’s
delivery fulfillment time guarantee.
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Selling to Nanostores:
Optimal Sales Effort in
Traditional Retail
2.1

Introduction

As the dominant retail format in many emerging-market megacities, nanostores are a
major revenue source for CPG suppliers. Collectively, they are the largest worldwide
customer for Procter & Gamble (Byron 2007) and they contribute 80% revenue to
one of the leading European suppliers we work with in China. Furthermore, while
CPG suppliers are dominated by modern retailers, they hold a dominant position
against nanostores. As a result, it may be more profitable serving nanostores than
serving modern retailers since CPG suppliers not only charge a lower wholesale price
to modern retailers but also pay additionally a high listing fee (Diaz et al. 2012).
Industry research reports (Diaz et al. 2012, Diaz et al. 2007) show that CPG suppliers
can increase their revenue by 5-15% and enhance their profit by 10-20% by entering
the traditional retail channel and that Latin America CPG suppliers realize on average
over 10% more profit selling to nanostore than to modern grocery stores.
In this context, CPG suppliers such as Procter & Gamble, Unilever, Coca Cola
and Danone are selling products in emerging-market megacities through millions
of nanostores. Many suppliers began to supply to nanostores via the wholesale
channel in which they only sell to the top tier wholesalers and the products are
then sold to nanostores via multiple intermediaries. This eases operations complexity
and saves operations costs, however, by doing so, the suppliers suffer from double
marginalization and forsake the access to nanostores. As the market penetration
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intensifies, in recent years, the suppliers have been using the direct channel to sell
to tens of thousands of nanostores by which they dispatch sales representatives to
generate orders from nanostores and then deliver the orders directly. In India, Unilever
distributes directly to more than 1.5 million nanostores (Atsmon et al. 2012) while,
in China, Coca-Cola sells or executes sales visits directly to 1.3 million nanostores
(Atsmon et al. 2012). For more practice of the direct channel operations, please refer
back to Chapter 1.
A recent empirical study with a sample size of 333 stores, conducted in big cities
in Morocco, finds that nanostores do not track their historical sales quantities. As
a result, they simply place orders based on the quantity sold in the previous week
(Boulaksil et al. 2014). We denote this as a sales chasing ordering behavior which
denotes the phenomenon that a nanostore’s order level strongly correlates with the
most recent sales quantity. When the most recent sales quantity is low, nanostores
tend to under-order, which potentially leads to high lost sales; when the most recent
sales quantity is high, nanostores tend to over-order, which results in excessive
outdated inventory disposal cost for perishable product suppliers.
To resolve this negative behavior, in practice, one major task of the sales representatives during the sales visits is to exert sales effort to convince nanostores to either order
more to reduce the undesired lost sales or order less to decrease outdated inventory
disposal cost. By changing nanostores’ current order level, exerting sales effort also
influences nanostores’ next order level which is stochastically higher when convincing
up and stochastically lower when convincing down. Finally, exerting sales effort also
incurs effort costs consisting of fixed cost components which take the form of travel
and preparation costs to visit nanostores and variable cost components which take
the form of time-based costs incurred to interact with nanostores for sales convincing
or financial incentives to seduce nanostores to change their order levels. The financial
incentives can be interpreted as discount offering for the additional order quantity
when convincing up and compensation for the amount of delivery shortage when
convincing down.
In this chapter, we study CPG suppliers’ sales effort policy to balance the benefits
and the associated costs of exerting sales effort. We mainly address the following
research questions.
1. What is the optimal sales effort policy for CPG suppliers to sell to sales chasing
nanostores?
2. What is the impact of the cost structures on the optimal sales effort policy?
To address these questions, we build a discrete-time Markov Decision Process
model which characterizes the impact of exerting sales effort through a dynamic
programming formulation. We first study the structures of the optimal policy with
zero fixed effort costs and convex variable effort costs. We then study the structure
of the optimal policy with positive fixed effort costs with convex variable effort costs
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as well as a linear special case.
The key result is that we categorize the problem in two cases and prove a variety of
optimal policies in each case under different cost structures. We show a Generalized
Base Stock policy and a Generalized Target Interval policy are optimal under
zero fixed costs and convex two-sided variable costs where, to our knowledge, the
Generalized Target Interval policy is new to the literature. We also show a Generalized
(st , St ) policy is optimal with conditions under positive fixed costs and convex variable
costs, which is new to the literature. We define and develop the new notions
of Backward-K D -Concavity and Bidirectional-(K U , K D )-Concavity to characterize
D
U D
a new (sU
t , St , st , St ) policy under positive two-sided fixed costs and linear twosided variable costs with technical conditions, which is also our contribution to the
literature.
The rest of this chapter is structured as follows. Section 2.2 reviews relevant
literatures; Section 2.3 formulates the model; Section 2.4 studies the consequences
of no sales effort in an infinite planning horizon; Section 2.5 derives the optimal
policies and the associated structural properties. Last, we close this chapter with
insights and conclusions. The proofs are included in the Appendix to this chapter.

2.2

Literature review

We consider a two-tier retail supply chain with one profit maximizing CPG supplier
selling a single product to one sales chasing retailer (i.e., the nanostore) in a finite time
horizon. This chapter relates to the literature on bounded rationality and inventory
control & capacity investment.
In a newsvendor setting, bounded rationality denotes the phenomenon that order
decisions by practitioners significantly deviate from the optimal order quantities
proposed by the newsvendor model. To date, numerous experiments (e.g., Schweitzer
and Cachon 2000, Bolton and Katok 2008, Bostian et al. 2008, BenZion et al. 2008,
Bolton et al. 2012) have demonstrated this phenomenon. With uncensored demand,
the experiment subjects under-order high-margin products and over-order low-margin
products (i.e., pull-to-center effect). With censored demand, the order levels decrease
further away from the optimal order quantities of high-margin products, and approach
or even get beyond the optimal order quantities of low-margin products (Rudi and
Drake 2014). Another well-known behavior identified is demand chasing (see, e.g.,
Bostian et al. 2008, BenZion et al. 2008, Lau and Bearden 2013), which refers to
the phenomenon that order quantities placed by experiment subjects are positively
correlated with previous periods’ demand realizations.
To remedy the negative effect of bounded rationality, many experiments design decision
marking environments, training and feedbacks to facilitate learning and experience
accumulation. It is shown that, as experience accumulates, demand chasing is
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alleviated (BenZion et al. 2008) and order decisions converge slowly however gradually
(Bolton and Katok 2008). It is also shown that, by offering training, irrationality can
be reduced (Becker-Peth et al. 2013). However, Bolton and Katok (2008) also show
that solely offering past decision feedbacks does not necessarily facilitate learning;
Lurie and Swaminathan (2009) claim too frequent feedbacks even decrease learning
effect; Becker-Peth et al. (2013) conclude that irrationality can not be eliminated
completely by training.
These experiments usually only focus on a simple single-product decision setting.
The subjects of these experiments are well trained undergraduates, MBA students
and operations managers who are provided with necessary information to support
decisions. In a nanostore setting, store owners aim to make a living. They only have
primary or secondary school diplomas and manage hundreds of SKUs under tight cash
and shelf space. They do not track the past sales systematically and they can only get
a sense of lost sales. As a result, they usually reply on simple heuristics to operate
their stores. For example, as demonstrated by Boulaksil et al. (2014), nanostore
owners tend to chase the most recent sales realizations to place replenishment orders
to their CPG suppliers, which may be suboptimal for CPG suppliers.
On the one hand, these above-mentioned nanostore characteristics imply that CPG
suppliers cannot resort to supply chain contracts, such as revenue sharing and buyback, to deal with nanostores, since, under bounded rationality, these contracts fail
to coordinate the supply chain (Katok and Wu 2009, Su 2008). On the other hand,
CPG suppliers also cannot resort to short-term training because the learning effect is
expected to be very limited. As a result, in practice, CPG suppliers tend to dispatch
sales representatives to visit nanostores to directly influence their ordering decisions.
In this chapter, we study CPG suppliers’ optimal sales effort policy to sell to sales
chasing nanostores.
The literature (e.g., Arrow et al. 1958, Scarf 1959, Porteus 1971, Yu and Benjaafar
2012, Lu and Song 2014, Rocklin et al. 1984, Angelus and Porteus 2002, Semple 2007)
of inventory control & capacity investment studies multi-period optimal policies under
certain variable plus fixed cost structures and usually formulates the model as Markov
Decision Processes (MDP) with convexity/concavity assumptions on the single-period
cost/profit functions. For the existing optimal policies and the specific optimality
conditions, please refer back to the research positioning in Chapter 1. Technically,
the optimal policy is very sensitive to the cost structures. The main difference of our
MDP formulation with the existing literature is that we consider two-sided convex
variable costs and two-sided fixed costs. We characterize a new Generalized Target
Interval Policy with zero fixed costs. We newly show that a Generalized (st , St )
policy can be optimal under positive fixed costs. We also develop the new notions
of Backward-K D -Concavity and Bidirectional-(K U , K D )-Concavity to characterize a
U D
D
new (sU
t , St , st , St ) policy under positive two-sided fixed costs and linear two-sided
variable costs with technical conditions.
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Model

A CPG supplier produces a perishable product at a variable cost c and sells it to a
nanostore at a wholesale price w over a discrete set of time periods. Demand from the
nanostore customers in period t is a random variable denoted by d˜t , which is assumed
to be i.i.d. across time periods and has c.d.f Ψ, p.d.f ψ and upper bound d¯ ≤ ∞.
The realization of demand in period t is denoted by dt . Any unsold units at the end
of a period are expired and picked up by the supplier on their next visit; we assume
that picking and disposing of the unsold expired units costs the supplier b per unit
where b ≤ w. In some contexts, it is common practice for the supplier to buy back
the unsold units from the nanostore owner so the value of b could also be interpreted
as a buy-back price. The nanostore dedicates only a limited amount of shelf space to
the supplier’s product; let L be the maximum number of products which can be put
on the store shelves (we assume that the nanostore does not have a backroom).
In each period, the nanostore first places a base order zt to the CPG supplier according
to a simple formula given below. The supplier then decides whether or not to exert
some effort to (successfully) convince the nanostore to either increase or decrease this
value. In practice, this effort may take the form of sending a sales representative
to the nanostore to convince him to change his order. Let yt denote the post-effort
order quantity from the nanostore to the supplier, which is also the delivery quantity
from the supplier to the nanostore. We say the supplier convinces the nanostore up
when yt ≥ zt and that she convince the nanostore down when yt ≤ zt . Note that
we use these terms in the weak sense, that is, convincing up (down) means that that
the delivery quantity is greater (smaller) or equal to the base order. We assume the
delivery is immediate (zero lead time).
The nanostore starts period t with yt units of inventory and realizes sales of
min{yt , dt }. Due to a lack of business training or accounting capability, we assume
that the nanostore does not take his profits into account when deciding how much to
order from the supplier; rather, his base order in the next period is simply based on
observed past sales and demand as follows:

zt+1 = min L, min{yt , dt } + α(dt − yt )+ ,
(2.1)
where α is a parameter in [0, 1] which measures the extent to which the nanostore is
able to assess the true demand for the product. For products which customers cannot
directly pick from the shelves themselves (such as cigarettes), α is likely to be high
since the nanostore may hear customers’ requests for stock-out items. In contrast,
for self-served items, the value of α is likely to be low since the nanostore will only
observe lost sales in the event of a customer complaining about a missing item. The
two extreme cases are α = 0, which means the nanostore owner always sets his base
order equal to last period’s sales, i.e., zt+1 = min{yt , dt }, and α = 1, which means
that the nanostore sets his base order equal to last period’s demand up to the shelfspace limit, i.e., zt+1 = min{L, dt }. At the beginning of the time horizon (period 1),
we assume that the base order z1 is any number in [0, L]. Note that the second term
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in (2.1) is bounded by d¯ and let z = min{L, d} be the maximum possible value for
the base order from the second period on.
Exerting effort to convince the nanostore to change his order is costly for the supplier.
Let g(x) denote the variable cost of modifying the base order by an amount x ∈ R,
which we refer to as the variable sales effort cost function. We assume that g(·)
is a positive convex function minimized at 0 with g(0) = 0. There is also a fixed
cost of exerting effort which is incurred if the effort value is non-zero. Let K U and
K D denote the fixed costs of convincing the nanostore up and down, respectively.
In practice, because ordering more requires a higher cash outflow for the nanostore
owner, convincing up may be harder to sell than convincing down, which may require
a store visit by the sales representative as opposed to just a phone call to convince him
down. For this reason, we do not require that K U = K D and that g(·) be symmetric
around 0, i.e., we may have g(−x) 6= g(x).
The supplier’s expected single period profit as a function of the delivery quantity yt ,
given a nanostore base order of zt , is
h
i+
E[Π(yt ; zt )] = (w − c)yt − bE yt − d˜t − g(yt − zt ) − K U I{yt >zt } − K D I{yt <zt } .
where IA is the indicator function of event A. Because the supplier is aware of
the shelf-space constraint and the demand distribution, she will always set yt ≤
min{L, d} = z. The supplier’s objective is to maximize the sum of discounted expected
profits over a finite time horizon of length T :
max
(y1 ,...,yT )≤z

T
X

δ t−1 E[Πt (yt ; zt )]

t=1

where δ ∈ [0, 1] is the discount factor.
Note that when α ∈ [0, 1), the effort exerted in one period by the supplier impacts
future periods because nanostore base orders are based on past sales. Hence, despite
the perishable nature of the product, the problem does not decouple into independent
single-period problems. In contrast, when α = 1, the nanostore’s base orders are equal
to the demand realizations and the problem decouples into independent single-period
problems.
The supplier’s problem can be framed as a Markov decision process where zt is the
state variable and yt is the action in period t. In each period t, we solve for the optimal
delivery quantity policy yt∗ (zt ), and yt∗ (zt )−zt is the optimal level of convincing effort.
Given state zt and action yt in period t, the state variable in the next period is given
by (2.1).
Let Vt (zt ) be the value function in period t. For the final period we have VT +1 (zT +1 ) =
0 for all zT +1 and for t ≤ T , we have
Vt (zt )

=

max {E [Π(yt ; zt )] + δE [Vt+1 (z̃t+1 )]} .
yt ≤z̄
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Let Gt (yt ; zt ) = E [Π(yt ; zt )] + δE [Vt+1 (z̃t+1 (yt ))].
Comparison with inventory management and capacity investment literature. Mathematically speaking, our model bears some resemblance to the periodic
review inventory problem with convex purchasing costs with the nanostore’s base
order corresponding to the inventory level and the g(·) effort cost function acting like
a purchasing cost function. However, our problem is different from this inventory
problem as studied in the literature (see Arrow et al. 1958, Scarf 1959, Lu and Song
2014) for three main reasons. First, we allow for the possibility of yt ≤ zt , i.e., the
supplier can convince the nanostore to order less (in the periodic review inventory
model, this would correspond to the option of disposing of excess inventory). Second,
we impose a shelf-space constraint. And third, we consider two-sided fixed costs of
exerting effort, which in the periodic review inventory problem would correspond to
fixed ordering and disposal costs. To our knowledge, there does not exist a paper
in inventory management which jointly considers convex purchasing costs along with
the option to dispose, a shelf-space constraint and fixed ordering and disposal costs.
Therefore, our model setup is new and our results contribute to the literature on
period review inventory problems despite the perishable nature of the product in our
setting.
Our model also resembles the capacity investment problem with two-sided fixed
capacity adjustment costs and a capacity limit where the nanostores’ base order acts
as a capacity level and the g(·) effort cost function corresponds to the variable capacity
adjustment cost function. However, our model differs from the capacity investment
literature (e.g., Ye and Duenyas 2007, Semple 2007) in two important ways. First,
we consider the effort of convincing (both up and down) as costs while the capacity
investment literature considers the capacity expansion as cost and capacity salvage as
revenue. Second, we model the variable effort costs as general convex functions while
to the best of knowledge the capacity investment literature considers only the special
cases of a linear relationship.
Because of these analogies, the results we obtain from our model transfer to the
periodic review inventory problem with convex purchasing costs and the capacity
investment problem with two-sided fixed capacity adjustment costs and a capacity
limit.

2.4

Results without convincing effort

In this section, we study how the nanostore orders vary over time if the supplier does
not exert any effort over an infinite time horizon.
Let {zt , t = 0, 1, 2, ...} be the base order stochastic process without effort. When the
supplier does not exert any effort, the nanostore orders are given by:

zt+1 = min L, min{zt , dt } + α(dt − zt )+ .
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This equation defines a Markov chain with transition function as follows. For, α = 0
(the nanostore observes only sales, no lost sales), we have:


d˜t = zt+1 ) if 0 ≤ zt+1 < zt
 ψ(
R d¯
P (zt+1 |zt ) =
ψ(x)dx
if zt+1 = zt

 zt 0
if zt < zt+1 ≤ z
and for α ∈ (0, 1] (the nanostore partially or completely observes lost sales), we have:


ψ(d˜t = zt+1 ) 
if 0 ≤ zt+1 < zt

 

zt+1 −(1−α)zt
˜
ψ dt =
if zt ≤ zt+1 < min z, (1 − α)zt + αd
P (zt+1 |zt ) =
α

R d¯


z−(1−α)zt ψ(x)dx
if zt+1 = z and z < (1 − α)zt + αd
α

Lemma 2.1 Suppose there is no convincing effort. When α = 0, the base order
¯ the base order stochastic
converges to zero in probability. When α ∈ (0, 1], if L < d,
¯ the base
process admits a unique steady-state distribution π(z) for z ∈ [0, z̄]; if L ≥ d,
order stochastic process admits a unique steady-state distribution π(z) for z ∈ [0, z̄).
We see that, when α = 0, the nanostore base order is non-increasing over time since
the transition function to any strictly higher state is equal to zero. When α ∈ (0, 1],
¯ every
the nanostore orders do not behave in a monotone fashion over time. If L < d,
¯ then every state z < z̄ = d¯ can
state z ≤ z̄ can be visited infinitely often. If L ≥ d,
be visited infinitely often.
Let Z represent the set such that the base order is less than ž ∈ [0, z̄] if L < d¯ and
ž ∈ [0, z̄) otherwise. Then, the one-step point-to-set transition function is:
Z ž
0
P (Z|z ) =
P (z|z 0 )dz.
0

R z̄

Let π(Z) = 0 P (Z|z 0 )π(z 0 )dz 0 be the steady-state cumulative probability function
where π(z 0 ) is the steady-state distribution of each base order level of the base order
process.
Theorem 2.1 If there is no convincing effort, for each fixed ž < z̄, 1 − π(Z) is
stochastically increasing in α, i.e., the steady-state distribution of the base order
process is more skewed to large base order levels as α increases.
Theorem 2.1 says, as α increases, the base order process visits large base order levels
more and more often. Figure 2.1 shows two sample paths of the base order process
with the α taking values of 0 and 0.5, shelf space limit L = 10 and Poisson demand
with rate 20. As time evolves, the base order of the path with zero α value is decreasing
monotonically while the base order of the path with α value of 0.5 still visits large
base levels from time to time.
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Figure 2.1 Two sample paths of the base order process without effort under Poisson
demand

Using 0’th order approximation, we can discretize the continuous state space into
discrete state space with a common increment. We calculate the state transition
probability from one base order level to a targeted counterpart by integrating the
function governing the state transition from the base order level to an interval of base
orders greater than or equal to the targeted counterpart minus the increment and
less than or equal to the targeted counterpart plus the increment. The discretized
base order process has a finite state space where each base order level can be reached
from at least one another base order level with positive probability. This implies the
discretized base order process admits a unique steady-state distribution on the entire
state space. Figure 2.2 illustrates the steady-state distribution π(z) and 1 − π(Z)
when the period-t demand d˜t is subject to a Poisson distribution and when α takes
values from {0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 1} under the discretized base order process. Note that,
even though Poission is a discrete distribution, we still use 0th order approximation to
compute the state transition probability because α can take fraction values. Figure
2.3 depicts the probability 1 − π(Z) when the period-t demand d˜t is subject to a
uniform distribution and a truncated normal distribution and when α takes values
from {0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 1} under the discretized base order process. From these plots,
we see, in steady-state, the probability that the base order process takes large (small)
values is increasing (decreasing) in the value of α, that is, without sales effort, the
base order the nanostore places to the supplier tends to be large if the nanostore is
more capable to observe the lost sales.
Without sales effort, the supplier’s steady-state profit is:
Z z̄
Π̄ =
Π(z)π(z)dz
0

where Π(z) is the single-period profit function. Note that the single-period profit
Π(z) is independent of α, so the value of α only poses impact on the steady-state
profit Π̄ through state transition. The following lemma reveals the impact of α on
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Figure 2.2 Steady state distribution π(z) and 1 − π(Z) when d˜t is subject to a Poisson
distribution under the discretized base order process
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Figure 2.3 1 − π(Z) when d˜t is subject to a uniform distribution and a truncated normal
distribution under the discretized base order process

the supplier’s steady-state profit.
Lemma 2.2 Suppose there is no sales effort. If the single-period profit Π(z) is
increasing in the base order z, the supplier’s steady-state profit is increasing in α.
With larger values of α, the steady-state distribution π(z) is more right-skewed. If
the single-period profit Π(z) is increasing in z, the nanostore’s capability to observe
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the lost sales always benefits the supplier. However, if the single-period profit Π(z) is
not increasing in z, the steady-state profit Π̄ can even decrease in α. In such case, the
supplier may suffer a marginal profit loss when selling one extra unit to the nanostore
because the revenue of selling this unit may not be able to offset the potential cost
to dispose it at the end of the selling period. When this occurs, the nanostore’s
capability to observe the lost sales may hurt the supplier’s profit.

2.5
2.5.1

Results with convincing effort
Single-period problem

In this section, we consider the single-period problem, i.e., T = 1, and drop the
subscript t. We study how the supplier should determine the delivery quantity y as a
function of the nanostore base order z. The single-period profit function is:
Z y
E[Π(y; z)] = (w − c)y − b
(y − x)ψ(x)dx − g(y − z) − K U I{yt >zt } − K D I{yt <zt } .
0

Let Π0 (y; z) denote the profit function when K U = K D = 0.
The purpose to study the single-period problem is two-fold. On the one hand,
structural properties of the single-period problem facilitate the derivation of
optimal policy of the subsequent multi-period problems. On the other hand,
multi-period problems decouple into independent single-period problems when
value of α is 1 or when the condition in Lemma 2.3 satisfies.

the
the
the
the

Lemma 2.3 Let d be the lower bound of the demand variable d˜t . If d ≥ L
α for positive
α, then zt = L for t = 2, ..., T and it is optimal for the supplier to exert no effort in
periods 2 to T .
Under the condition in Lemma 2.3, the minimum demand value is so high that,
regardless of its realized value, the nanostore always places base orders equal to his
shelf space limit. Therefore, there is no point for the supplier in exerting any effort
since all these units are guaranteed to be sold. To avoid triviality, in the subsequent
analysis, we assume that the lower bound of the demand is always less than L
α for
positive α.
First, we establish concavity and super-modularity of the single period profit function
when there is no fixed cost.
Lemma 2.4 E[Π0 (y; z)] is super-modular and concave in (y, z).
For use in the following theorem, let m(y) = w − c − bΨ(y) be the single-period gross
marginal gain of convincing the nanostore to order one extra unit above y. It is equal
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to the supplier’s profit margin on the product, i.e., w − c, minus the expected cost of
disposing in the event that the item does not get sold by the nanostore.
Theorem 2.2 Assume that K U = K D = 0. Let ŷ(z) be the value of y which solves
g 0 (y − z) = m(y). If m(z) ≥ 0, the optimal delivery quantity policy is
y ∗ (z)


=

ŷ(z)
z̄

if z < v
if z ≥ v,

where v is the unique value such that ŷ(v) = z̄. In this case, the supplier should
convince up and the optimal expected profit is concave increasing in z.
If m(z) < 0, let ẑ = Ψ−1 ( w−c
b ), which is the value such that m(ẑ) = 0. The optimal
single-period policy is y ∗ (z) = ŷ(z). For z ∈ [0, ẑ], the supplier should convince up and
for z ∈ [ẑ, z], she should convince down. Also, the optimal expected profit is concave
in z and achieves a maximum at ẑ.
Also, in both cases, y ∗ (z) is non-decreasing in z.
Intuitively, the optimal delivery quantity y should be set such that the gross marginal
gain of convincing to order one more unit, i.e., m(y), is equal to the marginal effort
cost of doing so, which is g 0 (y − z), unless this quantity would exceed the nanostore
shelf space L, in which case the optimal delivery quantity should be set equal to L.
When m(z) ≥ 0, the gross marginal gain of convincing the nanostore to order more
is positive for all possible values of his base order, therefore, the optimal level of
effort is always positive (convincing up). In contrast, when m(z) < 0, increasing the
nanostore’s base order can mean less profit for the supplier if the base order is high
because of the potential cost of disposing of the unsold products. Therefore, it may
be optimal for the supplier to convince the nanostore to order less (convincing down).
In this case, there is an “ideal” level for the nanostore’s base order, which is ẑ, below
which the supplier convinces up and above which the supplier convinces down.
In the first case, i.e., when m(z) ≥ 0, the optimal single-period policy is similar
to the Generalized Base Stock Policy, developed by Arrow et al. (1958) under a
convex inventory ordering cost function, where the optimal order-up-to level is state
dependent. The difference is that the structure in Arrow et al. (1958) does not
have a threshold as we have in Theorem 2.2 due to our consideration of a shelf
space limit. In the second case, i.e., m(z) < 0, the optimal single-period policy
is a Generalized Target Interval Policy which differs from the well-known Target
Interval Policy in the capacity investment literature (e.g., Rocklin et al. 1984) in that
the convincing-up-to and convincing-down-to delivery quantities outside the stay-put
interval are state dependent while the adjust-up-to and adjust-down-to capacity levels
are constants. The structural difference comes from the fact that we consider twosided convex variable (effort) costs while the capacity investment literature considers
two-sided linear variable (capacity adjustment) costs.
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We now provide examples of the optimal delivery quantity policy for two different
effort cost functions (quadratic and linear).
¯
Example 2.1 Suppose that the demand d˜t follows a uniform distribution on [0, d]
2
U
D
and let g(x) = x . Also assume that w − c = 4, b = 10, L = 10 and K = K = 0.
Case 1: d¯ = 100. In this case, the maximum base order value is z̄ = 10 and
m(z̄) = 3 > 0. Also, we have ŷ(z) = 20
21 (2 + z) and v = 8.5. So it is optimal to
convince up for all values of z ∈ [0, 10], with the delivery quantity equal to ŷ(z) for
z ∈ [0, 8.5) and equal to 10 for z ∈ [8.5, 10]. This case is represented on the left in
Figure 2.4. The optimal expected profit value is given by:
 1
2
if z ∈ [0, 8.5]
∗
21 (80 + 80z − z )
E[Π(y (z); z)] =
2
35 − (10 − z)
if z ∈ [8.5, 10].
This case illustrates the optimal single-period policy when m(z) ≥ 0 as derived in
Theorem 2.2.
Case 2: d¯ = 10. In this case, z̄ = 10 and m(z̄) = −4 < 0. Also, we have ŷ(z) =
2
3 (2 + z) and ẑ = 4. So for z ∈ [0, 4), it is optimal to convince up and for z ∈ (4, 10],
it is optimal to convince down. This case is represented on the right in Figure 2.4.
The optimal expected profit value is given by:
E[Π(y ∗ (z); z)]

=


1
8 + 8z − z 2 .
3

This case exemplifies the optimal single-period policy when m(z) < 0 as derived in
Theorem 2.2. 2
Example 2.2 Suppose that the demand distribution Ψ follows a uniform distribution
¯ and let g(x) = |x|. Also assume that w − c = 2, b = 4, L = 10 and
on [0, d]
U
K = K D = 0.
Case 1: d¯ = 20. In this case, we have z̄ = 10 and m(z̄) = 0. Also, we have

5
if z < 5,
y ∗ (z) = ŷ(z) =
z if 5 ≤ z ≤ 10.
So it is optimal to convince up to 5 for all values of z ∈ [0, 5) and accept the nanostore’s
base order when z ∈ [5, 10]. This case is represented on the left in Figure 2.5. The
optimal expected profit value is given by:
 5
if z ∈ [0, 5]
2 + z2
E[Π(y ∗ (z); z)] =
z
2z − 10 if z ∈ [5, 10].
This case corresponds to the Base Stock Policy studied in the stochastic inventory
control literature with a linear variable ordering cost.
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Figure 2.4 Optimal policy in Example 2.1 (zero fixed cost with quadratic variable effort
cost).

Case 2: d¯ = 10. In this case, we have z̄ = 10 and m(z̄) = −2 < 0. Also, we have

if z < 2.5,
 2.5
z
if 2.5 ≤ z ≤ 7.5,
y ∗ (z) = ŷ(z) =

7.5 if 7.5 < z ≤ 10.
So it is optimal to convince up to 2.5 for z ∈ [0, 2.5), accept the nanostore’s base order
for z ∈ [2.5, 7.5] and convince down to 7.5 for z ∈ (7.5, 10]. This case is represented
on the right in Figure 2.5. The optimal expected profit value is given by:
 5
if z < 2.5,
 4 +z
2
E[Π(y ∗ (z); z)] =
2z − z5
if 2.5 ≤ z ≤ 7.5,
 45
if 7.5 < z ≤ 10.
4 −z
The optimal policy derived in this case corresponds to the Target Interval Policy in
capacity investment literature as the variable effort costs in this case are represented
by two linear functions. 2
Our next result gives the structure of the optimal policy when the fixed cost values
are positive. For the use in the following theorem, let ŷ(z) be the unique value of y
which solves g 0 (y − z) = m(y) and ẑ = Ψ−1 ( w−c
b ). Also let v be the value such that
ŷ(v) = z̄, let sU ∈ [0, ẑ] be the unique value such that E[Π0 (min{ŷ(sU ), z̄}; sU )] −
K U = E[Π0 (sU ; sU )] (if E[Π0 (min{ŷ(0), z̄}; 0)] − K U < E[Π(0; 0)] then set sU = 0).
Finally, if ẑ < z̄, let sD ∈ [ẑ, z̄] be the unique value such that E[Π0 (ŷ(sD ); sD )]−K D =
E[Π0 (sD ; sD )] (if E[Π0 (ŷ(z̄); z̄)] − K D < E[Π(z̄; z̄)] then set sD = z̄.).
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Figure 2.5 Optimal policy in Example 2.2 (zero fixed cost with linear effort cost).

Theorem 2.3 Assume that K D + K U > 0. If m(z̄) ≥ 0, the optimal single-period
delivery quantity policy is as follows:

if z < min{v, sU },
 ŷ(z)
∗
z̄
if min{v, sU } ≤ z < sU ,
y (z) =

z
if sU ≤ z ≤ z̄,
In this case, it is optimal for the supplier to convince up for z ∈ [0, sU ) and it is
optimal to accept the nanostore’s base order for z ∈ [sU , z̄]. Also, the optimal expected
profit is increasing in z ∈ [0, z̄].
If m(z̄) < 0, the optimal single-period delivery quantity policy is

if z < sU
 ŷ(z)
∗
z
if sU ≤ z < sD
y (z) =

ŷ(z)
if sD ≤ z ≤ z̄.
In this case, it is optimal to convince up for z ∈ [0, sU ), it is optimal to accept
the nanostore’s base order for z ∈ [sU , sD ] and it is optimal to convince down for
z ∈ (sD , z̄]. Also the optimal expected profit is increasing in z for z ∈ [0, ẑ] and
decreasing for z ∈ [ẑ, z].
Also in both cases, y ∗ (z) is non-decreasing in z.
Intuitively, the supplier should exert convincing effort only if the benefits of doing so –
in the form of the increased gross profits from sales (convincing-up) or the saved profit
from incurring less disposal cost (convincing-down) – outweigh the variable and fixed
costs of exerting the effort. When m(z̄) ≥ 0, the supplier will only exert convincing-up
effort if the nanostore’s base order is too low because convincing up low base order
values increases the revenue but does not increase disposal cost significantly. For
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large base order values, the potential extra disposal cost, paired with the fixed cost,
outweigh benefits of convincing up. In contrast, when m(z̄) < 0, the supplier will only
exert effort if the nanostore’s base order is sufficiently far from the ideal base order
value of ẑ at which the supplier stays put in the absence of fixed effort costs, i.e., the
benefits of exerting sales effort are zero at base order ẑ. This is because the benefits
of changing the nanostore’s base order is convex, with a minimum at ẑ. Therefore
there has to be a significant enough difference between the initial order and the ideal
level ẑ so these benefits outweigh the fixed cost of convincing.
In the first case, i.e., m(z̄) ≥ 0, after accounting for the fixed convincing-up cost, the
single-period optimal policy is a Generalized (s, S) Policy which is an extension of the
(s, S) Policy in the stochastic inventory control literature (see Scarf 1959) in that the
optimal convincing-up-to order quantity is dependent on the base order level before
reaching the base order acceptance threshold. In the second case, i.e., m(z̄) < 0, after
including the two-sided fixed convincing costs, the single-period optimal policy is a
two-threshold structure where it is optimal to convince up if below the low threshold
and to convince down if above the high threshold, and stay put otherwise. To the
best of our knowledge, this is a policy structure which has not been studied before
in the literature. Later, in the T-period problem with fixed costs, we characterize a
special case of this policy structure under linear variable effort costs.
The example below shows how the fixed costs affect the optimal delivery quantity
policy.
Example 2.3 (continued from Example 2.1) In Case 1, if K U = 3, then v = 8.5
and sU = 3.5. It is optimal to convince up for all values of z ∈ [0, 3.5) and accept
the nanostore’s base order when z ∈ [3.5, 10]. This case is represented on the left in
Figure 2.6. This case illustrates the Generalized (s, S) Policy stated in Theorem 2.3
when m(z̄) ≥ 0.
In Case 2, if K U = K D = 1.5, then sU = 1 and sD = 7. So it is optimal to convince
up for z ∈ [0, 1), accept the nanostore’s base order for z ∈ [1, 7] and convince down
for z ∈ (7, 10]. This case is represented on the right in Figure 2.6. This case depicts
the two-threshold policy which is optimal when m(z̄) < 0 according to Theorem 2.3.
2

2.5.2

T-period problem without fixed costs

In this section, we assume that K D = K U = 0 and add a superscript 0 to stress that
the fixed costs are equal to zero, i.e., we write G0t and Vt0 . Further, we define:
Z yt
Jt (yt ) = (w − c)yt − b
(yt − x)ψ(x)dx + δE [Vt+1 (z̃t+1 )] ,
0

so that

G0t (yt ; zt )

= Jt (yt ) − g(yt − zt ).
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Figure 2.6 Optimal policy in Example 2.3 (positive fixed cost with quadratic variable
effort cost)

First, we show the super-modularity and concavity of G0t (yt ; zt ) and the concavity of
the value function Vt0 (zt ).
Theorem 2.4 G0t (yt ; zt ) is concave and super-modular in (yt , zt ) and Vt0 (zt ) is
concave in zt .
0
∂E[Vt+1
(z̃t+1 (yt ))]
t (yt )
In the following theorem, let mt (yt ) = ∂J∂y
=
w
−
c
−
bΨ(y
)
+
be
t
∂yt
t
the gross marginal gain of convincing nanostore to order one extra unit above yt in
period t. Note that in the last period, mT (yT ) = m(yT ) = w − c − bΨ(yT ), where
m(yT ) is as defined in the previous section.

Theorem 2.5 Let ŷt (zt ) denote the value of yt
m(z̄) ≥ 0, the optimal period-t delivery quantity

ŷt (zt )
yt∗ (zt ) =
z̄

which solves g 0 (yt − zt ) = mt (yt ). If
policy is
if zt < vt
if zt ≥ vt ,

where vt is the threshold such that ŷt (vt ) = z̄. In this case, the supplier should convince
up and Vt (zt ) is concave non-decreasing in zt .
If m(z̄) < 0, the optimal period-t delivery quantity policy is yt∗ (zt ) = ŷt (zt ) (if mt (0) <
0, set yt∗ (zt ) = 0.). Let ẑt be the value of yt such that mt (yt ) = 0. For zt ∈ [0, ẑt ],
it is optimal to convince up and for zt ∈ [ẑt , z̄], it is optimal to convince down. Also
Vt (zt ) is concave in zt with a maximum at ẑt .
In both cases, yt∗ (zt ) is non-decreasing in zt .
We see that the structure of the optimal delivery quantity policy is similar as in the
one-period problem. When m(z) ≥ 0, the gross marginal gain of convincing up one
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extra unit to the nanostore is positive for any base order level, so the supplier always
wants the nanostore to place higher order quantity and, therefore, it is always optimal
to convince up. In contrast, when m(z) < 0, there is an ideal base order value ẑt at
which the expected revenue from lost sales matches the expected disposal cost of the
unsold product units. Below this value, the supplier convinces up and above this
value, she convinces down.
Again, consistent with the single-period problem, in the first case when m(z̄) ≥
0, the T -period optimal policy corresponds to the Generalized Base Stock Policy
characterized by Arrow et al. (1958) under a convex inventory ordering cost function.
The difference is that we show the optimality of a one-threshold structure because
the delivery order quantity is upper bounded by the shelf space limit. In the second
case when m(z̄) < 0, we show that the Generalized Target Interval Policy is optimal
for a T -period dynamic program. This policy generalizes the Target Interval Policy
by considering two-sided convex variable (effort) costs rather than linear variable
(capacity adjustment) costs in the capacity investment literature. To the best of our
knowledge, this is a new dynamic programming policy which has not been previously
studied in the literature.
Next, we show how the optimal policy varies with α, which measures the extent to
which the nanostore is able to assess true demand for the product.
Lemma 2.5 For each fixed zt , if m(z̄) > 0, Vt (zt ) is non-decreasing in α, yt∗ (zt ) is
non-increasing in α, and vt is non-decreasing in α.
When m(z̄) > 0, the gross marginal gain of convincing up one extra unit of product to
the nanostore is positive for any possible base order level. At optimality, the supplier’s
profit is increasing in the nanostore’s base order level. When the nanostore sees a
larger portion of the lost sales, he tends to place larger base orders to the supplier, so
it is generally cheaper for the supplier to convince him up. As a result, the supplier’s
optimal profit is increasing in α. Note that this result is consistent with Lemma 2.2,
which states that the supplier’s profits are also increasing α when no effort is exerted
under infinite horizon. Example 2.4 illustrates the above results.
Example 2.4 (continued from Example 2.1) Suppose δ = 1 and T = 2. In Case 1,
when α = 1, we have ŷ1 (z1 ) = ŷ2 (z2 ) = 20
21 (2 + z) and v1 = v2 = 8.5. When α = 0.2,
we have
(
q √
5
21
(473
−
52, 849 − 160z1 ) if z1 < 172
4
5
25 ,
ŷ1 (z1 ) =
√
5
172
(29
−
≤
z1 ,
713
−
32z
)
if
1
4
25
and v1 = 17
2 . So it is optimal to convince up for z ∈ [0, 10], with the order quantity
17
equal to ŷ1 (z1 ) for z1 ∈ [0, 17
2 ) and equal to 10 for z1 ∈ [ 2 , 10]. This case is represented
on the left in Figure 2.7. This example illustrates the Generalized Base Stock Policy
when m(z̄) > 0 as shown in Theorem 2.5. Also, we see the optimal convincing-up-to
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Figure 2.7 Optimal policy in Example 2.4 (zero fixed cost with quadratic variable effort
cost)

delivery quantity under a low value of α is greater than or equal to that under a high
value of α.
In Case 2, when α = 1, we have ŷ1 (z1 ) = ŷ2 (z2 )√= 32 (2 + z1 ) and ẑ1 = ẑ2 = 4.
When α = 0.5, we have y1∗ (z1 ) = ŷ1 (z1 ) = 12
7609 − 240z1 ) and ẑ1 = 12
5 (91 −
5 (41 −
√
5
1009) ≈ 3.85. So when α = 0.2, it is optimal to convince up for z1 ∈ [0, 12
(41 −
√
√
12
1009)) and it is optimal to convince down for z1 ∈ ( 5 (41 − 1009), 10]. This case is
represented on the right in Figure 2.7. This example depicts the Generalized Target
Interval Policy when m(z̄) < 0 as shown in Theorem 2.5. Interestingly, we see that
the optimal convincing-to delivery quantity tends to decrease in α for low base order
levels and tends to increase in α for high base order levels. 2

2.5.3

T-period problem with fixed costs

In this section, we allow for the fixed costs of convincing up and down to be positive,
i.e., K U ≥ 0 and K D ≥ 0. Using our notation from §2.5.2, we have Gt (yt ; zt ) =
G0t (yt ; zt ) − K U I{yt >zt } − K D I{yt <zt } where G0t (yt ; zt ) = Jt (yt ) − g(yt − zt ).
As in §2.5.2, we define the gross marginal return of convincing-up effort as mt (yt ) =
∂Jt (yt )
and we let ŷt (zt ) be the smallest global optimal solution which solves: g 0 (yt −
∂yt
zt ) = mt (yt ). Next, we establish the supermodularity and monotonicity property of
G0t (yt ; zt ) in the following lemma.
Lemma 2.6 G0t (yt ; zt ) is super-modular in (yt , zt ) and ŷt (zt ) is nondecreasing in zt .
The quantity ŷt (zt ) corresponds to the convincing effort level such that the gross
marginal return mt (yt ) is equal to the marginal variable sales effort cost g 0 (yt − zt ).
Since the marginal cost g 0 (yt − zt ) is increasing as the delivery quantity deviates away
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from the nanostore’s base order level, it incurs more cost to convince the nanostore
of ordering up to a certain quantity from a lower base order level or convince the
nanostore of ordering down to a certain quantity from a higher base order level. As a
result, excluding the fixed convincing effort costs, the quantity ŷt (zt ) is nondecreasing
in zt .
When m(z̄) ≥ 0, the following lemma shows that it is optimal either to convince up
or accept the nanostore’s base order level.
Lemma 2.7 When m(z̄) ≥ 0, it is never optimal to convince down, i.e., yt∗ (zt ) ≥ zt
and the value function Vt (zt ) is increasing in zt
According to Theorem 2.3, when m(z̄) ≥ 0, the single-period optimal profit is
increasing in the nanostore’s base order level. In the multi-period problem, convincing
the nanostore to order higher quantities not only improves the supplier’s gross profit
at the current period but also probabilistically increases the nanostore’s base order
level at the next period which results in higher expected future profit via induction.
Therefore, when m(z̄) ≥ 0, the multi-period gross marginal return of the convincingup effort is nonnegative regardless of the nanostore’s base order levels, i.e., mt (z̄) ≥ 0.
This implies, similar to the single-period problem, when m(z̄) ≥ 0, the supplier either
convinces up or accepts the nanostore’s base order level and the supplier’s multi-period
profit is increasing in the nanostore’s base order level.
When either K U > 0 or K D > 0, the optimal single-period profit is not concave in
(yt , zt ) in general, so G0t (yt ; zt ) is also not necessarily concave in (yt , zt ). However,
we still can show the concavity property under some technical conditions in the case
m(z̄) ≥ 0 as stated in the following theorem.
Theorem 2.6 When m(z̄) ≥ 0, if d¯ ≥ L
α and the demand density ψ(x) is non0
],
G
(y
;
z
)
is
concave
in (yt , zt ).
decreasing in x ∈ [0, L
t t t
α
The period-t demand value that happens to realize certain next period’s base
order level is nonincreasing in period-t’s convincing-up-to quantity yt . Technically,
when the future profit is increasing and the density of such demand values are
nondecreasing, the marginal return on the expected future profit is decreasing in
period-t’s convincing-up-to quantity yt . Since the single-period profit is also concave
in (yt , zt ) and the expected future profit is independent of zt , the overall profit is
concave in (yt , zt ). To the best of our knowledge, in the literature, we are the first
to show that the concavity property can still be obtained in stochastic dynamic
programming formulation under the cost structure with a fixed cost component.
The above technical conditions cover any probability distribution with nondecreasing
density only in the segment x ∈ [0, L
α ]. These include uniform distributions where the
density is constant and unimodal distributions with a positive support and a mode
greater than or equal to L
α.
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We then proceed to characterize the optimal policy in the next theorem. For the
use in the theorem, let ŷt (z) be the value of yt which solves g 0 (yt − zt ) = mt (yt ).
Also let vt be the value such that ŷt (vt ) = z̄, let sU
t ∈ [0, z̄] be the value such that
U
U
0 U U
0
U
0
G0 (min{ŷt (sU
t ), z̄}; s ) − K = G (st ; st ) (if G (min{ŷt (0), z̄}; 0) − K < G (0; 0)
U
then set st = 0).
Theorem 2.7 For m(z̄) ≥ 0, assume that d¯ ≥ L
α and the demand density ψ(x)
].
Then,
the
period-t
optimal policy is as follows: if
is non-decreasing in x ∈ [0, L
α
,
vt ≤ sU
t

if zt < vt ,
 ŷt (zt )
z̄
if vt ≤ zt < sU
yt∗ (zt ) =
t ,

zt
if sU
≤
z
≤
z̄,
t
t
otherwise, i.e., vt > sU
t , it is:
yt∗ (zt )


=

ŷt (zt )
zt

if zt < sU
t ,
if sU
t ≤ zt ≤ z̄.

It is optimal for the supplier to convince up for zt ∈ [0, sU
t ) and it is optimal to
accept the nanostore’s base order for zt ∈ [sU
,
z̄].
Also,
the
optimal
expected profit is
t
increasing in zt ∈ [0, z̄].
Under technical conditions, we are also the first ones to show that the optimal policy
in dynamic programs admits the Generalized (st , St ) Policy under a cost structure
with a fixed cost component. The intuition follows exactly the same as in the singleperiod problem as studied in Theorem 2.3. The Case 1 in example 2.5 below illustrates
the above results. The Case 2 represents the example when m(z̄) < 0 where there
exist two thresholds so that it is optimal to convince up below the lower threshold,
convince down beyond the upper threshold and accept the nanostore’s base order
between these two thresholds. Note that this 2-period two-threshold policy in the
example is the same as the optimal policy in the single-period problem. We are not
able to prove such a policy is optimal when m(z̄) < 0, however, we are also not able
to find any counterexample such that this policy is not optimal.
Example 2.5 (continued from Example 2.3) Suppose δ = 1 and T = 2. In Case 1,
if K U = 3, when α = 0.2, we have v1 = 8.5, sU
1 ≈ 7.09 and

ŷ1 (z1 )

=

√ √
− 21 264, 197 − 800z1 )
√
5(113 − 126, 61 − 40z1 )

1
4 (2365

√
if z1 < 40 − 6√35,
if z1 ≥ 40 − 6 35.

So, when α = 0.2, it is optimal to convince up for z ∈ [0, 7.09), with the order quantity
equal to ŷ1 (z1 ) and it is not optimal to exert any effort for z1 ∈ [7.09, 10]. This case
is represented on the left in Figure 2.8.
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Figure 2.8 Optimal policy in Example 2.5 (positive fixed cost with quadratic variable
effort cost)
D
In case 2, if K U = K D = 1.5, when α = 0.2, we have sU
1 ≈ 1.67, s1 ≈ 6.26, and

√
5
if z1 < 1243
− 961 − 40z1 )

6 (33√
160 ,
√
5
1243
2191
ŷ1 (z1 ) =
(313
−
3
27,
439
−
1720z
)
if
≤
z
1
1 ≤ 250 ,
160
√
 86 5
2191
7609 − 240z1 )
if z1 > 250 .
12 (91 −

So, when α = 0.2, it is optimal to convince up for z1 ∈ [0, 1.67), it is optimal not
to exert any effort for z1 ∈ [1.67, 6.26] and it is optimal to convince down for z1 ∈
(6.26, 10]. This case is represented on the right in Figure 2.8. 2
In what follows, we consider a special case of the variable sales effort cost function:
g(x) = aU xI{x≥0} − aD xI{x≤0} . In this case, the value function can be rewritten as:


Vt (zt ) = max Jt (zt ), max −K U + aU zt + JtU (yt ) ,
zt <yt ≤z̄


max −K D − aD zt + JtD (yt )
0≤yt <zt

JtU (yt )

U

where
= −a yt + Jt (yt ), JtD (yt ) = aD yt + Jt (yt ), and G0 (yt ) =
D
U
a I{yt <zt } − a I{yt >zt } yt + Jt (yt ). When m(z̄) ≥ 0, by lemma 2.7, it is
never optimal to convince
 down, therefore, the value function reduces to Vt (zt ) =
max Jt (zt ), maxzt <yt ≤z̄ −K U + aU zt + JtU (yt )
To characterize the optimal policy, in Definition 2.1, we rephrase the ordinary KConcavity property defined by Scarf (2005) as Forward-K U -Concavity and introduce
two new mathematical properties as Backward-K D -Concavity and Bidirectional(K U , K D )-Concavity.
Definition 2.1 Let φ ∈ (0, 1). For any z ≤ y, a differentiable function f is ForwardK U -Concave if
f (z) + (y − z)f 0 (z) ≥ f (y) − K U .
(2.2)
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For any z ≥ y, a differentiable function f is Backward-K D -Concave if
f (z) + (y − z)f 0 (z) ≥ f (y) − K D .

(2.3)

For any z and y, a differentiable function f is Bidirectionally-(K U , K D )-Concave if
f (z) + (y − z)f 0 (z) ≥ f (y) − K U I{y>z} − K D I{y<z}

(2.4)

which implies f is both Forward-K U -Concave (i.e., y > z) and Backward-K D -Concave
(i.e., y < z).
Graphically, a function is Bidirectionally-(KU , KD )-Concave if the slope of the secant
line joining points (z, f (z)) and (y, f (y) − KU I{y>z} − KD I{y<z} ) is no higher than
the derivative of f at z, i.e., f 0 (z). A function is Forward-KU -Concave as long as
this condition applies for y > z while it is Backward-KD -Concave as long as this
condition applies for y < z. We then state the basic properties of Bidirectional(K U , K D )-Concavity in the following lemma.
Lemma 2.8 (1) A concave function is Bidirectionally-(0, 0)-Concave.
(2) Forward-K U -Concavity is ordinary one direction K-Concavity defined in Scarf
(2005).
(3) A Bidirectionally-(K U , K D )-Concave function f (z) is also Bidirectionally(K̄ U , K̄ D )-Concave given K̄ U ≥ K U and K̄ D ≥ K D .
(4) Let f0 (z) be a Bidirectionally-(0, 0)-Concave function and let f1 (z) be a
Bidirectionally-(K U , K D )-Concave function. Then, f0 (z)+δf1 (z) is a Bidirectionally(δK U , δK D )-Concave function.
(5) If f is a Forward-K U -Concave
d˜ is a random
h  andn increasing function andoi
˜ + α(d˜ − y)+
variable with density ψ, then E f min L, min{y, d}
is ForwardK U -Concave in y.
(6) If f is hBidirectionally-(KiU , K D )-Concave, and d˜ is a random variable with density
˜ is Bidirectionally-(K U , K D )-Concave in y.
ψ, then E f ((1 − α)y + αd)
(7) Let f (z) be a continuous Bidirectionally-(K U , K D )-Concave function in z ∈ [0, z̄].
For z ≤ y, let S U = min arg maxz≤y f (y). Let sU = min{z|z < S U , f (z) = f (S U ) −
K U } if f is increasing at min{z|z < S U , f (z) = f (S U ) − K U } and let sU = 0
otherwise. Then, we have f (z) < f (S U ) − K U for z < sU and f (z) ≥ f (y) − K U for
sU ≤ z ≤ y, and f (z) is non-decreasing in z < sU .
For z ≥ y, let S D = max arg maxz≥y f (y). Let sD = max{z|z > S D , f (z) = f (S D ) −
K D } if f is decreasing at max{z|z > S D , f (z) = f (S D ) − K D } and let sD = z̄
otherwise. Then, we have f (z) < f (S D ) − K D for x > sD and f (z) ≥ f (y) − K D for
y ≤ z ≤ sD , and f (z) is non-increasing in z > sD .
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Note that the Bidirectional-(K U , K D )-Concavity
n may not be preserved byoexpectation
˜ + α(d˜ − y)+ , that is,
through the state transition function min L, min{y, d}
h 
n
oi
˜ + α(d˜ − y)+
E f min L, min{y, d}
may not be Bidirectionally-(K U , K D )Concave if f is.
We next use Forward-K U -Concavity to show the optimal policy for the Case m(z̄) ≥ 0
and use Bidirectional-(K U , K D )-Concavity to show the optimal policy for the Case
m(z̄) < 0. Before we present the following result for the Case m(z̄) ≥ 0, let StU =
U
U
U
U U
U
=
min arg maxzt <yt ≤z̄ JtU (yt ). Also let sU
t = min{zt |zt < St , a st + Jt (St ) − K
U
U
U U
U
U
U
U
Jt (sU
)}
if
J
is
increasing
at
min{z
|z
<
S
,
a
s
+
J
(S
)
−
K
=
J
(s
)};
t t
t t
t
t
t
t
t
t
U
U U
U
U
U
otherwise, let sU
= Jt (sU
t = 0 if min{zt |zt < St , a st + Jt (St ) − K
t )} is a local
U
U
U
U U
for zt < StU .
minimal or if Jt (sU
t ) > a st + Jt (St ) − K
Theorem 2.8 Consider the Case m(z̄) ≥ 0. Then, the optimal period-t policy is
 U
if zt < sU
St
∗
t
yt (zt ) =
zt
if zt ≥ sU
t ,
In this case, it is optimal for the supplier to convince up for zt ∈ [0, sU
t ) and it is
optimal to accept nanostore’s base order for zt ∈ [sU
,
z̄].
Also
the
period-t
value in
t
increasing in zt ∈ [0, z̄].
Since it is never optimal to convince down for the Case m(z̄) ≥ 0, the supplier only
faces one-sided variable and fixed convincing-up effort costs. Under linear variable
convincing-up effort cost, the objective function is written as a piece independent of
zt , i.e., JtU (yt ), subtracting a linear piece component of zt and the fixed convincing-up
effort cost K U . As a result, the values which maximize JtU (yt ) are independent of
the base order level. This implies that the supplier’s sales representative only needs
to convince the nanostore to order up to the smallest solution StU which maximizes
JtU (yt ) given that the additional revenue from selling more by convincing up is able
to cover the convincing-up effort costs. As the nanostore’s base order level increases,
the net convincing-up benefit decreases since the additional units pushed to the
nanostore’s shelf space are more likely to become outdated and get disposed. So, there
exists a critical base order level below which it is optimal to convince to a targeted
post-visit quantity and beyond which it is optimal to accept the base order level. This
corresponds to the well-known (st , St ) policy studied in stochastic inventory control
literature.
Before we present the result for the Case m(z̄) < 0, we let StU =
min arg maxzt <yt ≤z̄ JtU (yt ) and let StD = max arg max0≤yt <zt JtD (yt ). Also let sU
t =
U
U
U
U
U
min{zt |zt < StU , aU sU
+
J
(S
)
−
K
=
J
(s
)}
if
J
is
increasing
at
min{z
|z
t
t
t <
t
t
t
t
t
U
U
U
U
U
U
U U
StU , aU sU
+
J
(S
)
−
K
=
J
(s
)};
otherwise,
let
s
=
0
if
min{z
|z
<
S
,
a
s
t
t
t
t
t
t
t
t
t
t +
U
U U
U
U
U
JtU (StU ) − K U = Jt (sU
)}
is
a
local
minimal
or
if
J
(s
)
>
a
s
+
J
(S
)
−
K
for
t
t
t
t
t
t
D
D D
D
D
D
D
D
zt < StU . Finally, let sD
=
min{z
|z
>
S
,
−a
s
+
J
(S
)
−
K
=
J
(s
)}
if
J
t
t
t
t
t
t
t
t
t
t
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D D
D
is decreasing at min{zt |zt > StD , −aD sD
= Jt (sD
t + Jt (ŷt ) − K
t )}; otherwise, let
D
D
D D
D
D
D
st = z̄ if min{zt |zt > St , −a st + Jt (St ) − K = Jt (sD
t )} is a local minimal or
D D
D
D
D
if Jt (sD
for zt > StD .
t ) > −a st + Jt (St ) − K

Theorem 2.9 Consider the Case m(z̄)h < 0. Assume
that Vt+1 is Bidirectionallyn
oi
U
D
If E Vt+1 min L, min{yt , d˜t } + α(d˜t − yt )+
(K , K )-Concave in zt+1 .
preserves the Bidirectional-(K U , K D )-Concavity property, G0t (yt ) is Bidirectionally(K U , K D )-Concave. Then, the optimal period-t policy is

yt∗ (zt )

 U
 St
zt
=
 D
St

if zt < sU
t
D
if sU
t ≤ zt < st
,
if zt ≥ sD
t

D
where StU ≤ StD and sU
t < st . In this case, it is optimal for the supplier to convince
U
D
up for zt ∈ [0, st ), it is optimal to accept nanostore’s base order for zt ∈ [sU
t , st ] and
D
it is optimal to convince down for zt ∈ (st , z̄].

Now, for the Case m(z̄) < 0, it can be optimal to convince both up and down.
So, the supplier faces two-sided variable and fixed convincing effort costs. Under a
linear variable convincing-up effort cost, the objective function is written as a piece
independent of zt , i.e., JtU (yt ), subtracting a linear piece component of zt and the
fixed convincing-up effort cost K U . Under a linear variable convincing-down effort
cost, the objective function is written as a piece independent of zt , i.e., JtD (yt ),
adding a linear piece component of zt and subtracting the fixed convincing-down
effort cost K D . As a result, the values which maximize either JtU (yt ) or JtD (yt )
are independent of the base order level. Intuitively, the supplier may need to exert
convincing-up effort for low base order levels since convincing the nanostore owner to
order more brings additional revenue while may only marginally increase the potential
outdated inventory disposal cost. The supplier may need to exert convincing-down
effort for large base order levels since convincing the nanostore owner to order less
may substantially downsize the potential outdated inventory disposal cost without
reducing much revenue. As the supplier has the tendency to pull the nanostore’s
order quantity towards the center, the supplier may need to accept the nanostore’s
intermediate base order levels since exerting effort on any direction may not be able
U
D D
to justify the fixed effort costs. This (sU
t , St , St , st ) policy is optimal as long as
the MDP objective function is Bidirectionally-(K U , K D )-Concave, which is further
based on the assumption that expectation preserves this property through the base
order state transition. Analytically, we are unable to provide a simpler condition to
characterize this property preservation. However, numerically, we have not been able
U
D D
to find a counter-example to show that the (sU
t , St , St , st ) policy is not optimal.
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Insights and Conclusions

We study the optimal sales effort policy of a CPG supplier selling a perishable product
to a sales chasing nanostore who tends to under-order when the past sales are low
and over-order when the past sales is high. Convincing-up sales effort can reduce
potential lost sales and probabilistically increase the nanostore’s next base order level.
Convincing-down sales effort can reduce the expected outdated inventory disposal
cost and stochastically deflate the nanostore’s next base order level. Further, either
form of sales effort incurs a convex variable effort cost and a fixed effort cost. We
build a Markov Decision Process model to make the trade off between the benefits of
exerting sales effort, taking the forms of increased revenue from convincing-up effort
or decreased outdated inventory disposal cost from convincing-down effort, and the
associated variable and fixed effort costs.
We split the analysis into two cases where, in Case I, the convincing-up marginal gain
is always nonnegative for all possible base order levels and, in Case II, the convincingup marginal gain is positive for low base order levels and is negative for high base
order levels. In Case I, the CPG supplier should always exert convincing-up effort
while, in Case II, the CPG supplier tends to exert convincing-up effort for small base
order levels and to exert convincing-down effort for large base order levels. In Case
I, with zero fixed cost, we show a Generalized Base Stock Policy is optimal under a
convex variable effort cost. With positive fixed cost, we show the (st , St ) Policy is
optimal under a linear variable effort cost and we show a Generalized (st , St ) Policy
can be optimal under a convex variable effort cost. To the best of our knowledge, we
are the first to prove the optimality of the Generalized (st , St ) Policy with a positive
fixed cost. In Case II, with zero fixed costs, we show that a Generalized Target
Interval Policy is optimal under two-sided convex variable effort costs, which is a
new policy to the literature. With two-sided fixed costs, we define and develop the
new notions of Backward-K D -Concavity and Bidirectional-(K U , K D )-Concavity and
U
D D
characterize the (sU
t , St , St , st ) Policy under technical conditions. These optimal
policy structures provide valuable insights and guidance for sales effort practices.
Practitioners can simply use their demand and cost data to compute a few policy
thresholds and then decide when to exert effort and what is the optimal convincingto quantity for a specific nanostore. Because of the model and structure analogies, the
results we obtain from our model can easily be transferred to the fields of stochastic
inventory control and capacity investment.
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Appendix: Proofs

Proof: Proof of Lemma 2.1
When α = 0, we have limt→∞ P (|zt − 0| ≥ ) = limt→∞ P (zt ≥ ) = 0 for any
positive  since the base order never increases in time and it has positive probability
to decrease when it is positive. This implies, when α = 0, the base order converges
to zero in probability.
¯
When α > 0,
R for L < d, let A be a nonsingular subset of [0, z̄] and let P (zt+n ∈
A|zt = x) = x0 ∈A P (zt+n = x0 |zt = x) to represent the n-step transition probability
from point x 6∈ A to set A where P (zt+n = x0 |zt = x) is the n-step transition function
from point x to point x0 .
We first show that the base order process for L < d¯ is aperiodic and recurrent. There
are two cases: (i) x0 ≤ αd¯ + (1 − α)x, and (ii) x0 > αd¯ + (1 − α)x.
In Case (i), the process can reach base order x0 from base order x with only one step
transition, i.e., P (zt+1 = x0 |zt = x) > 0.
In Case (ii), the one-step transition function from point x to point x0 is zero, i.e.,
P (zt+1 = x0 |zt = x) = 0, so the process takes at least two steps to reach base order x0
from base order x. Let Pxx0 represent a sample path with constant demand d > x0 > x
in each period such that:
P

xx0
zt+n



= αd 1 + (1 − α) + ... + (1 − α)n−1 + (1 − α)n x
= d + (1 − α)n (x − d)
= x0

which has a finite solution nPxx0 = log1−α

d−x0
d−x

for a given d.

Therefore, we have shown that the process can always reach the state x0 from the
state x with a finite number of transitions. This implies this process is recurrent.
0
¯+
−αd]
Also, from above, for each element x0 ∈ A, we can always find point x ≥ [x 1−α
such that the one-step transition function from x to x0 is positive, i.e., which implies
there does not exist any set decomposition such that the process is periodic.
We then show the base order process for L < d¯ is positive recurrent. Let A∪Ac = [0, z̄].
Let τA = min{n ≥ 1 : zt+n ∈ A|zt ∈ A} denote the time the process takes to revisit
set A after time t and let τx→A = min{n ≥ 1 : zt+n ∈ A|zt = x} represent the time
the process takes to visit set A from a point x. Conditioning on the first transition,
the expected time the process takes to revisit set A after time t is:
Z
Z
E[τA ] =
P (zt+1 = x0 |zt = x)dx0 dx
x∈A x0 ∈A
Z
Z
+
P (zt+1 = x0 |zt = x)(E[τx0 →A ] + 1)dx0 dx
x∈A

x0 ∈Ac
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where the first double integral represents the expected time the process takes to
revisit set A when the first transition occurs within the set A and the second integral
represents the expected time the process takes to revisit set A if the process leaves
the set A after the first transition.
To show E[τA ] is finite, we only need to show E[τx0 →A ] is finite for x0 ∈ Ac . Previously,
we have shown the process can always reach one state from another state within a
finite number of transitions. So, there always exists positive probability for the process
reach set A from any point x0 ∈ Ac within a finite number of transitions, which implies
the expected time the process takes to return to set A from the point x0 ∈ Ac is finite,
i.e., E[τx0 →A ] < ∞. Therefore, the base order process if L < d¯ is positive recurrent.
Now, we have shown the base order process if L < d¯ is aperiodic and positive recurrent,
therefore admits a unique stationary distribution on [0, z̄].
¯ the base order z̄ is transient since P (zt+1 = z̄|zt = x) = 0
When α > 0, if L ≥ d,
for any x ∈ [0, z̄), i.e., the state z̄ will never be revisited once the base order leaves
¯ we can show the base
the state z̄. By similar arguments as in the case L < d,
¯
order process if L ≥ d is aperiodic and positive recurrent, therefore admits a unique
stationary distribution on [0, z̄). 2
Proof: Proof of theorem 2.1
When α = 0, lemma 2.1 implies the steady-state distribution at positive base order
levels is zero and at zero base order is one, i.e., π(z) = 0 for z > 0 and π(0) = 1.
When α = 0, we have 1 − π(Z) = 0 for any ž < z̄. When α > 0, lemma 2.1 says the
steady-state distribution for any base order levels less than z̄ is positive; therefore,
when α > 0, we have 1 − π(Z) > 0 for any ž < z̄, which is greater than the case when
α = 0.
Next, we show the result when α > 0. Let Z c be the complement of Z, then we have
π(Z) = 1 − π(Z c ). We first look at the point-to-set transition function from point z 0
to set Z. If z 0 < ž, we have:

z0

¯ 0 )α}
min{ž,z 0 +(d−z

z − (1 − α)z 0
P (Z|z < ž) =
ψ(z)dz +
ψ
α
0
z0
0
ž−(1−α)z
0
Z z
Z min{
¯
,d}
 
α
˜
=
ψ(z)dz +
ψ d˜ dd.
0

Z

0

Z




dz

z0

The first term of the above equation is independent of α. The second term may
be independent of low values of α for low values of z 0 but is decreasing until it is
lower than d¯ for both low values and large values of z 0 as α increases further to 1.
Therefore, the point-to-set transition probability P (Z|z 0 < ž) is increasing in α and
P (Z c |z 0 < ž) = 1 − P (Z|z 0 < ž) is decreasing in α for large values of α and z 0 .
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If z 0 ≥ ž, we have:
Z

0

P (Z|z ≥ ž)

z0

=

ψ(z)dz
0

which is independent of α. So, the point-to-set transition probability P (Z c |z 0 ≥ ž) =
1 − P (Z|z 0 ≥ ž) is also independent of α in this case.
By the steady-state balance equations, we have:
Z ž
Z
π(Z) =
π(z 0 )P (Z|z 0 < ž)dz 0 +
0
c

π(Z )

Z

z̄

π(z 0 )P (Z|z 0 ≥ ž)dz 0

ž
ž
0

c

0

0

Z

π(z )P (Z |z < ž)dz +

=
0

z̄

π(z 0 )P (Z c |z 0 ≥ ž)dz 0

ž

which implies π(Z ) = 1 − π(Z) is decreasing in α since P (Z|z 0 < ž) is decreasing in
α and P (Z c |z 0 < ž) is increasing in α for large values of z 0 and both P (Z|z 0 ≥ ž) and
P (Z c |z 0 ≥ ž) are independent of α. 2
c

Proof: Proof of Lemma 2.2
The supplier’s steady-state profit is the integration of the single-period profit
multiplying by the steady-state distribution across the base order level. Since the
steady-state distribution is more skewed to large base order values when α increases,
the steady-state profit is increasing in α if the single-period profit is increasing in α.
2
Proof: Proof of Lemma 2.3
+
If d ≥ L
α for positive α, the base order level zt = min {L, min{yt , dt } + α(dt − yt ) }
is equal to L for t = 2, 3... since:

min{yt , dt } + α(dt − yt )+

= yt + α(dt − yt )
L
≥ 0 + α( − 0) = L.
α

Therefore, the T -period problem decouples into single-period problems. Further, for
t = 2, 3, ..., the single-period marginal gain at the base order level L is m(L) =
w − c − bΨ(L) = w − c > 0, which implies it is optimal for the supplier not to exert
any effort from period 2 to T according to Theorem 2.3. 2
Proof: Proof of lemma 2.4 When K U = K D = 0, the hessian of E[Π0 (y; z)] is


−bψ(y) − g 00 (y − z) g 00 (y − z)
H=
.
g 00 (y − z)
−g 00 (y − z)
2

0

(y;z)]
= g 00 (y−z) ≥ 0, hence E[Π0 (y; z)]
Because g is convex, the cross derivative ∂ E[Π
∂y∂z
is super-modular in (y, z). Also, it is easy to see that H is negative semi-definite
therefore E[Π0 (y; z)] is concave in (y, z). 2
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Proof: Proof of theorem 2.2
We have
∂E[Π0 (y; z)]
∂y

= m(y) − g 0 (y − z).

Since E[Π0 ] is concave in y by Lemma 2.4, the solution to the first order condition,
i.e., ŷ(z), is the global maximum, provided it satisfies the constraint y ≤ z. Note that
since g 0 (y − z) is non-increasing in z, ŷ(z) is non-decreasing in z.
If m(z̄) ≥ 0, we have m(y) ≥ 0 for all y ∈ [0, z]. Therefore, we have m(ŷ(z)) =
g 0 (ŷ(z) − z) ≥ 0, implying ŷ(z) is greater than or equal to z (i.e., convincing up)
because g is convex increasing for positive values. In this case, the global maximum
is ŷ(z) if this value is less than z and z otherwise. Since ŷ(z) is increasing in z,
there exists a unique threshold v ≤ z̄ such that ŷ(v) = z̄. Further, since we have
∂E[Π(y ∗ (z);z)]
= g 0 (y ∗ (z) − z) ≥ 0, the optimal expected profit E[Π(y ∗ (z); z)] is non∂z
decreasing in z since g is convex increasing for positive values. Since E[Π0 (y; z)]
is concave in (y, z), E[Π(y ∗ (z); z)] = E[Π(ŷ(z); z)] is concave in z ≤ v because
∗
maximization preserves concavity. Also, because ∂E[Π(y∂z(z);z)] = g 0 (y ∗ (z) − z) <
g 0 (ŷ(z) − z) = ∂E[Π(ŷ(z);z)]
for z > v, the optimal expected profit function is concave
∂z
in z ∈ [0, z̄].
If m(z) < 0, there exists a threshold base order value ẑ = Ψ−1 ( w−c
b ) such that
m(ẑ) = 0, m(z) > 0 for z ∈ [0, ẑ) and m(z) < 0 for z ∈ (ẑ, z̄]. For z ∈ [0, ẑ), m(ŷ(z)) =
g 0 (ŷ(z) − z) ≥ 0, implying that ŷ(z) is greater than or equal to z (i.e., convincing up)
but also that ŷ(z) is less than z since m(z) < 0 and m(y) is decreasing in y. In this
case, the global maximum is ŷ(z). For z ∈ [ẑ, z], m(ŷ(z)) = g 0 (ŷ(z) − z) ≤ 0, implying
that ŷ(z) is less than or equal to z (i.e., convincing down) but also that ŷ(z) is less than
z since z is less than z. In this case, the global maximum is also ŷ(z). In summary,
∗
∗
we have y ∗ (z) = ŷ(z). Further, since dE[Π(ydz(z);z)] = ∂E[Π(y∂z(z);z)] = g 0 (y ∗ (z) − z), the
optimal expected profit is increasing in z for z ∈ [0, ẑ] and decreasing for z ∈ [ẑ, z̄]
since g is convex and minimized at zero. Also, since E[Π0 (y; z)] is concave in (y, z),
the optimal expected profit is concave in z because maximization preserves concavity.
Finally, the fact that y ∗ (z) is non-increasing in z follows directly from the supermodularity of E[Π0 (y; z)] proven in Lemma 2.4. 2
Proof: Proof of theorem 2.3
First, consider the case of m(z̄) ≥ 0. From Theorem 2.2, we know that, in the absence
of fixed cost, the optimal expected profit is E[Π0 (min{ŷ(z), z̄}; z)] for a given base
order z and it is always optimal to convince-up for z < z̄. With a fixed cost K U
for convincing up, the same policy is optimal if and only if subtracting K U from
this value is greater than the expected profit earned from accepting the based order,
that is if we have: E[Π0 (min{ŷ(z),
z̄}; z)] − K U ≥ E[Π0 (z; z)]. For z < v, we have

∂
0
0
0
∂z E[Π (ŷ(z); z)] − E[Π (z; z)] = g (ŷ(z) − z) − m(z) = m(ŷ(z)) − m(z), which is
negative since because m() is a decreasing function and ŷ(z) > z in this case (as shown
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∂
E[Π0 (z; z)] − E[Π0 (z; z)] =
in the proof of Theorem 2.2). For v ≤ z ≤ z̄, we have ∂z
g 0 (z̄ − z) − m(z) ≤ g 0 (ŷ(z) − z) − m(z) = m(ŷ(z)) − m(z), which is negative for
the same reason. If E[Π0 (min{ŷ(0), z̄}; 0)] − E[Π0 (0; 0)] ≤ K U , then it is optimal to
accept the base order for all values of z (in this case sU = 0). Otherwise there must
exist a value of sU ∈ [0, z̄] such that E[Π0 (min{ŷ(sU ), z̄}; sU )] − E[Π0 (sU ; sU )] = K U
because at z = z̄, we have: E[Π0 (min{ŷ(z), z̄}; z)] − E[Π0 (z; z)] = 0. Hence, if sU
exists, it is optimal to convince up to min{ŷ(z), z̄} for all values of z ∈ [0, sU ]. The
optimal expected profit max{E[Π0 (min{ŷ(z), z̄}; z)]−K U , E[Π0 (z; z)]} is increasing in
z ∈ [0, z̄] since E[Π0 (min{ŷ(z), z̄}; z)] and E[Π0 (z; z)] are both increasing in z ∈ [0, z̄).
Next, consider the case of m(z̄) < 0. From Theorem 2.2, we know that, in the
absence of fixed cost, the optimal expected profit is E[Π0 (ŷ(z); z)] and it is optimal
to convince up for z ∈ [0, ẑ] and
down for z ∈ [ẑ, z̄]. In this case, we have:
 convince
∂
0
0
0
E[Π
(ŷ(z);
z)]
−
E[Π
(z;
z)]
=
g
(ŷ(z)
− z) − m(z) = m(ŷ(z)) − m(z). Since
∂z
m() is a decreasing function, this value is negative when ŷ(z) > z, which holds for
z ≤ ẑ, and positive when ŷ(z) < z, which holds for z ≥ ẑ. If E[Π0 (min{ŷ(0), z̄}; 0)] −
E[Π0 (0; 0)] ≤ K U , then it is optimal to accept the base order for all values of z ≤
ẑ (in this case sU = 0). Otherwise there must exist a value of sU ∈ [0, ẑ] such
that E[Π0 (min{ŷ(sU ), z̄}; sU )] − E[Π0 (sU ; sU )] = K U because at z = ẑ, we have
E[Π0 (ŷ(z); z)] − E[Π0 (z; z)] = 0. Hence, if sU exists, it is optimal to convince up
to ŷ(z) for values of z ∈ [0, sU ]. Similarly, if E[Π0 (ŷ(z̄); z̄)] − E[Π0 (z̄; z̄)] ≤ K D ,
then it is optimal to accept the base order for all values of z ≥ ẑ (in this case
sD = z̄). Otherwise, there must exist a value sD ∈ [ẑ, z̄] such that E[Π0 (ŷ(sD ); sD )] −
E[Π0 (sD ; sD )] = K D and it is optimal to convince down to ŷ(z) for values of z ∈ [ẑ, z̄].
For z ∈ [0, ẑ], the optimal expected profit max{E[Π0 (ŷ(z); z)] − K U , E[Π0 (z; z)]}
is increasing since E[Π0 (ŷ(z); z)] and E[Π0 (z; z)] are both increasing in z ∈ [0, ẑ).
For z ∈ [ẑ, z̄], the optimal expected profit max{E[Π0 (ŷ(z); z)] − K D , E[Π0 (z; z)]} is
decreasing since E[Π0 (ŷ(z); z)] and E[Π0 (z; z)] are both decreasing in z ∈ (ẑ, z̄]. 2
Proof: Proof of Theorem 2.4
We prove the result by induction. By lemma 2.4, G0T (yT ; zT ) = E[Π0 (yT ; zT )] is
concave in (yT , zT ). Therefore, VT0 (zT ) = maxyT ≤z E[Π0 (yT ; zT )] is concave in zT ,
given that maximization preserves concavity.
Now let us assume (induction hypothesis) that the result is true for t = t + 1, ..., T
0
and we prove it holds for t. We first show that Vt+1
(z̃t+1 (yt )) is concave in yt for a
given demand realization dt . We have:
0
∂Vt+1
(zt+1 (yt ); dt )
∂yt

=

0
∂ 2 Vt+1
(zt+1 (yt ); dt )
∂yt2

=
=

0
∂Vt+1
(zt+1 (yt ); dt ) ∂zt+1
∂zt+1
∂yt


2 0
0
∂ Vt+1 (zt+1 (yt ); dt ) ∂zt+1 2 ∂Vt+1
(zt+1 (yt ); dt ) ∂ 2 zt+1
+
2
∂zt+1
∂yt
∂zt+1
∂yt2


0
∂ 2 Vt+1
(zt+1 (yt ); dt ) ∂zt+1 2
≤0
2
zt+1
∂yt
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2

zt+1
where the last equation is because ∂ ∂y
= 0 and the final inequality is by the
2
t
0
induction hypothesis. This proves that Vt+1 (z̃t+1 (yt )) is concave in yt for every
0
demand realization dt . Therefore E[Vt+1
(z̃t+1 (yt ))] is also concave in yt because
expectation preserves concavity. By Lemma 2.4, E[Π0t (yt ; zt )] is concave in (yt , zt )
0
therefore G0t (yt ; zt ) = E[Π0 (yt ; zt )] + δE[Vt+1
(z̃t+1 (yt ))] is also concave in (yt ; zt ).
0
Finally this implies that Vt is concave in zt since the maximization preserves
concavity.
0
As E[Vt+1
(z̃t+1 (yt ))] does not depend on zt , the cross derivative
zt ) ≥ 0, implying G0t (yt ; zt ) is super-modular in (yt , zt ). 2

∂G0t (yt ;zt )
∂yt ∂zt

= g 00 (yt −

Proof: Proof of Theorem 2.5 We have
 0

∂E Vt+1
(z̃t+1 (yt ))
mt (yt ) = m(yt ) +
∂yt
Z min{d, z−(1−α)y
t}
α
0
= m(yt ) + (1 − α)
Vt+1
(ax + (1 − α)yt )ψ(x)dx (2.5)
yt
∂E[G0 (y ;z )]

t t
t
and
= mt (yt ) − g 0 (yt − zt ). Since E[G0t ] is concave in yt by Theorem 2.4,
∂yt
the solution to the first order condition, i.e., ŷt (zt ), is the global maximum, provided it
satisfies the constraint yt ≤ z. Note that since G0t (yt ; zt ) is super-modular in (yt ; zt ),
ŷt (zt ) is non-decreasing in zt .

First, consider the case of m(z̄) ≥ 0, which implies that m(yt ) ≥ 0 for all yt ≤
z̄. We show by induction that Vt (zt ) is non-decreasing in zt . The result is true
in the final period as VT0 (zT ) = E[Π0T (yT∗ (zT ); zT )] is increasing in zT by Theorem
0
∂E[Vt+1
(z̃t+1 (yt ))]
2.2. Now let us assume the result is true for t + 1. We have
=
∂yt
0
∂E[Vt+1 (z̃t+1 (yt ))] ∂ z̃t+1
∂ z̃t+1
∂yt ≥ 0 by the induction hypothesis (given that monotonicity is
preserved by expectation) and the fact that z̃t+1 is non-decreasing in yt . Therefore
0
∂E[Vt+1
(z̃t+1 (yt ))]
mt (yt ) = m(yt ) +
≥ 0. Since ŷt (zt ) solves the equation g 0 (ŷt (zt ) −
∂yt
zt ) = mt (ŷt (zt )), the fact that mt (ŷt (zt )) ≥ 0 implies that ŷt (zt ) must be greater
than or equal to zt (i.e., convincing up) because g is only increasing for positive
values. In this case, the global maximum is ŷt (zt ) if this value is less than z and
z otherwise. Since ŷt (zt ) is increasing in zt , there exists a threshold vt ≤ z̄ such
that ŷt (vt ) = z̄. Further, since E[Vt+1 (z̃t+1 (yt ))] does not depend on zt , we have
∂G0t (y ∗ (t);zt )
∂Vt (zt )
=
= g 0 (yt∗ (zt ) − zt ) ≥ 0. Because g is convex increasing for
∂zt
∂zt
positive values, so we have shown that Vt (zt ) is increasing in zt .
Next, consider the case of m(z̄) < 0. We show by induction that for each period,
Vt (zt ), which is concave by Theorem 2.4, achieves its maximum at ẑt such that
mt (zt ) = 0 and it is such that ẑt ≤ Ψ−1 ( w−c
b ) = ẑ. The result is true for the
final period by Theorem 2.2 since VT0 (zT ) = E[Π0T (yT∗ (zT ); zT )]. Now let us assume
the result is true for t + 1. By induction hypothesis, Vt+1 (zt+1 ) is decreasing in zt+1
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for zt > ẑt+1 , and since ẑt+1 < ẑ, it is decreasing for all zt ≥ ẑ. By definition we have
m(yt ) ≤ 0 for yt ∈ [ẑ, z̄], therefore it follows from (2.5) that mt (yt ) ≤ 0 for yt ∈ [ẑ, z̄].
Therefore there exists a value ẑt ≤ ẑ such that mt (ẑt ) = 0, mt (zt ) > 0 for zt ∈ [0, ẑt )
and mt (zt ) < 0 for zt ∈ (ẑt , z̄t ] (if mt (0) < 0, then set ẑt = 0.). For zt ∈ [0, ẑt ),
mt (ŷt (zt )) = g 0 (ŷt (zt )−zt ) ≥ 0, implying that ŷt (zt ) is greater than or equal to zt (i.e.,
convincing up) because g is only increasing for positive values. Also ŷt (zt ) is less than
z since mt (z) < 0 and mt (yt ) is decreasing in yt . In this case, the global maximum is
ŷt (zt ). For zt ∈ [ẑt , z], mt (ŷt (zt )) = g 0 (ŷt − zt ) ≤ 0, implying that ŷt (zt ) is less than
or equal to zt (i.e., convincing down) because g is only decreasing for negative values.
Also that ŷt (zt ) is less than z since zt is less than z. In this case, the global maximum
is also ŷt (zt ). In summary, we have yt∗ (zt ) = ŷt (zt ) (if mt (0) < 0, then set the optimal
∂G0t (y ∗ (t);zt )
t (zt )
solution yt∗ (zt ) = 0.). Further, since ∂V∂z
=
= g 0 (yt∗ (zt ) − zt ), the
∂zt
t
optimal expected profit is increasing in zt for zt ∈ [0, ẑt ] and decreasing for zt ∈ [ẑt , z̄]
since g is convex and minimized at zero.
2
Proof: Proof of Lemma 2.5
By theorem 2.5, if m(z̄) ≥ 0, Vt+1 (zt+1 ) is increasing in zt+1 . For every post-visit
order quantity yt , z̃t+1 ) is independent of α if the period-t demand is less than or
equal to yt and increasing in α otherwise. Hence, E[Vt+1 (z̃t+1 )] is increasing in α.
Since single-period profit is independent of α, Gt (yt ; zt ) is increasing in α, therefore
is Vt (zt ) because maximization preserves monotonicity.
If m(z̄) ≥ 0, for yt >

L−αd¯
1−α ,

∂Gt (yt ; zt )
= (1 − α)
∂yt ∂α

Z

we have:

L−(1−α)yt
α

00
(x − yt )Vt+1
(αx

yt

+ (1 − α)yt )ψ(x)dx −
Z

L−(1−α)yt
α

−

(1 − α)(L − yt ) 0
L − (1 − α)yt
)
Vt+1 (L)ψ(
α2
α

0
Vt+1
(αx + (1 − α)yt )(x − yt )ψ(x)dx

yt

which is negative because Vt+1 is concave and increasing. For yt ≤

L−αd¯
1−α ,

we have:

Z d¯
∂Gt (yt ; zt )
00
= (1 − α)
(x − yt )Vt+1
(αx + (1 − α)yt )ψ(x)dx
∂yt ∂α
yt
Z d¯
0
−
Vt+1
(αx + (1 − α)yt )ψ(x)dx
yt

which is negative by the same reasons as in the previous case. Therefore, Gt (yt ; zt )
is sub-modular in α, which implies ŷt (zt ) is non-increasing in α, so is yt∗ (zt ). As a
result, policy threshold vt such that ŷt (vt ) = z̄ is also non-decreasing in α. 2
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∂G0 (y ;z )

t t
Proof: Proof of Lemma 2.6 We have ∂yt t ∂z
= g 00 (yt − zt ) ≥ 0, so G0t (yt ; zt )
t
is supermodular in (yt , zt ) and the solution which solves the first order optimality
condition ŷt (zt ) is non-decreasing in zt . 2

Proof: Proof of Lemma 2.7
We show the result by induction. From Theorem 2.3, the result is true in the final
period as VT0 (zT ) is increasing in zT . Now let us assume the result is true for t + 1.
0
0
∂E[Vt+1
∂E[Vt+1
(z̃t+1 (yt ))] ∂ z̃t+1
(z̃t+1 (yt ))]
=
We have
∂yt
∂ z̃t+1
∂yt ≥ 0 by the induction hypothesis
(given that monotonicity is preserved by expectation) and the fact that z̃t+1 is non0
∂E[Vt+1
(z̃t+1 (yt ))]
decreasing in yt . Therefore mt (yt ) = m(yt ) +
≥ 0. Since ŷt (zt ) solves
∂yt
the equation g 0 (ŷt (zt ) − zt ) = mt (ŷt (zt )), the fact that mt (ŷt (zt )) ≥ 0 implies that
ŷt (zt ) must be greater than or equal to zt (i.e., convincing up) because g is only
increasing for positive values. In this case, the global maximum is ŷt (zt ) if this value
is less than z and z otherwise. Further, since E[Vt+1 (z̃t+1 (yt ))] does not depend on zt ,
∂G0t (y ∗ (t);zt )
t (zt )
=
= g 0 (yt∗ (zt ) − zt ) ≥ 0. Because g is convex increasing
we have ∂V∂z
∂zt
t
for positive values, so we have shown that Vt (zt ) is increasing in zt . 2
Proof: Proof of theorem 2.6
We first prove Vt (zt ) is increasing in zt by induction. From Theorem ??, the result is
true in the final period as VT (zT ) is increasing in zT . Now let us assume the result is
(z̃t+1 (yt ))]
t+1 (yt ))] ∂ z̃t+1
true for t + 1. We have ∂E[Vt+1∂y
= ∂E[Vt+1∂ z̃(z̃t+1
∂yt ≥ 0 by the induction
t
hypothesis (given that monotonicity is preserved by expectation) and the fact that
(z̃t+1 (yt ))]
is positive.
z̃t+1 is non-decreasing in yt . Therefore, mt (yt ) = w − c + ∂E[Vt+1∂y
t
The first derivative of the objective function excluding the fixed effort cost is
∂Jt (yt ;zt )−g(yt −zt )
= mt (yt ) − g 0 (yt − zt ), which can be positive, zero or negative
∂yt
for any base order level. This implies that the optimal solution can be yt∗ (zt ) = zt ,
yt∗ (zt ) = z̄ or yt∗ (zt ) = ŷt (zt ) ∈ (0, L) where ŷt (zt ) is the value of yt which solves
(z̃t+1 (zt ))]
the first order condition mt (yt ) = a. When yt = zt , we have ∂E[Vt+1∂z
=
t
∂E[Vt+1 (z̃t+1 (zt ))] ∂ z̃t+1
∂ z̃t+1
∂zt

≥ 0 by the induction hypothesis (given that monotonicity is
preserved by expectation) and the fact that z̃t+1 is non-decreasing in zt . Then, the first
(z̃t+1 (zt ))]
(zt ;zt )
derivative of the period-t profit when yt = zt , i.e., ∂Gt∂z
= w − c + ∂E[Vt+1∂z
t
t
is positive, which indicates the period-t profit is increasing in zt . When yt = z̄, the
period-t profit for zt < z̄ is Gt (z̄; zt ) = (w − c)z̄ − g(z̄ − zt ) + E [Vt+1 (z̃t+1 (z̄))] − K
(z̄;zt )
and its first derivative in zt < z̄ is ∂Gt∂z
= g 0 (z̄ − zt ) > 0, which indicates the
t
period-t profit is increasing in zt . When yt = ŷt (zt ), for zt < ŷt (zt ), the period-t
profit is Gt (ŷt (zt ); zt ) = (w − c)ŷt (zt ) + a(ŷt (zt ) − zt ) + E [Vt+1 (z̃t+1 (ŷt (zt )))] − K and
t (zt );zt )
its derivative in zt is ∂Gt (ŷ∂z
= mt (ŷt (zt )) which is positive. This implies, when
t
yt = ŷt (zt ), the period-t profit is increasing in zt < ŷt (zt ). Since the optimal period-t
profit is the maximum of Gt (zt ; zt ), Gt (z̄; zt ) and Gt (ŷt (zt ); zt ), it is increasing in zt .
Next, we use this monotonic property to show the result. Assume d¯ ≥

L
α

so that any
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value of yt ∈ [0, L] can reach zt+1 = L with positive probability. Further assume ψ(x)
0
is non-decreasing in x ∈ [0, L
α ]. For qt < qt , we have
∂E [Vt+1 (z̃t+1 (qt ))] ∂E [Vt+1 (z̃t+1 (qt0 ))]
−
∂yt
∂yt
t
Z qt0 −(1−α)q
α
= (1 − α)
Vt+1 0 (αx + (1 − α)qt ) ψ(x)dx
qt

Z

L−(1−α)qt
α

Z

0 −(1−α)q
qt
t
α
0
L−(1−α)qt
α

+ (1 − α)

− (1 − α)

Vt+1 0 (αx + (1 − α)qt ) ψ(x)dx
Vt+1 0 (αx + (1 − α)qt ) ψ(x)dx,

qt0

Z

0 −(1−α)q
qt
t
α

> (1 − α)

Vt+1 0 (αx + (1 − α)qt ) ψ(x)dx

qt

>0
where the first inequality is because the second term and the third term of the first
0
line are the integration of the same range of positive Vt+1
and ψ(x) is non-decreasing
L
in x ∈ [0, α ]. The inequality holds for any 0 ≤ qt < qt0 , so E [Vt+1 (z̃t+1 )] is concave
in yt . Since single-period profit function is concave in (yt , zt ), and E [Vt+1 (z̃t+1 )] is
independent of zt , Gt (yt ; zt ) is concave in (yt , zt ). 2
Proof: Proof of theorem 2.7
When m(z̄) ≥ 0, by lemma 2.6, the solution is ŷt (zt ) is non-decreasing in zt . Further,
z̄
¯
if ψ(x) is non-decreasing in x ∈ [0, L
α ] and d ≥ α , by theorem 2.6, the solution
ŷt (zt ) is unique. Let vt be the value of zt such that ŷt (vt ) = z̄. With a fixed cost
K U for convincing up, the policy with convince-to level ŷt (zt ) is optimal if and only
if subtracting K U from this value is greater than the expected profit earned from
accepting the based order, that is if we have: G0 (min{ŷt (zt ), z̄}; zt )−K U ≥ G0 (zt ; zt ).
0
0
t )−G (zt ;zt )
= g 0 (ŷt (zt ) − zt ) − mt (zt ) = mt (ŷt (zt )) −
For zt < vt , we have ∂G (ŷt (zt );z
∂zt
mt (zt ), which is negative since mt () is a decreasing function (because G0 (yt , zt ) is
concave in zt ) and ŷt (zt ) > zt in this case (as shown in the proof of Theorem 2.6).
0
)−G0 (zt ;zt )
For vt ≤ zt ≤ z̄, we have ∂G (z̄;zt∂z
= g 0 (z̄ −zt )−mt (zt ) = mt (ŷt (zt ))−mt (zt ),
t
which is negative for the same reason. If G0 (min{ŷt (0), z̄}; 0) − G0 (0; 0) ≤ K U , then
it is optimal to accept the base order for all values of zt (in this case sU
t = 0).
0
U
U
Otherwise there must exist a value of sU
t ∈ [0, z̄] such that G (min{ŷt (st ), z̄}; st )] −
0 U U
U
0
0
G (st ; st )] = K because at zt = z̄, we have: G (min{ŷt (zt ), z̄}; zt )]−G (zt ; zt )] = 0.
Hence, if sU
t exists, it is optimal to convince up to min{ŷt (zt ), z̄} for all values of
zt ∈ [0, sU
t ]. 2
Proof: Proof of lemma 2.8
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Properties (1)–(4) hold by definition.
In property (5), for z ≤ y, we have: for z ≤ y, we have:
oi
h 
n
˜ + α(d˜ − y)+
E f min L, min{y, d}
oi
h 
n
˜ + α(d˜ − z)+
− KU
− E f min L, min{z, d}
Z z
Z y


= −K U (1 −
ψ(x)dx) +
f (x) − K U − f ((1 − α)z + αx)) ψ(x)dx
0
¯
min{d,

Z

z

L−(1−α)y
α

+

}

f ((1 − α)y + αx) − f ((1 − α)z + αx) − K U ψ(x)dx

y
¯ L−(1−α)z }
min{d,
α

Z
+



f (L) − f ((1 − α)z + αx) − K U ψ(x)dx

¯ L−(1−α)y }
min{d,
α
y

Z



f ((1 − α)y + αx) − f ((1 − α)z + αx) − K U ψ(x)dx

<
z

Z

¯
min{d,

L−(1−α)y
α

¯
min{d,

L−(1−α)z
α

+

}

f ((1 − α)y + αx) − f ((1 − α)z + αx) − K U ψ(x)dx

y

}

f ((1 − α)y + αx) − f ((1 − α)z + αx) − K U ψ(x)dx
L−(1−α)y
¯
min{d,
}
α
Z min{d,
¯ L−(1−α)z }
α


f ((1 − α)y + αx) − f ((1 − α)z + αx) − K U ψ(x)dx
=
Z

+

z

Z

¯ L−(1−α)z }
min{d,
α

< (1 − α)(y − z)
z
h
i
˜
∂E f ((1 − α)z + αd)
= (y − z)
∂z

f 0 ((1 − α)z + αx)ψ(x)dx

Rz
where the inequality is because f is increasing and K U (1 − 0 ψ(x)dx) is positive and
the second inequality is because f is a Forward-K U -Concave function.
In property (6), for z ≤ y, we have:
h
i
h
i
˜ − E f ((1 − α)z + αd)
˜ − K U I{y>z} − K D I{y<z}
E f ((1 − α)y + αd)
Z d¯ h
i
˜ − f ((1 − α)z + αd)
˜ − K U I{y>z} − K D I{y<z} ψ(x)dx
=
f ((1 − α)y + αd)
0

Z

d¯

˜
(1 − α)(y − z)f 0 ((1 − α)z + αd)ψ(x)dx
h
i
˜
= (y − z)E0 f ((1 − α)z + αd)
≤

0
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where the inequality is because f is Bidirectional-(K U , K D )-Concavity.
We then show property (7). When there exists a value of z ≤ SU such that f (z) ≤
f (SU ) − KU , there exists a value min{z|z < SU , f (z) = f (SU ) − KU } at which
f either increases or realizes a local extremum such that f 0 (min{z|z < SU , f (z) =
f (SU )−KU }) = 0. Note that f never decreases at min{z|z < SU , f (z) = f (SU )−KU }
since, if so, there exists a local minimum z 0 such that f (z 0 )+(SU −z 0 )f 0 (z 0 ) = f (z 0 ) <
f (SU )−KU , which violates the definition of Forward-KU -Concavity. If f is increasing
at min{z|z < SU , f (z) = f (SU ) − KU }, let sU = min{z|z < SU , f (z) = f (SU ) − KU }.
If min{z|z < SU , f (z) = f (SU ) − KU } is above-mentioned local extremum, it must
be a local minimum since otherwise we can find a local minimum z 0 ∈ (min{z|z <
SU , f (z) = f (SU ) − KU }, SU ) such that f (z 0 ) + (SU − z 0 )f 0 (z 0 ) = f (z 0 ) < f (SU ) − KU
which violates the definition of Forward-KU -Concavity. In this case, let sU = 0. If
there does not exist any value of z ∈ [0, SU ) such that f (z) ≤ f (SU ) − KU , i.e.,
f (z) > f (SU ) − KU for z < SU , also let sU = 0.
We next show that f is increasing in z < sU if sU takes a positive value, i.e., f is
increasing at sU . Assume, for z < sU , f is not increasing, then, there must exists at
least one local minimum z 0 < sU at which f 0 (z 0 ) = 0. By Forward-KU -Concavity, we
have f (z 0 ) ≥ f (SU ) − K, which implies there are at least two more values of z < sU
such that f (z) = f (SU ) − KU . This violates the definition of sU , so f is increasing in
z < sU and f (z) < f (SU ) − KU for z < sU if sU is positive.
Now, consider z ≥ sU . For z ≤ y ≤ SU , if there is any value of z such that
f (z) < f (SU ) − KU , there must exists a local minimum z 0 such that f (z 0 ) =
f (z 0 ) + (SU − z 0 )f 0 (z 0 ) < f (SU ) − KU , which violates the definition of ForwardKU -Concavity. Therefore, we must have f (z) ≥ f (SU ) − KU ≥ f (y) − K for any
z ∈ [sU , SU ] since SU is the global maximum.
For SU < z < y, if f 0 (z) ≤ 0, by Forward-KU -Concavity, we have f (z) ≥ f (z) + (y −
z)f 0 (z) ≥ f (y) − KU ; if f 0 (z) > 0, we can always find a local minimal SU < z 0 < z
such that f (z) > f (z 0 ) = f (z 0 ) + (y − z 0 )f 0 (z 0 ) ≥ f (y) − K for any y > z. Therefore,
we have f (z) ≥ f (y) − K for sU < z < y.
When there exists a value of z ≥ SD such that f (z) ≤ f (SD ) − KD , there exists a
value min{z|z > SD , f (z) = f (SD ) − KD } at which f either decreases or realizes a
local extremum such that f 0 (min{z|z < SU , f (z) = f (SU ) − KU }) = 0. Note that f
never increases at min{z|z > SD , f (z) = f (SD ) − KD } since, if so, there exists a local
minimum z 0 such that f (z 0 ) + (SD − z 0 )f 0 (z 0 ) = f (z 0 ) < f (SD ) − KD , which violates
the definition of Backward-KD -Concavity. If f is decreasing at min{z|z > SD , f (z) =
f (SD ) − KD }, let sD = min{z|z > SD , f (z) = f (SD ) − KD }. If min{z|z > SD , f (z) =
f (SD ) − KD } is above-mentioned local extremum, it must be a local minimum since
otherwise we can find a local minimum z 0 ∈ (SU , min{z|z < SU , f (z) = f (SU ) − KU })
such that f (z 0 ) + (SD − z 0 )f 0 (z 0 ) = f (z 0 ) < f (SD ) − KD which violates the definition
of Backward-KD -Concavity. In this case, let sD = z̄. If there does not exist any value
of z ≥ SD such that f (z) ≤ f (SD ) − KD , i.e., f (z) > f (SD ) − KD for z > SD , also
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let sD = z̄.
We next show that f is decreasing in z > sD if sD takes a positive value, i.e., f is
decreasing at sD . Assume, for z > sD , f is not decreasing, then, there must exists at
least one local minimum z 0 > sD at which f 0 (z 0 ) = 0. By Backward-KD -Concavity,
we have f (z 0 ) ≥ f (SD )−K, which implies there are at least two more values of z > sD
such that f (z) = f (SD ) − KD . This violates the definition of sD , so f is decreasing
in z > sD and f (z) < f (SD ) − KD for z > sD if sD is positive.
Now, consider z ≤ sU . For z ≥ y ≥ SU , if there is any value of z such that
f (z) < f (SD ) − KD , there must exists a local minimum z 0 such that f (z 0 ) + (SD −
z 0 )f 0 (z 0 ) = f (z 0 ) < f (SD ) − KD , which violates the definition of Backward-KD Concavity. Therefore, we must have f (z) ≥ f (SD ) − KD ≥ f (y) − K for any
z ∈ [SD , sD ] since SD is the global maximum.
For y < z < SD , if f 0 (z) ≥ 0, by Backward-KD -Concavity, we have f (z) ≥ f (z)+(y −
z)f 0 (z) ≥ f (y) − KD ; if f 0 (z) < 0, we can always find a local minimal z < z 0 < SD
such that f (z) > f (z 0 ) = f (z 0 ) + (y − z 0 )f 0 (z 0 ) ≥ f (y) − K for any y < z. Therefore,
we have f (z) ≥ f (y) − K for y < z < SD . 2
Proof: Proof of theorem 2.8
When m(z̄) ≥ 0, by theorem 2.7, we either have yt∗ (zt ) = StU or yt∗ (zt ) = zt , which is
to say, it is never optimal to convince down. Then, through induction, in this case,
U
we show the Forward-K U -Concavity of JtU (yt ) and the optimality of a (sU
t+1 , St+1 )
U
policy where it is optimal to convince up for zt ≤ st+1 and it is optimal to accept the
base order level otherwise.
In period-T, JTU (yT ) = −aU yT + JT (yT ) is 0-Concave therefore Forward-K U U
U
Concave and, according to theorem 2.3, a (sU
T , ST ) policy is optimal where ST =
min{z̄, yˆT (zT )} and yˆT (zT ) is independent of zT when the variable convincing-up
effort cost function is linear. Assume (induction hypothesis) that the result holds
U
for t + 1, ..., T . We first prove the optimality of a (sU
t+1 , St+1 ) policy then show the
U
U
Forward-K -Concavity of Jt (yt ).
U
U
(yt+1 ). Also, let sU
Let St+1
= min arg maxzt+1 <yt+1 ≤z̄ Jt+1
t+1 = min{zt+1 |zt+1 <
U
U
U
U
U
U U
U
St+1 , a st+1 +Jt+1 (St+1 )−K = Jt+1 (st+1 )} if Jt+1 is increasing at min{zt+1 |zt+1 <
U
U
U
U
U
= Jt+1 (sU
, aU sU
St+1
t+1 )}; otherwise, let st+1 = 0 if
t+1 + Jt+1 (St+1 ) − K
U
U
U
min{zt+1 |zt+1 < St+1 , f (zt+1 ) = f (St+1 ) − K } is a local minimal or if sU
t+1 does not
exist.
U
By property (7) of lemma 2.8, for zt+1 < sU
t+1 , we have Jt+1 (zt+1 ) < a zt+1 +
U
U
U
∗
U
U
Jt+1 (St+1 ) − K ; then y (zt+1 ) = St+1 > zt+1 and Vt+1 (zt+1 ) = a zt+1 +
U
U
(St+1
) − K U for zt+1 < sU
Further, for sU
Jt+1
t+1 .
t+1 ≤ zt+1 < yt+1 , we have
U
U
Jt+1 (zt+1 ) ≥ a zt+1 + Jt+1 (yt+1 ) − K U ; then y ∗ (zt+1 ) = zt+1 and Vt+1 (zt+1 ) =
U
U
U
aU zt+1 + Jt+1
(zt+1 ) for zt+1 ≥ sU
t+1 . Therefore, the policy (st+1 , St+1 ) is optimal and
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the implied period-(t + 1) value function is

U
U
aU zt+1 + Jt+1
(St+1
) − KU
Vt+1 (zt+1 ) =
U
U
Jt+1 (zt+1 ) = a zt+1 + Jt+1
(zt+1 )

if zt+1 < sU
t+1
if zt+1 ≥ sU
t+1 .

(2.6)

U
If sU
t+1 = 0, Vt+1 (zt+1 ) = Jt+1 (zt+1 ) is Forward-K -Concave by induction hypothesis.
U
If st+1 > 0, Vt+1 (zt+1 ) can be proved to be Forward-K U -Concave in three scenarios
below.

Scenario 1: zt+1 < yt+1 ≤ sU
t+1 .
U
U
By (2.6), Vt+1 (zt+1 ) = aU zt+1 + Jt+1
(St+1
) − K U is linear therefore Forward-K U U
Concave for zt+1 < yt+1 ≤ st+1 .

Scenario 2: sU
t+1 ≤ zt+1 < yt+1 .
By (2.6), Vt+1 (zt+1 ) = Jt+1 (zt+1 ) is Forward-K U -Concave for sU
t+1 ≤ zt+1 < yt+1
due to induction hypothesis.
Scenario 3: zt+1 < sU
t+1 < yt+1 .
We have
Vt+1 (zt+1 )

=
≥

max

yt+1 >zt+1


U
−K U + aU zt+1 + Jt+1
(yt+1 )

U
−K U + aU zt+1 + Jt+1
(yt+1 )

= −K U + aU (zt+1 − yt+1 ) + Vt+1 (yt+1 ),
∗
where the second equality is because yt+1
(yt+1 ) = yt+1 for yt+1 > sU
t+1 . Therefore,
U
we have Vt+1 (yt+1 ) − K ≤ Vt+1 (zt+1 ) + aU (yt+1 − zt+1 ) = Vt+1 (zt+1 ) + (yt+1 −
zt+1 )Vt+1 0 (zt+1 ), implying Vt+1 (zt+1 ) is Forward-K U -Concave in this scenario.

To summarize, if m(z̄) ≥ 0, Vt+1 (zt+1 ) is Forward-K U -Concave, therefore
E[Vt+1 (zt+1 )] is by property (5) of lemma 2.8. Further, by property (3) and (4) of
U
lemma 2.8, JtU (yt ) is also Forward-K U -Concave. This implies (sU
t , St ) is the optimal
policy for period t. This completes the proof for the case m(z̄) ≥ 0. 2
Proof: Proof of theorem 2.9
When m(z̄) < 0, G0t (yt ) is JtU (yt ) if yt > zt and is JtD (yt ) if yt < zt . In
U
this case, we show G0th(yt ) is Bidirectionally-(K
, K D )-Concave
n
o iby induction with
+
˜
˜
the assumption that E Vt+1 (min L, min{yt , dt } + α(dt − yt ) ) is Bidirectionally(K U , K D )-Concave as long as Vt+1 is. Meanwhile, we also show the optimality of
U
D D
a (sU
t , St , St , st ) policy where it is optimal to convince the nanostore to order up
U
D
to St for zt < sU
t , it is optimal to convince the nanostore to order down to St for
D
zt > st and it is optimal to accept the nanostore’s base order level otherwise.
In period-T, JTU (yT ) = −aU yT +JT (yT ) and JTD (yT ) = aU yT +JT (yT ) are both (0, 0)Concave therefore G0T (yT ) is Bidirectionally-(K U , K D )-Concave. According to the
U
D
D
U
results of theorem 2.3, a (sU
T , ŷT (zT ), ŷT (zT ), sT ) policy is optimal where ŷT (zT ) =
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STU for yT ≥ zT is independent of zT and ŷTD (zT ) = STD for yT ≤ zT is also independent
of zT . Assume (induction hypothesis) that the Bidirectional-(K U , K D )-Concavity
U
property holds for t + 1, ..., T . By induction hypothesis, Jt+1
(yt+1 ) is Forward-K U D
D
Concave for yt+1 > zt+1 and Jt+1 (yt+1 ) is Backward-K -Concave for yt+1 < zt+1 .
We then characterize the optimal policy. When yt+1 > zt+1 , we have shown
U
U
(sU
t+1 , St+1 ) policy is optimal under Forward-K -Concavity in the proof of theorem
D
D
2.8. Next, we show (St+1 , st+1 ) policy is optimal when yt+1 < zt+1 under BackwardK D -Concavity.
D
D
(yt+1 ). let sD
Let St+1
= max arg max0≤yt+1 ≤zt+1 Jt+1
t+1 = min{zt+1 |zt+1 >
D
D D
D
D
D
D
D
St+1 , −a st+1 + Jt+1 (St+1 ) − K
= Jt+1 (st+1 )} if Jt+1
is decreasing at
D
D D
D
D
D
min{zt+1 |zt+1 > St+1 , −a st+1 + Jt+1 (St+1 ) − K = Jt+1 (sD
t+1 )}; otherwise, let
D
D D
D
D
D
= Jt+1 (sD
sD
t = z̄ if min{zt+1 |zt+1 > St+1 , −a st+1 + Jt+1 (St+1 ) − K
t+1 )} is a local
D
minimal or if st+1 does not exist.
D
By the property (7) from lemma 2.8, for zt+1 > sD
t+1 , we have Jt+1 (zt+1 ) < −a zt+1 +
D
D
D
D∗
D
Jt+1 (St+1 )−K , so the optimal solution is y (zt+1 ) = St+1 < zt+1 and Vt+1 (zt+1 ) =
D
D
D
−aD zt+1 + Jt+1
(ŷt+1
) − K D for zt+1 > sD
t+1 . For yt+1 < zt+1 ≤ st+1 , we have
D
D
D
D∗
Jt+1 (zt+1 ) ≥ −a zt+1 + Jt+1 (yt+1 ) − K , so the optimal solution is y (zt+1 ) = zt+1
D
and Vt+1 (zt+1 ) = −aD zt+1 +Jt+1
(zt+1 ) for zt+1 ≤ sD
t+1 . Therefore, when yt+1 < zt+1 ,
D
D
(St+1 , st+1 ) policy is optimal and the implied period-t value function is

D
Jt+1 (zt+1 ) = Jt+1
(zt+1 ) − aD zt+1
if zt+1 ≤ sD
D
t+1
Vt+1
(zt+1 ) =
(2.7)
D
D
D
D
Jt+1 (St+1 ) − a zt+1 − K
if zt+1 > sD
t+1 .
U
D
To fully characterize the period-(t + 1) optimal policy, we show St+1
≤ St+1
. Instead,
U
D
D
assume St+1 > St+1 . At the base order level St+1 , we have:
D
D
D
U
D
U
U
D
Jt+1 (St+1
) = Vt+1
(St+1
) < Vt+1
(St+1
) = Jt+1 (St+1
) − aU (St+1
− St+1
)
U
and at the base order level St+1
, we have:
U
U
U
D
U
D
D
U
Jt+1 (St+1
) = Vt+1
(St+1
) < Vt+1
(St+1
) = Jt+1 (St+1
) + aD (St+1
− St+1
).

Combing these two above equations, we have:
D
U
U
D
D
U
D
Jt+1 (St+1
) < Jt+1 (St+1
) − aU (St+1
− St+1
) < Jt+1 (St+1
) − (aD + aU )(St+1
− St+1
)
U
D
which apparently does not hold and contradicts the assumption St+1
> St+1
.
D
U
Therefore, we have St+1 ≤ St+1 .
U
D
D
U
D
Since St+1
≤ St+1
, according to the definitions of sU
t+1 and st+1 , we have st+1 < st+1 .
U
For zt+1 < sU
t+1 , it is optimal to convince the nanostore to order up to St+1 since
U
U
U
U
D
V (zt+1 ) = Jt+1 (St+1 ) − a (St+1 − zt+1 ) > Jt+1 (zt+1 ) = V (zt+1 ); for zt+1 > sD
t+1 ,
D
it is optimal to convince the nanostore to order down to St+1
since V D (zt+1 ) =
D
D
Jt+1 (St+1
) + aD (St+1
− zt+1 ) > Jt+1 (zt+1 ) = V U (zt+1 ) and otherwise it is optimal
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to accept the nanostore’s base order level since Jt+1 (zt+1 ) = V U (zt+1 ) = V D (zt+1 ).
U
D
D
This is to say the policy (sU
t+1 , St+1 , St+1 , st+1 ) is optimal and the implied period-t
value function is:
Vt+1 (zt+1 ) =

U (S U ) + aU z
U
Jt+1
t+1 − K
t+1
U (z
U
D
D
Jt+1
t+1 ) + a zt+1 = Jt+1 (zt+1 ) − a zt+1

D (S D ) − aD z
D
Jt+1
−
K
t+1
t+1




if zt+1 ≤ sU
t+1
D
if sU
t+1 ≤ zt+1 ≤ st+1
if zt+1 ≥ sD
.
t+1

(2.8)

We need to show Vt+1 (zt+1 ) is Bidirectionally-(K U , K D )-Concave, i.e., both ForwardK U -Concave and Backward-K D -Concave. The proof for these two one-directional
properties is symmetric, so we only verify K D -Backward-Concavity as follows.
Scenario 1: sD
t+1 ≤ yt+1 < zt+1 ≤ z̄.
D
By (2.8), Vt+1 (zt+1 ) is linearly decreasing in zt+1 ≥ sD
t+1 therefore Backward-K Concave.
D
Scenario 2: sU
t+1 ≤ yt+1 < zt+1 ≤ st+1
D
By (2.8), Vt+1 (zt+1 ) is Backward-K D -Concave for sU
t+1 ≤ zt+1 ≤ st+1 by induction
hypothesis.

Scenario 3: 0 ≤ yt+1 < zt+1 ≤ sU
t+1
By (2.8), Vt+1 (zt+1 ) is linearly increasing in zt+1 for zt+1 ≤ sU
t+1 and therefore is
Backward-K D -Concave.
D
Scenario 4: sU
t+1 ≤ yt+1 < st+1 ≤ zt+1 .

We have
Vt+1 (zt+1 )

=

max

yt+1 <zt+1



D
−K D − aD zt+1 + Jt+1
(yt+1 )

≥

D
−K D − aD zt+1 + Jt+1
(yt+1 )

=

−K D + aD (yt+1 − zt+1 ) + Vt+1 (yt+1 ),

D∗
where the second equality is because yt+1
(yt+1 ) = yt+1 since yt+1 < sD
t+1 . Therefore,
we have Vt+1 (yt+1 ) − K D ≤ Vt+1 (zt+1 ) − aD (yt+1 − zt+1 ) = Vt+1 (zt+1 ) + (yt+1 −
zt+1 )Vt+1 0 (zt+1 ), implying Vt+1 is Backward-K D -Concave.
D
Scenario 5: yt+1 ≤ sU
t+1 < st+1 ≤ zt+1 .
D
Since Vt+1 (zt+1 ) is linearly increasing in zt+1 ≤ sU
t+1 , it only suffices to show K U
Backward-Concavity in this scenario when yt+1 = st+1 , which is implied by scenario
4 and 2.

By symmetric arguments,
Vt+1 (zt+1 ) is also a Forward-K U -Concave
function.
To conclude, Vt+1 (zt+1 ) is Bidirectionally-(K U , K D )-Concave,
0
U
therefore
K D )-Concave by the assumption that
h
 Gt (y
n t ) is Bidirectionally-(K , oi
+
E Vt+1 min L, min{yt , d˜t } + α(d˜t − yt )
preserves Bidirectional-(K U , K D )Concavity from Vt+1 . By exactly the same proof of the period-(t + 1) optimal policy,
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U
D D
U
D
the optimal period-t policy is (sU
t , St , St , st ) where St ≤ St . This finishes the
proof for the Case m(z̄) < 0. 2
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Chapter 3

Competing for Nanostores:
Cash and Shelf Space
Competition
3.1

Introduction

CPG suppliers can exert substantial influence on nanostores’ ordering and shelf space
allocation decisions by conducting sales visits (see Boulaksil et al. 2014 and Chapter
2). However, because nanostores are limited by cash and shelf space, the sales quantity
generated from sales visits of a supplier is dependent on the available cash position
and shelf space after the prior sales visits of the other suppliers who also sell to
nanostores via direct distribution. According to an empirical study (Boulaksil et al.
2014), conducted in large cities in Morocco with a sample size of 333 stores, some
sales visits to nanostores do not generate sales because the cash position at nanostores
is exhausted by prior sales visits of the other suppliers. Apart from competition, in
reality, the cash position at nanostores can also run low because nanostores take
revenue from selling CPG products to pay for their family’s subsistence needs.
Nanostores normally carry inventory from one or two brand suppliers for each product
category (Blanco and Fransoo 2013). Suppliers from different product categories
compete for nanostores’ cash. In some cases, they may find nanostores out of cash
to buy their products if their visit directly follows that of another supplier. For this
reason, they may decide to visit nanostores more frequently in the hope to be able to
sell more. For the suppliers from the same product category, one supplier’s sales visit
not only depletes nanostores’ cash but also occupies nanostores’ shelf space dedicated
for this product category, which may result in both cash and shelf space shortage for
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nanostores to replenish from competing supplier’s subsequent visit. Thereby, these
suppliers from the same product category are in a sales visit competition for both cash
and shelf space. When suppliers compete for nanostores’ shelf space, to limit sales
visit cost, some suppliers in practice only pay a visit when they can sell a sufficient
amount of products to at least cover the visit cost, i.e., when the shelf space available
at the nanostore is beyond a certain threshold. In this case, if some supplier sets a
low visit threshold, he can claim a substantial amount of cash and shelf space but he
may only sell a small quantity of his product at each visit and he has to pay a high
visit cost because of a high sales visit frequency. If suppliers set similarly high visit
thresholds, the cash and shelf space might be shared among them and the visit cost of
each supplier can be under control. This nontrivial trade-off is captured in our cash
and shelf space competition model.
The wholesale pricing is also a strategy that suppliers can use to secure shelf space.
Given limited cash position, a low pricing strategy can generate more sales at each
sales visit trip and, as a result, realize more consumer demand. Furthermore, the
pricing is also a determinant factor of the sales visit threshold which should be set
high to compensate a low pricing strategy. Lastly, CPG suppliers should also cap their
wholesale prices such that the profits nanostores earn can provide for their family’s
subsistence needs; otherwise, nanostores eventually have to close their business so that
the suppliers lose the opportunity to make a profit from selling to local consumers in
the long run.
In this chapter, we study two suppliers competing to sell to one nanostore. Specifically,
we study the cash competition between the two suppliers from distinct product
categories. We also study cash and shelf space competition between the two suppliers
from the same product category. We mainly address the following research questions.
1. What are the pricing and sales visit strategies in equilibrium when the nanostore
dedicates separate shelf space for the two suppliers, i.e., when they compete only
for the nanostore’s limited cash?
2. What are the pricing and sales visit strategies in equilibrium when the nanostore
positions the two suppliers’ products on the same shelf space, i.e., when
they compete not only for nanostores’ limited cash but also compete for the
nanostore’s limited shelf space?
3. Does the nanostore benefit from competition between the two suppliers?
To address the first two research questions, we construct two non-cooperative games
where the demands of both suppliers’ product are assumed to be deterministic so that
both suppliers know the shelf space availability at the nanostore. These assumptions
are made in order to make the games tractable. Later, at the end of this chapter, we
give conjectures when the demands are relaxed to be stochastic. In these two games,
the two CPG suppliers simultaneously propose their wholesale price and sales visit
strategy. For the cash competition game, the two suppliers can set a strategy to visit
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the nanostore at any time. For the cash and shelf space competition game, the two
suppliers set a strategy to visit the nanostore when the available shelf space at the
nanostore reaches or exceeds their sales visit threshold. To address the third research
question, we compare a two-supplier setting to a single-supplier setting and evaluate
whether the nanostore is more likely to survive in the long run when competition
occurs.
The first key finding is that we characterize a co-prosperity relationship between
the nanostore and the suppliers in the single-supplier model as well as in the two
competition games. As long as the suppliers decide to enter the market with the
nanostore, they should price their products such that the nanostore is able to earn
enough profit to pay for his family’s subsistence needs, that is, the nanostore’s
long-term survival is the prerequisite of long-term profitability of CPG suppliers.
Analytically, this provides one explanation of the large-scale existence of nanostores
in emerging-market megacities. To our best knowledge, this also contributes to
the existing general retail operations literature as this relationship has not been
investigated.
The second key finding is that we discover a mutually beneficial relationship
between CPG suppliers and nanostores from distinct product categories. Instead
of jeopardizing each other, through cash competition, they contribute two sources of
profit to fill a cash pool to provide for the nanostore’s family subsistence needs so
that the nanostore is more likely to survive and each supplier can earn more profit
than selling alone to the nanostore by himself.
The third key finding is that the supplier with a monopoly leverage can exploit his
counterpart through the shelf space competition. The privileged supplier can either
form a duopoly with his counterpart or drive his counterpart out of the market to
form a monopoly. However, when no supplier has a monopoly leverage, they may not
enter the market with the nanostore in the competition game even if it is profitable
to deal with the nanostore alone.
The rest of this chapter is structured as follows. We review the literature in Section
3.2. We study a single-supplier model in Section 3.3. We analyze the cash competition
model in Section 3.4. We then proceed to deal with the cash and shelf space
competition model in Section 3.5. Finally, we conclude in Section 3.6. All proofs
can be found in the Appendix to this chapter.

3.2

Literature review

We consider two CPG suppliers competing for one nanostore’s limited cash and shelf
space through wholesale pricing and sales visit strategies. This chapter relates to
the literature on price and shelf space competition and price and delivery frequency
competition.
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The price and shelf space competition addresses the issue of multiple suppliers
competing for the shelf space from a profit-maximizing retailer through wholesale
pricing. The underlying assumption is that the supplier demands are increasing in
the allocated shelf space albeit in a diminishing manner. With this assumption, the
retailers are incentivized to allocate their shelf space across the suppliers. When
the supplier wholesale prices and retail assortment are exogenously given, the retailer
shelf space allocation problem has been extensively studied (e.g., Anderson and Amato
1974, Corstjens and Doyle 1981, Bultez and Naert 1988 ). As expected, the retailers’
optimal allocation generally misaligns with the suppliers’ interests (Martinez-deAlbeniz and Roels 2011) and an inventory holding cost subsidy together with a
wholesale price contract is shown to effectively coordinate the supply chain consisting
of one supplier and one retailer (Wang and Gerchak 2001). For the supply chain with
multiple competing suppliers, Martinez-de-Albeniz and Roels (2011) show that the
supplier who contributes the most profit to the retailer obtains more shelf space in
equlibrium when the demand becomes sensitive to the shelf space. Considering two
competing suppliers, Martin-Herran et al. (2006) prove that a supplier’s shelf space
share from the retailer positively correlates the suppliers’ relative profitability and
negatively correlates with its wholesale price.
All papers listed above assume that the retailer, who is not constrained by cash,
maximizes its profit through demand or shelf space allocation. This chapter, however,
considers a cash constrained retailer who aims at making a living and usually does
not optimize his shelf space allocation. In practice, nanostores normally do not have a
dedicated shelf space allocation plan for competing products from the same category.
So, the shelf space occupancy of different products is time varying and dependent on
the sales visit and cash position. When one supplier’s sales representative visits
one nanostore alone, the purchasing quantity is largely influenced by the sales
representative. When multiple suppliers visit one nanostore simultaneously, the
nanostore tends to rely on simple allocation heuristics such as allocating purchasing
quantity proportionally to the suppliers’ demand rates. In this chapter, we consider
two suppliers competing for the shelf space from one non-profit-maximizing retailer
where the shelf space occupancy is driven by sales visit strategy and cash position.
Therefore, our model contributes to this stream of literature.
Complementary to pricing, the delivery frequency is one of the time-based service
levers which provides the suppliers with competitive advantage as high delivery
frequency reduces the customer inventory holding cost. While the price-time
competition research with delivery speed as the lever has been extensively studied
(e.g., So 2000, Cachon and Harker 2002), the delivery frequency is relatively underexplored. Kraemer and Kraemer (2010) and Shah and Brueckner (2012) both model
multiple customers each of whom only selects one exclusive supplier based on the
suppliers’ offering on price and delivery frequency as well as its own preference.
Specifically, Kraemer and Kraemer (2010) consider two suppliers only one of which
offers frequency flexibility and show that the flexible supplier realizes less (larger)
profit than its counterpart if the customer inventory holding cost is low (high).
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Shah and Brueckner (2012) consider multiple suppliers and show that the equlibrium
frequency increases in the number of customers and decreases in the number of
competing suppliers. Ha et al. (2003) study a supply chain with one customer
replenishing from two competing suppliers with respective delivery frequency where
the customer optimizes the delivery sequence to minimize its inventory holding cost.
This paper shows that the supplier delivery frequency competition intensifies price
competition so that the customer gets better off.
Again, this stream of literature considers the customer as a profit-maximizing decision
maker who does not face a financial constraint and can always benefit from the
supplier competition. This chapter, however, studies a cash constrained retailer who
in practice simply takes the suppliers’ pricing decision and sales visit strategy as
given. Therefore, we differ from this stream of literature in that the suppliers’ sales
visit strategy is self-scheduling and in that we relate the interplay between two selfscheduling sales visit strategies also to the cash dynamics.
Overall, our model blends cash competition and shelf space competition through
pricing and sales visit strategies. We consider a retailer who is limited in cash and
aims for making a living in cities. We reveal a co-prosperity relationship between the
suppliers and the nanostore such that the suppliers profit from entering the nanostore
market only on the premise of the nanostore’s long-run survival. To the best of
our knowledge, this has not been investigated in the existing literature. We also
reveal a mutual beneficial relationship between the two competing suppliers such
that the two suppliers may mutually benefit from each other via selling products
together to support the nanostore’s long-run survival. This phenomenon has not
been encountered in the current literature.

3.3

Single-supplier model

We use the following notation in this chapter. Let (x)+ = max{x, 0}. Let t− and t+
denote the instant right before and after time t, respectively.
A supplier produces a non-perishable product at a cost of c and sells it to a nanostore
at a wholesale price of w. The nanostore sells the product to its customers at a price
p and this is the unique product sold in the store. Demand from nanostore customers
is deterministic with rate λ per time unit. Unsatisfied demand is lost. The nanostore
dedicates only a limited amount of shelf space to the product; let L be the maximum
amount of inventory of the product which can be put on the store shelves. We assume
that the nanostore does not have a backroom.
Let C(t) denote the cash balance of the nanostore at time t. The nanostore owner
spends money for his family’s subsistence needs (food, housing, clothing etc.) at a rate
of γ per time unit as long as the cash balance is postive. Let I(t) denote the inventory
of the product at the nanostore at time t. The supplier’s sales representative visits
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the nanostore to replenish the inventory at discrete moments in time. If, at time t,
there is no such visit, we have:

−λ if I(t) > 0
0
I (t) =
0
if I(t) = 0

C 0 (t)

=


 pλ − γ
−γ

0

if I(t) > 0
if I(t) = 0 and C(t) > 0
otw.

Let A(t) be the nanostore’s total liquid assets at time t, which is defined as the
cash balance, plus the inventory level evaluated at the wholesale price, i.e., A(t) =
C(t) + wI(t). We assume that pλ > γ, otherwise the revenue the nanostore earns
is unable to satisfy his family’s subsistence needs so his total liquid assets A(t) are
decreasing in t until reaching zero which is the moment that he has to close the
business.
The supplier only dispatches her sales representative to visit the nanostore when his
liquid assets A(t) are positive. We assume that the nanostore owner always prioritizes
replenishing inventory from the supplier other than his family’s subsistence needs
when his liquid assets are even lower than γ since the nanostore can always sell
the inventory to finance his family’s subsistence needs. When the supplier’s sales
representative visits the nanostore, we assume that the nanostore always buys the
maximum quantity he can afford given his current cash balance, up to the shelf space
limit L. In other words, if the sales representative visits
nanostore oat time t, the
n the
C(t− )
−
quantity purchased by the nanostore is given by min
w , L − I(t ) .
Formally, let tn denote the time of the n-th store visit by the supplier’s sales
representative. If the nanostore’s liquid assets are positive on the supplier’s n̂-th
visit such that A(tn̂ ) > 0, and the liquid assets become zero before her next visit,
the supplier stops visiting the nanostore beyond time tn̂ and we assume tn = ∞ for
n > n̂. In general, for n = 1, 2, ..., we have:
 +
−
−
C(t+
n ) = [C(tn ) − L − I(tn ) w]


C(t−
n)
+
−
,L .
I(tn ) = min I(tn ) +
w
We assume that, at time zero, the nanostore’s cash balance is exactly equal to wL and
his inventory is zero, i.e., C(0) = wL and I(0) = 0. The supplier’s sales representative
pays a first visit to the nanostore at time 0, i.e., t1 = 0, following which the nanostore
has an inventory level of L units and cash balance of zero, i.e. I(0+ ) = L and
C(0+ ) = 0. All of our results would continue to hold if the starting point of our
model was different, for example, the starting inventory at the nanostore is L units.
However, the accounting would be slightly more complicated.
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In general, the nanostore’s inventory level and cash balance right before the n-th sales
representative’s visit are given by:
I(t−
n)
C(t−
n)

 +
+
I(tn−1 ) − (tn − tn−1 )λ


+
+
.
= C(t+
n−1 ) + p min λ(tn − tn−1 ), I(tn−1 ) − γ(tn − tn−1 )

=

We distinguish three cases regarding the timing of the n-th sales representative visit:
I(t+

)

• If tn > tn−1 + n−1
, the nanostore has run out of inventory between the
λ
(n − 1)-th and n-th sales representative’s visits. If, on top of that, tn ≥ tn−1 +
+
pI(t+
n−1 )+C(tn−1 )
,
γ

then the nanostore has also run out of cash.

I(t+

)

• If tn < tn−1 + n−1
, the nanostore still has positive inventory of the product
λ
at the time of the visit and his cash balance is positive and equal to C(t−
n) =
C(t+
n−1 ) + (pλ − γ)(tn − tn−1 ).
I(t+

)

, then the timing of the n-th visit coincides with the moment
• If tn = tn−1 + n−1
λ
when the nanostore runs out of inventory. At that moment, the nanostore’s cash
balance has reached its maximum possible value, which is equal to C(t−
n) =
C(t+
n−1 ) + (pλ − γ)

I(t+
n−1 )
.
λ

At t = 0, we have A(0) = wL. For t > 0 such that tn−1 ≤ t ≤ tn , we have:
"
A(t)

=

A(tn−1 ) + λ(p − w) min

!
#+
I(t+
n−1 )
, (t − tn−1 ) − γ(t − tn−1 ) .
λ

Note that A(t− ) = A(t) = A(t− ) holds for all time t and the nanostore remains open
as long as A(t) > 0.
Figure 3.1 plots A(t), C(t) and I(t) under three cases: (i) w > p − λγ , (ii) w = p − λγ
and (iii) w < p − λγ . In all three cases, the first visit happens at time zero, the
second visit happens after the nanostore has run out of inventory, the third visit
exactly coincides with the stock-out epoch and the fourth visit happens as there is
still positive inventory.
In the leftmost graph, we see that the nanostore’s liquid assets are decreasing over
time because the profit earned by the nanostore from the sale of the product is not
enough to cover his family’s subsistence needs, i.e., γ > (p − w)λ. In the middle
graph, we see that the nanostore’s liquid assets do not vary over time as long as the
nanostore has positive inventory of the product; the profit he earns exactly covers his
family’s subsistence needs. On the rightmost graph, the nanostore’s liquid assets are
increasing over time as long as there is positive inventory of the product in stock; in
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Figure 3.1 A(t), C(t) and I(t) in three cases.

this case, the profit earned by the nanostore more than covers his family’s subsistence
needs and he is able to save money (or spend it on discretionary purchases) over time.
The cost per store visit to the supplier is K. If tn for n = 1, 2... is finite, the nanostore’s
total liquid assets A(tn ) is positive and the profit the supplier earns from her n-th
visit is:


C(t−
n)
, L − I(t−
)
− K.
π(tn ) = (w − c) min
n
w
If tn for n = 2, 3, ... is infinite, the nanostore has closed his business and the supplier
has stopped dispatching sales representative to visit the nanostore, which implies
π(tn ) = 0.
The supplier needs to decide on the timing of his visits to the nanostore as well as
wholesale price w in order to maximize his long-run profit per unit of time:
π̄ ∗ =

PN
sup
w,t1 ,t2 ,...

π̄

=

lim

N →∞

π(tn )
.
tN

n=1

Finally, we assume that the supplier will enter the market with the nanostore only if
the profit she earns from selling to the nanostore is greater than or equal to β which
measures the opportunity cost of dealing with the nanostore instead of pursuing other
options.

3.3.1

Results

First, we obtain constraints on the optimal wholesale price.
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i
h
β
γ
Lemma 3.1 The optimal wholesale price is such that w ∈ c + K
+
,
p
−
L
λ
λ
because the nanostore closes business if w > p − λγ and the supplier can make more
β
profit of not selling to the nanostore if w < c + K
L + λ.
From this lemma, it follows that a necessary condition for the nanostore and supplier
β
γ
to enter into business is that c + K
L + λ < p − λ . On the one hand, given the supplier’s
wholesale price, (p − w)λ is the maximal profit rate that the nanostore can earn. This
maximum profit is realized only when the supplier always visit the nanostore exactly
when or before her product runs out at the nanostore. If (p−w)λ < γ, i.e., w > p− λγ ,
the nanostore has to close the business because even the profit rate he earns with zero
product stock-out cannot support his subsistence needs. On the other hand, given
is the maximal profit per unit of time that
the supplier’s wholesale price, (w−c)L−K
L
λ
the supplier can earn for each of her visits to the nanostore and it only happens when
the supplier always visits the nanostore exactly when her product runs out and the
nanostore always has sufficient cash to replenish L amount of inventory at each visit.
Given that the nanostore always has sufficient cash to replenish L amount of inventory
from each of the supplier’s visit, it is suboptimal to visit before the product runs out
to sell only Q < L for every visit since (w−c)Q−K
< (w−c)L−K
. If (w−c)L−K
< β,
Q
L
L
λ

λ

λ

β
i.e., w < c + K
L + λ , the supplier loses the opportunity to earn more than β from not
selling to the nanostore since the maximal profit she can earn from dealing with the
nanostore is less than from pursuing other more profitable options.

Next, we show that for a fixed value of the wholesale price which satisfies the
constraints from Lemma 3.1, it is optimal for the supplier to schedule store visits
so they coincide exactly with the stock-out epochs of the nanostore.
i
h
β
γ
Theorem 3.1 For w ∈ c + K
L + λ , p − λ , it is optimal for the supplier’s sales
representative to visit the nanostore exactly when inventory runs out, which implies
that tn = (n−1)L
for n = 2, 3, ... Also the supplier’s long-run profit per unit of time is
λ

equal to π̄ = w − c − K
L λ and the nanostore’s total liquid assets at time t are given
by A(t) = wL + (p − λγ − w)tλ.
Intuitively, the misalignment between visit timing and the stock-out epochs is
suboptimal since it either generates lost sales (if the visit occurs after stock-out)
or incurs high average visit cost per product unit sold to the nanostore at each visit
(if the visit occurs before stock-out). Given Lemma 3.1 and Theorem 3.1, when
β
γ
c+ K
L + λ < p − λ the supplier’s problem simplifies to:


K
max
π̄(w) =
w−c−
λ
β
γ
L
c+ K
L + λ ≤w≤p− λ
Next, we show that the optimal wholesale price is such that that the profits earned
by the nanostore exactly cover his family’s subsistence needs.
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β
γ
γ
∗
Theorem 3.2 If c+ K
L + λ ≤ p− λ , the optimal wholesale price is w = p− λ and the
∗
optimal long-run profit value per unit of time for the supplier is π̄ = (p−c− K
L )λ−γ.
Further,
the
nanostore’s
total
liquid
assets
are
constant
over
time
and
equal
to
A(t) =

p − λγ L.

When the supplier’s sales representative visits the nanostore exactly when inventory
runs out, the total amount of revenue generated from sales at the nanostore is pλ per
unit of time. Given a wholesale price w which satisfies the conditions from Lemma
3.1, this total revenue amount gets divided between the supplier and the nanostore
in the following way. The supplier receives a revenue of wλ per unit of time, which
is used to pay for the production cost cλ and nanostore visit cost K
L λ, leaving the

supplier with a net profit of w − c − K
λ
per
unit
of
time.
After
paying for the
L
goods purchased and satisfying his family’s subsistence needs, the nanostore is left
with a net profit (p − w)λ − γ per unit of time. Combining these values,
we see

that the supply chain’s net profit per unit of time is equal to p − c − K
λ
−
γ. By
L
varying w, the supplier can decide how much of the supply chain profit to keep for
himself and how much to allocate to the nanostore. Obviously, when the supplier
is a profit-maximizer, she extracts all the profit by setting the wholesale price as in
Theorem 3.2.

3.4

Two-supplier cash competition model

Let us now consider the case of two suppliers who each produces one non-perishable
product. Supplier 1 produces product 1 and supplier 2 produces product 2. Let
pi , ci and wi denote the retail selling price, manufacturing cost and wholesale price
for supplier i = 1, 2. Demand of product i from nanostore customers is deterministic
with rate λi per time unit. Unsatisfied demands are lost.
Throughout this chapter, we also use subscript 3 − i to index the suppliers. If i
represents supplier 1 (2), 3 − i represents supplier 2 (1).
In this section, we consider the case of two products which are non-substitutable, for
example, they could belong to totally different product categories. The nanostore
sells only these two products and dedicates a limited amount of shelf space to each
of them: let Li be the maximum amount of product i = 1, 2 which can be put on the
store shelf. Let Ii (t) denote the inventory of product i at the nanostore at time t. All
other notation is as in §3.3.
The two suppliers’ sales representatives visit the nanostore to replenish the inventory
of their product at discrete moments in time. If, at time t, there is no such visit, we
have:

−λi if Ii (t) > 0
0
Ii (t) =
i = 1, 2.
0
if Ii (t) = 0

3.4 Two-supplier cash competition model

C 0 (t)

=


p1 λ1 + p2 λ2 − γ




p1 λ1 − γ

p2 λ2 − γ


−γ



0
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if I1 (t) > 0 and I2 (t) > 0
if I1 (t) > 0 and I2 (t) = 0
if I1 (t) = 0 and I2 (t) > 0
if I1 (t) = I2 (t) = 0 and C(t) > 0
otw.

Let A(t) be the nanostore’s total liquid assets at time t, which is defined as the cash
balance, plus the inventory levels of both products evaluated at their wholesale prices,
i.e., A(t) = C(t) + I1 (t)w1 + I2 (t)w2 . We assume that p1 λ1 + p2 λ2 > γ, otherwise the
revenue the nanostore earns is unable to satisfy his family’s subsistence needs so his
total liquid assets A(t) are decreasing in t until reaching zero which is the moment
that he has to close the business.
The suppliers only dispatch their sales representatives to visit the nanostore when
his liquid assets A(t) are positive. Again, we assume the nanostore owner always
prioritizes replenishing inventory from the suppliers other than his family’s subsistence
needs when his liquid assets are even lower than γ. We assume that, if supplier i is
the only one to pay a visit to the nanostore at a given time, the nanostore always
buys the maximum quantity of this product he can afford given his current cash
balance, up to the shelf space limit Li . In other words, if supplier i is the only
one n
to visit the nanostore
o at time t, she will sell a quantity of products equal to
C(t− )
−
min
wi , Li − Ii (t ) and we have:
C(t+ )
Ii (t+ )
I3−i (t+ )


 +
C(t− ) − Li − Ii (t− ) wi


C(t− )
= min Ii (t− ) +
, Li
wi

=

= I3−i (t− ).

If, at time t, both suppliers visit the nanostore, we assume that the nanostore fills
both products up to their shelf space limits if he has abundant cash balance; otherwise
he allocates his cash proportionally to the cash expenditure necessary to fill up the
shelf space of each supplier, that is, we have:
C(t+ )



 +
C(t− ) − L1 − I1 (t− ) w1 − L2 − I2 (t− ) w2

=

Li
−
−
if
C(t
)
≥
(L
−
I
(t
)) w1 + (L2 + I2 (t− )) w2
1
1
Ii (t+ ) =
Li −Ii (t− )

C(t− )
Ii (t− ) + (L1 −I1 (t− ))w
−

1 +(L2 −I2 (t ))w2

−
−
if C(t ) < (L1 − I1 (t )) w1 + (L2 − I2 (t− )) w2 .





From this, we see that the two suppliers are competing for the nanostore’s cash.
However, because the two products have their dedicated shelf space, they are not
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competing for the shelf space in the store. In the next section, we extend the analysis
to the case of two suppliers who are competing for both the cash and the shelf space.
Let τi,n denote the time of supplier i’s n-th visit to the nanostore. Let tn denote the
n-th visit epoch by either of the two suppliers. If the nanostore’s liquid assets are
positive on the suppliers’ n̂-th visit such that A(tn̂ ) > 0, and the liquid assets become
zero before both suppliers’ next visits, the suppliers stop visiting the nanostore beyond
time tn̂ and we assume τi,n = ∞ for n > n̂.
At the start of the time horizon, we assume that the nanostore has initial capital of
C(0) = L1 w1 + L2 w2 and no inventory of either product, i.e., Ii (0) = 0 for i = 1, 2.
The two suppliers’ sales representatives simultaneously pay the nanostore a first visit
at time zero, i.e., τ1,1 = τ2,1 = t1 = 0, so that the nanostore depletes all of his cash
balance to purchase L1 units of product 1 and L2 units of product 2 at the start of
the time horizon, i.e., C(0+ ) = 0 and Ii (0+ ) = Li for i = 1, 2.
In general, for n = 1, 2, ..., the nanostore’s inventory level of product i right before
supplier i’s n-th visit is given by:

+
−
+
Ii (τi,n
) = Ii (τi,n−1
) − (τi,n − τi,n−1 )λi
i = 1, 2.
and the cash balance right before the n-th visit from both suppliers to the nanostore
is given by:


+
C(t−
C(t+
n) =
n−1 ) + p1 min λ1 (tn − tn−1 ), I1 (tn−1 )

+
+ p2 min λ2 (tn − tn−1 ), I2 (t+
.
n−1 ) − γ(tn − tn−1 )
If max{p1 λ1 , p2 λ2 } < γ,since p1 λ1 + p2 λ2≥ γ, the value of C(t−
n ) is maximized by
+
I1 (t+
n−1 ) I2 (tn−1 )
, λ2
, which is to visit the store exactly when
setting tn = tn−1 + min
λ1
the first product runs out of stock; if p1 λ1 ≥ γ and p2 λ2 < γ, C(t−
n ) is maximized by
setting tn = tn−1 +

I1 (t+
n−1 )
,
λ1

which is to visit the store exactly when product 1 runs
I2 (t+

)

n−1
,
out; if p2 λ2 ≥ γ and p1 λ1 < γ, C(t−
n ) is maximized by setting tn = tn−1 +
λ2
which is to visit the store exactly when product2 runs out; if min{p
λ
,
p
λ
}
>
γ,
 1 1 2 2
+
I1 (t+
n−1 ) I2 (tn−1 )
−
C(tn ) is maximized by setting tn = tn−1 + max
, λ2
, which is to visit
λ1

the store exactly when the last product runs out.
At time zero, we have A(0) = L1 w1 + L2 w2 . For t > 0 such that tn−1 ≤ t ≤ tn , we
have:
"
(
)
I1 (t+
n−1 )
A(t) =
A(tn−1 ) + λ1 (p1 − w1 ) min
, (t − tn−1 )
λ1
(
)
#+
I2 (t+
n−1 )
+ λ2 (p2 − w2 ) min
, (t − tn−1 ) − γ(t − tn−1 )
λ2
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+
+
+
−
where A(tn−1 ) = C(t+
n−1 )+w1 I1 (tn−1 )+w2 I2 (tn−1 ). Note that A(t) = A(t ) = A(t )
for all t and the nanostore remains open as long as A(t) > 0.

The cost per store visit to the supplier is Ki . If τi,n for n = 1, 2... is finite, the
nanostore’s total liquid assets A(τi,n ) are positive and the profit the supplier i earns
from her n-th visit is:

+
−
πi (τi,n ) = (wi − ci ) Ii (τi,n
) − Ii (τi,n
) − Ki .
If τi,n for n = 2, 3... is infinite, the nanostore has closed his business and supplier
i has stopped dispatching sales representative to visit the nanostore, which implies
πi (τi,n ) = 0.
With consideration of the competitor’s timing of visits and wholesale price, each
supplier needs to decide on the timing of her visits to the nanostore as well as wholesale
price, in order to maximize her long average profit:
PN
n=1 πi (τi,n )
i = 1, 2.
π̄i∗ =
sup
π̄i = lim
N →∞
τi,N
wi ,τi,1 ,τi,2 ,...
Finally, we assume supplier i = 1, 2 will enter the market with the nanostore only if
the profit she earns from selling to the nanostore is greater than or equal to βi which
measures the opportunity cost of her dealing with the nanostore instead of pursuing
other options.

3.4.1

Results

First, we establish constraints for the equilibrium wholesale prices.
hLemma 3.2 The supplier wholesale
i price in equilibrium is such that wi ∈
γ−λ3−i (p3−i −w3−i )
βi
Ki
for i = 1, 2 because the nanostore closes
ci + Li + λi , pi −
λi
−w3−i )
business if wi > pi − γ−λ3−i (pλ3−i
and the supplier i can make more profit of not
i
Ki
selling to the nanostore if wi < ci + Li + λβii .

From this lemma, it follows that a necessary condition for the nanostore and both
γ−λ3−i (p3−i −w3−i )
βi
i
suppliers to enter into business is that ci + K
for i = 1, 2.
Li + λi < pi −
λi
On the one hand, given the suppliers’ wholesale prices, (p1 − w1 )λ1 + (p2 − w2 )λ2
is the maximal profit rate that the nanostore can earn and it only happens when
both suppliers always visit the nanostore exactly when or before their respective
product runs out at the nanostore. If (p1 − w1 )λ1 + (p2 − w2 )λ2 < γ, i.e., wi >
−w3−i )
for any i, the nanostore has to close the business because even
pi − γ−λ3−i (pλ3−i
i
the profit rate he earns with zero product stock-out cannot afford his subsistence
i −Ki
needs. On the other hand, given supplier i’s wholesasle price, (wi −ciL)L
is the
i
λi
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maximal profit that supplier i can earn for each of her visit to the nanostore and it
only happens when supplier i visits the nanostore exactly when her product runs out
and the nanostore has sufficient cash to replenish Li amount of inventory from her
visits. Given that the nanostore always has sufficient cash to replenish Li amount of
inventory from each of supplier i’s visit, it is suboptimal to visit before her product
runs out to sell only Q < L for every visit since (wi −ciQ)Q−Ki < (wi −ciL)L−Ki . If
λi

(wi −ci )Li −Ki
Li
λi

λi

βi
i
< βi , i.e., wi < ci + K
Li + λi , supplier i suffers the loss of the opportunity

to earn higher than βi from not selling to the nanostore since the maximal profit she
can earn from dealing with the nanostore is less than from pursuing other more
profitable options.
Next, we show that for a set of fixed values of both suppliers’ wholesale prices which
satisfies the constraints from Lemma 3.2, similar to the one-supplier problem, it is
optimal for each supplier to schedule store visits so that their visits align exactly with
the stock-out epochs of her own product at the nanostore.
h
i
γ−λ3−i (p3−i −w3−i )
βi
i
Theorem 3.3 For wi ∈ ci + K
+
,
p
−
where i = 1, 2, it is
i
Li
λi
λi
optimal for both suppliers to pay a visit to the nanostore exactly when their own
i
product runs out which implies that τi,n = (n−1)L
for n = 2, ... Also, supplier i’s longλi
λi
run profit per unit of time is equal to π̄i = (wi −ci )λi −Ki L
, and the nanostore’s total
i
liquid assets at time t are given by A(t) = w1 L1 +w2 L2 +((p1 −w1 )λ1 +(p2 −w2 )λ2 −γ)t.
Again, for each supplier, the misalignment between sales visit timing and the stock-out
epochs is suboptimal since it either generates lost sales (if the visit occurs after stockout) or incurs high average visit cost per product unit sold to the nanostore at each
visit (if the visit occurs before stock-out). When the suppliers schedule their visits to
avoid any stock-out and price their products such that the profit the nanostore earns
exactly or more than covers his subsistence needs, the nanostore always has sufficient
cash position to replenish up to their shelf space limit on each of their respective
visits.Therefore, when these two suppliers only compete for cash, the visit timing
decision of the two suppliers in the cash competition problem decouples.
Now given the suppliers’ optimal visit timing, the next theorem shows that both
suppliers should price their products such that the profits earned by the nanostore
exactly covers his family’s subsistence needs.




βi
βi
K2
1
Theorem 3.4 If p1 − (c1 + K
+
)
λ
+
p
−
(c
+
+
)
λ2 ≥ γ, the Nash
1
2
2
L1
λ1
L2
λ2
equilibrium wholesale prices, i.e., the ones deviating from which, both suppliers won’t
improve their long-run profits per unit of time, are (w1∗ , w2∗ ) such that (p1 − w1∗ )λ1 +
βi
i
(p2 − w2∗ )λ2 = γ and wi∗ ≥ ci + K
Li + λi . As a result, in Nash equilibrium, supplier i’s
λi
long-run profit per unit of time is π̄i∗ = (wi∗ − ci )λi − Ki L
and the nanostore’s total
i
liquid assets are constant over time and equal to A(t) = w1∗ L1 + w2∗ L2 .
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When both suppliers enter the market with the nanostore, it turns out that
π̄1∗ + π̄2∗

=





K2
K1
p1 − (c1 +
) λ1 + p2 − (c2 +
) λ2 − γ
L1
L2

which measures the market-entry supply chain profit in equilibrium. Here, in the
i
above equation, ci + K
Li for i = 1, 2 is the per unit production plus visit cost that the
supplier i incurs to sell her product, which coincides with her lower bound wholesale
price, i.e., the sales visit break-even point. Note that, since the nanostore only earns
just enough money to offset his subsistence needs, his net profit is (p1 − w1∗ )λ1 + (p2 −
w2∗ )λ2 − γ = 0.
Figure 3.2 illustrates the equilibrium results when the market-entry supply chain
profit in equilibrium is (i) greater than β1 + β2 , (ii) equal to β1 + β2 , and (iii) less
than β1 + β2 but positive, which leads to market-entry equilibria on the solid segment
on the first graph, unique market-entry equilibrium at the per-unit cost vector (c1 +
βi
βi
K1
K2
L1 + λ1 , c2 + L2 + λ2 ) on the second graph, and no market-entry equilibrium on the
third graph.
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When the market-entry supply chain profit in equilibrium promises the suppliers a
higher or an equal return than pursuing options other than selling to the nanostore,
there are infinite possible Nash equilibria and the supply chain profit in equilibrium
in all possible equilibria is a constant value, which is π̄1∗ + π̄2∗ . Note that the profit
distribution between these two suppliers depends on the location of any possible
equilibrium. Figure 3.3 illustrates the market-entry equilibrium profit π̄1∗ and π̄2∗ as
functions of the equilibrium wholesale price w2∗ .

nash equilibrium profit

When supplier 2’s equilibrium wholesale price increases from her market-entry base
value up to the maximal value she can price at, supplier 1’ equilibrium price decreases
from its maximal pricing value to its market-entry base value. As a result, the Nash
equilibrium moves from the bottom right end to the top right end along the solid
segment in the first graph of Figure 3.2. Further, supplier 2’s equilibrium profit
increases from the opportunity cost value βi to the supply chain profit in equilibrium
while supplier 1’s equilibrium profit moves exactly in the reverse direction. When the
Nash equilibrium moves towards to the center of the solid segment, both suppliers
price above their respective market-entry base value and each earns a profit which at
least ties the options of no market-entry. When the equilibrium positions exactly at
the center, each of these two suppliers realizes half of the market-entry supply chain
profit in equilibrium.
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Figure 3.3 Nash equilibrium profit distribution.

We further proceed to compare the results of the two-supplier cash competition model
and the single-supplier model. If supplier i sells to the nanostore alone, she only
considers her own parameters pi , ci , λi , Li and Ki to optimize her wholesale price wi
and sales visit timing and we denote her optimal long-run profit per unit of time as
πis∗ ; if supplier i sells to the nanostore with her counterpart, she considers both her
and her counterpart’s parameters to optimize her wholesale price wi and sales visit
timing and we denote her Nash equilibrium long-run profit per unit of time as πic∗
and her Nash equilibrium wholesale price as wic∗ . The theorem below summarizes the
results.

3.4 Two-supplier cash competition model
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Theorem 3.5 The comparison
between thetwo-supplier
cash competition
model and



K2
1
)
λ
+
p
−
(c
+
)
λ
−
γ
≤ β 1 + β2
single-supplier model when p1 − (c1 + K
1
2
2
2
 L1

 L2

K2
1
is according to Table 3.1 and when p1 − (c1 + K
L1 ) λ1 + p2 − (c2 + L2 ) λ2 − γ >
β1 + β2 is according to Table 3.2.
Table
3.1 Single-supplier


 model versus
 two-supplier cash competition model when
K1
K2
p1 − (c1 + L1 ) λ1 + p2 − (c2 + L2 ) λ2 − γ ≤ β1 + β2

p1 − (c1 +
< β1 +β2

subcase


p1 − (c1 +

p2 − (c2 +

K1
L1
K2
L2

K1
L1

) λ1 − γ < β1

) λ2 − γ < β2

π1s∗ = β1 , π2s∗ = β2
π1c∗ = β1 , π2c∗ = β2
no better no worse
no market-entry

single
competition
supplier
nanostore



) λ1 + p2 − (c2 +


) λ2 − γ
= β1 +β2

K2
L2



p1 − (c1 +



p2 − (c2 +

K1
L1
K2
L2

) λ1 − γ < β1

) λ2 − γ < β2

π1s∗ = β1 , π2s∗ = β2
π1c∗ = β1 , π2c∗ = β2
no better no worse
market-entry only in competition

Table
3.2 Single-supplier

 model versus
 two-supplier cash competition model when

K2
1
)
λ
+
p
−
(c
+
)
λ2 − γ > β1 + β2
p1 − (c1 + K
1
2
2
L1
L2

p1 − (c1 +


subcase
single
competition
supplier
nanostore



K1
L1 ) λ1 − γ < β1
2
p2 − (c2 + K
L2 ) λ2 − γ < β2
π1s∗ = β1 , π2s∗ = β2
π1c∗ ≥ β1 ,π2c∗ ≥ β2
π1c∗ + π2c∗ > β1 + β2
β1
1
π1c∗ > π1s∗ if w1c∗ > c1 + K
L1 + λ1
β2
2
π2c∗ > π2s∗ if w2c∗ > c2 + K
+
L2
γ2

p1 − (c1 +



market-entry only in competition





2
λ1 + p2 − (c2 + K
L2 ) λ2 − γ > β1 + β2



1
p1 − (c1 + K
p1 − (c1 +
L1 ) λ1 − γ ≥ β1


2
)
λ
−
γ
<
β
p2 − (c2 + K
p2 − (c2 +
2
2
L2

K1
L1 )

π1s∗ ≥ β1 , π2s∗ = β2
π1c∗ ≥ β1 ,π2c∗ ≥ β2
π1c∗ + π2c∗ > π1s∗ + π2s∗
π1c∗ > π1s∗ if w1c∗ > p1 − λγ1
2
π2c∗ > π2s∗ if w2c∗ > c2 + K
L2 +
market-entry in both

β2
λ2



K1
L1 ) λ1 − γ ≥ β1
K2
L2 ) λ2 − γ ≥ β2
π1s∗ ≥ β1 ; π2s∗ ≥ β2
π1c∗ ≥ β1 ,π2c∗ ≥ β2
π1c∗ + π2c∗ > π1s∗ + π2s∗
π1c∗ > π1s∗ if w1c∗ > p1 − λγ1
π2c∗ > π2s∗ if w2c∗ > p2 − λγ2

market-entry in both

From the theorem, in the cash competition model, the nanostore gains one more
source of revenue so that the suppliers are more likely to enter the business together
than alone with the nanostore. Also, the suppliers can raise their wholesale prices
to
 increase both
 of their profits simultaneously. Case (ii) and case (iii) when

i
pi − (ci + K
Li ) λi −γ < βi for i = 1, 2 may correspond to the practice with two small
suppliers who alone could not generate profits higher than pursuing other options
other than selling to the nanostore. Now, they sell together
to the store

 such that
K1
all three parties can mutually benefit. Case (iii) when p1 − (c1 + L1 ) λ1 − γ ≥ β1


2
and p2 − (c2 + K
L2 ) λ2 − γ < β2 may represent the practice with one big supplier
who is efficient to enter the business with the store alone and one small supplier who
is not. Now, via selling together, the big supplier gets better off if she can price
higher than she selling to the nanostore alone and the small supplier is never worse
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i
)
λi −γ ≥ βi for i = 1, 2 may stand for the practice
off. Case (iii) when pi − (ci + K
Li
with two big suppliers who could work with the nanostore on their own. Now, they
could sell to the store at the same time with a higher price so that each gains more
profit. However, note that it could happen that one supplier exploits her counterpart
by setting her wholesale price so high that her counterpart’s Nash wholesale price is
even lower than its optimal wholesale price when selling to the store alone. Also, note
that the nanostore only gets enough profit to afford her subsistence needs regardless
of selling products from one supplier or two suppliers.

3.5

Two-supplier cash and shelf competition model

Let us now look at the case with two CPG suppliers whose products are from the
same category so that they are substitutable to each other. The demand of product
i from nanostore customers is deterministic with rate λi per time unit for i = 1, 2.
The customers of supplier 1 (2) who find their favorite product missing substitute to
the other with probability of s12 (s21 ). The values of s12 and s21 depend on product
proximity in the category, high if they are close (e.g., beverage with two brands) and
low if they are far away (e.g., beverage and water). Unsatisfied demand is lost. The
nanostore sells only these two products and dedicates only a limited amount of shelf
space to both of them: let L be the maximum number of these two products which
can be put on the store shelves. All other notations except for these newly defined
below are as in §3.4.
These two suppliers’ sales representatives visit the nanostore to replenish the inventory
of their own product at discrete moments in time. If, at time t, there is no such visit,
we have:

 −(λ1 + s21 λ2 ) if I1 (t) > 0 and I2 (t) = 0
−λ1
if I1 (t) > 0 and I2 (t) > 0
I10 (t) =
i = 1, 2.

0
if I1 (t) = 0

 −(λ2 + s12 λ1 )
−λ2
I20 (t) =

0

if I2 (t) > 0 and I1 (t) = 0
if I2 (t) > 0 and I1 (t) > 0
if I2 (t) = 0


p1 λ1 + p2 λ2 − γ




p
 1 (λ1 + s21 λ2 ) − γ
p2 (λ2 + s12 λ1 ) − γ
C 0 (t) =


−γ



0

i = 1, 2.

if I1 (t) > 0 and I2 (t) > 0
if I1 (t) > 0 and I2 (t) = 0
if I1 (t) = 0 and I2 (t) > 0
if I1 (t) = I2 (t) = 0 and C(t) > 0
otw.
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Let A(t) be the nanostore’s total liquid assets at time t, which is defined as the cash
balance, plus the inventory levels of these two products evaluated at the wholesale
price, i.e., A(t) = C(t) + w1 I1 (t) + w2 I2 (t). At the start of the time horizon at time
zero, the nanostore has initial capital of C(0) = max{w1 , w2 }L and no inventories,
i.e., Ii (0) = 0 for i = 1, 2. Note that A(t) = A(t+ ) = A(t− ) for all t and A(0) =
max{w1 , w2 }L.
We assume each supplier’s sales representative in principle only visits the nanostore
when the amount of shelf space available at the nanostore reaches or exceeds certain
threshold as long as the nanostore’s liquid assets are positive. Let qi represent the
shelf-space-availability sales visit threshold of supplier i = 1, 2. Specifically, supplier
i only visits the nanostore exactly when there are qi ∈ (0, L] units of shelf space
available at the store, i.e., supplier i pays the store a visit when there are L − qi units
of shelf space occupied by these two products. If qi = L, supplier i pays a visit to the
nanostore exactly when the last unit of these two products is sold. When the suppliers’
sales representatives arrive at the nanostore, we assume the nanostore owner always
prioritizes replenishing inventory from the suppliers other than his family’s subsistence
needs when his liquid assets are even lower than γ.
We first look at one subgame where supplier i sets qi lower than her counterpart, which
is supplier 3 − i. At time zero, since the nanostore has no inventories, i.e., Ii (0) = 0
for i = 1, 2, the shelf space available at time zero is L and both suppliers’ sales
representatives are supposed to pay a simultaneous visit to the nanostore. However,
regardless of visiting the nanostore at time zero, the supplier with the higher threshold
will never have the chance to visit the nanostore after time zero. In contrast, the
supplier i with lower threshold always visits the nanostore by himself after time zero
and acts like a monopolist. Therefore, we denote this subgame as a monopoly game.
For ease of exposition, we assume the supplier with the higher threshold does not pay
a visit to the nanostore at time zero and sets her wholesale price as zero.
Throughout this section, we use superscript m to denote the monopoly game. We
also use superscript m and subscript i to represent the supplier i as the monopolist
while we only use subscript 3 − i to represent the supplier who sets higher sales visit
threshold so that has to exit the market.
In the monopoly game, since we assume the supplier who exits the market sets her
wholesale price as zero, the nanostore’s total liquid assets at time t are A(t) = C(t) +
m
wim Iim (t) and at time zero is A(0) = wim L. We assume pm
i (λi + λ3−i s(3−i)i ) > γ,
otherwise the revenue the nanostore earns from selling the monopolist’s product is
unable to satisfy his family’s subsistence needs as his liquid assets A(t) are decreasing
in t until reaching zero which is the moment that he has to close the business.
We assume the nanostore fills the maximal quantity of the monopolist’s product up
to the shelf space limit given by his cash availability on every monopolist’s sales
representative’s visit. In other words, if the monopoly’s sales representative
visits the
o
n −
C(t )
nanostore at t, the quantity purchased by the nanostore is min wm , L − Iim (t− ) .
i
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In the monopoly game, the nanostore has initial capital of C(0) = wim L and zero
initial inventory, i.e., Iim (0− ) = 0, so the purchasing quantity by the nanostore on the
monopolist’s first visit is L and the post-visit inventory level is Iim (0+ ) = L.
Let τnm denote the time of the n-th store visit from the monopolist’s sales
representative. If the nanostore’s liquid assets are positive on the monopolist’ n̂th visit such that A(τn̂m ) > 0, and the liquid assets become zero before monopolist’
next visit, the monopolist stops visiting the nanostore beyond time tn̂ and we assume
m
τi,n
= ∞ for n > n̂. Otherwise, for n = 2, 3... such that A(τnm ) > 0, the intervisit
time of the monopolist’s sales representative is given by:
"
 #+
m
m m +
q
−
L
−
I
(τ
)
n−1
i
i
m
τnm − τn−1
=
,
λm
i

+
m +
where qim − L − Iim (τn−1
)
is the amount of demand yet to come right after the
monopolist’s (n − 1)-th sales visit so that the available shelf space reaches
 or rises
m +
above the monopolist’s sales visit threshold qim . If qim − L − Iim (τn−1
) ≤ 0, the
monopolist’s product inventory level right after her (n − 1)-th sales visit is less than
or equal to L − qim so the monopolist’s sales representative immediately pays the n-th
m
sales visit to the nanostore as long as the nanostore’s total liquid assets at τn−1
, i.e.,
m
A(τn−1 ), are positive and if so, the intervisit time between the monopolist’s (n − 1)-th
m
and n-th visit is zero. In general, for τn−1
≤ t ≤ τnm , we have:
A(t)

=




m
m
m
m + +
A(τn−1
) + [(pm
.
i − wi ) λi + λ3−i s(3−i)i − γ](t − τn−1 )

For n = 2, 3... such that the nanostore’s liquid assets A(τnm ) are positive, the
nanostore’s cash balance and the monopolist’s inventory level right before and after
the n-th sales representative’s visit of the monopolist are given by:
 m
+


m +
m
λm
τn − τn−1
C(τnm − ) = C(τn−1
) + pm
i
i + λ3−i s(3−i)i − γ
Iim (τnm − )

m +
m
= Iim (τn−1
) − (τnm − τn−1
)(λm
i + λ3−i s(3−i)i )

C(τnm + )
Iim (τnm + )


=

min

=

i = 1, 2

[C(τnm − ) − qim wim ]+

Iim (τnm − )


C(τnm − )
+
,L
wim

i = 1, 2.

The cost per store visit to the monopolist is Kim . If τnm for n = 1, 2... is finite, the
nanostore’s total liquid assets A(τnm ) are positive and the profit the monopolist earns
from her n-th visit is:

m m+
m m−
πim (τnm ) = (wim − cm
) − Kim
i ) Ii (τn ) − Ii (τn
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If τnm for n = 2, 3, ... is infinite, the nanostore has closed his business and the
monopolist has stopped dispatching sales representative to visit the nanostore, which
implies πim (τnm ) = 0.
Given her competitor’s shelf-space-availability sales visit threshold, the monopolist
needs to decide on her own visit threshold qim as well as wholesale price, in order to
maximize her long-run profit per unit of time:
PN
m m
m
n=1 πi (τn )
i = 1, 2.
sup
π̄i
= lim
m
N →∞
τN
wim ,qim <q3−i
When both suppliers set their sales visit thresholds equal, i.e., q1 = q2 ∈ (0, L], their
sales representatives always visit the nanostore at the same time and share the market
as a duopoly. We use superscript d to represent this subgame as the duopoly game.
Let q1 = q2 = q d . Note that, when q d = L, both suppliers pay a simultaneous visit
to the nanostore when the last product unit of these two products is sold.
In the duopoly game, the nanostore’s total liquid assets at time t are A(t) = C(t) +
w1 I1 (t)+w2 I2 (t) and at time zero is A(0) = max{w1 , w2 }L. We assume p1 λ1 +p2 λ2 >
γ, otherwise the revenue the nanostore earns from selling both suppliers’ products is
unable to satisfy his family’s subsistence needs as his liquid assets A(t) are decreasing
in t until reaching zero which is the moment that he has to close the business.
On each simultaneous visit, we assume the nanostore replenishes these two products
i
at maximum quantity up to his shelf space limit with a share λ1λ+λ
from product
2
i for i ∈ {1, 2} given his cash availability. Since the nanostore has initial capital
C(0− ) = max{w1 , w2 }L and no initial inventories, i.e., Ii (0− ) = 0 for i = 1, 2, the
i
nanostore buys a quantity of L at time zero where λ1λ+λ
L is bought from supplier i,
2
λi
+
i.e., Ii (0 ) = λ1 +λ2 L. On the n-th simultaneous visit, the nanostore buys a quantity


C(t− )
d
of min
,
q
.
λ1
λ2
λ1 +λ2

w1 + λ

1 +λ2

w2

Let τnd denote the n-th simultaneous visit time of these two suppliers. If the
nanostore’s liquid assets are positive on the suppliers’ n̂-th visit such that A(τn̂d ) > 0,
and the liquid assets become zero before both suppliers’ next simultaneous visit, the
suppliers stop visiting the nanostore beyond time τn̂d and we assume τnd = ∞ for
n > n̂. Otherwise, for n = 2, 3... such that A(τnd ) > 0, since the nanostore always
replenishes these two products proportionally to their demand rates, we always have
+

d
I1 (τn
)
λ1

+

I (τ d )

= 2 λn2 . This implies the suppliers’ products always run out simultaneously
and the sales representatives always visit the nanostore before or exactly at the stockout moment. Therefore, for n = 2, 3... such that A(τnd ) > 0, the intervisit time is given
by:

 +

d +
d +
q d − L − I1 (τn−1
) − I2 (τn−1
)
d

τnd − τn−1
= 
λ1 + λ2
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h

i+
d +
d +
where q d − L − I1 (τn−1
) − I2 (τn−1
)
is the amount of demand yet to come
right after the suppliers’ (n − 1)-th simultaneous visit so that the available
shelf space reaches or rises above their common visit threshold q d . If q d −

d +
d +
L − I1 (τn−1
) − I2 (τn−1
) ≤ 0, the inventory level of these two products right
after these suppliers’ (n − 1)-th visit is less than L − q d so their sales representatives
immediately pay their n-th simultaneous visit to the nanostore as long as the
d
d
nanostore’s total liquid assets at τn−1
, i.e., A(τn−1
), are positive and if so, the
intervisit time between the (n − 1)-th and n-th visit is zero. In general, for
d
τn−1
≤ t ≤ τnd , we have:
h
i+
d
d +
A(t) = A(τn−1
) + [λ1 (p1 − w1 ) + λ2 (p2 − w2 ) − γ](t − τn−1
) .
For n = 2, 3... such that A(τnd ) > 0, the nanostore’s cash balance and each supplier’s
inventory level right before and after the n-th simultaneous visit are given by:
h
i
−
d +
d
C(τnd ) = C(τn−1
) + (p1 λ1 + p2 λ2 − γ) τnd − τn−1

−
d +
d
Ii (τnd ) = Ii (τn−1
) − τnd − τn−1
λi
i = 1, 2
 +


λ2
λ1
d+
d−
w1 +
w2 q d
C(τn ) =
C(τn ) −
λ1 + λ2
λ1 + λ2
)
(
−
λi
C(τnd )
d
d+
d−
,q
i = 1, 2.
Ii (τn ) = Ii (τn ) + min
λ2
λ1
λ
+ λ2
w
+
w
1
1
2
λ +λ
λ +λ
1

2

1

2

The cost per store visit to the supplier is Ki . If τnd for n = 1, 2... is finite, the
nanostore’s total liquid assets A(τnd ) are positive and the profit the supplier i earns
from her n-th visit is:


+
−
πid (τnd ) = (wi − ci ) Ii (τnd ) − Ii (τnd ) − Ki
i = 1, 2.
If τnd for n = 2, 3... is infinite, the nanostore has closed his business and supplier i
has stopped dispatching sales representative to visit the nanostore, which implies the
profit they earn from these visits is πid (τnd ) = 0 for i = 1, 2.
When these two suppliers share the market as a duopoly by setting q1 = q2 = q d , each
supplier needs to decide on the value of q d as well as the wholesale price, in order to
maximize her long-run profit per unit of time:
PN
d
d
n=1 πi (τn )
sup
π̄i = lim
i = 1, 2.
d
N →∞
τN
wi ,q d ∈(0,L]
Finally, let π̄im∗ represent the optimal profit of supplier i = 1, 2 as the respective
monopoly candidate and let π̄id∗ denote the duopoly equilibrium profit of supplier
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i = 1, 2. Considering the entire game, supplier i either chooses to pursue other
opportunities to earn βi other than market-entry with the nanostore, or chooses to
sell to the nanostore alone in the monopoly game or with her competitor in the
duopoly game, i.e., supplier i’s optimization problem is given by:
max{βi , π̄im∗ , π̄id∗ }

3.5.1

i = 1, 2.

Results

We first obtain one necessary existence condition of the monopoly game.
Lemma 3.3 Assume (p1 − c1 )(λ1 + λ2 s21 ) − γ ≥ β1 and (p2 − c2 )(λ2 + λ1 s12 ) −
γ ≥ β2 . A necessary condition for one supplier to monopolize the market is
K1
K2
6=
= q 2 where q 1 and q 2 are the minimal shelfq1 =
γ+β1
γ+β2
p1 −c1 − λ

1 +λ2 s21

p2 −c2 − λ

2 +λ1 s12

space-availability sales visit thresholds that supplier 1 and 2 can set as the monopolist
respectively.
Note that the above result is based on the assumption (pi −ci )(λi +λ3−i s(3−i)i )−γ ≥ βi
for i = 1, 2 , i.e., the gross profit (excluding the visit cost) that the whole monopoly
supply chain (consisting of the monopolist and the nanostore) earns promises higher
or equal return than pursuing other options instead of entering the market with the
nanostore as a monopolist. Given the wholesale price of supplier i as the monopoly
candidate, the maximal profit rate the nanostore earns is (pi − wi )(λi + λ3−i s(3−i)i ).
To ensure the nanostore never closes his business (if such case happens, supplier i, as
the monopolist, only earns βi as the long-run profit per unit of time), supplier i needs
to price her product so that the nanostore’s profit net his family’s subsistence needs,
i.e., (pi − wi )(λi + λ3−i s(3−i)i ) − γ, is nonnegative. Therefore, supplier i has to price
γ
at a value less than or equal to pi − λi +λ3−i
s(3−i)i and at which price the nanostore
just earns enough profit to pay for his family’s subsistence needs
The minimal shelf-space-availability sales visit threshold is the amount of product one
supplier as the monopolist candidate can sell from her second visit on at which the
profit she earns exactly ties her opportunity cost when pricing at her wholesale price
upper bound. Note that the minimal sales visit threshold measures the monopoly
supply chain net profitability which factors in the sales visit cost. The prerequisite
for one supplier to enter the monopoly game is that her minimal threshold has to be
less than or equal to the shelf space limit L; otherwise, even selling a whole shelf of
product at the highest wholesale price still does not outperform her following other
market options rather than becoming a monopolist.
Table 3.3 exhausts all the monopoly subcases based on the monopoly supply chain
gross profitability and the minimal threshold condition. Both suppliers enter the
monopoly game when their minimal visit thresholds are less than or equal to the shelf
space limit L. When this happens, the supplier with the smaller quantity can use it as
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a leverage to drive her competitor out of the market since her competitor setting even
lower threshold only incurs a profit loss. We refer to this subcase as “ monopoly type
I”. However, if their thresholds are equal, no supplier has the leverage to become the
monopolist although being a monopolist can beat the outside options of not selling
to the nanostore. We denote this subcase as “no monopoly type I”. If only one
supplier’s visit threshold is less or equal to L, she is the only player in the monopoly
game and she simply monopolizes the market without considering her competitor’s
reaction. We represent this subcase as “monopoly type II”. It happens when the
other supplier can not generate a monopoly supply chain gross profit higher than or
equal to the options of not entering the market with the nanostore, or even she can
do so, the sales visit cost is so high that she would rather seek other opportunities.
When this situation occurs to both suppliers, no one enters the game and we term
this subcase as “no monopoly type II”.
Table 3.3 Monopoly subcases
monopoly SC gross
profitability

minimal threshold
Ki

(pi −ci )(λi +λ3−i s(3−i)i )−γ ≥
βi for i = 1, 2

pi −ci − λ

γ+βi
i +λ3−i s(3−i)i

pi −ci − λ

Ki
γ+βi
i +λ3−i s(3−i)i
Ki

pi −ci − λ

γ+βi
i +λ3−i s(3−i)i

<

K3−i

γ+β3−i
3−i +λi si(3−i)
K3−i
γ+β3−i
p3−i −c3−i − λ
3−i +λi si(3−i)
K3−i
γ+β3−i
p3−i −c3−i − λ
3−i +λi si(3−i)

p3−i −c3−i − λ

≤L<
=

Ki
pi −ci − λ

γ+βi
i +λ3−i s(3−i)i

≤L

(pi −ci )(λi +λ3−i s(3−i)i )−γ <
βi for i = 1, 2

monopoly type I
monopoly type II
no monopoly type I

> L for i = 1, 2

no monopoly type II

≤L

monopoly type II

>L

no monopoly type II

Ki

(pi −ci )(λi +λ3−i s(3−i)i )−γ ≥
βi only for some i

monopoly subcase
≤L

γ+βi
i +λ3−i s(3−i)i
Ki
γ+βi
pi −ci − λ +λ
i
3−i s(3−i)i

pi −ci − λ

N \A

no monopoly type II

Considering different types of monopoly, we next show the optimal result of the
monopoly game.
supplier i is a type I monopolist, she sets qim∗
K3−i
−  where  is infinitesimal and wholesale price wim∗
γ
p3−i −c3−i − λ
m
3−i +λi si(3−i)
γ
pm
to earn the optimal monopoly long-run profit per unit of time
i − λm
i +λ3−i s(3−i)i



Kim
γ+β3−i
m
λm
π̄im∗ = pm
i + λ3−i s(3−i)i − γ.
i − ci − K3−i p3−i − c3−i − λ3−i +λm si(3−i)
Theorem 3.6 If

=
=
as

i

If supplier i is a type II monopolist, she sets qim∗ = L and wim∗ = pm
i −
γ
to
earn
the
optimal
monopoly
long-run
profit
per
unit
of
time
as
λm
i +λ3−i
s(3−i)i

m

Ki
m
π̄im∗ = pm
λm
i − ci − L
i + λ3−i s(3−i)i − γ.
Further, as long as one supplier is the monopolist,
the nanostore’s

 total liquid assets
γ
m
are constant over time and equal to A(t) = pi − λm +λ3−i s(3−i)i L.
i
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Intuitively, a type II monopolist faces no competition pressure since her competitor
quits the game at first, so she simply solves a single-supplier problem with product
substitution. A type I monopolist sets her optimal threshold infinitesimally smaller
than her counterpart’s minimal threshold to strategically drive her counterpart out
of the market while also approach the upper bound of her long-run profit per unit of
time since she will never realize higher selling quantity at each visit than doing so.
Further, consistent with the single-supplier problem, the monopolist simply prices
at the maximal value so that the profit rate the nanostore earns exactly covers his
subsistence needs which implies the nanostore’s total liquid assets stay flat.
Next, we proceed to the duopoly game and commence with a necessary condition on
the duopoly wholesale prices.
Lemma 3.4 When these two suppliers
set q1 = q2 = q d , the duopoly equilibrium
i
h
γ−λ3−i (p3−i −w3−i )
βi
Ki
i
+
,
p
−
for i =
wholesale price is such that wi ∈ ci + Li λ1λ+λ
i
λi
λi
2
−w3−i )
and the
1, 2 because the nanostore closes business if wi > pi − γ−λ3−i (pλ3−i
i
βi
λi
i
supplier i can make more profit of not selling to the nanostore if wi < ci + K
Li λ1 +λ2 + λi

From this lemma, it follows that a necessary condition for the nanostore and both
γ−λ3−i (p3−i −w3−i )
βi
λi
i
suppliers to enter the duopoly game is that ci + K
Li λ1 +λ2 + λi < pi −
λi
for i = 1, 2. On the one hand, given the suppliers’ wholesale prices, (p1 −
w1 )λ1 + (p2 − w2 )λ2 is the maximal profit rate that the nanostore can earn. To
guarantee the nanostore never closes his business, they need to price their products
so that the nanostore’s profit net his family’s subsistence needs is nonnegative, i.e.,
(p1 − w1 )λ1 + (p2 − w2 )λ2 ≥ γ. On the other hand, given supplier i’s wholesasle
price,

λi
1 +λ2
Li
λi

(wi −ci )L λ

−Ki

is the maximal profit that supplier i can earn for each

of her visit to the nanostore and it only happens when both suppliers visit the
nanostore exactly when their products run out and the nanostore has sufficient cash
to replenish L amount of inventory from their visits. Given that the nanostore always
has sufficient cash to replenish L amount of inventory from each of the suppliers’
i
from her visits. It
simultaneous visits, supplier i always sells a quantity of L λ1λ+λ
2
is suboptimal to visit before their products run out to sell only Q < L for every
visit since

λi
1 +λ2
Q
λ1 +λ2

(wi −ci )Q λ

−Ki

<

λi
1 +λ2
L
λ1 +λ2

(wi −ci )L λ

−Ki

. If

λi
1 +λ2
L
λ1 +λ2

(wi −ci )L λ

−Ki

< βi , i.e.,

βi
λi
i
wi < ci + K
Li λ1 +λ2 + λi , supplier i suffers the loss of the opportunity to earn higher
than βi from not selling to the nanostore since the maximal profit she can earn in the
duopoly game is less than from pursuing other more profitable options.

Next, we show that for a set of fixed values of both suppliers’ wholesale prices which
satisfy the constraints from Lemma 3.4, it is optimal for these two suppliers to
schedule store visits so that their visits match exactly with the stock-out epochs
of their products at the nanostore.
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Theorem
3.7 Whenthese two suppliers set q1
=
q2
=
q d , if


K2 λ1 +λ2
K1 λ1 +λ2
λ1 + p2 − c2 + L λ2
λ2 − γ ≥ β1 + β2 , their
p1 − c1 + L λ1
sales representatives visit the nanostore exactly when their products run out
of inventory, i.e., q d∗ = L, and they set their wholesale prices such that
2
(p1 −w1d∗ )λ1 +(p2 −w2d∗ )λ2 = γ and wid∗ ≥ ci + KLi λ1λ+λ
+ λβii for i = 1, 2. Further, the
i

equilibrium duopoly long-run profit per unit of time is π̄id∗ = wid∗ − ci λi − KLi (λ1 +λ2 )
for i = 1, 2 and the nanostore’s total liquid assets are constant over time and equal
to A(t) = max{w1d∗ , w2d∗ }L.
Given the necessary condition on pricing in Lemma 3.4, the nanostore never loses
any sales of these two products since the nanostore always replenishes the amount
of inventories proportionally to the demands of these two products and the suppliers
always visit the nanostore before or exactly when these two products run out of
inventory. Over and above, given any pricing scheme, both suppliers need to set the
duopoly visit threshold at its upper bound, i.e., q d = L, to minimize the average sales
visit cost per product unit sold to the nanostore. Last, to ensure a competitive return
against the options of not selling to the nanostore, both suppliers should price their
products at least at their market-entry base value; moreover, to optimize their profits,
both suppliers should price their products so that the profit the nanostore earns from
selling the products exactly matches his family’s subsistence needs which results in
that the nanostore’s total liquid assets stay flat.
When both suppliers enter the duopoly game with the nanostore, we see that:






K1 λ1 + λ2
K2 λ1 + λ2
π̄1d∗ + π̄2d∗ =
p1 − c1 +
λ1 + p2 − c2 +
λ2 − γ
L
λ1
L
λ2
which evaluates the duopoly supply chain profit in equilibrium. Here, from above,
2
ci + KLi λ1λ+λ
for i = 1, 2 is the per unit production plus visit cost that supplier i
i
spends to sell in the duopoly game, which coincides with the wholesale price at which
she breaks even on each trip. Note that, since the profit the nanostore earns exactly
covers his family’s subsistence needs, his profit net γ in the duopoly equilibrium is
zero, i.e., (p1 − w1∗ )λ1 + (p2 − w2∗ )λ2 − γ = 0.
Figure 3.4 illustrates the duopoly equilibrium when the duopoly supply chain profit
in equilibrium is (i) greater than β1 + β2 , (ii) equal to β1 + β2 and (iii) less than
β1 + β2 but positive, which results in the market-entry duopoly equilibrium on the
solid
segment on the first graph, an unique
market-entry duopoly equilibrium at


β1
β2
K1 λ1 +λ2
K2 λ1 +λ2
c1 + L λ1 + λ1 , c2 + L λ2 + λ2 on the second graph and no market-entry
duopoly equilibrium on the third graph.
When joining the duopoly game brings the suppliers a higher return than the options
other than selling to the nanostore, there are infinite possible duopoly equilibrium
and the duopoly supply chain profit in equilibrium in all possible equilibria is equal
to a constant value, which is π̄1d∗ + π̄2d∗ . However, the profit distribution between
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Figure 3.4 duopoly equilibrium when the suppliers compete on cash and shelf.

these two suppliers depends on the location of the equilibrium duopoly price scheme.
When the scheme positions at the two ends of the solid segment, one supplier prices
at her market-entry base value which gives her a profit that ties these outside noselling options while the other prices at the maximal value which renders it a profit
value equal to the duopoly supply chain profit in equilibrium net its counterpart’s
opportunity cost. When the equilibrium price scheme moves towards the middle of
the segment, these two suppliers can price above their respective market-entry base
value so that they both make a profit above their opportunity cost of selling to the
nanostore.
While the equilibrium profit distribution remains undecided in the duopoly game,
one of the suppliers may have the monopoly leverage to price as high as possible in
the duopoly game so that her counterpart can only price at its market-entry value.
The following theorem summarizes the Nash equilibrium results of the cash and shelf
competition model by comparing the monopoly game and the duopoly game.


λ3−i
3−i λi +λ3−i
− λβ3−i
Theorem 3.8 Let ŵid∗ = pi − λγi − p3−i − c3−i − KL
λ3−i
λi which
3−i
represents the highest wholesale price that supplier i can charge in the duopoly game
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and let  be an infinitesimal value. The Nash equlibrium of the cash and shelf space
competition is summarized as in table 3.4.
Table 3.4 Nash equilibrium when two suppliers compete for cash and shelf


monopoly subcase
monopoly
no monopoly






K2 λ1 +λ2
2
p1 − c1 + KL1 λ1λ+λ
λ
+
p
−
c
+
λ2 − γ
1
2
2
L
λ
1
2
> β1 + β2
= β1 + β2
< β1 + β2
if π̄im∗ > π̄1d∗ (ŵid∗ ), monopoly; otw, duopoly
monopoly
monopoly
and wi∗ = ŵid∗ −  and π̄i∗ = π̄1d∗ + π̄2d∗
duopoly
duopoly
no market entry

When there exists any monopoly type, the supplier who has the potential to be
the monopolist exerts her monopoly leverage if she can earn more in the duopoly
game than in the monopoly game: she simply exploits her counterpart as much as
possible by pricing her product at the highest price but less an infinitesimal value  to
maximize her profit while keep her counterpart from abandoning the duopoly game.
When no monopoly type II occurs, a market-entry equilibrium may still exist since the
nanostore may receive more revenue selling two products in the duopoly than selling
a single product in the monopoly so that each supplier can raise her wholesale price
to realize a higher return than the opportunities of not selling to the nanostore. In
this case, all three parties get better off from sharing the shelf between the suppliers.
However, when no monopoly type I occurs, a market-entry equilibrium may not exist
since the suppliers may visit the nanostore more frequently where each simultaneous
visit incurs two sales visits costs and the nanostore may receive less revenue (if one
supplier demand contributes less revenue when fulfilled by her own product than by
her competitor’s product) in the duopoly game than in the monopoly game. In this
case, at least one supplier could get better off and the nanostore could enter the
market to make a living if one supplier quits the market.
From above, the supplier with the monopoly leverage needs to make the trade-off
between her option to monopolize the market and her option to join the duopoly. The
duopoly suppliers may spend more on the sales visit since the supply chain absorbs
the visit costs from the two suppliers and generates the sales visits more frequently
to satisfy the demands from the two suppliers. The duopoly game may realize more
gross profit (excluding the visit cost) per unit of time because the monopoly game
may lose revenue due to demand substitution. However, these may not hold true
when the type I monopolist needs to visit before the products stock out and when
the monopolist has her retail price less her production cost sufficiently high to realize
more revenue through fulfilling her competitor’s demand.
The theorem below presents the trade-off between the options of monopoly and
duopoly through demand substitution factor from the product of the supplier without
monopoly leverage to the product of the supplier with monopoly leverage.
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Theorem 3.9 Let supplier 1 be the supplier with the monopoly leverage. Assume
2
p2 − c2 ≤ p1 − c1 and π̄1d∗ + π̄2d∗ ≥ β1 + β2 .
Let sP
= pp21 −c
21
−c1 .
o
n
(K1 +K2 )(λ1 +λ2 )
When q 1 < q 2 ≤ L, let sK
q 2 − λλ12 , 1 and sI12 =
12 = min
LK1 λ2
(
)
+
K1
K1 +K2
K +K
q −
L
p2 −c2 − 1 L 2
λ1
2
min
+
, 1 . When q 1 ≤ L < q 2 , let sII
K
K
21 =
p1 −c1 − q 1
p1 −c1 − q 1 λ2
2
2
(
)

min

K1 +K2
L
K
p1 −c1 − L1

p2 −c2 −

+

+

K2
L

K
p1 −c1 − L1

λ1
λ2

,1 .

Then, the comparison of supplier 1’s

monopoly option and duopoly option is illustrated by figure 3.5.
supplier 1's profit: monopoly<duopoly
K
s21

s21 =0

supplier 1's profit: monopoly>duopoly
P
s21

visit cost (per unit of time): lower in monopoly
gross profit (per unit of time): lower in monopoly

I
s21

s21 =1

visit cost (per unit of time): higher in monopoly
gross profit (per unit of time): higher in monopoly

P
K
(I.1) The monopoly type I vs. the duopoly when s21
 s21

supplier 1's profit: monopoly<duopoly

supplier 1's profit: monopoly>duopoly
I
s21

s21 =0

P
s21

visit cost (per unit of time): lower in monopoly
gross profit (per unit of time): lower in monopoly

K
s21

s21 =1

visit cost (per unit of time): higher in monopoly
gross profit (per unit of time): higher in monopoly

P
K
(I.2) The monopoly type I vs. the duopoly when s21
 s21

supplier 1's profit: monopoly<duopoly

s21 =0

supplier 1's profit: monopoly>duopoly
II
s21

P
s21

s21 =1

visit cost (per unit of time): lower in monopoly
gross profit (per unit of time): lower in monopoly
gross profit (per unit of time): higher in monopoly
(II) The monopoly type II vs. the duopoly

Figure 3.5 The trade-off between the monopoly and duopoly options.

Figure 3.5 highlights the visit cost (per unit of time) and the gross profit (per unit of
time) as the two main drivers for the trade-off between the options of the monopoly
and the duopoly. Both drivers are explicitly impacted by the demand substitution
rate from the supplier without monopoly leverage to the supplier with the leverage.
As the demand substitution rate increases, the gross profit that supplier 1 as the
monopolist earns per unit of time is increasing as she realizes more demand per unit
of time while the visit cost per unit of time is also increasing since supplier 1 should
visit the nanostore to replenish inventory more frequently in order
 not to lose any
demand. Overall, the net effect can be captured by a single term p1 − c1 − KQ1 λ2
where Q = q 2 if supplier 1 is a type I monopolist and Q = L if supplier 1 is a type
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II monopolist. Within the term, (p1 − c1 )λ2 measures the marginal gross profit gain
per unit of time of increasing the substitution rate s21 and KQ1 λ2 corresponds to the
marginal visit cost growth per unit of time of increasing the substitution
rate. Since we

assume supplier 1 has the monopoly leverage, we must have p1 − c1 − KQ1 λ2 > 0,
otherwise supplier 1’s profit as the monopolist is negative. This implies that the gross
profit driver dominates the visit cost driver and the overall profit supplier 1 generates
as the monopolist is increasing in the demand substitution rate s21 . Therefore, there
exists a threshold of the substitution rate sI21 and sII
21 such that the type I and type
II monopoly dominates the duopoly when the substitution rate is beyond these two
thresholds respectively.
Interestingly, to compare the gross profit and the visit cost respectively between the
two options, the effect dynamics of these two drivers can be separated structurally. On
K
the top graph of the Figure 5, which happens when sP
21 ≥ s21 , we see, prior to the visit
K
cost equivalence threshold at s21 , the monopoly option generates lower visit cost but
lower gross profit per unit of time and the net effect of these two drivers is not sufficient
to make the monopoly option superior to the duopoly option. Beyond the gross profit
equivalence threshold at sP
21 , the monopoly option generates higher visit cost however
higher gross profit per unit of time and the net effect of the two drivers is sufficient
to make the monopoly as the dominating option since the substitution rate increases
further above the threshold sI21 at which both options give the same profit. In between
these two thresholds, the monopoly option generates higher visit cost and lower gross
profit per unit of time and, apparently, the monopoly option is dominated by the
K
duopoly option. On the middle graph, which happens when sP
21 < s21 , the monopoly
P
ties the duopoly option on the gross profit at threshold s21 at which the monopoly
option still keeps visit cost advantage until the demand substitution rate reaches
threshold sK
21 . In between these two thresholds, the monopoly option outperforms the
duopoly alternative on both the visit cost and gross profit drivers. Also, the monopoly
option is dominating for smaller and bigger values of the substitution rate even at
which the monopoly option wins on one aspect and loses on the other. On the bottom
graph, which happens for the type II monopoly, the monopoly option always keeps the
visit cost advantage since supplier 1 only pays her own visit cost to replenish a shelf
L amount of inventory in the monopoly option while, in the duopoly counterpart,
the supply chain has to pay two suppliers’ visit costs to replenish the same amount
of inventory. Therefore, the monopoly option starts to dominate the duopoly choice
since before the substitution rate arrives at the gross profit equivalence threshold.

3.6

Insights and Conclusions

We study the sales visit and pricing decisions of two CPG suppliers competing for the
cash from one nanostore if they sell products in different categories and competing
for both the cash and the shelf space from one nanostore if they sell products in the
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same category. We show that the two suppliers should price their products such that
the nanostore can earn sufficient profit to cover his family’s subsistence needs. This
implies a co-prosperity relationship between CPG suppliers and nanostores where
suppliers’ long-run profitability bundles with nanostores’ long-run survival. From
the perspective of wholesale pricing, this co-prosperity relationship explains why
nanostores have been able to survive since the advent of multinational supermarkets
in emerging-market megacities. We expect this result and insight will hold under
stochastic product demands because the suppliers still need to price their products
such that the nanostore can afford his family’s subsistence needs; otherwise, the
nanostore will run out of liquid assets and the store has to be closed.
In Nash equilibrium, the sales visit decision of the two cash competing suppliers
decouple and they should visit the nanostore exactly when their respective product
runs out of inventory at the nanostore. When comparing the cash competition model
with a single-supplier model, we show that both suppliers can mutually benefit each
other by contributing revenue to the nanostore so that the nanostore is more likely to
finance his subsistence needs and both suppliers can raise their respective wholesale
price to make a larger profit. However, one supplier can also exploit her competitor
by setting a high wholesale price so that her competitor can only price close to its
market-entry base value. If the product demands are stochastic, these results are
still expected to hold because these two suppliers’ sales visit decisions decouple and
they should visit exactly when they get informed by the nanostore that their product
runs out of stock. Furthermore, the exact wholesale prices and profit distribution still
remain undecided so that mutual beneficial and exploitation relationships can both
occur.
These two cash and shelf space competing suppliers can either set the same shelfspace-availability threshold to share the shelf of the nanostore by paying sales visit
when their products run out simultaneously at the nanostore or one supplier can set a
lower shelf-space-availability threshold to monopolize the nanostore market and visit
the nanostore always by herself. When comparing the monopoly and the duopoly
games, the supplier with monopoly option can exert her monopoly leverage to price
as high as possible to exploit her competitor. Overall, it could happen that sharing
the shelf can get all three parties better off and it could also happen that any single
supplier can enter the market with the nanostore alone however no market-entry
equilibrium exists either in the monopoly game or in the duopoly game. When we keep
the assumption that these two suppliers know the real time shelf space availability at
the nanostore, the selling quantity or quantities under the monopoly or duopoly game
are exactly the same as in the deterministic demand model while the only difference
is that we should replace the deterministic inter-visit time by the expected inter-visit
time. Since monopolizing versus sharing the market is still the key trade-off, the
results are expected to hold.
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Appendix: Proofs

Proof: Proof of Lemma 3.1
We first show by induction that the nanostore’s total liquid assets A(t) are
nondecreasing in t if w ≤ p − λγ and if the supplier’s sales representative always
visits the nanostore before or exactly when the product runs out of stock and A(t) is
decreasing in t until reaching zero if w > p − λγ .
At t = 0, we have A(0) = wL and for t ≤ t2 , we have:

A(t)

=





A(0) + [λ(p − w) − γ]t
A(0) + ((p − w)λ − γ) L
λ −γ t−


0

L
λ



if t ≤ t2 ≤ L
λ
if < t ≤ t2 < pL
γ
if pL
γ ≤ t ≤ t2
L
λ

which is nondecreasing if w ≤ p − λγ and the supplier’s sales representative pays
the second visit before or exactly when the product runs out of stock at time L
λ . If
γ
pL
w > p − λ , we see A(t) is decreasing in t ≤ t2 if t2 < γ and A(t) is decreasing in t
until reaching zero before or at t2 ≥

pL
γ .

Now let us assume (induction hypothesis) that the result is true for t ≤ tn−1 and we
prove it holds for t ≤ tn . For t ∈ (tn−1 , tn ], we have:

A(t)

=












A(tn−1 ) + [λ(p − w) − γ](t − tn−1 )
I(t+

)

if tn−1 < t ≤ tn ≤ tn−1 + n−1
λ
A(tn−1 ) + (p − w)I(t+
n−1 ) − γ(t − tn−1 )
I(t+

pI(t+

)

)+C(t+
n−1 )

n−1

if tn−1 + n−1
< t ≤ tn < tn−1 +

λ
γ



0


+

pI(t+

n−1 )+C(tn−1 )
if tn−1 +
≤ t ≤ tn
γ

which is nondecreasing if w ≤ p −

γ
λ

and the supplier’s sales representative pays the

n-th visit before or exactly when the product runs out of stock at time tn−1 +
+
pI(t+
n−1 )+C(tn−1 )
γ
+
pI(t+
n−1 )+C(tn−1 )
.
γ

If w > p − λγ , we see A(t) is decreasing in t ≤ tn if tn <
decreasing in t until reaching zero before or at t2 ≥

I(t+
n−1 )
.
λ

and A(t) is

Therefore, if w > p − λγ , the nanostore closes his business where the supplier can only
get zero long-run profit per unit of time and if w ≤ p − λγ , the nanostore can always
maintain his business and on top of that the supplier further optimizes her wholesale
price and sales visit timing to make a potential positive profit.
Let π̄(n) =

−
(I(t+
n−1 )−I(tn ))(w−c)−K

tn −tn−1

be the time average profit in [tn−1 , tn ] for n−2, 3....

Note that if the supplier prices lower than c +

K
L

+ βλ , she earns less than β per unit
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of time in each visit, i.e., :

 K
β
−
I(t+
+
)
−
I(t
)
n
n−1
L
λ −K

π̄(n) <

tn − tn−1

K
β
K
≤ λ
+
− L
L
λ
λ


β
K
L L + λ −K
=
L


λ

= β
where the first inequality is because w < c +
because

−
I(t+
n−1 )−I(tn )

≤ λ and tn − tn−1 ≤

tn −tn−1

L
λ.

K
L

+

β
λ

and the second inequality is

Therefore, the lowest wholesale price

β
λ

K
L

the supplier can charge is c + + at which she makes exactly the same profit of
the other opportunities of not selling to the nanostore. 2
Proof: Proof of Theorem 3.1
Let the supplier visit nanostore exactly when the stock has run out, i.e., tn −tn−1 = L
λ
−
for n = 2, 3... First we show by induction that I(t+
n ) = L and C(tn ) ≥ wL
+
for n = 1, 2, ... The result is true for n = 1 since I(t+
1 ) = I(0 ) = L and
−
−
C(t1 ) = C(0 ) = wL by assumption. Now we assume the result is true for
n − 1 and show it is true for n. Using the induction hypothesis,
we obtain

γ
+
)
+
p
min{λ(t
−
t
),
L}
−
γ(t
−
t
)
≥
p
−
C(t−
L
≥
wL.
Further,
n
n−1
n
n−1
n ) = C(tn−1
λ
n
o
n
o
−
I(t+
n ) = min I(tn ) +

C(t−
n)
w ,L

= min

C(t−
n)
w ,L

= L.

Given this, the nanostore orders exactly L units from the
supplier at each visit, so
PN
π(t )
that π(tn ) = (w − c)L − K for all n = 2, ... Therefore, n=1tN n = N [(w−c)L−K]
=
NL
λ

λ
λ
(w − c)λ − K L
for all N therefore π̄ = (w − c)λ − K L
.

Let π̄(n) =

−
(I(t+
n−1 )−I(tn ))(w−c)−K

tn −tn−1

be the time average profit in [tn−1 , tn ]. We show

λ
that π̄(n) < (w − c)λ − K L
if tn − tn−1 6=

If tn − tn−1 <

I(t+
n−1 )
,
λ

I(t+
n−1 )
.
λ

we have:

π̄(n)


−
I(t+
n−1 ) − I(tn ) (w − c) − K
tn − tn−1
(tn − tn−1 )(w − c)λ − K
=
tn − tn−1
1
= (w − c)λ − K
tn − tn−1
λ
< (w − c)λ − K
L
=
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where the last inequality is due to tn − tn−1 <
I(t+
n−1 )
λ

I(t+
n−1 )
λ

≤

L
λ.

Otherwise if tn − tn−1 >

, we have:
π̄(n)


−
I(t+
n−1 ) − I(tn ) (w − c) − K
tn − tn−1
+
(w − c)I(tn−1 ) − K
=
tn − tn−1
#
"
I(t+
K
n−1 )
=
(w − c) −
t
−
tn−1
I(t+
)
n
n−1
"
#
K
<
(w − c) −
λ
I(t+
n−1 )


K
λ
≤
(w − c) −
L
λ
= (w − c)λ − K
L
=

where the first inequality is because λ >
L.

I(t+
n−1 )
tn −tn−1

and the second is because I(t+
n−1 ) ≤

Finally the long-run average profit is
PN

π̄

=
=

=

=

π(tn )
tN
"
#
N

1 X
+
−
I(tn ) − I(tn ) (w − c) − K
lim
N →∞ tN
n=1
#
"
N

1 X
−
I(t+
lim
n−1 ) − I(tn ) (w − c) − K
N →∞ tN
n=2

N
−
X
I(t+
1
n−1 ) − I(tn ) (w − c) − K
lim
(tn − tn−1 )
N →∞ tN
tn − tn−1
n=2
lim

n=1

N →∞

N

1 X
π̄(n)(tn − tn−1 )
N →∞ tN
n=2
PN


λ
n=2 (tn − tn−1 )
lim
≤
(w − c)λ − K
L N →∞
tN
λ
= (w − c)λ − K
L
=

lim

−
λ
where I(t−
1 ) = I(tN +1 ) = 0. Since π̄ = (w − c)λ − K L can only be realized if
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tn − tn−1 = L
λ , we have proven that it is optimal for the supplier to visit the nanostore
exactly when his product stocks out.
Last we show by induction hypothesis that A(t) = wL + (p − λγ − w)tλ if tn = (n−1)L
.
λ
+
γ
We have A(0) = wL and A(t) = [A(0) + ((p − w)λ − γ) t] = wL + (p − λ − w)tλ for
t ∈ (0, t2 ] if w ≤ p − λγ .
Now assume (induction hypothesis) that A(tn−1 ) = wL + (p − λγ − w)tn−1 λ and we
γ
show A(t) = wL + (p − λγ − w)tλ for t ∈ (tn−1 , tn ] where tn = tn−1 + L
λ . If w ≤ p − λ ,
for t ∈ (tn−1 , tn ], we have:
A(t)

+

=

[A(tn−1 ) + [λ(p − w) − γ](t − tn−1 )]

=

A(tn−1 ) + [λ(p − w) − γ](t − tn−1 )
γ
wL + (p − − w)tn−1 λ + [λ(p − w) − γ](t − tn−1 )
λ
γ
wL + (p − − w)tλ
λ

=
=

where the the second equality is because w ≤ p − λγ and the third equality ie due to
induction hypothesis. Therefore, we conclude that the total liquid assets are given by
A(t) = wL + (p − λγ − w)tλ. 2
Proof: Proof of Theorem 3.2

∈
Since
π̄ =
wi− c − K
L λ is strictly increasing in wholesale price w
h
β
γ
γ
K
c + L + λ , p − λ , the value of w which maximizes π̄ is p − λ and the optimal
profit is π̄ ∗ = (p − c − K
L )λ − γ. Further, according to theorem 3.1, the nanostore’s
total liquid assets are constant over time and equal to A(t) = Lw. 2
Proof: Proof of Lemma 3.2
We first show by induction that the nanostore’s total liquid assets A(tn ) are
−w3−i )
for i = 1, 2, i.e., (p1 − w1 )λ1 + (p2 −
nondecreasing in n if wi ≤ pi − γ−λ3−i (pλ3−i
i
w2 )λ2 ≥ γ and if both suppliers’ sales representatives always visit the nanostore before
or exactly when their own product runs out of stock and A(tn ) is decreasing in n until
−w3−i )
reaching zero if wi > pi − γ−λ3−i (pλ3−i
for i = 1, 2, i.e., (p1 −w1 )λ1 +(p2 −w2 )λ2 <
i
γ.
For n = 1 at time zero, we have A(t1 ) = w1 L1 + w2 L2 . For n = 2 at t2 , we have:



L1
A(t2 ) =
A(0) + λ1 (p1 − w1 ) min
, t2
λ1


+
L2
+ λ2 (p2 − w2 ) min
, t2 − γt2
λ2
which is no less than A(t1 ) if (p1 − w1 )λ1 + (p2 − w2 )λ2 ≥ γ and each supplier’s sales
representative pays the second visit before or exactly when her product runs out of
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stock. If (p1 − w1 )λ1 + (p2 − w2 )λ2 < γ, we see A(t2 ) is less than A(t1 ) and A(t2 ) = 0
2 L2
if t2 ≥ p1 L1 +p
.
γ
Now let us assume (induction hypothesis) that the result is true for the (n − 1)-th
visit to the nanostore at tn−1 and we prove it holds for the n-th visit to the nanostore
at tn . At tn , we have:
"
(
)
I1 (t+
n−1 )
A(tn−1 ) + λ1 (p1 − w1 ) min
, (tn − tn−1 )
A(tn ) =
λ1
)
#+
(
I2 (t+
)
n−1
, (tn − tn−1 ) − γ(tn − tn−1 )
+ λ2 (p2 − w2 ) min
λ2
which is no less than A(tn−1 ) if (p1 − w1 )λ1 + (p2 − w2 )λ2 ≥ γ and each supplier’s
sales representative pays the second visit before or exactly when her product runs out
of stock. If (p1 − w1 )λ1 + (p2 − w2 )λ2 < γ, we see A(tn ) is less than A(tn−1 ) and
A(tn ) = 0 if tn ≥ tn−1 +

+
+
C(t+
n−1 )+p1 I1 (tn−1 )+p2 I2 (tn−1 )
.
γ

−w3−i )
for i = 1, 2, the nanostore eventually closes
Therefore, if wi > pi − γ−λ3−i (pλ3−i
i
his business where the supplier can only get zero long-run profit per unit of time and
−w3−i )
if wi ≤ pi − γ−λ3−i (pλ3−i
for i = 1, 2, the nanostore can always maintain his
i
business and on top of that the suppliers further optimize their wholesale price and
sales visit timing to make a potential positive profit.

Let π̄i (n) =

−
+
))(wi −ci )−Ki
)−I(τi,n
(I(τi,n−1

τi,n −τi,n−1

be the time average profit in [τi,n−1 , τi,n ] for

βi
i
n − 2, 3.... Note that if the supplier prices lower than ci + K
Li + λi , she earns less than
βi per unit of time in each visit, i.e., :

 i
βi
+
−
Ii (τi,n−1
) − I(τi,n
) K
+
Li
λi − K i
π̄i (n) <
τi,n − τi,n−1


Ki
βi
Ki
≤ λi
+
− Li
Li
λi
λi


β
i
i
L K
Li + λi − Ki
=
Li
λi

= βi
where the first inequality is because wi < ci +
because

+
−
Ii (τi,n−1
)−Ii (τi,n
)

τi,n −τi,n−1

Ki
Li

+

L
λi .
βi
Ki
Li + λi

≤ λi and τi,n − τi,n−1 ≤

βi
λi

and the second inequality is

Therefore, the lowest wholesale

price the supplier i = 1, 2 can charge is ci +
at which she makes exactly the
same profit of the other opportunities of not selling to the nanostore. 2
Proof: Proof of theorem 3.3
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Let the suppliers visit nanostore exactly when their own product runs out, i.e., τi,n =
(n−1)Li
+
for n = 2, ... and i = 1, 2. First we show by induction that Ii (τi,n
) = Li for
λi
n = 1, 2, ... and i = 1, 2 and A(t) = w1 L1 + w2 L2 + ((p1 − w1 )λ1 + (p2 − w2 )λ2 − γ)t.
+
The result is true for n = 1 since Ii (τi,1
) = Ii (0+ ) = Li and A(0) = w1 L1 + w2 L2 (by
the assumption).
Now assume the result is true (induction hypothesis) for n − 1 and i = 1, 2 where
i
. Since the two suppliers are symmetrical, we only need to show
τi,n−1 = (n−2)L
λi
+
I1 (τ1,n ) = L1 at τ1,n . If there is no visit from supplier 2 until 1’ next visit at
−
+
1
τ1,n , the nanostore has enough cash C(τ1,n
) = C(τ1,n−1
) + (p1 λ1 + p2 λ2 − γ) L
λ1 ≥
+
L1
(w1 λ1 + w2 λ2 ) λ1 ≥ w1 L1 to buy a whole shelf of product 1, i.e. I1 (τ1,n ) = L1 . For
t ∈ (τ1,n−1 , τ1,n ], the nanostore’s liquid assets are:
= A(τ1,n−1 ) + ((p1 − w1 )λ1 + (p2 − w2 )λ2 − γ)(t − τ1,n−1 )

A(t)

= w1 L1 + w2 L2 + ((p1 − w1 )λ1 + (p2 − w2 )λ2 − γ)τ1,n−1
+((p1 − w1 )λ1 + (p2 − w2 )λ2 − γ)(t − τ1,n−1 )
= w1 L1 + w2 L2 + ((p1 − w1 )λ1 + (p2 − w2 )λ2 − γ)t
where the second equality is due to induction hypothesis. If there are at least one
−w3−i )
, the nanostore always
supplier 2’s visits until τ1,n . Since wi ≤ pi − γ−λ3−i (pλ3−i
i
has abundant cash to replenish L2 units of product 2 at 2’s each visit and the
nanostore’s liquid asset is accumulating with a nonnegative rate (p1 − w1 )λ1 + (p2 −
w2 )λ2 − γ. By the same reasoning, the nanostore has abundant cash to purchase L1
units of product 1 at τ1,n and the nanostore’s total liquid assets during time interval
t ∈ (τ1,n−1 , τ1,n ] are A(t) = w1 L1 + w2 L2 + ((p1 − w1 )λ1 + (p2 − w2 )λ2 − γ)t.
Given the results above, the nanostore orders exactly Li units from supplier i at each
visit, so that πi (τi,n ) = (wi − ci )Li − Ki for n = 1, 2, ... and i = 1, 2. Therefore,
PN

πi (τi,n )
τi,N

n=1

=

N [(wi −ci )Li −Ki ]
L
N λi

λi
= (wi − ci )λi − Ki L
for all N , therefore π̄i = (wi −
i

i

λi
ci )λi − Ki L
.
i

Let π̄i (n) =

+
−
)−Ii (τi,n
))(wi −ci )−Ki
(Ii (τi,n−1

τi,n −τi,n−1

be the time average profit in [τi,n−1 , τi,n ].
Ii (τ +

)

λi
i,n−1
We can show that π̄i (n) < (wi − ci )λi − Ki L
if τi,n − τi,n−1 6=
exactly the
λi
i
same as in theorem 3.2. So it is optimal for both suppliers visit the nanostore exactly
i
when their own product runs out, i.e., τi,n − τi,n−1 = L
λi for n = 2, .... 2

Proof: Proof of theorem 3.4
Both suppliers’ long-run profits per time unit are non-negative and strictly increasing
in their own wholesale price
)λ1 + (p
 as long as (p1 − w1
 2 − w2 )λ2 ≥ γ and w
i ≥ ci +
Ki
Li

+

βi
λi .

β1
λ1 ) λ1 +
(p1 − w1∗ )λ1 + (p2 − w2∗ )λ2 = γ

Therefore, given p1 − (c1 +

(w1∗ , w2∗ )

K1
L1

+

p2 − (c2 +

K2
L2

+

β2
λ2 )

λ2 ≥ γ,

vector
such that
is Nash equilibrium wholesale
prices since unilateral raising wholesale price results in zero profits for both suppliers,
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and unilateral lowering wholesale price reduces his own profit. Under the equilibrium,
λi
. Further, theorem
the Nash long-run profit per time unit is π̄i∗ = (wi∗ − ci )λi − Ki L
i
3.3 implies the nanostore’s total liquid assets are constant over time and equal to
A(t) = w1 L1 + w2 L2 . 2
Proof: Proof of theorem 3.5
The results for case (i) and (ii) follow by lemma 3.1, 3.2, and theorem 3.4.
In case (iii), by theorem 3.4, there exists Nash equilibria on a solid segment on the
top left plot of Figure 3.2 such that the two suppliers would like to sell simultaneously
to the nanostore.


i
If pi − (ci + K
Li ) λi −γ < βi for i = 1, 2, the suppliers would never do business alone
with the nanostore; instead, they sell products simultaneously to enter the market
with the nanostore and their market-entry supply chain profit is given by:




K1
K2
c∗
c∗
π̄1 + π̄2 =
p1 − c1 −
λ1 + p2 − c2 −
λ 2 − γ > β 1 + β2 .
λ1
λ2
This implies, in the cash competition model, at least one supplier earns higher profit
from selling to the nanostore than pursuing other opportunities instead and both
suppliers earn higher profit if they both price above their market-entry value, i.e.,
βi
i
wic∗ > ci + K
Li + λi for i = 1, 2.




K2
1
If p1 − (c1 + K
L1 ) λ1 − γ ≥ β1 and p2 − (c2 + L2 ) λ2 − γ < β2 , only supplier 1
would do business with the nanostore in the single-supplier model and from joining
the cash competition, their market-entry supply chain profit is:




K1
K2
π̄1c∗ + π̄2c∗ =
p1 − c1 −
λ1 + p2 − c2 −
λ2 − γ
λ1
λ2


K1
λ1 − γ + β2
>
p1 − c1 −
λ1
= π̄1s∗ + π̄2s∗
where the inequality holds because, in cash competition
equilibrium, supplier 1 can

K

β

p2 − c2 + L 2 + λ2

2
2
charge a price wic∗ = p1 − λγ1 +
> p1 − λγ1 = wis∗ to earn a higher
λ1
profit than selling to the nanostore alone while supplier 2 can charge a price w2c∗ =
β2
2
c2 + K
L2 + λ2 to earn the same profit as not selling to the nanostore.

Supplier 1 can increase her profit by selling simultaneously with the other supplier if
she can price at w1c∗ > p1 − λγ1 which is the highest price she can charge when she
sells in the single-supplier model, while supplier 2 is never worse off from competition
β2
2
and she betters off if w2c∗ > c2 + K
L2 + λ2 .


i
If pi − (ci + K
)
λi − γ ≥ βi for i = 1, 2, both suppliers would enter the business
Li
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alone with the nanostore. In the cash competition model, again we have:




K1
K2
π̄1c∗ + π̄2c∗ =
p1 − c1 −
λ1 + p2 − c2 −
λ2 − γ
λ1
λ2




K1
K2
>
p1 − c1 −
λ1 − γ + p2 − c2 −
λ2 − γ
λ1
λ2
= π̄1s∗ + π̄2s∗ .
However, they mutually benefit each other from cash competition only if they can price
at wic∗ > pi − λγi for i = 1, 2; otherwise supplier i gets worse off if she prices below
pi − λγi in which case she get exploited by the other supplier in the cash competition.
2
Proof: Proof of lemma 3.3
We show

Kim
m−
pm
−c
i
i
λm +λ
i

γ
3−i s(3−i)i

for i = 1, 2 is the minimal value of qim and below

which supplier i incurs a loss to monopolize the market.
γ
First we prove pm
is the maximal value of wim and above which the
i − λm
i +λ3−i s(3−i)i
nanostore closes business.

Consider the monopolist’s n-th visit to the nanostore. We show by induction that the
γ
nanostore’s total liquid assets A(t) are nondecreasing in t if wim ≤ pm
i − λm
i +λ3−i s(3−i)i
and is decreasing in t until reaching zero otherwise. We have A(0) = wim L and for
t ≤ τ2m , we have:



 +
m
m
A(t) = A(0) + (pm
i − wi ) λi + λ3−i s(3−i)i − γ t
γ
. When wim > pm
which is nondecreasing in t when wim ≤ pm
i −
i − λm
i +λ3−i s(3−i)i
γ
m
m
, specifically, if A(τ2 ) > 0, A(t) is decreasing in t ≤ τ2 ; otherwise,
λm
i +λ3−i s(3−i)i
A(t) is decreasing in t until reaching zero at or before t = τ2m .
m
Now let us assume (induction hypothesis) that the results are true for t ≤ τn−1
and
m
m
m
we prove it holds for t ≤ τn . For t ∈ (τn−1 , τn ], we have:

A(t)

=




m
m
m
m + +
A(τn−1
) + [(pm
i − wi ) λi + λ3−i s(3−i)i − γ](t − τn−1 )

m
which is positive (due to A(τn−1
) ≥ A(0) by induction hypothesis) and nondecreasing
γ
γ
m
m
m
in t when wi ≤ pi − λm +λ3−i s(3−i)i . When wim > pm
) = 0,
, if A(τn−1
i − λm
i
i +λ3−i s(3−i)i
m
m
;
the nanostore has closed the business at or before τn−1 , so A(t) = 0 for t > τn−1
m
m
m
otherwise if A(τn ) > 0, A(t) is decreasing in t ∈ (τn−1 , τn ].
γ
Therefore, the results are true and pm
is the maximal value of wim
i − λm
i +λ3−i s(3−i)i
such that the nanostore never closes the business.

Then, we show by induction that the nanostore’s cash balance right before the
monopolist’s every sales visit is always sufficient to order up to the nanostore’s shelf
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space limit L on the monopolist’s every sales visit if wim ≤ pm
i −

γ
.
λm
i +λ3−i s(3−i)i

On

the monopolist’s first sales visit at time zero, we have Iim (0+ ) = L. Right before the
γ
monopolist’s second sales visit, if wim ≤ pm
i − λm +λ3−i s(3−i)i , we have:
i

C(τ2m − )




=
C(τ1m + ) + pm
λm
i
i + λ3−i s(3−i)i − γ
≥

qim
λm
i + λ3−i s(3−i)i

+


+
C(τ1m + ) + wim qim

≥ wim qim
which is sufficient for the nanostore to purchase qim amount of product at the
monopolist’s second sales visit, i.e., Iim (τ2m + ) = L.
Now let us assume (induction hypothesis) that the result is true for the monopolist’s
m
(n − 1)-th visit at time τn−1
and we prove it holds for the monopolist’s n-th visit at
γ
m
,
time τn . Right before the monopolist’s n-th sales visit, if wim ≤ pm
i − λm
i +λ3−i s(3−i)i
we have:


 m
+
m +
m
C(τnm − ) = C(τn−1
τn − τn−1
) + pm
λm
i
i + λ3−i s(3−i)i − γ

+
m +
≥ C(τn−1
) + wim qim
≥ wim qim
qm

m
i
where the second inequality is due to τnm − τn−1
= λm +λ3−i
s(3−i)i by induction
i
hypothesis. Therefore, the cash balance right before the monopolist’s n-th visit,
i.e., C(τnm − ), is sufficient for the nanostore to purchase qim amount of product, i.e.,
Inm (τnm + ) = L.

Therefore, the selling quantity from the monopolist’s second sales visit on is always
γ
qim as long as the monopolist prices no greater than pm
. In infinite
i − λm
i +λ3−i s(3−i)i
time horizon, to guarantee to earn a profit per unit of time higher than βi , the
monopoly candidate has to earn at least βi per unit of time from her second trip on,
(wm −cm )q m −Kim
i.e., i iqim i
≥ βi , which results in:
λm +λ3−i s(3−i)i
i

qim

≥

Kim
βi
wim − cm
i − λm +λ3−i s(3−i)i

≥

Kim
γ+βi
m
pm
i − ci − λm +λ3−i s(3−i)i

i

i

where the second inequality is because wim ≤ pm
i −

γ
.
λm
i +λ3−i s(3−i)i

Finally, we claim a necessary condition for one supplier to monopolize the market
K1
K2
is
6=
; otherwise, no supplier can set his visit strategy
γ+β1
γ+β2
p1 −c1 − λ

1 +λ2 s21

p2 −c2 − λ

2 +λ1 s12
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lower than his counterpart to monopolize the market without incurring a profit loss.
2
Proof: Proof of theorem 3.6
When (pi − ci )(λi + λ3−i s(3−i)i ) − γ ≥ βi only holds for one supplier i and 0 ≤
Ki
≤ L, or when (pi − ci )(λi + λ3−i s(3−i)i ) − γ ≥ βi holds for both
γ+βi
pi −ci − λ

i +λ3−i s(3−i)i

suppliers and 0 ≤

pi −ci − λ

Ki
γ+βi
+λ
i
3−i s(3−i)i

≤L<

K3−i
γ+β3−i
3−i +λi si(3−i)

p3−i −c3−i − λ

, only supplier i

would sell her product to the nanostore and the monopoly game reduces to the singlesupplier problem where the monopolist faces a demand rate of λi + λ3−i s(3−i)i due to
Kim
γ+βi
Ki
m
≤ L, we have cm
substitution. Since
γ+βi
i + L ≤ pi − λi +λ3−i s(3−i)i <
pi −ci − λ

pm
i

−

γ

i +λ3−i s(3−i)i

λi +λ3−i s(3−i)i . Then, the result follows by theorem 3.2.

When (pi − ci )(λi + λ3−i s(3−i)i ) − γ ≥ βi holds for both suppliers and 0 ≤
K3−i
Ki
<
≤ L, according to lemma 3.3, supplier
γ+β3−i
γ+βi
pi −ci − λ

p3−i −c3−i − λ

i +λ3−i s(3−i)i

i can set

qim

<

3−i +λi si(3−i)

K3−i
γ+β3−i
p3−i −c3−i − λ
3−i +λi si(3−i)

to monopolize the market since supplier 3 − i

incurs a profit loss to further lower his visit threshold below her minimal value
K3−i
. Also by the proof of lemma 3.3, supplier i as the monopolist
γ+β3−i
p3−i −c3−i − λ

3−i +λi si(3−i)

γ
should price no greater than pm
so that the nanostore always has
i − λm
i +λ3−i s(3−i)i
sufficient cash balance to replenish up to his shelf space limit L at every monopolist’s
sales visit. The implied long-run profit per unit of time is:

π̄im

PN

πim (τnm )
m
N →∞
τN
m
m
m
m
(L − qim )(wim − cm
i ) + (qi (wi − ci ) − Ki ) N
= lim
m
q
i
N →∞
λm +λ3−i s(3−i)i N

=

n=1

lim

i

=

m

m
m λi + λ3−i s(3−i)i
(wim − cm
i ) λi + λ3−i s(3−i)i − Ki
qim

which is increasing in qim and wim .
threshold is qim∗ = p3−i −c3−i −K3−i

Therefore, the monopolist’s optimal visit
−  where  is an infinitesimal

γ
λ3−i +λm si(3−i)
i

γ
value and the optimal monopoly wholesale price is wim∗ = pm
.
i − λm
i +λ3−i s(3−i)i
m∗
Then,
the
long-run
profit
value
per
unit
of
time
for
the
monopolist
is
π̄
=
i


m
pm
i − ci −

Kim
K3−i
p3−i −c3−i −
λ

γ
m
3−i +λi si(3−i)


 λm
i + λ3−i s(3−i)i − γ.

γ
Finally, since the optimal monopoly wholesale price is wim∗ = pm
,
i − λm
i +λ3−i s(3−i)i
according to the proof of lemma 3.3, the nanostore’s total liquid assets are constant
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over time and equal to A(t) = pm
i −



γ
λm
i +λ3−i s(3−i)i

L. 2

Proof: Proof of lemma 3.4
First we show by induction that the nanostore’s total liquid assets are nondecreasing
in t if (p1 − w1 )λ1 + (p2 − w2 )λ2 ≥ γ and otherwise the nanostore’s total liquid assets
are decreasing in t until reaching zero.
+

+

1
2
At time zero, we have I1 (τ1d )= λ1λ+λ
L and I2 (τ1d )= λ1λ+λ
L. For t ≤ τ2d =
2
2
the total liquid assets are given by:

+
A(t) = A(τ1d ) + (λ1 (p1 − w1 ) + λ2 (p2 − w2 ) − γ) t

qd
λ1 +λ2 ,

which is nondecreasing if (p1 − w1 )λ1 + (p2 − w2 )λ2 ≥ γ. Otherwise, if A(τ2d ) > 0,
A(t) is decreasing in t ≤ τ2d ; if A(τ2d ) = 0, A(t) is decreasing until reaching zero before
or at τ2d .
d
Now let us assume (induction hypothesis) that the result is true for t ≤ τn−1
and we
d
, τnd ], we have:
prove it holds for t ≤ τnd . For t ∈ (τn−1

A(t)

=


+
d
d
A(τn−1
) + (λ1 (p1 − w1 ) + λ2 (p2 − w2 ) − γ) t − τn−1

which is nondecreasing if (p1 − w1 )λ1 + (p2 − w2 )λ2 ≥ γ. Otherwise, if A(τnd ) > 0,
A(t) is decreasing in t ≤ τnd ; if A(τnd ) = 0, A(t) is decreasing until reaching zero before
or at τnd .
Let π̄i (n) =



+
d
d−
I(τn−1
)−I(τn
) (wi −ci )−Ki
d −τ d
τn
n−1

d
be the time average profit in [τn−1
, τnd ] for

i λ1 +λ2
n − 2, 3.... Note that if the supplier prices lower than ci + K
+
Li
λi
less than βi per unit of time from her second visit on, i.e., :



−
βi
d +
i λ1 +λ2
Ii (τn−1
) − I(τnd ) K
+
Li
λi
λi − Ki
π̄i (n) <
d
τnd − τn−1


Ki λ1 + λ2
βi
Ki
≤ λi
+
− L
L
λi
λi
λ1 +λ2


Lλi
Ki λ1 +λ2
− Ki
λ1 +λ2
L
λi
=
+ βi
L

βi
λi ,

she earns

λ1 +λ2

=

βi

i λ1 +λ2
where the first inequality is because wi < ci + K
+ λβii and the second inequality
Li
λi
+

is because

−

d
d
Ii (τn−1
)−Ii (τn
)
d
d
τn −τn−1

L
λ1 +λ2 . Therefore, the lowest
i λ1 +λ2
ci + K
+ λβii at which she
Li
λi

d
≤ λi and τnd − τn−1
≤

wholesale price the supplier i = 1, 2 can charge is
makes exactly the same profit of the other opportunities of not selling to the nanostore.
2
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Proof: Proof of theorem 3.7
We first show by induction that the nanostore always has sufficient cash balance to
replenish up to his shelf space limit L on each simultaneous visit if (p1 − w1 )λ1 + (p2 −
w2 )λ2 ≥ γ. At the first visit at time zero, given the nanostore’s initial cash balance
is C(0− ) = max{w1 , w2 }L, the nanostore replenishes L amount of products and the
i
L for i = 1, 2. At the second
post-visit inventory level of product i is I1 (0+ ) = λ1λ+λ
2
visit at time τ2d , since τ2d − τ1d =
−
C(τ2d )

qd
λ1 +λ2 ,

we have:


+
=
C(τ1d ) + (p1 λ1 + p2 λ2 − γ)

qd
λ1 + λ2

+



 +
λ2
λ1
−
+ w2
C(τ1d ) + w1
qd
λ1 + λ2
λ1 + λ2


λ1
λ2
≥
w1
+ w2
qd
λ1 + λ2
λ1 + λ2
≥

which is sufficient for the nanostore to replenish q d amount of products up to his shelf
space limit L if (p1 − w1 )λ1 + (p2 − w2 )λ2 ≥ γ.
Now let us assume (induction hypothesis) that the result is true for (n − 1)-th visit
and we prove it holds for n-th visit. At time τnd , we have:
−
C(τnd )


d +
=
C(τn−1
) + (p1 λ1 + p2 λ2 − γ)

qd
λ1 + λ2

+



 +
λ2
λ1
d −
+ w2
C(τn−1
) + w1
qd
λ1 + λ2
λ1 + λ2


λ2
λ1
+ w2
qd
≥
w1
λ1 + λ2
λ1 + λ2
≥

which is sufficient for the nanostore to replenish q d amount of products up to his shelf
space limit L if (p1 − w1 )λ1 + (p2 − w2 )λ2 ≥ γ.
i
Therefore, if (p1 − w1 )λ1 + (p2 − w2 )λ2 ≥ γ, the nanostore always buys q d λ1λ+λ
from
2
supplier i from the second simultaneous visit on. The implied long-run profit per unit
of time is:
PN
d d
n=1 πi (τn )
π̄id = lim
d
N →∞
τN


d λi
i
q
N
(L − q d ) λ1λ+λ
(w
−
c
)
+
(w
−
c
)
−
K
i
i
i
i
i
λ1 +λ2
2
= lim
d
q
N →∞
λ1 +λ2 N

=

(wi − ci )λi − Ki

λ1 + λ2
qd

i = 1, 2
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which is increasing in q d and increasing in wi . Therefore, their sales representatives
should visit the nanostore exactly when their products run out of inventory, i.e.,
q d∗ = L, and they set their wholesale prices such that (p1 − w1d∗ )λ1 + (p2 − w2d∗ )λ2 = γ
2
+ λβii for i = 1, 2. Further, the optimal duopoly long-run
and wid∗ ≥ ci + KLi λ1λ+λ
i

profit per unit of time is π̄id∗ = wid∗ − ci λi − KLi (λ1 + λ2 ) for i = 1, 2.
Finally, according to the proof of lemma 3.4, when (p1 − w1d∗ )λ1 + (p2 − w2d∗ )λ2 =
γ, the nanostore’s total liquid assets are constant over time and equal to A(t) =
max{w1d∗ , w2d∗ }L. 2
Proof: Proof of theorem 3.8



2
+
c
When there is no monopoly, according to theorem 3.7, if p1 − KL1 λ1λ+λ
λ1 +
1
1



2
+ c2 λ2 − γ ≥ β1 + β2 , the duopoly game is the Nash equilibrium;
p2 − KL2 λ1λ+λ
2
otherwise, no suppliers sell to the nanostore.



2
+
c
λ1 +
When there is any form of monopoly, if
p1 − KL1 λ1λ+λ
1
1



2
p2 − KL2 λ1λ+λ
+ c2 λ2 − γ ≤ β1 + β2 , at least one supplier earns less
2
than pursuing other opportunities than selling to the nanostore in the duopoly
game, so the monopoly game is the Nash equilibrium; otherwise, either monopoly
or the duopoly can be the Nash equilibrium. Specifically, if π̄id∗ (ŵid∗ ) < π̄im∗ , i.e.,
the maximal profit supplier i as the potential monopolist earns in duopoly game
is less than the profit she earns in the monopoly game, the monopoly is the Nash
equilibrium; otherwise, supplier i should join in the duopoly game and simply prices
at ŵid∗ −  since her counterpart has no leverage to deviate from this price scheme to
gain more profit. 2
Proof: Proof of Theorem 3.9
In duopoly game, supplier 1 earns gross profit (p1 − c1 )λ1 + (p2 − c2 )λ2 − γ and
2
spends visit cost K1 +K
(λ1 + λ2 ) per unit of time which are independent of s21 . In
L
monopoly game, supplier 1 earns gross profit (p1 − c1 )(λ1 + λ2 s21 ) − γ and spends
visit cost KQ1 (λ1 + λ2 s21 ) per unit of time where Q = q 2 if she has type I monopoly
leverage and Q = T if she has type II monopoly leverage. Both the gross profit and
visit cost are linearly increasing in s21 . The net effect can be captured by a single
term p1 − c1 − KQ1 which is positive since supplier 1 is assumed to have the monopoly


leverage and otherwise the monopoly profit, i.e., p1 − c1 − KQ1 (λ1 + λ2 s21 ) − γ is
negative. The above analysis implies there exists a threshold of the substitution rate
sI21 and sII
21 such that the type I and type II monopoly dominates the duopoly when
the substitution rate is beyond these two thresholds respectively.
When supplier 1 has type I monopoly leverage, sP
21 is the gross profit equivalence
threshold beyond which she earns higher in the monopoly game than in the duopoly
game and sK
21 is the visit cost equivalence threshold beyond which she spends more
P
I
P
in the monopoly game than in the duopoly game. If sK
21 ≤ s21 , we have s21 > s21
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since supplier 1 earns less or equal gross profit and spends more visit cost per unit
of time in the monopoly game than in the duopoly game, i.e., the duopoly game is
P
K
P
I
K
the Nash equilibrium, for s21 ∈ (sK
21 , s21 ]. If s21 > s21 , we have s21 < s21 because
supplier 1 earns equal or more gross profit and spends less visit cost per unit of time
in the monopoly game than in the duopoly game, i.e., the monopoly game is the Nash
K
equilibrium, for s21 ∈ [sP
21 , s21 ).
2
(λ1 + λ2 ) > KL1 (λ1 +
When supplier 1 has type II monopoly leverage, since K1 +K
L
λ2 s21 ), supplier 1 always spends more on the visit cost in the duopoly game.
P
Therefore, we have sII
21 < s21 because, always paying less on the visit cost, the
monopoly game dominates the duopoly game before s21 reaches sP
21 . 2
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Chapter 4

Supplying to Nanostores:
Traditional Retail Channel
Selection
4.1

Introduction

To address nanostore heterogeneity, some leading multinational CPG suppliers
segment nanostores into multiple categories and apply distinct strategies to serve
each category. For example, Coca Cola identifies the priority level of nanostores and
sets priority-dependent service requirements. The company uses the direct channel
to serve high priority stores while contracting distributors or wholesalers to serve the
stores where using the direct channel is cost ineffective (Child et al. 2015). In China,
the company covers 40% of two million nanostores by direct delivery and sells to the
rest via distributors or wholesalers (Child et al. 2015).
Through direct delivery, by serving each store up to a few times per week, suppliers
ensure that their products remain available for sale in the store. Sales and distribution
agents help drive sales by promoting their products to the nanostore owners and
offering enhanced product merchandising and display on the nanostore shelves
through promotional material. Obviously, these frequent store visits entail a high cost
to the suppliers. To avoid these costs, some suppliers choose to sell their products
via wholesalers instead: they contract with local wholesalers to distribute their
products to the nanostores. Using the wholesale channel strategy reduces the cost
of logistics, but prevents the suppliers from reaching the store owners to drive sales.
Typically, although some leading multinational CPG suppliers have customized their
distribution channel strategies according to nanostore characteristics, many suppliers
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including Unilever China still deploy a one-size-fits-all strategy in a city; they either
serve all nanostores directly or make use of wholesalers across the board.
The retail landscape in the megacities from emerging markets is very diverse.
For instance, the nanostore density is higher in poor communities than in rich
neighborhoods and consumer demand is larger in populous residential areas than
in sparsely populated commercial areas. In areas of high store density and large
consumer demand, direct distribution may outperform wholesale distribution since
the logistics costs can be justified by a higher sales volume; in areas of low store
density and low consumer demand, the reverse may be true.
In this chapter, we study the channel selection decision of a CPG supplier to sell to
nanostores located in a rectangular region of a megacity where demand is growing.
We mainly address the following research questions:
1. What is the optimal distribution channel policy of CPG suppliers to sell to
nanostores over a finite planning horizon?
2. Is it optimal to use both the direct channel and the wholesale channel and switch
between these two strategies over the planning horizon?
3. What is the impact of the length of the planning horizon on the optimal
distribution channel policy?
To address these research questions, we formulate an analytical model where a CPG
supplier can choose between three strategies: (i) not selling the product, (ii) selling
via the direct channel and (iii) selling via the wholesale channel. The supplier can
switch among these three strategies at any time point over a finite planning horizon.
First, we analyze a static setting where the demand of each nanostore does not grow
throughout the planning horizon. Second, we consider a demand growth setting where
the demand growth rate is dependent on the selected channel strategy. We aim to
maximize the supplier’s cumulative profit over the length of the planning horizon and
present the optimal sequence of distribution channel strategies in each setting. We use
Daganzo‘s continuous approximation (Daganzo 1987) to estimate the vehicle routing
travel distance of the direct channel distribution. We derive the optimal distribution
channel policy over the planning horizon and study the impact of the length of the
planning horizon on the optimal policy. We also present a case study where we apply
our model to four distinct areas in the city of Bogota (Colombia) using data we
received from a local CPG supplier.
The main finding of this chapter is that we show that there are only 5 possible optimal
distribution channel policies: a no-selling policy, a wholesale-only policy, a direct-only
policy, a first wholesale then direct channel policy and a first direct then wholesale
policy. The optimal policy structure is characterized by two novel metrics of each
selling channel strategy: the gross profitability, which is based on the gross sales
margin and the logistics operating cost of a channel strategy and the growth-adjusted
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profitability which also factors in the growth potential of each channel strategy. The
switch policies take advantage of both the cost saving benefit of using the wholesale
channel strategy and the demand growth potential of using the direct channel strategy.
They take either the form of “Grow Fast then Back Down” (i.e., a first direct then
wholesale policy) or the form of “Grow Slow then Upgrade” (i.e., a first wholesale
then direct policy). Further, we show that the CPG supplier should commit more
time to use the direct channel strategy as the length of the planning horizon increases.
The rest of this chapter is structured as follows. We review the literature in Section
4.2. We present the model in Section 4.3. We then analyze both the static and
the growth model in Section 4.4 and present the case study of the CPG company in
Bogota in Section 4.5. We conclude in Section 4.6. All proofs can be found in the
Appendix to this chapter.

4.2

Literature review

Research papers on distribution channel selection typically study the incentives of a
supplier to integrate or disintegrate the distribution function, or in essence, to reach
the entire market directly or indirectly.
Early conceptual and empirical work in the retail marketing literature (e.g., Aspinwall
1962, Miracle 1965, Anderson and Coughlan 1987) on distribution channel selection
categorizes the factors that impact distribution channel selection. Cited relevant
factors include purchasing frequency (e.g., Aspinwall 1962, Miracle 1965), margin
or value (e.g., Aspinwall 1962, Miracle 1965) and fixed investment cost or asset
specificity (e.g., Anderson and Schmittlein 1984, Anderson and Coughlan 1987, John
and Weitz 1988). Suppliers tend to use the direct channel strategy for products with
lower purchasing frequency (Aspinwall 1962, Miracle 1965), higher margin or value
(Aspinwall 1962, Miracle 1965), and larger fixed investment cost (e.g., Anderson and
Schmittlein 1984, John and Weitz 1988, Klein et al. 1990). For a complete coverage,
please refer to Coughlan (2006). Our chapter incorporates heterogeneous retail
parameters such as demand rate, gross margin and channel-building fixed investment
costs as well as transportation cost parameters such as store density and distance
(time) -based logistics costs.
Modelling work on distribution channel selection (e.g., Jeuland and Shugan 1983,
Coughlan 1985, Coughlan 1987, Lin et al. 2014) usually trades off disintegration versus
integration in a competitive setting. For a monopoly supplier, the integration strategy
dominates the disintegration strategy since integration avoids double marginalization
(e.g., see Lin et al. 2014). For competing two-stage supply chains, the integration
strategy loses the advantage of pricing control as it intensifies cross-chain price
competition (e.g., see Coughlan 1985, Pun and Heese 2010). However, integration is
more favorable if the competing products are complements (Moorthy 1988, Coughlan
1987), if the supplier is closer to the market or produces at a lower cost (Pun and
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Heese 2010), or if the suppliers also consider backward integration (Lin et al. 2014).
None of these papers consider the associated cost of logistics explicitly.
Finally, it is worth mentioning the work of Tang et al. (2015) who consider the
distribution channel selection of two micro-retailers. Like ours, their paper considers
a nanostore distribution setting, but the problem is modeled from the perspective
of the (rural) micro-retailer. Instead of buying from one supplier, one micro-retailer
can buy in bulk and then act as a wholesaler by selling the product to the other
micro-retailer. At the same time, the store can sell as a retailer, which represents
a “hybrid channel”. With Cournot competition models, the authors show that the
hybrid strategy is preferable with high fixed costs and quantity discounts.
Essentially, the above work takes the perspective of marketing and economics and
models the channel selection in a static market environment. To our knowledge,
little work has been done that includes operations considerations in a demand growth
setting. Given the significant influence of the cost of logistics to serve nanostores and
the rapid demand growth reality in nanostores in megacities, our chapter addresses
the retail distribution channel selection in a novel perspective.

4.3

Model

One CPG supplier produces a non-perishable product at a cost of c per unit and
has the option to sell it to a cluster of identical nanostores located in a rectangular
selling region over a well-defined planning horizon. In practice, the length of the
planning horizon, denoted by T , may correspond to the decision making horizon of
the company, i.e., the period for which the company normally evaluate projects. If
the supplier decides to sell to the region, she can use two channel strategies: she
can either use the direct channel strategy, i.e., she sells and delivers the product to
the nanostores using her own sales force and transportation fleet or she can use the
wholesale channel strategy, i.e., she sells to a wholesaler located inside the region who
then sells and delivers the product to the nanostores. Let pD be the price at which
the supplier sells its product to the nanostores when using the direct channel strategy
and let pW denote the price at which she sells her product to the wholesaler when
using the wholesale channel strategy. We assume that pD > pW , i.e., the (wholesale)
price is higher in the direct channel strategy.
When using the direct channel strategy, the supplier faces a demand of ωD (t) =
λ(t)βD per nanostore at time t where λ(t) corresponds to a nanostore’s market
size for the supplier’s product at time t and βD ∈ (0, 1] represents the availability
multiplier when selling via the direct channel strategy. This βD parameter captures
the access to the product at the nanostores and is a function of the amount of space
allocated to the product on the nanostore shelves as well as the actual product onshelf availability which is high if the product is actively replenished at the nanostores.
Similarly, when using the wholesale channel strategy, the supplier faces a demand per
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nanostore at time t of ωW (t) = λ(t)βW where βW ∈ (0, 1] is the availability multiplier
when selling via the wholesale channel strategy. We assume that βD ≥ βW , that is,
the supplier achieves higher availability and captures more consumer demand when
dealing directly with the nanostores. This is because, wholesalers, who often serve
multiple - sometimes competing - brands, lack the incentive to push and replenish
particular products actively. At the start of the time horizon (time zero), each
nanostore’s market size is λ(0) = λ. Over time, we assume that the market size
grows, with the growth rate depending on whether the product is sold via the direct
or wholesale channel strategy: the instantaneous nanostore market size growth rate
in period t equal to αD eαD t when selling via the direct channel strategy and αW eαW t
when selling via the wholesale channel strategy. We assume that αD ≥ αW , i.e.,
the market grows at a faster pace when using the direct channel strategy because of
more specific and localized commercial activities at the nanostores. For instance, the
supplier’s sales representative who visits the store directly may ensure a better quality
shelf space, use special product displays and other promotional material and activities
which promote the brand and lead to faster growth than if the product was replenished
by the wholesaler. Also, we assume that the market size does not grow if the supplier
chooses not to sell the product in the region over a certain period of time. Suppose, for
example, that the supplier decides to sell her product via the direct channel strategy
from time 0 to time t1 , then switches to the wholesale channel strategy from time t1
until the end of the time horizon T . The demand per nanostore at time t is equal
to ωD (t) = λeαD t βD for t ∈ [0, t1 ] and equal to ωW (t) = λeαD t1 eαW (t−t1 ) βW for
t ∈ (t1 , T ].
The supplier uses different types of vehicles to deliver her product to the nanostores or
to the wholesaler. Let CD (CW ) denote the capacity of the vehicles used for deliveries,
µD (µW ) be the vehicle operating cost per unit of distance, fD (fW ) denote the fixed
logistics cost per vehicle trip and hD (hW ) be the unloading time spent by the supplier
at each nanostore (at the wholesaler) for deliveries using the direct (wholesale) channel
strategy. Because she can use major roads and deliver outside of peak traffic hours to
deliver to the wholesaler, the supplier is likely to use large but expensive-to-operate
trucks. In contrast, she is likely to use small, cheaper-to-operate vehicles (such as
electric delivery bikes) to reach the nanostores which are often located in highly
congested parts of the city where parking options are very scarce. Hence, we assume
that CD < CW and µD < µW . We also assume that hD < hW since the supplier
delivers a higher quantity to the wholesaler, resulting in a larger unloading time. We
assume that both types of vehicles travel at an average speed v and denote the vehicle
driver wage per unit of time as s.
We use a continuous approximation to estimate the logistics cost of selling the product,
following Daganzo (1987). We model the nanostores to be uniformly distributed over
a rectangular selling region with horizontal length x, vertical length y and density δ
per area unit, such that the number of nanostores in the region is xyδ. The depot
from which the supplier transports her products is located outside of the selling region
and the wholesaler is located in the center of it. More precisely, we assume that the
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supplier’s depot is located south of the selling region, at a vertical distance ϕ from
the bottom edge and horizontally at the half way point (see Figure 4.1). Therefore,
the distance between the supplier’s depot and the wholesaler’s location is ϕ + y2 .
x

y

wholesaler



depot

Figure 4.1 Selling region

We now provide expressions for the supplier’s profit when using either strategy.
First, consider the wholesale channel strategy. The aggregate demand from all the
nanostores in the selling region at time t is ΩW (t) = xyδωW (t). Given the vehicle
capacity CW , the supplier has to make ΩCWW(t) delivery trips to the wholesaler, which
results in a total distance travelled of
ΩW (t)
CW v (2ϕ

ΩW (t)
CW (2ϕ + y) and a total delivery (transit
ΩW (t)
CW hW . Note that we allow for fractional

+ unloading) time of
+ y) +
number of trips so as to avoid discreteness issues. As a result, the instant profit (sales
revenues minus logistics costs) at time t when using the wholesale channel strategy is
given by:


ΩW (t)
πW (t) = ΩW (t)(pW − c) − µW
(2ϕ + y)
CW


ΩW (t)
ΩW (t)
ΩW (t)
−s
(2ϕ + y) +
hW −
fW
CW v
CW
CW


1 
s
=
(pW − c) −
fW + shW + (µW + )(2ϕ + y) ΩW (t).
CW
v
|
{z
}
MW

In the first row, the first term is the sales revenue, the second term is the distancebased operating cost, the third term is the labor cost and the last term is the fixed
logistics cost. On the second row, MW is the marginal return from selling an extra
product unit using the wholesale channel strategy. Note that we may have MW < 0.
Let us now consider the direct channel strategy. The aggregate demand from all the
nanostores at time t is ΩD (t) = xyδωD (t). Given the vehicle capacity CD , the supplier
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has to make ΩCDD(t) delivery trips to serve the xyδ nanostores which are uniformly
distributed over the selling region (the average number of nanostores visited in one trip
CD
D
is xyδC
ΩD (t) = ωD (t) ). Using the half-width routing continuous approximation proposed
by Daganzo (1987), we calculate that the total distance travelledby all the
 delivery
ΩD (t)
CD (2ϕ

2

+ y) + y 1 + x6δ and that


y
x2 δ
the corresponding total delivery time is ΩCDD(t)
+ xyδhD (see
v (2ϕ + y) + v 1 + 6

vehicles within the region at time t is equal to

derivations in Appendix 4.7.1). As a result, the instant profit at time t using the
direct channel strategy is given by:



ΩD (t)
x2 δ
πD (t) = ΩD (t)(pD − c) − µD
(2ϕ + y) + y 1 +
CD
6




ΩD (t)
y
x2 δ
ΩD (t)
−s
(2ϕ + y) +
1+
+ xyδhD −
fD
CD v
v
6
CD



1 
s
=
(pD − c) −
fD + (µD + )(2ϕ + y) ΩD (t)
CD
v
{z
}
|
MD




s
x2 δ
− µD +
+ sxyδhD
y 1+
v
6
{z
}
|


kD

In the first row, the first term is the sales revenue, the second term is the distancebased operating cost, the third term is the labor cost and the last term is the fixed
logistics cost for all vehicle trips. On the second row, MD is the marginal return
from selling an extra product unit using the direct channel strategy and kD is the
fixed logistics cost. Note that we may have MD < 0. Also note that, unlike with
the wholesale channel, the instant profit at time t using the direct channel includes
a term which does not increase with the aggregate demand size. This is due to the
fixed nature of part of the logistics costs from serving a preset number of stores over
the selling area.
On top of the costs already mentioned, we assume that the supplier incurs a fixed
investment cost when she starts selling her product and every time she switches from
one channel strategy to the other selling channel strategy. Let FD and FW denote
the channel-building fixed investment costs when entering a period where the supplier
uses the direct or wholesale channel strategy respectively. We assume that FD ≥ FW
since using the direct channel strategy is likely to require larger initial investments
than selling via the wholesaler as it entails hiring a larger sales force and establishing
business contacts with more clients.
The supplier’s objective is to maximize total profits over a [0, T ] planning horizon, by
deciding when to sell the product and, when doing so, whether to use the direct or the
wholesale channel strategy. More specifically, we define a channel policy as a sequence
of N channel strategies (i,e., wholesale, direct or not-selling) and time thresholds
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denoted (S, t) where S = (S1 , ..., SN ) and t = (t1 , ..., tN ) with Si ∈ {W, D, ∅} for
i = 1, ..., N , Si 6= Si+1 for i = 1, ..., N − 1 and 0 ≤ t1 ≤ ... ≤ tN = T . Here, Si = ∅
means that the supplier does not sell to the region in time interval [ti−1 , ti ), Si = W
means that the supplier uses the wholesale channel strategy and Si = D means that
the supplier uses the direct channel strategy. In essence, the supplier divides the time
horizon [0, T ] into N disjoint intervals so that channel strategy Si is used in time
interval [ti−1 , ti ) and a different channel strategy is used in adjacent intervals. Note
that, in theory, the same channel strategy can be used in non-adjacent intervals over
the planning horizon, that is, we do not exclude situations where, for example, the
supplier could enter the market using the direct channel strategy, then switch to the
wholesale strategy only to switch back later to the direct channel strategy (however
we show in Section 4.4 that such a case is never optimal). For a given channel policy
(S, t), the cumulative profit in the entire [0, T ] time horizon is:
Π(S, t) =

N Z
X
i=1


πW (t)I{Si =W } + πD (t)I{Si =D} dt

ti−1

N
X

−

ti

I{Si =W } FW −

N
X

I{Si =D} FD .

i=1

i=1

Example 4.1 Consider the following channel policy: N = 3, S = (∅, W, D) and
t = (t1 , t2 , T ), that is, the supplier enters the market at time t1 using the wholesale
channel strategy then switches to the direct channel strategy at time t2 until the end
of the planning horizon. The profit of policy (S, t) can be written as:
Z t2
Z T
Π(S, t) =
πW (t)dt +
πD (t)dt − FW − FD
t1
t2

t2

Z
=

αW (t−t1 )

MW xyδλe

Z

T

βW dt +

t1

MD xyδλeαW (t2 −t1 ) eαD (t−t2 ) βD dt

t2

− kD (T − t2 ) − FW − FD


βD αW (t2 −t1 )  αD (T −t2 )
βW  αW (t2 −t1 )
e
− 1 + MD xyδλ
e
−1
e
= MW xyδλ
αW
αD
− kD (T − t2 ) − FW − FD .
2

4.4
4.4.1

Results
Static demand model

In this section, we consider the special case where the nanostore market size does not
grow over time, that is, αD = αW = 0. As a result, the per-nanostore demand is
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constant over the time horizon and equal to ωD = λβD and ωW = λβW respectively
for the direct and wholesale channel strategy. Let πD and πW denote the instant
profits generated from using the direct and wholesale channel strategy at a given
point in time, where πD = MD λxyδβD − kD and πW = MW λxyδβW . Note that we
may have πD < 0 and πW < 0 (if MW < 0). The cumulative profit within the entire
[0, T ] time horizon from using channel policy (S, t) can be written as:
Π(S, t) =

N
X

(ti − ti−1 )I{Si =w} πW +

i=1

−

N
X

(ti − ti−1 )I{Si =d} πD

i=1

N
X

I{Si =w} FW −

i=1

N
X

(4.1)

I{Si =d} FD .

i=1

Let (S∗ , t∗ ) denote the optimal channel policy in this static model. We first show
that, as expected, it is never optimal to switch channel strategies in this case.
Lemma 4.1 In the static model, i.e., αD = αW = 0, it is optimal to use the same
channel strategy over the entire horizon, that is, either sell via the direct channel
strategy, wholesale channel strategy or not at all.
From lemma 4.1, optimally we always have N ∗ = 1, t∗1 = T and S∗ ∈ {∅, W, D}. In
what follows, we drop the t notation from Π(S, t) for simplicity. Then, the profit
maximization problem of the static model reduces to a choice between the wholesaleonly, direct-only or no-selling channel policy, as follows:
Π∗

=

max {Π(W ), Π(D), 0}

where
Π(W )

=

M βW λxyδ T − FW ,
}
| W {z

(4.2)

0
[MD βD λxyδ − kD ] T − FD = MD βD λxyδT − FD
.
{z
}
|

(4.3)

πW

Π(D)

=

πD

where kD

 
= µD + vs y 1 +

2

x δ
6



0
+ sxyδhD and FD
= k D T + FD .

From (4.2) and (4.3), we see that the supplier needs a minimum market size λ in order
to recover fixed investments, which include the initial channel-building investment
costs FD and FW , plus, in the case of the direct-only channel policy, an extra fixed
logistics cost, i.e., kD . Since we assume FD ≥ FW and kD ≥ 0, the direct channel
strategy must provide a higher or equal return per nanostore customer in order to be
optimal, i.e., we must have MD βD ≥ MW βW . We refer to MD βD and MW βW as the
gross profitability of the direct and wholesale channel respectively, which measures
the marginal return generated from one extra unit of base market demand, after
accounting for the availability multiplier.
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Lemma 4.2 The direct-only channel policy can only be optimal if MD βD ≥ MW βW .
Next, we study how the optimal channel policy varies with the store density δ and
the nanostore market size λ. Note that δ impacts not only total demand but also the
logistics cost kD when using the direct channel.
Theorem 4.1 Let λW (δ)
0
FD
(δ)−FW
[MD βD −MW βW ]xyT δ

=

and δ̄λ =

0
FD
(δ)
FW
= MD xyδβ
MW xyδβW T , λD (δ)
DT
s
FW MD βD −FD MW βW −(µD + v )MW βW yT
!
.

xyT MW βW

shD +

(µD + vs )x

, λe (δ)

=

The optimal

6

channel policy varies with λ and δ when MD βD > MW βW > 0 in accordance with
Figure 4.2.
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Figure 4.2 Optimal channel policy as a function of λ and δ when MD βD > MW βW > 0.

We see that, all else equal, larger values for the store density δ and nanostore market
size λ tend to make the direct-only channel policy more profitable as it allows the
supplier to recover the higher investment costs faster. Also, we see that when MD βD
is very large, as in the graph on the right, there exist values of the market size λ such
that the wholesale-only channel policy is never optimal.
The supplier needs to sell for a certain period of time before recovering the initial
fixed channel-building cost investment associated of running a distribution channel.
Theorem 4.2 shows how the optimal channel policy varies with the length of the
planning horizon.
Theorem 4.2 Let T W =

FW
πW

,TD =

FD
πD

and T e =

FD −FW
πD −πW

.

When πW ≤ 0 and πD ≤ 0, it is optimal not to sell to the region.
When πD > 0 and πW ≤ 0, it is optimal to use the direct-only channel policy if
T ≥ T D otherwise it is optimal not to sell.
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When πW > 0 and πW ≥ πD , it is optimal to use the wholesale-only channel policy if
T ≥ T W otherwise it is optimal not to sell.
When πD > πW > 0 and T W ≤ T D , then it is optimal not to sell for T < T W , to use
the wholesale-only channel policy for T ∈ [T W , T e ] and the direct-only channel policy
for T ≥ T e .
When πD > πW > 0 and T W > T D , then it is optimal not to sell for T < T D , to use
the direct-only channel policy for T ≥ T D .

We see that, for relatively short time horizons, it may be optimal to use the wholesaleonly policy even in situations where the instant profit generated from the direct
channel is greater than the instant profit from the wholesale channel, i.e., πD > πW >
0. This is because it may take longer to recoup the higher fixed cost investments which
are necessary to serve the nanostores directly. However, for long enough time horizons,
it is optimal to use the direct-only policy when its instant rate of profit is higher.
Next, we study how the optimal channel policy varies with the availability multipliers
βD and βW .

Theorem 4.3 Let β W =
0
FD
−FW

FW
MW xyλδT

, βD =

0
FD
MD xyλδT

e
W
(βW ) = β D + M
, βD
MD (βW −β W )

e
and β̄D
= (MD −MW )xyδλT . The optimal channel policy varies with βD and βD when
MD ≥ 0 and MW ≥ 0 in accordance with Figure 4.3.

Note that, in all four graphs of Figure 4.3, the grey region is not to be considered since
we have assumed that βD ≥ βW because the careful re-shelving efforts of the supplier’s
sales force in the direct channel should guarantee sufficient shelf space allocation and
higher on-shelf product availability. We see that, all else equal, each channel strategy
becomes more attractive as its availability multiplier increases. Interestingly, we see
on the bottom right graph that there are cases in which the wholesale-only channel
policy is never optimal.
In summary, we find that, when the market does not grow over time, the supplier
should use a single channel strategy, provided the market is profitable. The choice
between the direct and wholesale strategies depends mainly on the gross profitability of
each strategy, which measures the extra return per unit of base market demand, after
accounting for the availability multiplier, that is, the impact of shelf space allocation
and product on-shelf availability of the chosen strategy. Also, because selling via
the direct channel usually comes with higher logistics and structural investments, it
generally requires longer planning horizons or a greater market size to be the profitmaximizing strategy in cases where it generates higher gross profitability than the
wholesale channel.
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Figure 4.3 The optimal channel policy as a function of βD and βW when MD ≥ 0 and
MW ≥ 0.

4.4.2

Demand growth model

In this section, we consider the most general version of our model, where the nanostore
market size grows over time, with the growth being faster under the direct channel
strategy, i.e., αD > αW > 0. Our first result is to establish that it is never optimal
to delay entry to the market or exit the market early.
Proposition 4.1 If it is optimal to sell the product in the region, then it is optimal
to do so for the entire planning horizon.
Since we have assumed that the market for the supplier’s product does not grow if it
is not made available on the nanostores’ shelves, there is no benefit in delaying market
entry. Also, because we have assumed positive market growth when the product is
sold, profitability only improves over time so that it is never optimal to stop selling the
product. However, it may be optimal to sell the product initially at a loss, before the
market reaches a critical mass, as will be illustrated below. Also, it may be optimal
to change channel strategy over time. Our next result shows that, if it is optimal to
sell, there should be at most one switch between the direct and wholesale channel
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strategies during the planning horizon.
Proposition 4.2 If the optimal channel policy includes both the direct and wholesale
channel strategies, then it is optimal to switch between them at most once. Also,
the direct channel strategy is used before the wholesale channel strategy if and only if
< MW αβW
.
MD αβD
D
W
We refer to MD αβD
and MW αβW
as the growth-adjusted profitability of the direct
D
W
channel and wholesale channel strategy respectively. This measure is obtained by
dividing the channel’s gross profitability (defined in §4.4.1) by the channel demand
growth rate. According to Proposition 4.2, the supplier who uses both channel
strategies over the planning horizon should enter the market with the strategy
with the lowest growth-adjusted profitability then switch to the strategy with the
highest growth-adjusted profitability. Mathematically, this condition emerges from
the comparison of the profit functions from two switching policies. First, consider the
following channel policy: N = 2, S = (W, D) and t = (t1 , T ), that is, the supplier
enters the market at time zero using the wholesale channel strategy then switches to
the direct channel strategy at time t1 > 0 until the end of the planning horizon. The
profit of this policy can be written as:


βW αW t1
βD αW t1  αD (T −t1 )
e
− 1 + MD xyδλ
e
e
−1
αW
αD
− kD (T − t1 ) − FW − FD .

Π(S, t) = MW xyδλ

Now consider the reverse channel policy: N = 2, S0 = (D, W ) and t0 = (T − t1 , T )
such that the supplier enters the market at time zero using the direct channel strategy
then switches to the wholesale channel strategy at time T − t1 until the end of the
planning horizon (the switching time is chosen so that length of time during which
each channel strategy is used is the same as with policy (S, t)). The profit of this
policy can be written as:

βD  αD (T −t1 )
e
− 1 − kD (T − t1 )
αD

βW αD (T −t1 ) αW t1
+ MW xyδλ
e
e
− 1 − FW − FD .
αW

Π(S0 , t0 ) = MD xyδλ

The difference in profits between the two policies is given by:


βD αW t1
e
− 1 eαD (T −t1 ) − 1
αD


βW  αD (T −t1 )
− MW xyδλ
e
− 1 eαW t1 − 1
αW




βD
βW
= MD
− MW
xyδλ eαW t1 − 1 eαD (T −t1 ) − 1 .
αD
αW

Π(S, t) − Π(S0 , t0 ) = MD xyδλ
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It follows that the first policy (W followed by D) yields a higher cumulative profit
> MW αβW
. We further
than the second policy (D followed by W) if and only if MD αβD
D
W
discuss the intuition beyond this inequality condition, with Propositions 4.3 to 4.5
below.
From Proposition 4.2, there are only five possible optimal channel policies: no selling
(∅), direct-only (D), wholesale-only (W), direct channel then switching to wholesale
channel (DW) and wholesale channel then switching to direct channel (WD).
Consider the DW channel policy and let tW denote the switching time between the
direct and wholesale channel strategies. The profit generated by the DW channel
policy as a function of tW ∈ [0, T ] is as follows:
Π

DW

Z
(tW )

=
=

tW

Z

T

πD (t)dt +
πW (t)dt − FD I{tW >0} − FW I{tW <T }
0
tW



βW αD tW  αW (T −tW )
βD αD tW
e
− 1 + MW
e
e
−1
xyδλ MD
αD
αW
− kD tW − FD I{tW >0} − FW I{tW <T } .

Note that the W channel policy is obtained when tW = 0 and the D channel policy
is obtained when tW = T .
Consider the WD channel policy and let tD denote the switching time between the
wholesale and direct channel strategies. The profit generated by the WD channel
policy as a function of tD ∈ [0, T ] is as follows:
ΠW D (tD )

Z T
πW (t)dt +
πD (t)dt − FD I{tD <T } − FW I{tD >0}
0
tD



βW αW tD
βD αW tD  αD (T −tD )
e
= xyδλ MW
− 1 + MD
e
e
−1
αW
αD
− kD (T − tD ) − FD I{tD >0} − FW I{tD <T } .
Z

tD

=

Note that the W channel policy is obtained when tD = T and the D channel policy
is obtained when tD = 0.
Though they are not necessarily concave, the two functions ΠDW (tW ) and ΠW D (tD )
are well-behaved. In particular, we can show they both have at most one interior
local maximum on [0, T ] as stated in the following lemma.
< MW αβW
, ΠDW (tW ) has at most one interior local
Lemma 4.3 When MD αβD
D
W
βD
maximum on [0, T ]. When MD αD ≥ MW αβW
, ΠW D (tD ) has at most one interior
W
local maximum on [0, T ].
In both cases, the global maximum can be found by comparing the interior local
maximum (if it exists) with the value of the profit function at 0 and T , which
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correspond to the one-channel policies. Let t∗W denote the switching time which
maximizes ΠDW (tW ) for tW ∈ [0, T ]. Let t∗D denote the switching time which
maximizes ΠW D (tD ) for tD ∈ [0, T ]. From Proposition 4.2, we get the following
characterization of the optimal profit.
< MW αβW
, the optimal profit is max{ΠDW (t∗W ), 0},
Corollary 4.1 If MD αβD
D
W
WD ∗
otherwise it is max{Π
(tD ), 0}.
If we compare the two channel strategies in terms of gross profitability and growthadjusted profitability, there are three possible cases (remember that we have assumed
that αD > αW ): in Case A, we have MD αβD
≤ MW αβW
and MD βD ≤ MW βW ; in
D
W
βD
βW
Case B, we have MD αD ≤ MW αW and MD βD > MW βW and in Case C, we have
MD αβD
> MW αβW
and MD βD > MW βW .
D
W
In what follows, we show how the optimal policy varies with the length of the planning
horizon T . We build up intuition by considering three settings sequentially: (i) no
fixed channel-building investment cost and no direct channel fixed logistics cost i.e.,
FD = FW = kD = 0; (ii) no fixed channel-building investment cost but a positive
direct channel fixed logistics cost, i.e., FD = FW = 0 and kD > 0 and (iii) positive
fixed channel-building investment cost and direct channel fixed logistics cost i.e., FD ≥
FW > 0 and kD > 0. We first study the setting with no fixed costs and present the
solution in Proposition 4.3.
Proposition 4.3 Suppose that max{MW , MD } > 0 and FD = FW = kD = 0. The
optimal channel policy varies with the length of the planning horizon as shown in
Figure 4.4.
DW

W
T


Case A : M D D  M W W and M D  D  M W W

D

W

D
Cases B & C : M D  D  M W W

T

Figure 4.4 Optimal channel policy as a function of the length of the planning horizon T
when FD = FW = kD = 0.

From Figure 4.4, we see that, when the direct channel has lower gross profitability
(Case A), the optimal policy differs based on the length of the time horizon: for
relatively short time horizons, it is optimal to follow a wholesale-only channel policy,
while for relatively longer time horizons, it is optimal first to grow the market using the
direct channel strategy then switch to the wholesale channel to exploit the expanded
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market. In contrast, in Cases B and C, the direct channel is both more (grossly)
profitable and leads to higher growth so the D channel policy is the best policy for
any length of the planning horizon.
Next, we consider the case of positive direct channel fixed logistics cost but zero fixed
channel-building investment costs, i.e., FD = FW = 0 and kD > 0. Proposition 4.4
shows how the optimal policy varies with the length of the planning horizon T .
Proposition 4.4 Suppose that max{MW , MD } > 0, FD = FW = 0 and kD > 0. The
optimal channel policy varies with the length of the planning horizon and the value of
MD as shown in Figure 4.5.
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W
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Note. The parameter values are : x = y =  =   v  1, s = hD = D = 4.5, W = 0.1, D = 0.2, W = 0.1,D = 0.105, FD = FW = 0, MW =7
and M D {6.4 (Case A), 6.5 (Case B), 8.4 (Case C)}. As a result, kD  30.75, T A  43.74, T B  43.61, T B  54.56, T C  25.59 and T C  39.02.
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Figure 4.5 Optimal channel policy as a function of the length of the planning horizon T
when FD = FW = 0 and kD > 0.

The existence of a positive fixed logistics cost kD lowers the appeal of the direct
channel strategy, which now requires a sufficient market size in order to be profitable.
In Case A, when the wholesale channel strategy is more (grossly) profitable than
the direct channel strategy, the structure of the optimal solution is not affected by
the positive fixed logistics cost in the direct channel: for short time horizons, it is
still optimal to use only wholesalers, and for longer horizons, it is better to initially
use the direct channel to grow the market before switching to the wholesale channel
strategy. In Cases B and C, even though the direct channel strategy has higher gross
profitability than the wholesale channel, it requires fixed logistics investments and
therefore could have lower net profitability (defined as the gross profitability minus
the fixed logistics costs) when the market size is small. Yet we see from Figure 4.4
that, when the time horizon is very long, it is optimal to use only the direct channel
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strategy as there is enough time to reap the benefits from growing the market at a
fast pace, even if it means doing so initially at a loss. In contrast, if the time horizon
is very short, the optimal policy is to use the wholesale-only channel policy as there
is not enough time for the market to grow sufficiently to make the direct channel
profitable net of logistics costs. Finally, for time horizons of intermediate length, a
switching channel policy may be optimal. In Case B, the optimal channel policy is
DW, which we refer to as the “Grow Fast then Back Down” policy: the supplier first
expands the market at a fast pace using the direct channel (possibly at a loss) then
switches to the wholesale channel to exploit the expanded market. In Case C, the
optimal policy is WD, which we refer to as the “Grow Slow then Upgrade” policy
where the supplier first expands the market slowly using the wholesale channel at a
small profit (as the direct channel is not yet profitable due to the fixed logistics costs)
then switches to the direct channel to benefit from high demand growth and high
gross profitability.
Finally, we analyze the setting where all fixed costs are positive, i.e., FD ≥ FW > 0
and kD > 0. Proposition 4.5 establishes how the optimal policy varies with the length
of the planning horizon T .
Proposition 4.5 Suppose that max{MW , MD } > 0, FD ≥ FW > 0 and kD > 0. The
optimal channel policy varies with the length of the planning horizon and the value of
MD as shown in Figure 4.6.
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Figure 4.6 Optimal channel policy as a function of the length of the planning horizon T
when FD ≥ FW > 0 and kD > 0.

From Figure 4.5, we see that the existence of positive fixed channel-building
investment costs imposes a minimum planning horizon length so that it is profitable
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to enter the market: in all three cases, if the planning horizon is too short, it is not
possible to recoup the fixed channel-building investment costs of using either strategy
and therefore the supplier does not sell her product to the region. In Cases B and
C, we see that the structure of the optimal policy as a function of T is the same as
in the absence of fixed channel-building investment costs. In contrast, in Case A, the
existence of positive fixed channel-building investment costs may create situations (for
intermediate values of the time horizon) where the direct-only policy is optimal. This
occurs when the time horizon is long enough to eventually make the direct channel
sufficiently profitable (net of logistics costs) but at the same time not long enough
to justify incurring the channel-building investment cost to switch to the wholesale
channel strategy even if it is more (grossly) profitable.
Finally, below we present a proposition to show how the optimal channel switching
time varies with the length of the time horizon T .
Proposition 4.6 Suppose that max{MW , MD } > 0. For the DW policy, the optimal
switching time from the direct channel to the wholesale channel t∗W and the proportion
t∗
of time using the direct channel TW are increasing in T . For the WD policy,
the optimal switching time from the wholesale channel to the direct channel t∗D is
T −t∗
decreasing in T and the proportion of time using the direct channel T D is increasing
in T .
Figure 4.7 illustrates Proposition 4.6 when FD = FW = 0 and kD > 0 using the
parameter values from Figure 4.5 in Cases A, B and C. In the first graph (Case A),
the region where the DW switching channel policy is optimal is to the right of the
vertical dashed line. On the second graph (Case B), it is between the two dashed
lines. Finally, on the third graph, the WD switching channel policy is also to be
found for time horizon values which are between the two vertical dashed lines. For
Cases A and B, when the DW policy is optimal, t∗W is increasing in T , which means
that it is optimal to switch from the direct channel to the wholesale channel strategy
relatively later as the length of the time horizon increases; for case C, when the WD
policy is optimal, t∗D is decreasing in T , which means it is optimal to switch from
the wholesale channel to the direct channel proportionally sooner for longer horizons.
In all three cases, as the time horizon T increases, the supplier should use the direct
channel strategy for a longer proportion of the time as longer horizons give the direct
channel strategy more opportunity to expand the market at a faster pace.
In summary, we see that the optimal channel policy depends on the relative values of
the growth-adjusted profitability and the gross profitability of both channels. Using
these two profitability measures, we are able to fully characterize the impact of the
time horizon on the optimal channel policy by considering Cases A, B and C. We
see that, for short planning horizons, it is generally optimal to use the wholesaleonly channel policy as it has lower fixed costs. On the other hand, for long planning
horizons, there is enough time to recoup the higher fixed costs required to implement
the direct channel strategy and benefit from the higher demand growth rate it
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Figure 4.7 Optimal switching time as a function of the length of the time horizon T
when FD = FW = 0 and kD > 0.

generates. For intermediate length of the planning horizon, a switching channel policy
may be optimal, that is, the firm should use one channel then switch to the other.
When the wholesale channel has higher growth-adjusted profitability than the direct
channel, the supplier who uses both channels should “Grow Fast then Back Down”,
that is, first expand the market at a fast pace using the direct channel (possibly at a
loss) then switch to the wholesale channel to exploit the expanded market. In contrast,
when the direct channel has higher growth-adjusted profitability than the wholesale
channel, the supplier who uses both channels should “Grow Slow then Upgrade” , that
is, first earn limited profits while expanding the market slowly using the wholesale
channel then switch to the direct channel to benefit from high demand growth and
high gross profitability.

4.5

Case study

In this section, we conduct a case study using data from a CPG supplier in the city
of Bogota, Colombia. We use the data to estimate the parameters of our model
and compare the recommendation of the optimal channel policy against the real-life
choices of the supplier.

4.5.1

Background information

Bogota is a megacity of more than 10 millions inhabitants which is highly densely
populated and has experienced very rapid growth over the last few decades. Although
the city is often praised for its economic strength and financial maturity, there is still
great disparity in the income distribution and traffic congestion is a major problem.
Bogota’s citizens rely heavily on the traditional retail channel; according to the Bogota
Chamber of Commerce, the city counted over 47,000 nanostores in 2015, defined as
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grocery retailers with no more than 5 employees. Note that this figure does not include
a significant number of even smaller “stores” such as street carts and back-of-a-truck
type operations which do not pay taxes to the Colombian government and therefore
do not get recorded.
The supplier who provided us with the dataset (and who cannot be named for
confidentiality reasons) is a relatively large publicly-traded company which operates
mostly in Latin America, selling packaged food products such as candy, cookies, pasta,
sauces, juices, ice cream, etc. It sells to both modern and traditional retail stores:
in 2014, the share of revenues in the city of Bogota generated from modern retail
stores (e.g., convenience store chains and large supermarkets) was 38% versus 62%
for traditional retail stores, out of which, 15% directly came from nanostores and 47%
came from the wholesalers. Compared to fiscal year 2014, sales revenues generated
directly by nanostores increased by 16.2% while sales by wholesalers grew by 5%.
To have their products sold at nanostores, the supplier uses a combination of the
direct channel strategy and the wholesale channel strategy. In the city of Bogota,
the company serves about 42,500 nanostores directly. Note that this number includes
some stores which are not registered with the Bogota Chamber of Commerce, therefore
are not included in the 47,000 figure above. Direct channel sales are generated
via regular store visits from the supplier’s sales representatives. During each visit,
the sales representative checks the level of inventory, attends to the product shelf
display, promotes the supplier’s products to the nanostore owner and records his or
her replenishment order quantities (possibly after some negotiation process involving
quantity discounts or promotional material). Orders placed by nanostores to the
supplier are typically very small; replenishment quantities are typically of the order
of a few products each time an order is placed and average sales revenues for the
supplier per nanostore are only of the order of 5-10 USD per week.
The products from the supplier which are sold at nanostores are mainly candy and
confectionary products. Each nanostore typically carries about 7 to 9 different SKUs
from the supplier’s brands. These SKUs are generally the same whether the nanostore
is served by the direct channel strategy or supplied by a wholesaler. Note that the
supplier sells other SKUs to the wholesalers which these are not sold at nanostores
but rather at restaurants, schools etc.

4.5.2

Dataset and parameter estimation

For our analysis, we selected four rectangular regions in the urban area of Bogota
with varying income levels (middle and upper middle). The streets in these
regions generally follow a grid-like structure akin to the Manhattan geometry and
the nanostores are roughly uniformly distributed (see Figure 4.8) throughout each
rectangle.
In these four regions, the supplier uses the direct channel strategy to sell to nanostores.
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Figure 4.8 Selected selling regions in Bogota - the dots represent nanostore locations.

Note that since the supplier also sells to wholesalers in the four regions, it is possible
that some nanostores also acquire the supplier’s products via a wholesaler, however we
did not receive data about such sales. Our understanding is that sales to wholesalers
in these four regions are primarily for products which are then sold to businesses
such as restaurants or schools, so that it is reasonable to assume that nanostores are
primarily served via the direct channel.
The dataset we received from the supplier consisted of the following information
for each of the four regions: location of each nanostore served directly and average
weekly per-store sales revenues, i.e., revenues generated by the supplier from sales to
the nanostores. Further, the supplier told us they estimate the cost of goods sold at
56% of sales revenues and the cost of logistics at 5.1% of sales revenues. Hence, they
calculate their operating margin as 38.9% of sales revenues in each of the four regions.
Finally, the supplier provided us with differences in the city-wide operating margins
between the wholesale channel strategy and direct channel strategy on a monthly
basis for the year 2014. We summarize the main information we received about each
region in Table 4.1.
Table 4.1 Statistics for the four regions
Parameter
Region 1
Region 2
Region 3
Region 4
Zip code zone
Fontibon Boyaca Real Las Ferias
Galerias
Locality
Fontibon
Engativa
Engativa
Teusaquillo
income level ]
middle
middle
middle
upper middle
Region length (km)
1.56
1.13
0.89
0.85
Region width (km)
1.6
1.28
0.9
1.28
Population density (per km2 )?
26,215
28,291
23,182
14,052
# nanostores served directly‡
385
276
131
150
Avg. weekly per store sales revenues (USD) ‡
8.45
7.58
7.81
3.92
14
4
16
7
# wholesalers†
] Source: Portal de mapas de Bogota (http : //mapas.bogota.gov.co/)
? Source: Departamento Administrativeo Nacional de Estadistica and Secretaria distrital de planeacion de Bogota.
‡ Source: Company data
† Source: Columbian Chamber of Commerce
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In our analysis, we make the following assumptions:
(a) Because the data we received from the supplier is estimated on a weekly basis,
we use a discretized version of our growth model from §4.4.2, setting the period
length equal to a week. Specifically, we assume that the nanostore demand
increases by a factor of (1 + αD ) per week in which the direct sales channel
is used and by a factor of (1 + αW ) per week in which the wholesale channel
strategy is used. Suppose for example that the supplier decides to sell her
products via the direct channel strategy from time 0 until week k, then switches
to the wholesale channel strategy until the end of the time horizon T . The
demand per nanostore at the end of week j is λ(1 + αD )j βD for j ∈ {0, ..., k}
and λ(1 + αD )k (1 + αW )j−k βW for j ∈ {k + 1, ..., T }. The profit of a channel
policy (S, t) with t = (t1 , ..., tN ) such that ti ∈ {1, ..., T } for i = 1, ..., N is then
equal to:
Π(S, t)

=

ti
N
X
X

πW (k, S, t)I{Si =W } + πD (k, S, t)I{Si =D}



i=1 k=ti−1

where πW (k, S, t) and πD (k, S, t) denote the weekly profits generated when
using the wholesale or direct channel strategy respectively in week k given
channel policy (S, t).
(b) For each region, we use the supplier’s operating margin calculation as our
estimate of the per-nanostore weekly profit at the start of the time horizon
when using the direct sales channel. In our model, this corresponds to MD λβD
where λβD measures a nanostore’s weekly demand (in number of units sold).
We then multiply these numbers by the number of nanostores in each region in
order to obtain our estimate of the per-region weekly profit at the start of the
time horizon when using the direct channel, that is, πD (0) = MD xyδλβD in our
model. For example, for region 1, the operating margin is equal to 8.45 × 38.9%
= $3.29 and πD (0) = 3.29 × 385 = $1265.81.
Because we did not receive data on sales to nanostores via the wholesale channel
in the four regions, we do not have a direct estimate of the weekly profit when
using the wholesale channel. Instead, we used the fact that monthly city-wide
operating margins from the wholesale channel were on average 9.2% higher
than in the direct channel strategy in the year 2014. This provided us with
our base estimate values for πW (0) in each region, that is, in each region, we
used πW (0) = πD (0) × (1 + 9.2%). In Appendix C, we conducted a sensitivity
analysis around this number.
(c) To obtain an estimate of the weekly compound market growth rates in
each channel, we used the 2014 annual sales growth rate of 16.2% and 5%
respectively for the direct and wholesale channel strategy and for each region,
multiplied this number by the ratio of the region population density to the
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entire city of Bogota’s population density, which is 16,742 inhabitants per km2
(main urban area only). Our reasoning is that regions of higher-than-average
population density should experience higher-than-average sales growth. Hence,
we
to the following equation: (1 + αD )52 =

 assumed that αD is the solution
Region Pop. Density
16.2% and αW is the solution to the following
1+
16,742


Region Pop. Density
52
equation: (1+αW ) = 1 +
5% . For example, for region
16,742
1, we obtained:

1/52
26, 215
αD = 1 +
16.2%
− 1 = 0.44%,
16, 742
1/52

26, 215
5%
− 1 = 0.15%.
αW = 1 +
16, 742
In Appendix C, we conducted a sensitivity analysis around αW .
(d) In our calculations, we assume that the fixed logistics cost is zero, i.e., kD = 0
since the supplier’s operating margin calculations include a 5.1% logistics costs
which account for both variable and fixed logistics costs. Further, we ignore
the fixed investment cost FD and FW incurred when implementing a channel
strategy for the first time. This is because we could not obtain such data
from the supplier and we did not feel confident estimating these values without
adequate reference points.
(e) We varied the length of the planning horizon between 1 and 4 years, that is, we
considered T = {52, 104, 156, 208} weeks.
Table 4.2 lists the values of the model parameters we estimated.
Table 4.2 Parameters values used
Variable
Initial per store weekly profit (D)
Initial per store weekly profit (W)
Initial per region weekly profit (D)
Initial per region weekly profit (W)
Weekly market growth rate (D)
Weekly market growth rate (W)

Notation
MD λβD
MW λβW
πD (0)
πW (0)
αD
αW

unit
USD
USD
USD
USD
%
%

region 1
3.29
3.59
1265.81
1382.27
0.44%
0.15%

region 2
2.95
3.22
813.35
888.18
0.47%
0.16%

region 3
3.04
3.32
397.96
434.57
0.39%
0.13%

region 4
1.53
1.67
228.87
249.92
0.25%
0.08%

On Figure 4.9, we plot the values of the weekly market growth rate against the initial
per region weekly profit when using the direct sales channel in each region. Overall, we
see that there is a positive correlation between the growth rate and initial profitability:
regions with higher sales growth also currently yield higher profit values.
From Table 4.2, we also see that, in each region, the wholesale channel strategy is
initially more profitable than the direct sales channel, however, the market grows
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nanostore density (per km^2)

200.00
Region 2
180.00
Region 3
160.00
Region 1

Region 4
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3.34

3.36

3.38

3.40

Relative growth-adjusted profitability of wholesale vs direct channel
(MW(1+ W)/W)/(MD(1+D)/D )
Figure 4.9 Market growth rate vs initial profit of each region

faster when using the direct channel strategy. Hence, there is an interesting tradeoff
between gross profitability and long term growth. Note that for all four regions,
our estimates are such that the direct channel strategy has a higher growth-adjusted
profitability (MD αβD
< MW αβW
), so that by Proposition 4.2, it is never optimal to
D
W
start using the wholesale channel then switch to using the direct channel strategy.
This means that there are only three possible optimal channel policies: using only
the direct channel, i.e., the D channel policy, using only the wholesale channel, i.e.,
the W channel policy, using the direct channel for some time in order to grow the
market then switching to the more grossly profitable wholesale channel strategy, i.e.,
the DW channel policy. In other words, all four regions fall into Case A as we defined
in §4.4.2.
W βW /αW
On Figure 4.10, we plot the values of the ratio M
MD βD /αD , which measures the
relative growth-adjusted profitability of the two channel strategies. From this, we
see that, while the wholesale channel has a higher growth-adjusted profitability in all
four regions, the degree to which it dominates the direct channel varies from region
to region. In particular, it is significantly higher in Region 4.

4.5.3

Results

We first calculate the optimal policies in each of the four regions using our base value
estimates from Table 4.2. In all cases, we find that the optimal channel policy is to
initially sell using the direct channel then switch to the wholesale channel, i.e., the
DW channel policy a.k.a., the “Grow Fast then Back Down” policy. The optimal
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Relative growth-adjusted profitability of
wholesale vs direct channel
(MW(1+ W)/W)/(MD(1+D)/D )

3.4

3.35

3.3

3.25

3.2

3.15
Region 1

Region 2

Region 3

Region 4

Figure 4.10 Relative growth-adjusted profitability

switching time, as a percentage of the total planning horizon, is reported in Table
4.3. For each region, we see that the optimal switching time (as a percentage of
Table 4.3 Optimal switching time from the direct to wholesale channel strategy as a
percentage of the time horizon

T = 52
T = 104
T = 158
T = 208

Region 1
46%
73%
82%
87%

Region 2
50%
75%
83%
88%

Region 3
40%
70%
80%
85%

Region 4
8%
54%
69%
77%

the planning horizon) increases with the length of the planning horizon, that is, if
the company aims for a longer presence in the market and can justify projects with
a longer time horizon, it makes sense to let the market grow at a faster pace for
a longer fraction of the horizon before exploiting these benefits by switching to the
wholesale channel strategy. Note that the switch happens sooner for regions where
the wholesale channel is relatively more profitable than the direct channel strategy;
in particular, in region 4, where the dominance of the wholesale channel strategy is
more pronounced (as shown on Figure 4.10), it is optimal to switch earlier than in
the other three regions.
Next, we measure the profit loss from not following the optimal policy as calculated by
our model. In particular, we consider two extreme cases wherein the supplier would
solely use the direct channel strategy or solely use the wholesale channel strategy for
the entire planning horizon. Table 4.4 reports percentage profit loss of each channel
policy using our base parameter estimates.
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Table 4.4 Percentage profit loss from the direct-only and wholesale-only channel policies

T = 52
T = 104
T = 156
T = 208

D only
W only
D only
W only
D only
W only
D only
W only

Region 1
3%
2%
1%
8%
1%
15%
1%
22%

Region 2
2%
2%
1%
9%
1%
17%
1%
24%

Region 3
3%
1%
2%
7%
1%
13%
1%
19%

Region 4
4%
0%
3%
2%
2%
6%
1%
11%

From Table 4.4, we see that the wholesale-only channel policy leads to very significant
losses, especially when the time horizon is large (up to 24%). This means that it is
very important to first grow the market at a faster pace by using the direct channel
strategy. In comparison, using the direct-only policy does not lead to as significant
of a profit loss (at most 4%).
As we discussed, the current policy of the CPG supplier in Bogota is to sell to
nanostores primarily using the direct channel strategy in all four regions of the city.
Our analysis therefore suggests that it may be a good idea for the firm to consider a
transition to the wholesale channel strategy some time in the future, as the market
has sufficiently grown in size for its products. However, remember that our analysis
ignores potential fixed costs of switching from one channel to the other. In practice,
if the switching costs are substantial, it may make sense to continue using only the
direct channel in all four regions for longer periods of time, and possibly until the end
of the planning horizon.
In Appendix 4.7.3, we conduct a sensitivity analysis to test the robustness of our
findings. We vary the market growth rate in the wholesale channel strategy αW
and the initial weekly per region profit πW (0) around our base case estimates. This
analysis shows that our case study results are robust.

4.6

Insights and Conclusions

We study the optimal channel policy of a CPG supplier selling a single product
to a large number of nanostores located in a region where customers are uniformly
distributed. The CPG supplier can choose to deliver directly to the nanostores or
sell via a wholesaler. The direct channel strategy allows the supplier to drive sales
via promotional activities and better on-shelf availability while the wholesale channel
strategy has lower logistics costs. We characterize the structure of the optimal channel
policy with or without demand growth over time and show that it depends mainly on
two metrics: the gross profitability of a channel, which reflects the margin that the
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supplier earns at a particular moment in time and growth-adjusted profitability, which
includes the growth potential of a particular channel strategy to develop the market
and realize future profits. We show that, in some cases, it is optimal to use a “Grow
Fast then Back Down” policy where the supplier first expands the market at a fast
pace using the direct channel then switches to the wholesale channel to exploit the
expanded market. In other cases, the optimal policy is “Grow Slow then Upgrade”
where the supplier first expands the market slowly using the wholesale channel at a
small profit (as the direct channel is not yet profitable) then switches to the direct
channel to benefit from high demand growth and high gross profitability. We also
show that, as the planning horizon becomes longer, the supplier is more likely to use
the direct channel in order to take advantage of its higher market growth rate. We
further show that the length of the time horizon has a fundamental impact on the
optimal distribution channel policy structure and setting a short time horizon may
prescribe a cost saving policy which may forsake the potential to make a much higher
profit from fast demand growth. Finally, we fit our model using data from a CPG
supplier in Bogota, Colombia and compare its recommendations to the actual channel
choices made by the company.
The above results and insights are derived under a deterministic demand growth
assumption, which is not very realistic. A natural way to relax this assumption is to
assume the demands grow stochastically where the growth rate of the direct channel
stochastically dominate that of the wholesale channel. Under this condition, the
optimal solutions and insights are still expected to hold as the main trade off between
gross profitability and demand growth potential still applies. Since the direct channel
has a higher expected demand growth potential, the supplier would still make at most
one switch over the time horizon and the metrics that determine the optimal policy
structure are very likely to have similar forms.
There are a number of interesting directions to extend our analysis. First, we have
assumed that market demand is either stable or increasing over time. Considering the
traditional product life cycle curve (first increasing, then flat, then decreasing) may
lead to valuable insights for products with a long planning horizon. Second, we have
ignored possible hybrid strategies which combine the direct and wholesale channels
and may be implementable in practice. Finally, we do not consider the competitive
nature of the channel choice question, that is, suppliers competing for the very limited
shelf space and cash reserves of the nanostores. A game theoretic approach may be
worth pursuing to tackle this angle of the problem.
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4.7

Appendix

4.7.1

Appendix A: Additional calculations

Travel distance calculation in the direct channel strategy
To calculate the total distance travelled by all the delivery vehicle trips in the
selling region when using the direct channel strategy, we use the half-width routing
formulation from Daganzo (1987), page 174. According to equation (1) from this
chapter (and using our notation), the total distance travelled by one delivery vehicle
making S stops over a rectangular region with length y and width x, when the depot
is located at a distance of ϕ from the bottom edge of the region, can be approximated
by 2ϕ + 2y + Sx
6 . In this expression, the first term is the distance from the depot
to the edge of the region. The second term is the vertical distance traveled within
the region and the third term is the horizontal distance. In our problem, it takes
ΩD (t)
CD vehicle trips to serve the xyδ customers in the selling region. We assume that
this is implemented by dividing the selling region in rectangular sub-regions along the
vertical dimension as shown in Figure 4.11: the first vehicle trip serves the bottom
part of the rectangle, from the bottom edge to a vertical distance of ϕ + y ΩCDD(t) from
the depot, the second vehicle trips covers a rectangle which starts from a distance of
ϕ + y ΩCDD(t) from the depot to a distance of ϕ + 2y ΩCDD(t) , etc. As such, each vehicle
trip covers a rectangle of height y ΩCDD(t) and width x. The first vehicle has to drive a
distance of ϕ to get to its serving region, the second drives a distance ϕ + y ΩCDD(t) to
get there, etc.
2

D
. The
The total distance travelled by the first vehicle is 2ϕ + 2y ΩCDD(t) + x6ΩyδC
D (t)


2
D
total distance travelled by the second vehicle is 2 ϕ + y ΩCDD(t) + 2y ΩCDD(t) + x6ΩyδC
.
D (t)

The total distance travelled by the last vehicle (which is the ΩCDD(t) -th vehicle) is:
h

i
2
D
2 ϕ + y ΩCDD(t) ΩCDD(t) − 1 + 2y ΩCDD(t) + x6ΩyδC
. Summing up the travel distances of
D (t)
all the vehicles, we get that the total distance traveled is:

2

h


i
+ y ΩCDD(t) 0 + 1 + 2 + ... + ΩCDD(t) − 1 + 2y ΩCDD(t) ΩCDD(t) +
h


i
2
= 2 ΩCDD(t) ϕ + y ΩCDD(t) 12 ΩCDD(t) − 1 ΩCDD(t) + 2y + x 6yδ
h

i
2
= 2 ΩCDD(t) ϕ + y ΩCDD(t) − 1 + 2y + x 6yδ


2
= 2 ΩCDD(t) ϕ + y ΩCDD(t) + 1 + x 6yδ


2
= ΩCDD(t) (2ϕ + y) + y 1 + x6δ

ΩD (t)
CD ϕ

x2 yδCD ΩD (t)
6ΩD (t) CD
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Figure 4.11 Visual representation of delivery trips using the direct channel strategy.

4.7.2

Appendix B: Proofs

Proof: Proof of Lemma 4.1
From (4.1), we see that, if πW > πD (πW < πD ), using the wholesale channel strategy
generates more (less) profit per unit of time than using the direct channel strategy.
Since these values do not vary over time, and switching channel strategy is costly, it
is never optimal to do so. Selling via the wholesale channel strategy during the entire
planning horizon generates cumulative profits Π(W ) = T πW − FW while selling via
the direct channel strategy during the entire planning horizon generates cumulative
profits Π(D) = T πD − FD . The optimal channel policy is the channel strategy which
generates the highest cumulative profits, provided this value is positive, otherwise it
is optimal not to sell the product. 2
Proof: Proof of Lemma 4.2
0
From (4.2) and (4.3), we see that Π(D) ≥ Π(W ) is equivalent to MD xyδλβD T −FD
≥
0
MW xyδλβW T − FW . Since we have assumed FD ≥ FD ≥ FW , this implies that
M D βD ≥ M W β W . 2

Proof: Proof of Theorem 4.1
First, note that λW (δ), λD (δ) are the threshold values of λ such that the wholesaleonly and direct-only policies break even respectively, i.e., they are obtained by solving
Π(W ) = 0 and Π(D) = 0 as a function of λ respectively. Also, λe (δ) is the value
of λ such that the cumulative profits of both policies are equal, i.e., the value of λ
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such that Π(W ) = Π(D). All three expressions are convex in δ. On the graph on
F +(µ + s )yT
, for a fixed value of δ, the
the left, we see that when MD βD ≤ MW βW D FDW v
wholesale-only policy always breaks even first, so that there are intermediate values
of the store density δ such that it is optimal. On the graph on the right, the same is
true for values of δ above threshold δ̄λ , which is the unique positive value of δ which
solves λD (δ) = λW (δ), i.e. such that the two channel policies break even for the same
value of λ. For δ ≤ δ̄λ , the direct-only policy breaks even first so there is no range of
δ value where it is optimal to use the wholesale channel strategy. 2
Proof: Proof of Theorem 4.2
The result follows directly from the fact that T W is the value of the horizon length so
that wholesale-only policy breaks even, that is, such that Π(W ) = 0 conditional on
πW > 0. Similarly, T D is the value of the horizon length so that direct-only policy
breaks even, that is, such that, Π(D) = 0 conditional on πD > 0. Finally, T e =
FD −FW
πD −πW is the value of the time horizon so that the cumulative profit of wholesaleonly policy is equal to that of the direct-only policy, which is positive if πD > πW
since we assume that FD > FW . When πD > πW > 0, there exists a range of values
for T for which the wholesale-only policy is optimal when it breaks even first i.e.,
when T W ≤ T D . 2
Proof: Proof of Theorem 4.3
Note that β W is the threshold value of βW such that Π(W ) = 0 and β D is the
e
(βW ) is the value of βD such
threshold value of βD such that Π(D) = 0. Also βD
e
is the value of βW such that
that Π(D) = Π(W ) for a given value of βW . Finally, β̄D
e
(βW ) = βW .
βD
In Figures 4.3(a), (b) and (c), all three possible policies can be optimal because either
e
is greater than 1 or the point (β W , β D ) where both policies yield
the slope of β̄D
exactly zero profits is in the upper triangular region. In Figure Figure 4.3(d), these
two conditions are not satisfied, therefore there is no region where the wholesale-only
policy is optimal. 2
Proof: Proof of Proposition 4.1
First, note that not selling the product leads to zero profit so that, if it is optimal
to sell the product at any time during the planning horizon, this must mean that it
is possible to earn positive profit over the entire horizon. This, in turn, implies that
the instant profit rate must be positive by the end of the selling period given that the
market size only grows over time when the product is being sold (via either channel).
As a result, it cannot be optimal to stop selling the product as it would generate
zero profit instead of positive profits. Also, remember that we have assumed that the
market does not grow when the product is not being sold by the supplier; this implies
that delaying entry to the market is equivalent to shortening the total time horizon
and therefore this cannot be optimal for the same reason. 2
Proof: Proof of Proposition 4.2
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From proposition 4.1, if it is optimal to sell to the region, the supplier only uses the
wholesale and direct channel strategies, possibly switching multiple times between
them throughout the entire planning horizon. So suppose we have a channel policy
(S, t) with only these two selling channel strategies, i.e., such that Si+1 = D and
Si+2 = W for i = 0, ..., N − 2. In other words, the supplier uses the direct channel
strategy from time ti to ti+1 then the wholesale channel strategy from time ti+1 until
ti+2 for some i ∈ {0, ..., N − 2}. The profit generated by this policy from time ti to
time ti+2 is:
Z ti+1
Z ti+2
Π=
πD (t)dt +
πW (t)dt − FD − FW
ti

ti+1


βD  αD (ti+1 −ti )
C e
− 1 − kD (ti+1 − ti )
= MD xyδλ
αD


βW
CeαD (ti+1 −ti ) eαW (ti+2 −ti+1 ) − 1 − FD − FW
+ MW xyδλ
αW
where C represents the increase in market size incurred from selling the product
between time 0 and time ti (it is equal to 1 if i = 0). Now consider an alternative
channel policy (S0 , t0 ) such that t0k = tk for k = 1, ..., i, i + 2, ..., N , t0i+1 = ti + ti+2 −
0
0
ti+1 , Sk0 = Sk for k = 1, ..., i, i + 3, ..., N , Si+1
= W and Si+2
= D. In other words,
the alternative channel policy switches the order of the wholesale channel strategy
and the direct channel strategy between time ti and ti+2 , keeping the length of all
intervals the same as in policy (S, t). The profit generated by this policy from time
ti to time ti+2 is:
Z ti +ti+2 −ti+1
Z ti+2
Π0 =
πW (t)dt +
πD (t)dt − FD I{i=N −2} − FW I{i=0}
ti

ti +ti+2 −ti+1


βW  αW (ti+2 −ti+1 )
= MW xyδλ
C e
−1
αW

βD αW (ti+2 −ti+1 )  αD (ti+1 −ti )
+ MD xyδλ
Ce
e
−1
αD
− kD (ti+1 − ti ) − FD I{i=N −2} − FW I{i=0} .
Note that we may save on the fixed costs because switching the order of the channel
strategies makes them coincide with the strategies used in intervals [ti−1 , ti ] when
i > 0 and [ti+2 , ti+3 ] when i < N − 2. Since the profit generated before ti and after
ti+2 are the same under both solutions, we have:
Π(S0 , t0 ) − Π(S, t)



 M β
M D βD
W W
αD (ti+1 −ti )
αW (ti+2 −ti+1 )
−
.
≥ xyλδC e
−1 e
−1
αW
αD
From this, we see that, when MαWWβW >
profit than the original solution.

M D βD
αD ,

the alternate solution generates more
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We have shown that, for every pair of adjacent intervals, it is optimal for the supplier
to switch from the direct (wholesale) channel strategy to the wholesale (direct) channel
strategy if and only if MαDDβD < (>) MαWWβW . Hence, this directly implies that there
can be at most one switch between the two selling channel strategies, that is, it is
optimal to have N ≤ 2. 2
Proof: Proof of Lemma 4.3
The second derivative of ΠDW (tW ) is as follows:
∂ 2 ΠDW (tW )
∂t2W
=

2 α D tW
xyλδαD
e




βD
βW
βW (αD − αW )2 αW (T −tW )
MD
− MW
+ MW
e
.
2 α
αD
αW
αD
W

When MD αβD
< MW αβW
, the sum of the first two terms in brackets is always negative
D
W
and the third term is positive and decreasing in tW . From this, it follows that if the
second derivative changes sign over tW ∈ [0, T ], it must be from positive to negative;
that is, the function is either concave over [0, T ], convex over [0, T ] or convex then
concave. Since it is continuous, this implies that ΠDW has at most one interior local
maximum on [0, T ].
Similarly the second derivative of ΠW D (tD ) is as follows::
∂ 2 ΠW D (tD )
∂t2D
2 αW tD
= xyλδαW
e


MW


βD
βD (αW − αD )2 αD (T −tD )
βW
− MD
+ MD
e
.
2 α
αW
αD
αW
D

≥ MW αβW
, the sum of the first two terms in brackets is always nonWhen MD αβD
D
W
positive and the third term is positive and decreasing in tD . Hence, the conclusion is
the same as with ΠDW (tW ).
Note that while ΠDW (tW ) and ΠW D (tD ) have at most one interior local maximum,
they may have a boundary global maximum, that is, it is possible that the global
maximum is achieved at 0 or T , in which case the optimal policy is either the directonly or wholesale-only channel policy. 2
Proof: Proof of corollary 4.1
Proof omitted. 2
Proof: Proof of Proposition 4.3
When FD = FW = kD = 0, the first derivative of ΠW D (tD ) and ΠDW (tW ) are as
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follows:
∂ΠW D (tD )
∂tD
= xyλδαW eαW tD


MW

βD
βD (αW − αD ) αD (T −tD )
βW
− MD
+ MD
e
αW
αD
αD αW



∂ΠDW (tW )
∂tW
α D tW

= xyλδαD e



βD
βW
βW (αD − αW ) αW (T −tW )
MD
− MW
+ MW
e
.
αD
αW
αD αW

In Case C, by Corollary 4.1, we need to consider ΠW D (tD ) and its first derivative is
≥ MW αβW
, MD > 0 (since max{MW , MD } > 0) and αW < αD .
negative since MD αβD
D
W
WD
Therefore, Π
is decreasing in tD so that the unique optimal solution in Case C is
t∗D = 0, that is, the D policy is optimal for any length of the time horizon.
In Cases A and B, by Corollary 4.1, we need to consider ΠDW (tW ). Given that
MD αβD
< MW αβW
in these two cases, the sign of the first derivative of ΠDW (tW ) is
D
W
not well defined as the sum of the first two terms in brackets is always negative and
the third term is positive and decreasing in tW . When we evaluate the first derivative
at tW = 0 and tW = T , we get:


∂ΠDW (tW )
βD
βW
βW (αD − αW ) αW T
= xyλδαD MD
− MW
+ MW
e
∂tW
αD
αW
αD αW
tW =0
∂ΠDW (tW )
∂tW

=

xyλδeαD T (MD βD − MW βW ) .

tW =T

In Case B, we have MD βD ≥ MW βW , so the first derivative is always positive for
tW < T because it decreases in tW and is nonnegative at tW = T . Therefore, D is
the unique optimal policy for any length of the time horizon in Case B.
In Case A, we have MD βD < MW βW , so the first derivative can be either positive
or negative at zero and is always negative at tW = T , which implies the direct-only
policy is never optimal. Next, we show that the first derivative of ΠDW (tW ) increases
in T faster at its interior local maximum (if it exists) than at zero. Let t̂W denote the
DW
unique interior local maximum, that is, the value such that ∂Π ∂tW(tW ) = 0. We have:
∂ΠDW (t̂W (T ))
∂T
∂ΠDW (0)
∂T

= xyλδMW (1 + βW )eαW T +(αD −αW )t̂W
= xyλδMW (1 + βW )eαW T

where the interior maximum t̂W (T ) is increasing in T since ΠDW (tW ) is supermodular
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in (tW , T ):
∂ 2 ΠDW (tW )
∂tW ∂T

= xyδλMW βW (αD − αW )eαW T +(αD −αW )tW > 0.

By the assumption max{MW , MD } > 0, in Case A, we at least have MW > 0. So, it
DW
DW
(t̂W (T ))
W)
is easy to see that ∂Π ∂T
< 0, for low
> ∂Π ∂T (0) > 0. Because limT →0 ∂Π(t
∂tW
DW
T , the first derivative in tW is always negative, implying that Π
(tW ) is decreasing.
Since ΠDW (tW ) is supermodular in (tW , T ), there exist horizons at which the interior
local maximum exists. Since the first derivative of ΠDW (tW ) in tW at T is always
negative in Case A, there is a threshold of the time horizon beyond which a unique
interior local maximum always exists. Initially, ΠDW (tW ) may be maximized at 0
but since its first derivative increases in T faster at its interior local maximum than
at zero, there always exists a threshold value T such that ΠDW (tW ) is maximized
at zero for T ≤ T and maximized at its unique interior local maximum for T ≥ T .
Hence, the optimal channel policy is W for low values of T ≤ T and is DW for T ≥ T .
2
Proof: Proof of Proposition 4.4
When FD = FW = 0 and kD > 0, the first derivative of ΠW D (tD ) and ΠDW (tW ) are
as follows:
∂ΠW D (tD )
∂tD
= xyλδαW e

αW tD



βW
βD
βD (αW − αD ) αD (T −tD )
MW
− MD
+ MD
e
αW
αD
αD αW


+ kD .

∂ΠDW (tW )
∂tW
= xyλδαD e

α D tW



βW
βW (αD − αW ) αW (T −tW )
βD
MD
− MW
+ MW
e
αD
αW
αD αW


− kD .

In Cases A and B, by Corollary 4.1, we need to consider ΠDW (tW ). Given that
MD αβD
< MW αβW
in these two cases, the sign of the first derivative of ΠDW (tW ) is
D
W
not well defined as the sum of the first two terms in brackets is always negative and
the third term is positive and decreasing in tW . When we evaluate the first derivative
at tW = 0 and tW = T , we get:
∂ΠDW (tW )
∂tW

tW =0



βD
βW
βW (αD − αW ) αW T
= xyλδαD MD
− MW
+ MW
e
αD
αW
αD αW
− kD

∂Π

DW

(tW )
∂tW

= xyλδeαD T (MD βD − MW βW ) − kD .
tW =T
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In Case A, the first derivative can be either positive or negative at zero and is always
negative at tW = T since MD βD ≤ MW βW . So, the D policy is never optimal for
any length of the time horizon. By arguments similar to the proof of Proposition 4.4,
we can prove that the first derivative of ΠDW (tW ) increases in T faster at its interior
local maximum (if it exists) than at zero and conclude that the optimal channel policy
is W for low values of T ≤ T A and is DW for T ≥ T A in Case A.
In Case B, the sum of the terms in brackets in the first derivative is always positive
because it decreases in tW and is positive at tW = T , since MD βD > MW βW .
Hence, the first derivative at tW = 0 and tW = T can be either positive or negative.
Potentially, W, D and DW all can be the optimal policy. We have:
∂ΠDW (t̂W (T ))
∂T
∂ΠDW (0)
∂T
DW
∂Π
(T )
∂T

=

xyλδMW βW eαW T +(αD −αW )t̂W

=

xyλδMW βW eαW T

=

xyλδMD βD eαD T − kD .

Note that the interior maximum t̂W (T ) may not exist, for example, when
DW
DW
limT →0 ∂Π ∂tW(tW ) = xyλδ (MD βD − MW βW ) − kD ≥ 0, ∂Π ∂tW(tW ) is always positive
for positive T . However, if t̂W (T ) exists, it must exist within a continuous time
2 DW
(tW )
horizon interval and it is increasing in T since ∂ Π∂tW ∂T
> 0.
By the assumption max{MW , MD } > 0, in Case B, we have MD > 0 and MW > 0.
DW
DW
(t̂W (T ))
So, it is easy to see that ∂Π ∂T
> ∂Π ∂T (0) > 0 for any length of the time
DW

DW

DW

(t̂W (T ))
horizon and ∂Π ∂T (T ) may be less than ∂Π ∂T
and ∂Π ∂T (0) for low values of T
but is greater than these two for large values of T . Therefore, there exists thresholds
T 1B ≥ 0 and T 2B ≥ T 1B such that the W policy is optimal for T ≤ T 1B , the DW policy
is optimal for T ∈ (T 1B , T 2B ] and the D policy is optimal for T > T 2B in Case B.

In Case C, by Corollary 4.1, we need to consider ΠW D (tD ). Given that MD αβD
≥
D
βW
WD
MW αW in this case, the sign of the first derivative of Π
(tD ) is not well defined:
the sum of the first two terms in brackets is always negative, the third term is negative
and increasing in tD . When we evaluate the first derivative at tD = 0 and tD = T ,
we get:


∂ΠW D (tD )
βW
βD
βD (αW − αD ) αD T
= xyλδαW eαW tD MW
− MD
+ MD
e
∂tD
αW
αD
αD αW
tD =0
+ kD
∂Π

WD

(tD )
∂tD

= xyλδeαW T (MW βW − MD βD ) + kD
tD =T

which can be either positive or negative. Potentially, D , W and WD all can be
optimal policies.
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Let t̂D (T ) represent the interior local maximum, that is, the value such that
∂ΠW D (tD )
= 0. We have:
∂tD
∂ΠW D (t̂D (T ))
∂T
∂ΠW D (0)
∂T
WD
∂Π
(T )
∂T

= xyλδMD βD eαD T +(αW −αD )t̂D − kD
= xyλδMD βD eαD T − kD
= xyλδMW βW eαW T

where the interior maximum t̂D (T ) is decreasing in T since ΠW D (tD ) is submodular
in (tD , T ) as
∂ 2 ΠW D (tD )
∂tD ∂T

= xyδλMD βD (αW − αD )eαD T +(αW −αD )tD < 0.

Note that the interior maximum t̂D (T ) may not exist, for example, when
WD
WD
limT →0 ∂Π ∂tD(tD ) = xyλδ (MW βW − MD βD ) + kD ≤ 0, ∂Π ∂tD(tD ) is always negative
for positive T . However, if t̂D (T ) exists, it must exist within a continuous time horizon
2 WD
interval and it is decreasing in T since ∂ Π∂tD ∂T(tD ) < 0.
By the assumption max{MW , MD } > 0, we at least have MD > 0. So, it is easy to
WD
WD
WD
(t̂D (T ))
see that ∂Π ∂T (0) > ∂Π ∂T
> 0 for any length of the horizon and ∂Π ∂T (0) and
∂ΠW D (t̂D (T ))
∂T

DW

DW

may be less than ∂Π ∂T (T ) for low values of T but is greater than ∂Π ∂T (T )
for large values of T . Therefore, there exist thresholds T 1C ≥ 0 and T 2C ≥ T 1C at which
the W policy is optimal for T ≤ T 1C , the WD policy is optimal for T ∈ (T 1C , T 2C ] and
the D policy is optimal for T > T 2C in Case C. 2
Proof: Proof of Proposition 4.5
D
(tD ) represent the profit functions when FW = FD = 0 and
(tW ) and ΠW
Let ΠDW
0
0
kD > 0.

In Case A, by Corollary 4.1, we need to consider ΠDW (tW ). We have:
∂ΠDW
(tW )
0
∂T

=

xyλδMW βW eαW T +(αD −αW )tW

which is positive since MW > 0. This implies the value ΠDW
(tW ) is increasing in T .
0
Therefore, when FD > 0 and FW > 0, there exists a time horizon threshold T 1A so
that it is optimal not to sell the product for T ≤ T 1A and optimal to sell otherwise.
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When FD > 0 and FW > 0, for T > T 1A , we have:
∂ΠDW
(tW )
0
∂T

=

xyλδMW βW eαW T +(αD −αW )t̂W

(4.4)

tW =t̂W (T )

∂ΠDW
(tW )
0
∂T

tW =0

∂ΠDW
(tW )
0
∂T

tW =T

= xyλδMW βW eαW T

(4.5)

= xyλδMD βD eαD T − kD

(4.6)

where (4.5) is less than (4.4) as long as the interior local maximum t̂W (T ) exists.
Also (4.6) is larger than (4.5) for large T and possibly lower for low T . Further, since
FW ≤ FD , there exists horizon threshold T 2A ≥ T 1A so that W is the optimal policy
for T ∈ (T 1A , T 2A ] and either D or DW is optimal for T ≥ T 2A .
From the first order optimality condition, i.e. by setting
xyλδαD e

αD t̂W (T )

∂ΠDW
(tW )
0
∂tW

= 0, we have:



βW
βW (αD − αW ) αW (T −t̂W (T ))
βD
− MW
+ MW
e
= kD
MD
αD
αW
αD αW

based on which, we then have:
∂ΠDW
(tW )
0
∂T
= xyλδαD e

−
tW =T

αD t̂W (T )



∂ΠDW
(tW )
0
∂T

tW =t̂W (T )

(4.7)

 M β 

MD βD  αD (T −t̂W (T ))
W W
e
−1 −
eαW (T −t̂W (T )) − 1 .
αD
αW

Since αD > αW , the term eαD (T −t̂W (T )) is greater than eαW (T −t̂W (T )) . However,
as T increases, both values tend to 1 because t̂W (T ) tends to T . To see this, we
differentiate both sides of (4.7) in T and obtain:
∂ t̂W (T )
−1
∂T

=

(T )
αD kD ∂ t̂W
∂T

xyδλMW βW (αD − αW )eαW T +(αD −αW )t̂W (T )

(T )
> 0 from previous proofs. Further, since
which is positive since we know ∂ t̂W
∂T
M D βD
MW βW
< αW , (4.7) is either negative for any length of the horizon given the
αD
interior local maximum exists or is positive for low T then becomes negative as T
increases.

As a result, there can be two cases: (i) either the profit of the D policy increases
slower (if MD > 0) than that of the DW policy as T gets larger (this is because
the interior local maximum exists) or (ii) the profit of the D policy increases first
faster, then slower than that of the DW policy as T gets larger. Therefore, when
FD ≥ FW > 0, there exist at most two more thresholds T 3A ≥ T 2A and T 4A ≥ T 3A so
that DW is the optimal policy for T ∈ (T 2A , T 3A ] and T > T 4A and D is the optimal
policy for T ∈ (T 3A , T 4A ] in Case A.
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Similarly, in Case B, when FD ≥ FW > 0, there exist time horizon thresholds T 1B
and T 2B ≥ T 1B so that it is optimal not to sell the product for T ≤ T 1B and optimal
to sell by the W policy for T ∈ (T 1B , T 2B ]. Further, since (4.6) may be less than (4.4)
for low values of T but is greater than (4.4) for large T , there exists a third horizon
threshold T 3B ≥ T 2B so that DW is the optimal policy for T ∈ (T 2B , T 3B ] and D is the
optimal policy for T > T 3B .
In Case C, by Corollary 4.1, we need to consider ΠW D (tD ). We have:
D
∂ΠW
(tD )
0
∂T

= xyλδMD βD eαD T +(αW −αD )tD − kD

which could be negative for low values of T but is positive for large enough values of
D
T since MD > 0. This implies the value of ΠW
(tD ) may be initially decreasing but
0
eventually increases in T . Therefore, when FD > 0 and FW > 0, there exists a time
horizon threshold T 1C so that it is optimal not to sell the product for T ≤ T 1C and
optimal to sell otherwise.
We have:
D
∂ΠW
(t̂D (T ))
0
∂T

=

xyλδMD βD eαD T +(αW −αD )t̂D − kD

(4.8)

=

xyλδMD βD eαD T − kD

(4.9)

tD =t̂D (T )

D
∂ΠW
(0)
0
∂T
D
∂ΠW
(T )
0
∂T

tD =0

= xyλδMW βW eαW T

(4.10)

tD =T

where (4.10) may be greater than (4.8) and (4.9) for low T and smaller than (4.8) and
(4.9) for large T (if MW > 0) and (4.9) is greater than (4.8). Further since FW ≤ FD ,
there exist horizon thresholds T 2C ≥ T 1C and T 3C ≥ T 2C so that W is the optimal policy
for T ∈ (T 1C , T 2C ], WD is the optimal policy for T ∈ (T 2C , T 3C ] and D is the optimal
policy for T > T 3C in Case C. 2
Proof: Proof of Proposition 4.6
When the DW policy is optimal, the result that the optimal switching time t∗W is
increasing in T follows by supermodularity property which has been used in previous
t∗
proofs. The result that the proportion of time using the direct channel strategy TW
is increasing in T follows by the argument in the proof of Proposition 4.5.
When the WD policy is optimal, the result that the optimal switching time t∗D is
decreasing in T follows by the submodularity property which has been used in previous
proofs. This result further implies the proportion of time using the direct channel
T −t∗
strategy T D is increasing in T . 2
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Appendix C: Case study sensitivity analysis

We conduct a sensitivity analysis to test the robustness of our findings
in the case study.
We vary the market growth rate in the wholesale
channel strategy αW and the initial weekly per region profit πW (0) around
our base case estimates by considering the following multiplying factors:
{0.5, 0.75, 0.9, 0.93, 0.95, 0.98, 1, 1.03, 1.05, 1.08, 1.1, 1.25, 1.5}.
This
means
that, for example, for Region 1, we consider all combinations of αW ∈
{0.08%, 0.11%, 0.14%, 0.14%, 0.14%, 0.15%, 0.15%, 0.15%, 0.16%, 0.16%, 0.17%, 0.19%,
0.23%} and πW (0) ∈ {691.13, 1036.7, 1244.04, 1278.6, 1313.16, 1347.71, 1382.27, 1416.83,
1451.38, 1485.94, 1520.5,
1727.84, 2073.4} with all of our other original parameter estimates; in particular
keeping αD = 0.44% and πD (0) = 1265.81.
In Table 4.5 we show how the optimal policy varies with the key parameters of the
wholesale channel strategy in Region 1 when T = 104.

αW multiplying factor

Table 4.5 Sensitivity analysis on optimal policy for region 1 with T = 104

0.5
0.75
0.9
0.925
0.95
0.975
1
1.025
1.05
1.075
1.1
1.25
1.5

0.5
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D

0.75
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D

0.9
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D

0.93
DW
DW
DW
DW
DW
DW
DW
DW
DW
DW
DW
DW
DW

0.95
DW
DW
DW
DW
DW
DW
DW
DW
DW
DW
DW
DW
DW

πW (0) multiplying factor
0.98
1
1.03 1.05
DW DW DW DW
DW DW DW DW
DW DW DW DW
DW DW DW DW
DW DW DW DW
DW DW DW DW
DW DW DW DW
DW DW DW DW
DW DW DW DW
DW DW DW DW
DW DW DW DW
DW DW DW DW
DW DW DW DW

1.08
DW
DW
DW
DW
DW
DW
DW
DW
DW
DW
DW
DW
DW

1.1
DW
DW
DW
DW
DW
DW
DW
DW
DW
DW
DW
DW
DW

1.25
DW
DW
DW
DW
DW
DW
DW
DW
DW
DW
DW
DW
W

1.5
DW
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W

“D”= Direct sales-only policy
“W”= Wholesale-only policy
“DW”=Direct sales then wholesale policy

First note that when the multiplying factor for the initial per-region profit is less than
0.925, the wholesale channel strategy becomes initially less profitable than the direct
sale channel. As a result, it becomes optimal to use only the direct channel strategy
(i.e., “D”) since it is both more profitable initially and has higher growth potential.
We also see that for parameters values which do not differ too much from our base
case, optimal solution remains to switch from using the direct channel strategy to the
wholesale channel strategy (i.e., “DW”). It is only for extreme deviations from our
base parameters, i.e., extremely high values of the initial profitability and growth rate
of the wholesale channel strategy, that we see a switch to using only the wholesale
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channel strategy (i.e., “W”); in these cases it is no longer advantageous to grow the
market using the direct channel strategy. We found similar results for the other three
regions and for other values of the time horizon. Therefore, we are fairly confident
that our results are generally robust.
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Connecting through
Nanostores: Optimal Network
Scale for On-demand Retail
Platforms
5.1

Introduction

On-demand service platforms have been rising rapidly in recent years in the retail,
catering and transportation industry. The platforms connect consumers that highly
value purchasing convenience and speed to service providers that are willing to
exchange their idle capacity for a source of income. On-demand service platforms
use mobile technology and location based services to match demand and supply in
real time and usually provide a service speed guarantee, which, in this regard, is
fundamentally different from scheduled service platforms such as demand responsive
transport, which require consumers to book the services in advance.
In the retail environment, a virtual on-demand platform like Instacart in North
America does not sell products to the consumers; instead, it acts as intermediary
to match consumer demand and supermarket product supply. When consumers place
orders through Instacart, a crowd shipping freelancer is contracted to purchase the
consumer orders at the local supermarkets and then deliver to the consumer’s home.
These platforms charge commission through order transactions and crowd shipping
freelancers earn income from the order delivery. This type of platform differs from
conventional e-commerce operations like Amazon in that conventional e-commerce
companies own their order delivery fleet or contract large-scale public delivery service
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providers like UPS or FedEx.
In this chapter, we consider a non-virtual on-demand retail platform like Beequick
in China which chooses to sell its own products to consumers through an online
transaction and promises to deliver to the consumers within a predefined time
length after consumer order placement. To achieve this, the platforms consign
their product inventory at tens of thousands of nanostores which are located in
the local neighborhoods in close proximity to local consumers. These small stores
exist in large numbers in megacities, especially in emerging markets. For instance,
Beijing counts about 60,000 nanostores with 90 stores per square kilometer where, on
average, each store serves around 300 people living in the immediate neighborhood;
similarly, Bogota counts about 47,000 nanostores with 150 stores per square kilometer
where, on average, each store serves around 170 people living in the immediate
neighborhood. The local residents use a consumer mobile application to place orders
to the platform which are immediately transmitted to nanostores that are located close
to the consumers through a nanostore mobile application. After the consumer order
placement, the platform requests the nanostore delivery staff to pick the order from
store inventory and deliver to the consumer’s home. The platform collects revenue
when consumers place orders, pays nanostores an inventory consignment commission
fee and an order delivery fee after the order delivery, and moreover offers necessary
after-sales services and free coupons to consumers in case of late order delivery.
The consumers that a non-virtual retail platform serves are sensitive to the order
delivery fulfillment waiting time. Therefore, the order delivery performance is critical
to the operations of a retail platform and a failure to deliver within the guaranteed
time usually implies the loss of consumer goodwill, after-sales service operations cost
and the payment of a consumer order refund. On a strategic level, the operations of a
large-scale nanostore network in a predefined area, i.e., a network of a large nanostore
density, can shorten the distance from the nanostores to the consumers so that it
takes less time to deliver to the consumers. However, the operations of a large-scale
network also entails substantial network maintenance cost. In this chapter, we address
the strategic decision to optimize the nanostore density, i.e., the network scale, of a
retail platform to trade off the late order delivery cost and the nanostore network
maintenance cost. We mainly address the following research questions:
1. What is the optimal nanostore network scale, i.e., nanostore density, of ondemand retail platforms to sell to consumers through nanostores?
2. What are the impacts of order fulfillment time guarantee, consumer density and
late delivery refund cost on the optimal nanostore network scale?
To address these research questions, we model a platform that assigns each consumer
order to the consumer’s nearest nanostore whose delivery staff is available. We
use Poisson point processes to model the geographic distribution of consumers and
nanostores. Based on this, we calculate the distance distribution for a nanostore
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staff to travel to deliver each consumer order. We then calculate the late delivery
probability according to the above-mentioned distance distributions.
The key result of this chapter is that we show the existence of a unique optimal
store density. We find out that the optimal store density is very sensitive to the
order delivery fulfillment time guarantee. When the demand is independent of the
delivery service time guarantee, the platform tends to operate a small-scale nanostore
network for either a superior or a poor guarantee and the platform tends to operate a
large-scale nanostore for a moderate guarantee. We also show that a high consumer
density, implying a high market demand, counter-intuitively, may hurt the platform as
it demands a large-scale network to keep the late delivery penalty cost at a manageable
level.
The rest of the chapter is structured as follows. In Section 5.2, we review the literature.
In Section 5.3, we build the model. In Section 5.4, we derive the optimal solution and
parametric properties. Last, we close the chapter with insights and conclusions. All
the proofs can be found in the Appendix to this chapter.

5.2

Literature Review

This chapter relates to the literature on the on-demand services. Along with the rise
of the on-demand economy, this body of literature has been growing rapidly. Most
papers (including Gurvich et al. 2016, Cachon et al. 2016, Ibrahim 2015, Taylor 2016,
Riquelme et al. 2015, Chen and Hu 2016, Hu and Zhou 2016, Bai et al. 2016) study
the demand and supply matching mechanism and policy through adjusting the service
price charged to the consumers and the service wage paid to the service providers. The
universal assumption is that the platform can adjust the price up (down) to reduce
(boost) consumer demand and increase (decrease) the wage to attract (disencourage)
the supply of the service providers. Among these papers, some authors adopt a
queueing formulation to approximate the platform service performance. Ibrahim
(2015) adopts a multi-server queueing system with a general consumer abandonment
distribution and a random number of servers to study the asymptotic service provider
staffing level and service performance. Riquelme et al. (2015) use a queueing network
to characterize the demand-supply matching equilibrium. Both Bai et al. (2016)
and Taylor (2016) apply an M/M/1 queue to calculate the consumer waiting time
distribution which is then used to measure the expected consumer waiting disutility.
The existing research on the on-demand services tends to take the economics
perspective and models the demand-supply matching in an aggregate sense. This
overlooks the fundamental characteristics of these platforms that the on-demand
services are location based and the service performance is significantly impacted by
the distance between the consumers and the service providers. In this chapter, we
study the nanostore network scale of a retail platform from an operations perspective.
We model the locations of consumers and nanostores according to geographic point
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processes which are widely known in biology, forestry and astronomy, but, to our best
knowledge, are merely applied in the transportation area of vehicle routing problem
(e.g., Daganzo 1987). We use Poisson point processes to calculate the distribution
of distance between consumers and nanostores based on which we approximate the
consumer order fulfillment time distribution.
Our model formulation also relates to research on the interaction between price, time
and capacity of service delivery. This body of research (see Lederer and Li 1997, Ha
1998, So 2000, Dobson and Stavrulaki 2007) studies the impact of delivery time on a
single service firm’s decision on pricing and capacity. The service delivery is commonly
modeled by a single server queue where the consumer waiting time is approximated
as an exponential function decreasing in capacity level. The delivery time is either
explicitly incorporated as the consumer delay cost (e.g., Lederer and Li 1997, Ha 1998,
Dobson and Stavrulaki 2007) or transformed as a capacity constraint given certain
targeted service level (e.g., So and Song 1998, So 2000). Among these papers, it is
worth to mention that Dobson and Stavrulaki (2007) also consider the facility location
decision to serve consumers distributed on a line where the consumers further away
from the facility experience more shipping delay but the same queueing congestion
delay.
This stream of research completely or partially models the demand arrival rate and
the service rate in the queueing system as exogenously given. So, none of these
papers above model the queueing system as explicitly as in this chapter where the
demand arrival rate and the service rate are derived by the operational demand-supply
matching policy and the distance between consumers and their service providers.
Finally, this chapter differs specifically from Dobson and Stavrulaki (2007) also in that
they assume the service firm expands its capacity by establishing more facilities and
optimizes the location of each of its facilities while we assume the platform expands
the capacity by recruiting more nanostores with fixed store locations.

5.3

Model

An e-commerce platform purchases a non-perishable product at a cost c per unit and
sells the product at a retail price p per unit to consumers living in an infinite twodimensional surface with Manhattan streets through a cluster of nanostores within an
infinite time horizon. The platform consigns the product at nanostores and replenishes
inventory with zero lead time. Each consumer uses a consumer mobile application
to place online orders with one product unit per order per time unit to the platform
according to a Poisson time process. Upon receiving one consumer order, immediately,
the platform assigns the order to the consumer’s nearest nanostore whose nanostore
staff is available immediately to pick up the consumer’s order from the shelf space of
the nanostore and deliver to the consumer.
The platform promises to fulfill each order delivery within T time units following the
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order placement. If an order fulfillment takes longer than T time units, the platform
refunds R ≤ p per order to each consumer where p is the per-unit retail price of the
product. After each transaction is finished, the platform pays a consignment fee z
per product unit to the nanostore and pays a delivery fee d per order delivery to the
nanostore staff. We assume p̄ = p − c − d − z > 0, i.e., the per-order gross margin
excluding the expected refund cost of selling a product unit is positive; otherwise it
is not profitable to sell the product to the consumers over the entire two-dimensional
surface.
Consumers and nanostores are distributed over the surface according to two
independent and homogeneous Poisson point processes with consumer density ∆c
and store density ∆s respectively where the locations of consumers and stores are
independently scattered. The platform recruits nanostores from the surface randomly
so that the store subset recruited by the platform is also a homogeneous Poisson point
process but with density δs ≤ ∆s . After recruiting the nanostores, the platform incurs
a cost of m per store per time unit to maintain the store network.
Within any region of area A in the surface, the number of consumers Nc (A) and the
number of stores Ns (A) from the platform are subject to Poisson distribution with
parameter ∆c A and δs A respectively. Specifically, for a Manhattan circle with radius
l with area 4l2 , the probability mass function of the number of nanostores from the
platform within the Manhattan circle is:
P (Ns (4l2 ) = ns )

= e−4l

2

δs

(4l2 δs )ns
, n = 0, 1, ...
ns !

(5.1)

Nanostores are usually operated by a mom and a pop (nanostores are also called
mom-and-pop stores) where one of them acts like a delivery staff to deliver consumer
orders and the other stays to attend the store. According to the order assignment
policy, upon receiving one consumer order, the platform immediately assigns the order
to the consumer’s nearest nanostore whose delivery staff is available.
Let Lsc represent the single trip distance a nanostore staff travels to deliver any
consumer order that is assigned to him and let E(Lsc ) be the expected single trip
distance. Also, let v be the mean travel velocity of each nanostore staff. So, once
receiving one consumer order, the expected time a nanostore staff not being available
sc )
is 2E(L
, which is the expected time for each nanostore staff to travel a round
v
trip distance from the nanostore to the consumer location. Due to independent and
random distribution of nanostores and consumers, the order assignment rate to each
c
nanostore is ∆
δs . This implies, the long run fraction of time each nanostore being
available, or in other words, the steady state availability probability of each nanostore
c 2E(Lsc )
c 2E(Lsc )
is Ps = 1 − ∆
where ∆
is the steady state utilization rate of each
δs
v
δs
v
nanostore staff. To ensure stability, the platform should at least recruit nanostores
such that the steady-state availability probability of each nanostore is greater than
v
c
zero, i.e., ∆
δs < 2E(Lsc ) .
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Denote the consumers who has the same k-th nearest store where k = 1, 2, ... as the
nanostore’s k-th consumer cluster. Since consumers and nanostores are distributed
independently and randomly over the surface, each nanostore is stochastically
identical and the distribution of the number of each nanostore’s k-th consumer cluster
is invariant. Further, since each consumer places orders according to a homogeneous
Poisson time process and each nanostore is likely to receive orders from their k-th
consumer cluster, the availability of one nanostore tells limited information of the
availability of all other nanostores. Also, in order to make the model tractable,
we assume that the availability of each nanostore is independent. Since Poisson
arrivals see time averages, further under the availability independence assumption,
the probability of each nanostore being available, upon each consumer order arrival,
c 2E(Lsc )
.
is the steady state availability probability of each nanostore, i.e., Ps = 1 − ∆
δs
v
Therefore, the nanostores whose delivery staff are available form a homogeneous
Poisson point process with point density Ps δs . According to the derivation of
Appendix 5.6.1, the expected single trip travel distance E(Lsc ) is a solution of the
following equation:
√
π
= 2E(Lsc ).
(5.2)
√ q
c 2E(Lsc )
2 δs 1 − ∆
δs
v
 2  13
π∆
According to Lemma 5.4, E(Lsc ) has a unique solution only if δs ≥ δ s = 23 2v2c .
Note that, under this condition, the steady-state probability of each nanostore staff
to be available is greater than zero.
Upon receiving one consumer order, each nanostore staff travels a single trip distance
from the nanostore to the consumers to deliver the order and the expected time it
takes is E(Lvsc ) . Assume the single trip distance travel time Lvsc is an exponential
random variable. Then, the probability that each consumer order fulfillment time is
longer than the time guarantee T , i.e., the refund probability is:
F (T )

=

v

e− E(Lsc ) T .

(5.3)

From these derivations above, the firm’s profit per unit of area per unit of time is
given by:


∆c
∆c
Π(δs ) =
p̄
− RF (T )
− m δs
δs
δs
= (p̄ − RF (T )) ∆c − mδs
where F (T ) is given by (5.3). Finally, the firm needs to decide on δs to optimize her
steady-state per area-time unit profit:


∗
Π = max
max Π(δs ), 0 .
δ s ≤δs ≤∆s
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π∆
where δ s = 32 2v2c . Let δs∗ represent the optimal store density. If Π∗ = 0, the
platform cannot earn positive profit from selling to the consumers in the platform.
In this case, we let δs∗ = 0, which is the option that the platform firm simply decides
not to sell to the consumers.

5.4

Results

First, we show concavity of the profit function Π in store density δs .
Theorem 5.1 Π(δs ) is strictly concave in δs .
As the nanostore network expands, each store gets less market demand meanwhile
becomes closer to their consumers. Then, each nanostore staff is more likely to be
available and consumer orders are more likely to be assigned to nanostores that are
located in proximity. This implies nanostore staff deliver consumer orders faster, the
consumers spend less time waiting and the platform pays less refund to the consumers.
However, the marginal reduction of refund probability/cost is decreasing because
the order delivery distance is decreasing more and more slowly as the nanostore
network scales up. Further, the network maintenance cost is increasing linearly in
nanostore density. Therefore, the marginal return of growing the nanostore network
is decreasing, which implies there is unique optimal store density.
We next show parametric properties of the optimal solution. We begin with the
delivery service guarantee T . Let δ̂s be the store density which maximizes profit
function Π(δs ), i.e., δ̂s = argmaxδs ≤δs ≤∆s Π(δs ), and let Π̂ = Π(δ̂s ) correspond to
the profit value at δs = δ̂s . Then, the optimal solution δs∗ is zero if Π̂ ≤ 0 and is
δ̂s if Π̂ > 0. Let Tb represent the unique order delivery fulfillment time guarantee
threshold at which the platform breaks even, i.e., Π̂(Tb ) = 0. Also, let T represent
∂Π(δ )
the unique threshold at which δ s solves the first order condition, i.e., ∂δss = 0 (if
∂Π(δ s )
∂δs

< 0 for any T , let T = ∞.).

Lemma 5.1 If
T̃ ∈ (T ,
∂Π(∆s )
∂δs

1
µ(∆s ) )

∂Π(∆s )
∂δs

> 0 at T =

and T̄ >

1
µ(∆s )

1
µ(∆s )

where µ =

v
E(Lsc ) ,

there exists thresholds

at which ∆s solves the first order condition, i.e.,

= 0. Then, the optimal store density is:

δs∗

=















0
δs

if T ≤ Tb
if T ≤ (Tb , max{Tb , T }]

s (T )
δ̂s (T ) where ∂ δ̂∂T
>0
∆s

if T ∈ (max{Tb , T }, max{Tb , T̃ })
if T ∈ [max{Tb , T̃ }, max{Tb , T̄ }]

δ̂s (T ) where

∂ δ̂s (T )
∂T

<0

if T > max{Tb , T̄ }.
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1
s)
≤ 0, there exists a unique threshold T̂ ≤ µ(∆
, where 1 − µ(δ̂s (T̂ ))T̂ = 0,
If ∂Π(∆
∂δs
s)
such that:

0
if T ≤ Tb




if T ≤ (Tb , max{Tb , T }]
δs
δs∗ =
s (T )
δ̂s (T ) where ∂ δ̂∂T
> 0 if T ∈ (max{Tb , T }, max{Tb , T̂ })




∂ δ̂s (T )
if T > max{Tb , T̂ }.
δ̂s (T ) where ∂T < 0

Expanding the nanostore network aims for decreasing refund cost through reducing
the refund probability. However, the magnitude of the impact of network expansion
is influenced by the order delivery fulfillment time guarantee T . For superior order
delivery fulfillment time guarantee, i.e., small T , the refund probability is insensitive
to δs , therefore, it desires to adopt the minimal level of store density δ s . In this case,
increasing the store density reduces the refund cost at a marginal level while it raises
the network maintenance cost in a linear manner.
For moderate order delivery fulfillment time guarantee, i.e., medium T , it may pay
off to expand the nanostore network because the savings on the refund cost may
outweigh the cost rise of network maintenance. However, as the delivery service
promise continues to degrade, for poor order delivery fulfillment time guarantee, i.e.,
high T , it becomes sensible to downsize the nanostore network, since the refund
probability gradually becomes insensitive to the store density again so that the rise
of the network maintenance cost outweighs the benefit of the refund cost reduction.
We proceed to investigate the impact of consumer density ∆c on the optimal store
 2  13
π∆
density. The minimal store density δ s = 32 2v2c
is increasing in the consumer
density ∆c . To ensure a nonempty decision domain, the minimal
qstore density should
be less than ∆s , i.e., δ s (∆c ) ≤ ∆s , which simplifies to ∆c ≤

4v
3

∆3s
3π .

q
¯ c ∈ [∆ , 4v ∆3s ] be the thresholds such that Π∗ is positive
Lemma 5.2 Let ∆c and ∆
c 3
3π
¯ c ) and zero otherwise. Then, it is optimal not to sell the product at
for ∆c ∈ (∆c , ∆
¯ c ; otherwise, it is optimal to sell the product and the
all for ∆c ≤ ∆c and ∆c ≥ ∆
∗
optimal store density δ = δ̂s is nondecreasing in ∆c .
Interestingly, a high consumer density, implying a large market size, may turn out
to jeopardize the platform. The growth of the consumer density increases the traffic
intensity to each nanostore delivery staff, which may result in higher likelihood of
delivery delay. In order to cope with the increasing market demand and mitigate
the implied growing refund cost, the platform can resolve to expand the nanostore
network at the cost of spending more on network maintenance. However, as the
consumer density increases, since the store density in the surface is finite, eventually,
the nanostore network will become overloaded so that the platform is not able to
deliver the orders to the consumers within finite time.
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In general, the platform can only operate when the demand is high enough to generate
sufficient revenue to counterbalance the maintenance cost of a required network scale.
However, the demand should not be too high so that the platform can keep control
of the refund cost and the queueing stability.
Finally, we close this section by presenting the parametric property of the refund cost
R.
Lemma 5.3 There exists one unique threshold R̄ so that it is optimal not to sell the
product at all for R ≥ R̄ and otherwise it is optimal to sell the product and the optimal
store density δ ∗ = δ̂s is increasing in R < R̄.
As R increases, the platform should incorporate more nanostores to reduce consumer
waiting time as the order delay refund cost is more pronounced. However, if the
refund cost per order is so high to incur a profit loss, the platform will not sell the
product to the consumers.

5.5

Insights and Conclusions

In this chapter, we study the network scale decision of an on-demand retail platform
who sells product to consumers via a nanostore network and delivers the consumer
orders via nanostore delivery staff. The consumers and nanostores are modeled to
be distributed in an infinite two dimensional surface according to two independent
Poisson point processes. Based on this geographic point distribution and location
based demand-supply matching policy, we model the order delivery fulfillment
performance explicitly.
We first optimize the optimal nanostore density and show the parametric properties
of the optimal solution. When the consumer demand is independent of the delay
refund and order fulfillment time guarantee, we show that the optimal store density
may increase then decrease in the order delivery time guarantee and the platform
always gets better off as the time guarantee relaxes. Interestingly, we show a large
consumer density leads to intense traffic to the delivery staff which results in high
chance of order refund and high risk of queueing instability. As a result, a large
consumer density, implying a high market demand, may jeopardize the platform.
These preliminary results have been derived based on the assumption that the
consumer density is independent of the refund cost and the order fulfillment time
guarantee. In further research, we plan to relax this assumption to optimize the
refund cost and the order fulfillment time guarantee. We also plan to consider an
order delivery option via a third party crowd shipping network where the platform
assigns the consumer orders to each consumer’s nearest nanostore and then contracts
the nanostore’s nearest available freelancer to handle the order delivery.
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5.6
5.6.1

Appendix
Appendix A: Nanostore staff delivery distance

Let Lksc represent the distance from a consumer to his k-th nearest nanostore from
k
a Poisson point process with density δs . The tail distribution of Lksc , i.e., F̄Lksc (lsc
),
is given by the probability of less than k nanostores being within the Manhattan
k
centered at the consumer location. By Poisson point process,
circle with radius lsc
k
is subject to a Poisson
the number of stores within a Manhattan circle with radius lsc
k 2
distribution with parameter 4δs lsc . Then, the cumulative distribution of Lksc is
Pk−1 −4δs lk 2
2 n
sc (4δs lk )
e
sc
k
) = 1 − ns =0
FLksc (lsc
. Upon differentiation, the probability density
n!
function of Lksc is:
k
fLksc (lsc
)

=

k
22k+1 lsc

k 2

2k−1

δs k e−4δs lsc
,
(n − 1)!

(5.4)

R∞ k
Γ(k+ 12 )
k
k
where
and, the expected value of Lksc is E(Lksc ) = 0 lsc
fLksc (lsc
)dlsc
= 2√δ (n−1)!
s
Γ(·) is Euler gamma function. Therefore, the expected round trip distance from a
Γ(k+ 21 )
consumer to his k-th nearest nanostore is 2E(Lksc ) = √δ (k−1)!
.
s

According to the independence assumption of the availability of nanostore staff over
the surface, the act of assigning any consumer order to the consumer’s nearest
nanostore whose delivery staff is available is subject to a geometric distribution with
c 2E(Lsc )
successful probability Ps = 1 − ∆
where E(Lsc ) represents the expected single
δs
v
trip distance from each nanostore staff to all possible consumer locations whose orders
are likely to be assigned to him and v represents the mean travel velocity. Given
consumer density ∆c and nanostore density δs , the distance E(Lsc ) is a solution to
the following equation:
∞
X
k=0

Γ(k + 21 )
√
δs (k − 1)!



∆c 2E(Lsc )
δs
v

√
k−1 

∆c 2E(Lsc )
π
1−
= √ q
δs
v
c
2 δs 1 − ∆
δ
s

2E(Lsc )
v

= 2E(Lsc ) (5.5)


k−1 

c 2E(Lsc )
c 2E(Lsc )
where ∆
1− ∆
is the probability of a consumer order being
δs
v
δs
v
assigned to the consumer’s k-th nearest nanostore. We next show analytical properties
of E(Lsc ) in the following lemma.

Lemma 5.4 There exists a solution of E(Lsc ) to (5.5) only if δs ≥
the solution is decreasing and convex in store density δs .

3
2



π∆2c
2v 2

 13

and

Proof: By basic operations, (5.5) is equivalent to the following system of (in)-
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equalities:
2∆c E(Lsc )3 − vδs E(Lsc )2 +

πv
16

=

E(Lsc ) <

0

(5.6)

vδs
2∆c

(5.7)

vδs
The cubic function on the left-hand side of (5.6) has two turning points at 0 and 3∆
c
vδs
and it has an inflection point at 6∆c . So, this cubic function is concavely increasing
vδs
in E(Lsc ) ≤ 0, concavely decreasing in E(Lsc ) ∈ (0, 6∆
], convexly decreasing in
c
vδs
vδs vδs
. So, the number of real
E(Lsc ) ∈ ( 6∆c , 3∆c ] and convexly increasing in E(Lsc ) > 3∆
c
roots to equation (5.6) depends on the signs of the values of the cubic function at its
turning points. The cubic function at 0 is a positive value equal to πv
16 and the cubic

1
2
3
3
(vδs )
(vδs )
vδs
πv
πv
3 π∆c 3
function at 3∆
is
equal
to
, there is
−
.
If
−
>
0,
i.e.,
δ
<
s
16
27∆2c
16
27∆2c
2
2v 2
c
1


2
(vδs )3
3 π∆c 3
only a negative root of E(Lsc ) to (5.5). If πv
, apart
−
=
0,
i.e.,
δ
=
2
2
s
16
27∆c
2
2v

 13
(vδs )3
πv
from the negative root, there is one unique positive root 21 2∆
. If πv
16 − 27∆2c < 0,
c
 2  13
π∆
i.e., δs > 23 2v2c , apart from the negative root, there are two positive roots where
vδs
one is smaller and the other is larger than the turning point 3∆
. Both these two
c
vδs
vδs
positive roots are less than 2∆c since the cubic function at 2∆c , greater than the
vδs
turning point 3∆
, is equal to a positive value πv
16 . This implies, both these two
c
positive roots satisfy inequality (5.7). Next, in the following, we claim the solution
to (5.5) is the smaller root which is decreasing in store density δs .

Via implicit differentiation of (5.6), the first derivative of E(Lsc ) in δs is:
∂E(Lsc )
∂δs

=

−

E(Lsc )v
2vδs − 6E(Lsc )∆c

vδs
vδs
which is negative for E(Lsc ) < 3∆
and is positive for E(Lsc ) > 3∆
. So, when
c
c
 2  13
π∆
vδs
δs > 23 2v2c , the root smaller than 3∆
is decreasing in δs and the root larger
c
vδs
than 3∆
is increasing in δs . Intuitively, the expected distance E(Lksc ) for k = 1, 2... is
c
decreasing in δs and the availability probability of each nanostore staff is increasing
in δs . This implies the solution of E(Lsc ) to (5.5) is decreasing in δs , i.e., E(Lsc ) is
equal to the smaller root.

Finally, we show the solution of E(Lsc ) to (5.5) is convex in δs .
differentiation, the second derivative of the root of E(Lsc ) to (5.6) is:
∂ 2 E(Lsc )
∂δs2

=

6v 2 E(Lsc )(vδs − 2∆c E(Lsc ))
(2vδs − 6E(Lsc )∆c )

3

Via implicit
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where the numerator is positive according to inequality 5.7 and the denominator is
vδs
. Therefore, the solution of E(Lsc ) to (5.5) is
positive for the root smaller than 3∆
c
convex in δs . 2

5.6.2

Appendix B: Proofs

Proof: Proof of Theorem 5.1
To ease exposition, let µ = E(Lvsc ) . To show concavity, it only suffices to show
convexity of equation (5.3). The second derivative of (5.3) is:
∂2µ
∂2F
= −T 2 e−µT + T 2
2
∂δs
∂δs
which is positive since

∂2µ
∂δs2



∂µ
∂δs

2

e−µT

4

2v E(Lsc )
= − E(Lsc )(2vδ
3 < 0 according to §5.6.1. 2
s −6∆c E(Lsc ))

Proof: Proof of lemma 5.1
The first derivative of Π in T is:
∂Π(δs )
∂T

=

R∆c µe−µT

which is positive for any store density δs . This implies that there exists a threshold
Tb ≥ 0 such that Π∗ is positive for T > Tb and negative for T < Tb . Let δ̂s be
the unique value which maximizes the profit function Π. If δ̂s is an interior point in
δ̂s )
set [δ s , ∆s ], it solves the first order optimality condition, i.e., ∂Π(
= 0. Then, the
∂δs
optimal solution is δs∗ = 0 for T ≤ Tb and the optimal solution is δs∗ = δ̂s for T > Tb .
The cross derivative of Π in (δs , T ) is given by:
∂ 2 Π(δs )
∂δs ∂T

= R∆c

∂µ −µT
e
(1 − µT )
∂δs

where the sign depends on the term 1 − µT . At T =

1
µ,

we have 1 − µT = 0. Given

2

∂ Π(δs )
∂δs ∂T

a fixed δs , the cross derivative
is positive for T < µ1 and then negative for
∂Π
T > µ1 . This implies ∂δ
is increasing in T < µ1 and decreasing in T > µ1 . Given
s
a fixed T , let δ̄s (T ) ∈ [δ s , ∆s ] be a threshold such that 1 − µ(δ̄s (T ))T = 0. Since µ
1
is increasing in δs ∈ [δ s , ∆s ], the threshold δ̄s (T ) only exists for T ≥ µ(∆
and, in
s)
existence, it is unique and decreasing in T .
1
∂Π
For T < µ(∆
, we have 1 − µ(δs )T ≥ 1 − µ(∆s )T > 0, which implies ∂δ
is increasing
s)
s
in T for δs ∈ [δ s , ∆s ]. Since µ is concave (see the proof of Theorem 5.1) and increasing
∂µ
1
in δs , for T < µ(∆
, ∂δ
and e−µT (1 − µT ) are positive and decreasing in δs . So,
s)
s

for fixed T <

∂ 2 Π(δs )
1
µ(∆s ) , ∂δs ∂T

is decreasing in δs , which implies

∂Π
∂δs

is increasing more
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∂Π
1
, ∂δ
is increasing in T for δs ∈ [δ s , δ̄s (T ))
slowly in T as δs increases. For T > µ(∆
s)
s
∂Π
is increasing
and decreasing in T for δs > δ̄s (T ). By exactly the same arguments, ∂δ
s
more slowly in T as δs increases from δ s to δ̄s (T ).

The first derivative of Π in δs is given by:
∂Π(δs )
∂δs

=

RT ∆c

∂µ −µT
e
−m
∂δs

where the first term approaches zero as T decreases to zero. From this equation, we
s)
see there exists a continuous range of low values of T such that ∂Π(δ
< 0. Since
∂δs
∂Π(δs )
is increasing in T for δs ∈ [δ s , δ̄s (T )) and the increasing rate is decreasing in δs ,
∂δs
∂Π(δs )
if ∂δs ever hits zero, it first does so at δ s . In this case, let T be the threshold such
∂Π(δ )
s)
that ∂δss = 0. Otherwise, i.e., if ∂Π(δ
∂δs is negative at δ s for any T , it is also negative
s)
for δs > δ s for any T . In this case, let T = ∞. For T < T , we have ∂Π(δ
< 0 which
∂δs

indicates solution δ̂s is δ s . For T > T , solution δ̂s is greater than or equal to δ s and
less than or equal to ∆s .
According to the previous analysis,
decreasing in T >

1
µ(∆s ) .

If

∂Π(∆s )
∂δs

∂Π(∆s )
∂δs

is positive at time guarantee

unique thresholds T̃ > T and T̄ > T̃ at which
∂Π(∆s )
∂δs

is first increasing in T <
∂Π(∆s )
∂δs

1
µ(∆) ,

1
µ(∆s )

then

there are two

is equal to zero. For T ∈ (T , T̃ ),

is less than zero and increasing in T , which indicates solution δ̂s is greater
∂Π(∆s )
is greater
∂δs
∂Π(∆s )
is less than
∂δs

than δ c and less than ∆s and it is increasing in T . For T ∈ [T̃ , T̄ ),
than zero, which indicates solution δ̂s is equal to ∆s . For T > T̄ ,

zero and is decreasing in T , which indicates solution δ̂s is greater than or equal to δ s
and less than ∆s and it is decreasing in T .
If

∂Π(∆s )
∂δs

is negative or equal to zero at

remains to be negative for T >

1
µ(∆s ) .

1
µ(∆s ) ,

it is negative for T <

1
µ(∆s )

and it

So, solution δ̂s is always less than or equal to

∆s . In this case, there exists a unique threshold T̂ such that 1 − µ(δ̂s (T̂ ))T̂ = 0. The
solution δ̂s is increasing in T ∈ [T , T̂ ) and decreasing in T > T̂ . 2
Proof: Proof of Lemma 5.2
 2  31
π∆
is increasing in ∆c . Then, there exists
The minimal store density δ s = 23 2v2c
q
3
∆s
a consumer density threshold 4v
a positive
3
3π beyond which (5.5) does not admit
q
∆3s
solution of E(Lsc ). Next, we only consider consumer density less than 4v
3
3π .
The first derivative of Π in ∆c is:
∂Π
∂∆c

=

−µT

p̄ − Re



∂µ
1 − ∆c T
∂∆c
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∂µ
v
= −vδs +3∆
< 0 since E(Lsc ) <
where ∂∆
c
c E(Lsc )
derivative of Π in ∆c is:

∂2Π
∂∆2c

−µT

= RT e

which is negative because

∂µ
∂∆c

∂µ
2
− ∆c T
∂∆c

< 0 and

∂2µ
∂∆2c

=



vδs
3∆c

∂µ
∂∆c

2

(see §5.6.1). The second

∂2µ
+ ∆c
∂∆2c

!

3vE(Lsc )(−vδs +2E(Lsc )∆c )
(vδs −3E(Lsc )∆c )3
∂Π
δs , ∂∆c is decreasing in

< 0. This

∆c . For a
implies, for a positive finite T and any value of
∂Π
is
positive
at
∆
=
0,
it
may
stay
positive
or
become
negative
as ∆c
fixed δs , if ∂∆
c
c
q
3
∆s
∂Π
increases from zero up to 4v
if ∂∆
is negative at ∆c = 0, it will stay negative
3
3π ; q
c
3
∆
s
as ∆c increases from zero up to 4v
3
3π .
Since the above arguments hold for any store density δs ∈ [δ s , ∆s ], for positive finite
T , the profit Π∗ may be increasing then decreasing
q in ∆c . This implies there are
∆3s
4v
∗
¯ c ∈ [∆ ,
at most two thresholds ∆c > 0 and ∆
c 3
3π ] such that Π is positive for
¯
∆c ∈ (∆ , ∆c ) and is zero otherwise.
c

∂Π
For T = 0, we have ∂∆
= p̄ − R, which is a constant being either negative or
c
∂Π
= p̄, which is positive. So, there always exists
nonnegative. For T = ∞, we have ∂∆
q c
3
∆
s
¯ c = ∆ ≤ 4v
a threshold 0 ≤ ∆
c
3
3π beyond which it is never optimal to sell the
product.

The cross derivative of Π in (δs , ∆c ) is:


∂2Π
∂µ
∂µ ∂µ
∂2µ
= RT e−µT
− ∆c T
+ ∆c
∂δs ∂∆c
∂δs
∂∆c ∂δs
∂∆c ∂δs
2

2

(2vδs −3E(Lsc )∆c )
∂µ
∂µ
µ
> 0.
which is positive since ∂δ
> 0, ∂∆
< 0 and ∂∆∂c ∂δ
= v2(vδ
s
c
s
s −3E(Lsc )∆c )
This implies the profit function Π is submodular in (δs , ∆c ) and the optimal solution
¯ c ). 2
δ ∗ = δ̂s is nondecreasing in ∆c for ∆c ∈ (∆c , ∆

Proof: Proof of Lemma 5.3
The first derivative of Π in R is given by:
∂Π
∂R

=

−∆c e−µT

which is negative for all store density under finite T . Therefore, there must exist a
threshold of R̄ at and above which it it not optimal to sell the product. When T is
infinite, by Lemma 5.1, the optimal store density is the minimal density value δ s if
the option to sell the product generates positive profit. Therefore, when T = ∞, R̄
is equal to infinity if p̄∆c − mδ s > 0, i.e., the optimal profit is positive; otherwise, R̄
is equal to zero.
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The cross derivative of Π for i = C, S in (δs , R) is:
∂2Π
∂δs ∂R

=

T ∆c

∂µ −µT
e
∂δs

which is positive since all terms of the above equations are positive. This implies
the profit function Π is submodular in (δs , R) and the optimal solution δ ∗ = δ̂ is
increasing in R for R < R̄. 2
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Conclusions
In this dissertation, we studied traditional retail distribution in emerging-market
megacities. In Chapter 2-4, we mainly focused on the trade-offs that arise from
the practice of the direct channel distribution. In Chapter 5, we explored the current
trend of on-demand retail operations which use nanostores as stocking locations and
consumer order delivery force. Specifically, Chapter 2 studied the sales effort policy to
sell to sales chasing nanostores; Chapter 3 studied the cash and shelf space competition
between two suppliers who sell and deliver to nanostores via sales visits; Chapter
4 studied the distribution channel policy of selling to a cluster of nanostores in a
demand growth setting; finally, Chapter 5 studied the network scale of on-demand
retail platforms that sell products through nanostores.

6.1

Insights and Contributions

This dissertation is the first systematic and analytical research on traditional retail
distribution in emerging-market megacities. We apply a variety of diverse modeling
techniques to study novel problems in traditional retail operations. We bridge the gap
between the scarce academic research and the large-scale traditional retail practice
in decades. In this section, we generally summarize the most significant insights and
contributions of Chapter 2-5. In addition, we also provide conjectures on certain
extensions.

6.1.1

Selling to Nanostores

In Chapter 2, we studied the optimal sales effort policy of CPG suppliers selling to
sales chasing nanostores. We addressed the trade-off between the sales effort costs,
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which compose a two-sided variable and a two-sided fixed costs, and the benefits
of exerting sales effort, which are either increased revenue due to convincing-up
effort or reduced outdated inventory disposal cost due to convincing-down effort. We
characterized a variety of optimal policies under different cost structures that provide
valuable insights and guidance for CPG suppliers’ sales effort practice.
To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study to explore a Markov Decision
Process model with a two-sided convex variable cost function plus two-sided fixed
costs. We are the first to show that a Generalized (st , St ) policy can be optimal
under positive fixed costs. We define and develop the new mathematical properties
Backward-K D -Concavity and Bidirectional-(K U , K D )-Concavity. Based on these
D
U D
two properties, we characterize the (sU
t , St , st , St ) policy under some technical
conditions. Because of the model and structure analogies, the results we obtain from
our model can easily be transferred to the parallel fields of stochastic inventory control
and capacity investment.
This chapter does not fully characterize the optimal policy for the case when the
gross marginal gain of exerting convincing-up effort is only positive for low values
of base order levels under the two-sided fixed cost structure. We only show that
D
U D
the (sU
t , St , st , St ) policy is optimal under some technical conditions. However, we
also believe that it would perform reasonably well in general since, intuitively, CPG
suppliers have more incentives to convince up (down) for low (high) values of base
order levels since the benefits of exerting sales effort for non-intermediate base order
levels tend to be more significant.
This chapter also does not address the welfare of nanostores and the entire supply
chain when CPG suppliers optimize their sales effort. On the one hand, the behavior
to chase the past sales may undermine not only the profits of nanostores but also
the profits of suppliers. On the other hand, the suppliers optimize sales effort to
maximize their own profits, which may harm the welfare of nanostores and the entire
supply chain. So, both nanostores and the supply chain are likely to get better off
or worse off under the optimal sales effort policy of CPG suppliers. To investigate
the impact exactly, we need to introduce nanostores’ inventory holding cost in order
to evaluate nanostores’ and the entire supply chain’s profits. When nanostores’ base
order level is lower (higher) than the optimal newsvendor order quantity, the sales
chasing behavior jeopardizes their own profits. If the gross marginal gain of exerting
convincing-up effort at this base order level happens to be positive (negative), this
base order level is also suboptimal for the suppliers. Then, the suppliers’ convincingup (down) effort may improve not only nanostores’ but also the supply chain’s profits.
Otherwise, i.e., if it is optimal for the suppliers to convince down (up), the suppliers’
convincing-down (up) effort harms nanostores’ profit. In this case, the entire supply
chain may still get better off however at the cost of nanostores’ interests.
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Competing for Nanostores

In Chapter 3, we studied the cash competition between two CPG suppliers selling
products in distinct product categories and we studied cash and shelf space
competition between two CPG suppliers selling products in the same product
category. We showed that CPG suppliers are incentivized to charge reasonable
wholesale prices to ensure that nanostores can survive in the long run, which can
potentially be one explanation of the resilience of nanostores to withstand the
competition from supermarkets.
When comparing the cash competition model and the single-supplier model,
nanostores are more likely to survive and the suppliers can make more profit because
of competition. This co-prosperity relationships between nanostores and suppliers and
between competing suppliers have never been studied before in the literature. In cash
and shelf space competition, we showed that there exist two types of monopoly with
different operational characteristics. We also saw, when the two suppliers cannot
dominate each other, the nanostore may not be able to enter the market under
competition even though they can do so through selling to the nanostore as a single
supplier.
The results and insights we have derived in this chapter are based on the assumption
that consumer demands of both suppliers’ products are deterministic. If the product
demands are stochastic, the co-prosperity relationship between suppliers and the
nanostore are still expected to hold because nanostores’ long-run survival is still the
prerequisite of the two suppliers’ long-run profitability. For the cash competition
model, under zero order delivery lead time and a further assumption that the
nanostore informs the suppliers of the exact stock-out moment of their respective
stock, these two suppliers will still visit the nanostore exactly at their respective
stock-out moment. For the cash and shelf space competition model, under zero
order delivery lead time and a further assumption that the nanostore informs the
moment when the aggregate stock depletes to certain thresholds, the selling quantity
or quantities under the monopoly or duopoly game are exactly the same as in the
deterministic demand model while the only difference is that we should replace the
deterministic inter-visit time by the expected inter-visit time. Since monopolizing
versus sharing the market still captures the key trade-off, the results are expected to
hold.

6.1.3

Supplying to Nanostores

Chapter 4 is the first study in the literature which models retail channel selection
over a finite planning horizon in a demand growth setting. We showed that it can
be optimal to switch between the direct channel and the wholesale channel over
the planning horizon. We showed that the structure of the optimal channel policy
is completely characterized by two metrics: the gross profitability and the growth-
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adjusted profitability. This provides CPG suppliers with strong and easy-executable
insights.
The above results and insights have been derived under a deterministic demand growth
assumption, which can be relaxed to assume that the demands grow stochastically and
the growth rate of the direct channel stochastically dominates that of the wholesale
channel. Under this condition, the optimal solutions and insights are still expected to
hold as the main trade off between gross profitability and demand growth potential
still applies. Since the supplier optimizes expected profit over the planning horizon
and the direct channel has a higher expected demand growth potential, the supplier
would still make at most one switch over the time horizon and the metrics that
determine the optimal policy structure are very likely to take the similar forms.
Multinational CPG suppliers began to operate in emerging-market megacities using
the wholesale channel and they have been attempting to scale up their direct channel
distribution after realizing the market growth potential. However, as suggested by
the results of Chapter 4, any one-size-fits-all strategy can largely deviate away from
optimality and the optimal channel selection differs in horizon length, demand growth
rates and geographic parameters. This is illustrated by our case study using a real
life dataset from a CPG supplier in the city of Bogota, Colombia.

6.1.4

Connecting through Nanostores

In Chapter 5, we modeled the geographic distribution of consumers and nanostores
by Poisson point processes. This is a type of geographic point process which is widely
known in the fields of biology, forestry and astronomy, but is applied in transportation
and operations management only at a very limited scale. To the best of our knowledge,
we made the first attempt in the literature of on-demand economy to model a locationbased demand-supply matching policy which is applicable to many on-demand service
platforms. Therefore, the results and insights we have derived are very pertinent to
the on-demand operations.
We also provided a couple of counterintuitive results. We show that the optimal
solution is first nondecreasing then nonincreasing in the order fulfillment time
guarantee when the consumer demand is independent of this parameter. We also
show that, while the platform operations can only be profitable when the consumer
density reaches a sufficient size, a high consumer density, indicating a large market
size, may turn out to jeopardize the platform because the growth of consumer density
increases the likelihood of order delivery delay and the platform may even become
not stable due to high traffic intensity.
Chapter 5 only presents the preliminary results based on a nanostore staff delivery
model. There are a couple of potential directions to extend the results. One interesting
direction is to study a crowd shipping model which is also widely used by many ondemand service platforms such as Instacart. Using similar location-based demand-
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supply matching policies, the crowd shipping model mainly differs with the nanostore
staff delivery model in that a crowd shipping delivery freelancer travels a two-trip
distance from its location to a nanostore then to a consumer to finish one order delivery
while a nanostore delivery staff travels a round-trip distance from the nanostore
to a consumer location to complete one order delivery. Since the main trade-off
between late delivery refund cost and network maintenance cost is still there, the
structural properties are expected to hold. Another interesting direction is to model
the consumer density as a function of the order fulfillment time guarantee and the
value of refund, which are two additional decision variables to optimize. Technically,
under a linear function, the concavity property is still expected to hold. As for the
optimal solutions, as a conjecture, the optimal store density and the order fulfillment
time guarantee tend to form strategic substitutes, the optimal store density and the
value of refund tend to form strategic complements and the relationship between the
optimal order fulfillment time guarantee and the value of refund can take either form.

6.2

The future of nanostores

Multinational supermarkets including Walmart and Carrefour began to operate
in emerging-market megacities in 1990s. It was commonly projected that the
entry of supermarkets would drive nanostores into demise (Child et al. 2015).
However, two decades’ dynamic retail experiment has falsified this projection.
Within these two decades, particularly in emerging-market megacities in China, ecommerce has reached an enormous scale, omnichannel operations have emerged
from zero subsequently, convenience store operations have been developing and
finally consumers are changing. In this dynamic retail landscape, nanostores have
demonstrated to be extraordinarily resilient.
The above phenomenon that nanostores have survived through two decades’ dynamic
retail evolution can be attributed to multi-dimensional factors including consumer
shopping behavior, nanostore adaptivity, a co-prosperity relationship between
nanostores and CPG suppliers, increasing logistics and real estate costs, the emergence
of e-commerce and omnichannel operations and the development of convenience
stores. In the following, we elaborate on these factors with an attempt to explain
the phenomenon and further predict the future of nanostores in the coming decades.
First, nanostores do not compete for the exact type of consumers or consumer demand
with the other retail formats. The consumers that supermarkets target have good
access to either public or private means of transportation and face little financial
constraints. These consumers visit supermarkets on a regular and planned basis and
they purchase groceries in large amounts to enjoy quantity discounts and balance high
fixed shopping costs. E-commerce retailers compete with supermarkets for consumers’
shopping on a regular and planned basis because consumers incur high fixed shopping
costs and take long lead time to acquire products via both retail formats. Further,
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convenience stores provide both shopping convenience and short lead time, which
capture consumers’ unplanned and convenience-sensitive demand that happens in
high frequency and small units. Finally, on-demand retail platforms, which are the
most innovative omnichannel operations models, target consumers who are sensitive
to waiting time and who highly value shopping convenience and speed.
The consumers that nanostores target are financially constrained residents who have
limited access to private transportation. They tend to purchase groceries locally in
small quantity and in high frequency to manage their financial constraint and save on
transportation costs. Nanostores are located in local neighborhoods in close proximity
to local residents and they maintain a good casual relationship with their consumers.
Many stores offer free home delivery within half an hour and provide consumers with
relationship-based credit. Therefore, the consumers that nanostores target are very
loyal to specific nanostores. Further, the internet and e-commerce penetration rate
among nanostore consumers tends to be low. Therefore, the competition impact of
these retail formats on nanostores seems to be limited.
Along with the economic growth, the average income of consumers is growing;
however, in emerging markets, since the income gap has been rising, the income
of the bottom of the pyramid is increasing very slowly. On the one hand, income
increase drives demand growth, which boosts the retail sales regardless of the retail
format. This is evidenced by retail practice in emerging markets. Joseph et al.
(2008) show, upon the entry of supermarkets in India, traditional retail sales still kept
growing with annual rate of 10%. The most recent global sales data from Nielsen
(2015a) also confirms the ubiquitous retail sales growth of all retail formats. On
the other hand, income increase may imply shift of consumer shopping behaviors.
However, the shopping behaviors of the current generations of nanostores’ consumers
tend to change very slowly given that their current financial constraint will not be
relieved substantially within a short time horizon. Moreover, as mobile payment
technology advances, omnichannel operations progresses and city transportation
becomes increasingly complicated, the consumers in emerging-markets megacities may
be shifting from being price sensitive to shopping convenience sensitive and their
shopping behaviors are evolving from regular and planned buying in bulk to irregular
and high frequency shopping in small quantities. As a result, we see that the retail
landscape is becoming more fragmented and the retail formats are moving into smaller
stores (Nielsen 2015a, Fung Business Intelligence Center 2015). Finally, in order to
sustain store operations, an e-commerce retailer needs to serve millions of consumers;
a supermarket needs to serve tens of thousands of consumers; a convenience store
needs to serve thousands of consumers. However, a nanostore only needs to serve a
few hundreds of consumers and this number for a nanostore in China is 50 (Xie 2017).
Therefore, along with the income rise and consumer shopping behavior evolution,
nanostores are facing many challenges but also enormous opportunities to retain
their existing consumers, acquire new consumers and a new source of income through
participating in the omnichannel operations and adapt to future retail environment.
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Second, nanostores are highly adaptive and the traditional retail supply is more likely
to embrace the increasing logistics, real estate and labor costs than the modern retail
supply chain. Nanostores carry SKUs of high consumption frequency and small
package units to cater to consumers’ shopping behaviors. They manage very long
and flexible operating hours to capture consumer demand as much as possible while
keeping store attendance at a manageable level by mostly only two persons. For
example, most nanostores in Beijing operate for 12 regular hours and consumers are
still served when they knock the doors at midnight and early morning. These adaptive
operations strategies and the above-mentioned consumer relationship management
and relationship-based credit offering secure a sizable and loyal consumer base and
guarantee a relatively stable source of income. Nanostores either replenish inventory
from wholesalers in close proximity by small sized vehicles or get delivered by
wholesalers, distributors and suppliers. This implies they are unlikely to be the
victim of the increasingly complicated city logistics. Further, since many nanostores
are established in store owners’ private property, the impact of increasing real estate
cost is also limited. More importantly, nanostore owners’ objective is to make a
living in cities. Financially, nanostore owners keep some revenue from selling CPG
products to satisfy their subsistence needs while use the rest to replenish inventory
from CPG suppliers. This means that nanostores are very likely to sustain as long
as the profit they earn can finance their subsistence needs. This posit has been
analytically investigated in Chapter 3.
In the traditional retail supply chain, suppliers are also very adaptive to overcome the
increasingly complicated city logistics. In the direct distribution, they use small sized
vehicles to easily access nanostores located in local neighborhoods. Many suppliers
in China including Danone apply a hybrid channel strategy where they dispatch sales
representatives to visit nanostores to take orders then outsource the last mile delivery
to local wholesalers. According to Chapter 4, they can also switch between the
wholesale channel and the direct channel strategies to trade off the gross profitability
and the future demand growth potential. Due to using these adaptive distribution
strategies, also since suppliers realize a very high margin to sell through nanostores,
they are very likely to absorb the increasing logistics costs.
To the opposite, the modern retail supply chains are rigid to overcome the challenges
of the increasing city logistics, real estate and labor costs. Distinct from developed
markets, many supermarkets are located in city centers of emerging-market megacities
to gain easy access by public transportation. To guarantee sufficient patronage,
convenience stores are usually located on major streets outside local neighborhoods
in city centers with large population flow. Using an online interface to interact with
consumers, conventional e-commerce retailers including JD.com and Amazon are able
to locate their distribution centers in suburbs and distribution depots in cities with
cheap rents. As emerging-market megacities develop and scale up, city logistics have
become exponentially more complicated and real estate costs have skyrocketed. At the
same time, the labor costs in developing markets have been rising dramatically. These
pose remarkable challenges for retail outlets to make a profit when the fixed term real
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estate rental contracts are about to be due. Therefore, recently, supermarkets have
slowed down their expansion and a variety of retailers even have reduced and ceased
operations in many locations (Fung Business Intelligence Center 2015). For example,
Walmart closed 50 outlets from 2012 to 2015 and has already closed 11 stores so far
in 2017. Convenience stores are even more vulnerable since the rent of their locations
tends to increase faster, they replenish inventory in smaller quantities and they have
longer and more inflexible operating hours. Conventional e-commerce retailers are
less likely to be the victim of the increasing real estate costs, however, they suffer
more on the sides of logistics and labor costs.
Furthermore, in emerging-market megacities, there exists fierce competition between
supermarkets, convenience stores and e-commerce retailers. In the grocery sector,
although e-commerce claims less than 5% market share in most countries, its
disruptive impact is substantial as it undermines both the sales and profitability
of supermarkets (Fung Business Intelligence Center 2015).
The development
of convenience stores also threatens supermarkets by acquiring the existing
supermarkets’ consumer demand as consumers tend to shop more and more at smaller
retail formats. The expansion of conventional e-commerce in the grocery sector will
slow down as new players join the market and the development of convenience stores
will eventually become stagnant because the fraction of consumer demand one outlet
can capture is decreasing as the outlet density increases. As a direct consequence,
these modern retailers are becoming less than less able to absorb the increasing city
logistics, real estate and labor costs if the peer competition intensifies. This further
implies the negative effect that these modern retailers can bring to nanostores tend
to be limited in the coming decades.
Third, the omnichannel operations of e-commerce brings a new source of income
and new opportunities to nanostores. In recent years, omnichannel operations that
infuses online channel and offline channel has been thriving in CPG retail sector. One
direction to approach omnichannel operations is that e-commerce retailers collaborate
with the offline channel to strengthen their delivery network and nanostores are the
ideal offline omnichannel operations partner due to huge network density and close
proximity to consumers. In practice, e-commerce retailers like JD.com use tens of
thousands of nanostores as online order pickup points. In April 2017, JD.com issued
a plan to franchise one million nanostores over the next 5 years with half from quasimegacities and megacities in China where nanostores order from JD.com then get
delivered by JD logistics. Similarly, BEST logistics, a third party logistics service
provider invested by Alibaba, began to operate Dianjia.com, which is also claimed
to be a one-million nanostore plan. Even more interestingly, the on-demand retail
platform Beequick in Beijing has established a nanostore network in China where
the platform consigns inventory to nanostores and then contracts nanostore staff to
deliver consumer on-demand orders. These omnichannel operations models not only
bring a new source of revenue to nanostores but also transform nanostores into local
community service providers. Within these models, nanostores can build a stronger
tie with local consumers and become more adaptive to future retail omnichannel
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environment.
The other direction to approach omnichannel operations is that offline retailers
introduce online consumer interfaces to provide consumers with an integrated
shopping experience. Buy-online pick-up-in-store (BOPS) is a popular model in
north America and Europe where supermarkets represent more than 80% market
share. However, BOPS is rarely applied in emerging markets, possibly because
the retail landscape in emerging-market cities is fragmented and supermarket and
convenience store density in emerging-market cities is relatively low. In China,
the most innovative omnichannel operations attempt in modern retail sector is the
collaboration between supermarkets and on-demand retail platforms Dmall, Shequ001
and JD Daojia. Consumers enjoy the same prices at supermarkets when they
purchase from these platforms. Upon receiving consumer orders, delivery staff of
these on-demand platforms or crowd shipping freelancers travel to supermarkets to
pick up consumer orders and deliver to consumers’ home within a couple of hours.
Based on abundant store inventory and convenient locations of supermarkets in
emerging-market megacities, these platforms deliver consumer orders much faster than
conventional e-commerce companies so that they bring additional consumer demand
to supermarkets. However, since the margins of supermarkets have already been very
thin, it remains a question whether these startup platforms are able to cover the
on-demand operations costs.
Fourth, CPG suppliers form a co-prosperity relationship with nanostores and a
competition relationship with supermarkets and convenience stores. Suppliers
dominate nanostores and are dominated by supermarkets and convenience stores.
In practice, it is much more profitable to sell through nanostores. In traditional
retail, since nanostore owners’ objective is to make a living, suppliers’ long-run
profitability bundles with nanostores’ long-run survival. This implies that suppliers
are incentivized to help nanostores survive. Chapter 3 explored this co-prosperity
relationship through studying suppliers’ wholesale pricing strategy. The results
show that, in equilibrium, competing suppliers should price their products such that
nanostores can earn sufficient profit to finance their subsistence needs.
Apart from pricing, in practice, suppliers also help nanostores improve operations
to boost sales. In China, e-commerce B2B CPG suppliers DS365 and Huimin run
nanostore mobile applications and post store operations tips to assist nanostores make
better decisions. In Philippines, the e-commerce B2B CPG supplier Hapinoy organizes
nanostore business training and equips store owners with new mobile technology
(Hapinoy 2017). In India, local suppliers assisted nanostores upgrade their service
operations to compete against the entry of supermarkets (Joseph et al. 2008). Finally,
throughout the globe, more and more suppliers tend to adopt the direct distribution
strategy and run sales effort programs. Chapter 2-4 show, through optimal strategies
of sales effort, sales visit, pricing and channel selection, suppliers can eliminate
intermediaries, avoid double marginalization and improve supply chain efficiencies,
which improves CPG suppliers’ profitability and renders nanostores more likely to
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survive in the long run.

6.3

Future research

Traditional retail operations, by its multi-dimensionality and heterogeneity, is
fundamentally different from modern retail operations. However, it has been
overlooked by the academic world for decades. As CPG suppliers expand their market
presence in emerging-market megacities, the traditional retail operations demand
the academia to conduct state-of-the-art research and provide cutting-edge insights
and toolkits. In this section, based on this dissertation, we briefly sketch some
future research directions on traditional and modern retail competition, nanostores
in omnichannel operations and traditional retail operations strategies and nanostore
welfare.

6.3.1

Traditional and modern retail competition

The competition among distinct retail formats is under-explored by the literature.
In developed markets, this type of retail competition usually takes the form of the
entry of large-scale chain retailers like Walmart into a local area and the subsequent
confrontation with incumbent local retailers. The relevant research mainly takes
an empirical perspective. Studies (e.g., Jia 2016, Stone 1995, Basker 2005, Gielens
et al. 2008, Ailawadi et al. 2010) show that the entry of Walmart can completely
change the local retail landscape. Upon the entry, the local incumbent retailers
suffer sales and profit loss and the number of existing local retailers can decrease
dramatically. Specifically, Ailawadi et al. (2010) and Gielens et al. (2008) show
that the incumbents that suffer more are the ones who have greater proximity and
assortment overlaps with the new market player. Gielens et al. (2008) also show the
small, less financially healthy incumbents are more likely to be the victims. Atlawadi
et al. (2010) further show, by adjusting their marketing-mix, the local incumbents can
substantially mitigate the negative impact brought by the entry of the chain retailers.
In emerging markets, the retail competition between nanostores and supermarkets has
been going on for two decades and the practice has shown the evidence of nanostores’
extraordinary resilience. In 2007, when India traditional retail was accounting for 96%
of the retail market, Joseph et al. (2008) conducted a survey with a sample size of 1,299
nanostores. They show that the nanostores experienced turnover and profit decline
because of the presence of supermarkets in the vicinity. However, the adverse impact
these nanostores experienced fades away as the presence of supermarkets in the local
area elongates. Further, for the nanostores located far away from the supermarkets,
the adverse impact is shown to be negligible. When looking at the overall market,
even with the competition with supermarkets, the traditional retail still kept growing
with annual rate of 10%.
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These empirical studies are able to capture the transient effect of the retail competition
since, in a finite term after the entry of a new retail format, the resident income,
consumer shopping behaviors, city infrastructure and public policy are evolving
dynamically especially in emerging-market megacities. However, since the retail
landscape will eventually converge and become stable in the long run in emergingmarket megacities, it seems to be appropriate and also interesting to apply game
theoretic models to address the retail competition effect and predict the retail
landscape in equilibrium. Taking this perspective, Jerath et al. (2016) model the
competition between unorganized retailers (i.e., nanostores) and one organized retailer
(e.g., supermarkets and retail chains) with consideration of retail pricing and outlet
location. They show that the entry of the organized retailer reduces the number
of unorganized retailers and the number of unorganized retailers in equilibrium is
increasing in the consumers’ transportation cost to the organized retailer. This
paper is the first attempt to analytically explore the traditional and modern retail
competition. Below, we briefly propose some future research on this topic according
to the previous discussion on the future of nanostores.
CPG suppliers play a critical role in the competition between nanostores and
supermarkets in that they are in a co-prosperity relationship with nanostores but in
a competition relationship with supermarkets. Due to negotiation power difference,
suppliers usually charge a higher wholesale price to nanostores than to supermarkets
so that it is more profitable to sell directly to nanostores after accounting for the
direct channel operations cost. On the one hand, this implies that suppliers may
suffer a profit loss when consumer demand shifts from nanostores to supermarkets.
On the other hand, this potentially challenges suppliers’ price segmentation integrity
if the wholesale price charged to nanostores is significantly higher than that to
supermarkets. In reality, we observed that some nanostores in Beijing replenish
inventory from supermarkets by themselves or through Shequ001 (an on-demand retail
platform) rather than from their suppliers or wholesalers. This triangular relationship
between CPG suppliers, nanostores and supermarkets provides an interesting angle
to model the retail competition between traditional and modern retail supply chains
instead of solely between nanostores and supermarkets.

6.3.2

Nanostores in omnichannel operations

The omnichannel operations take a great leap from the multichannel operations in
that the originally segregated distribution channels now become more interconnected.
One canonical omnichannel operations example is buy-online pick-up-in-store (BOPS)
which combines the convenience of online ordering, the transparency of offline
inventory availability and the real offline shopping experience for the consumers.
This further implies the consolidation of offline inventory replenishment and the cost
reduction of consumer order delivery. Galante et al. (2013) show BOPS can improve
the margin by as much as 30% in comparison with consumer order home delivery.
Through the implementation of BOPS, empirically, Gallino and Moreno (2014) find
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that some original online customers shift from online to offline and the BOPS users
tend to purchase additional products when pick up the orders at the stores (crossselling effect). Because of this effect, Gao and Su (2016) show that the store is more
willing to carry the BOPS products.
These papers study the BOPS operations of a single retailer who operates both online
and offline channels. In practice, conventional e-commerce retailers and even public
parcel delivery companies are transforming into omnichannel operators. On the one
hand, to resolve the last-mile problem, both conventional e-commerce companies like
JD.com and Bol.com and public parcel delivery companies like DPD and TNT recruit
tens of thousands of local retail stores as their consumer order pickup points. Using
their order pickup services, consumers usually pay a smaller delivery fee and the
retail stores earn a handling fee per package. In emerging-market megacities, with
massive population and extremely congested city logistics, the order pickup service
is a strategic kit to avoid home delivery uncertainty and save on the distribution
costs. To achieve this, due to high store density, proximity to the local consumers
and long store operating hours, nanostores can be used as order pickup points. This
not only brings nanostores an extra income from package handling but also increases
store traffic to generate additional revenue from selling products. On the other hand,
JD.com is planning to recruit millions of nanostores into their omnichannel operations
in China where each nanostore not only has the option to replenish from JD.com and
get delivered by JD logistics but also can act as an sales agent of JD.com to help
consumers order from JD.com. From the perspectives of these omnichannel operators,
it is interesting to study the network design, the delivery fee pricing and the package
handling fee and sales agent commission offering of using nanostores as an asset of
their omnichannel operations.
The most recent on-demand retail platforms emerging in the megacities of developing
countries are essentially a new model of omnichannel operations. Instead of adopting
centralized warehousing and a self-owned delivery fleet like many conventional ecommerce companies are using, on-demand retail platforms stock inventory in
proximity of local consumers at tens of thousands of nanostores and contract nanostore
staff or crowd shipping freelancers to deliver the products to the consumers. This
new operations model addresses the demand of time sensitive consumers by location
based demand-supply matching policy and resolves the last mile megacity logistics
problem through using external service providers such as nanostores who are willing to
exchange their idle time for a source of income. So far, this operations model is still in
an experimental phase. Academically, it brings a series of interesting and challenging
new research questions on the operational demand-supply matching policy, nanostore
network design, delivery fee pricing, etc. Methodologically, the geographic point
processes can be the ideal tool to model the geographic distribution of nanostores,
consumers and crowd shipping freelancers. Using the geographic distribution, the
delivery service performances can be analytically measured based on which a variety
of research topics can be structurally analyzed. Chapter 5 of this dissertation is the
first attempt in the literature to introduce Poisson point processes to this field. In
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the near future, the application of other forms of geographic point processes can also
be explored.

6.3.3

Traditional retail operations strategies and nanostore
welfare

The traditional retail operations can be more complicated and heterogeneous
than modern retail operations. CPG suppliers cannot simply copy modern retail
operations strategies when selling and distributing to nanostores. Economic growth,
urbanization, city planning and expansion, consumer shopping behavior evolution,
competition between CPG suppliers: blending all of these characterizes the current
dynamic and fragmented retail landscape of emerging-market megacities. There does
not exist a one-size-fits-all strategy both in time and in location. An effective toolkit
that worked in the past may not work in the same region at the present. CPG
suppliers need to keep observing the nanostore market and dynamically update their
operations strategies.
For example, in practice, to address the nanostore heterogeneity, CPG suppliers
segment nanostores into multiple categories and apply distinct strategies to serve
each category. The on-demand retail platform Beequick that we study in Chapter 5
selectively recruits nanostores with relatively large store size and good store location.
Coca Cola identifies the priority levels of nanostores and prescribes priority-dependent
service standards. The company uses the direct channel to serve high priority stores
while contracts a distributor or wholesaler to serve the stores when using the direct
channel is cost ineffective (Child et al. 2015). In China, the company covers 40% of
two million nanostores by direct channel and covers the additional 20-30% only by
sales visit. One supplier we work with categorizes nanostores into 5 categories by sales
volume and growth potential. Interestingly, this company pays rent to nanostores to
secure the best shelf space of nanostores and applies a hybrid distribution strategy
where it deploys sales representatives to take order quantities from naostores and
then requests its local wholesalers to deliver the orders to the nanostores. By our
observation, this hybrid strategy is commonly used in megacities in China.
One dimension that this dissertation barely addresses is how does nanostore welfare
change when CPG suppliers optimize their traditional retail operations strategies.
The afore-mentioned characteristics and behaviors of nanostores imply that the
store operations heuristics they are using does not optimize their own and also the
supply chain profits. Therefore, nanostores may get better-off when CPG suppliers
optimize their traditional retail operations strategies. However, since it is not feasible
to deal with nanostores via formal contract forms, it seems to be appropriate for
suppliers to optimize their operations strategies solely according to their own interests.
This implies that nanostores may also get worse-off when CPG suppliers optimize
their traditional retail operations strategies. Therefore, it is very interesting to
assess and compare nanostore welfare under the status quo and suppliers’ optimal
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operations strategies. Given high dimensionality and heterogeneity of traditional
retail operations, it would be reasonable to model and evaluate nanostore welfare in
specific settings.
All of these phenomena emerging from industry practice pose very interesting research
questions to operations management researchers. Unfortunately, this is far beyond
the scope that this dissertation can cover and we are planning to study these aspects
in the future. We also encourage researchers in our field to join us in this fascinating
novel area of research.
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Summary
Traditional Retail Distribution in Megacities
This dissertation analytically explores traditional retail distribution, entailing a
special retail format – nanostores – existing in large numbers in emerging-market
megacities. As the dominant retail format in many emerging-market megacities,
nanostores contribute substantial profits to CPG suppliers. Under CPG suppliers’
direct channel distribution, we study the sales effort policy in Chapter 2 and study
the pricing and sales visit strategies in Chapter 3. In Chapter 4, we address the
trade-off between the direct and wholesale channel distribution and study the channel
distribution policy in a demand growth setting. In Chapter 5, we study the network
capacity strategy of on-demand retail platforms to trade off the late order delivery
refund cost and network maintenance cost. Finally, we predict the fate of nanostores
in the coming decades and also pose relevant potential research topics in Chapter 6.
Selling to Nanostores
Chapter 2 investigates the sales effort strategy for a CPG supplier selling a perishable
product to a nanostore over a finite time horizon. Nanostores have a sales chasing
ordering tendency to under (over)-order when the previous period’s sales are low
(high), which leads to undesired lost sales (excessive outdated inventory disposal
cost). To combat these negative consequences, in practice, CPG suppliers dispatch
sales representatives to convince nanostores to order more (less) than nanostores’ base
order level, which incurs a fixed and a variable convincing-up (down) costs where the
variable component is convexly increasing in the convincing effort.
We model the sales effort problem as a Markov Decision Process to trade-off the
benefits and costs of exerting sales effort. We show a variety of optimal sales effort
policies under different conditions. When the gross marginal return of exerting
convincing-up effort is always nonnegative, with zero fixed costs, a Generalized
Base Stock Policy is optimal. With positive fixed costs, a Generalized (st , St )
Policy is optimal under a convex variable cost, subject to some technical conditions.
When the gross marginal return of exerting convincing-up effort is only positive for
small base order levels, with zero fixed costs, a Generalized Target Interval Policy
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is optimal. With two-sided fixed costs, we define and develop the new notions
of Backward-K D -Concavity and Bidirectional-(K U , K D )-Concavity and characterize
U
D D
the (sU
t , St , St , st ) Policy under some technical conditions.
Competing for Nanostores
Chapter 3 investigates the pricing and sales visit strategies of two CPG suppliers who
each sell a non-perishable product to a nanostore over an infinite time horizon. These
two CPG suppliers are in competition for cash and/or shelf space of the nanostore
who is known to be limited in both assets. Nanostore owners use the revenue of selling
CPG products to pay for their family’s subsistence needs and use the rest to replenish
inventories. They are able to survive as long as the profits they earn can finance their
family’s subsistence needs. We show that the suppliers should price their products and
schedule their sales visits such that the profit rate the nanostore earns covers exactly
his family’s subsistence needs. This implies a co-prosperity relationship between CPG
suppliers and nanostores such that suppliers’ profitability to sell to nanostores bundles
with nanostores’ long-run survival.
Interestingly, when the two suppliers compete only for cash, they can mutually benefit
from each other in that they contribute two sources of revenue to render the nanostore
more likely to earn a sufficient profit rate to finance his family’s subsistence needs.
This also applies to the case when the two suppliers compete for both cash and shelf
space as long as the benefit of forming a duopoly dominates the gain of monopolizing
the market. However, when the reverse happens, one supplier can choose to drive his
counterpart out of the market and acquire his counterpart’s demand through product
substitution.
Supplying to Nanostores
Chapter 4 investigates the distribution channel selection of a CPG supplier selling
a nonperishable product to a cluster of nanostores located in a rectangular region
over a finite time horizon. We model that the CPG supplier can switch between the
wholesale and the direct channel over the time horizon. Using the direct channel
grows the market demand at a faster rate, however, incurs higher logistics costs than
using the wholesale channel. Therefore, the supplier needs to trade-off the logistics
costs and the demand growth potential when selecting the distribution channel policy
over the time horizon.
With the assumption of deterministic demand growth, we show that there is at most
one channel switch over the entire time horizon. The supplier uses the wholesale
channel over the entire horizon to save on the logistics costs and uses the direct
channel over the entire horizon to take use of its high demand growth potential. In
case of channel switch, the supplier begins to use the direct channel to grow the
market in order to switch to a more profitable wholesale channel; the supplier begins
to resort to wholesale in order to build up a decent market size so that an excessive
profit loss can be avoided when using the direct channel from the beginning. We also
show that the supplier should devote more time to use the direct channel when the
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time horizon is longer since a longer horizon gives the direct channel more opportunity
to realize its demand growth potential.
Connecting through Nanostores
Chapter 5 investigates the network capacity strategy of an on-demand retail platform
which sells a product to consumers through nanostores over an infinite time horizon.
In recent years, tens of thousands of nanostores have been recruited by on-demand
retail platforms including Beequick in Beijing as inventory stocking locations and
online consumer order delivery force. These platforms promise to deliver each
consumer order within a certain amount of time and incur a refund cost if they fail
to do so. When the platforms operate a network with a higher nanostore density(i.e.,
network capacity), each consumer order is more likely to be delivered on time and,
as a result, the late delivery refund cost is lower. However, as a negative side, the
platforms need to incur a higher cost to maintain a network with a higher nanostore
density.
In Chapter 5, we model a location based demand-supply match policy where each
consumer’s order is assigned to the consumer’s nearest nanostore whose delivery
staff is available. We model the locations of consumers and nanostores according
to two independent Poisson point processes, based on which, we approximate the
consumer order late fulfillment probability. We show that there exists a unique
optimal nanostore density, which is first nondecreasing then nonincreasing in the
order fulfillment time guarantee. We also show that it is optimal not to sell to the
consumers when the consumer density does not reach a sufficient size or gets beyond
a threshold such that the delivery system becomes unstable.
The future of nanostores and the future research
In Chapter 6, we argue that nanostores target a distinct type of consumer or consumer
demand of all other retail formats. We claim that nanostores are very adaptive and
CPG suppliers are in a co-prosperity relationship with nanostores. We also opine
that traditional retail operations is very likely to overcome the increasing logistics and
real estate costs while the emergence omnichannel operations brings a new source of
income to nanostores. Based on these, we predict that nanostores have great potential
to adapt to new retail environment in the coming decades and they may even prosper
in future omnichannel operations.
As an extension of this dissertation, relevant research directions with great potential
include traditional and modern retail competition which addresses the interaction
between nanostores, supermarkets and CPG suppliers, nanostores in omnichannel
operations which addresses the collaboration of nanostores with conventional ecommerce companies and omnichannel operators and traditional retail operations
strategies and nanostore welfare which are not covered in this dissertation.
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